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PREFACE. 

WHEN the present volume was originally planned 

it was intended to contain an account of Russian folk- . - , 
lore in general-of the stories, legends. riddles. pro-

verbs, and epic as well as lyric poems, which oral 

tradition has preserved among the Russian peasantry. 

But I soon found that the subject was one which, if 

treated at all in detail, would require more time and 

space than I had expected. So I thought it best to 

restrict myself for the present to a part of it only. 

leaving the rest to be described afterwards. In 

this first instalment of the work, therefore, I have 

dealt chiefly, though not exclusively, with the lyric 

poetry of the peasantry; the next will be mainly 

devoted to their Popular Tales and their Metrical 

Romances. 

In order to render intelligible the songs I have 

quoted, it has been necessary to give some slight 

account of the religious ideas attributed to the ancien t 
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Slavonians and the superstitions current among 

their descendants, 8S well as of some of the manners 

and customs of the Russian peasantry, especially with 

regard to marriages and fWllwals. But my book can 

make no pretence to any thing like a satisfactory 

grappling with the difficult problems-mythological, 

ethnological, philological, historical-suggested by 

the study of Slavonic antiquities. Perhaps the best 

excuse I can offer for my shortcomings with reRpect 

to those questions is this. A great part of the ground 

over which I have hastily skimmed has been explored 

by a scholar who is far better qualified for the task 

than I am. And so to :Mr. Morfi11's forthcoming 

work on "The Slaves" I refer, at all events for a 

time, all who wish for fuller information on the 

subject. 

In the translations contained in the present volume 

I have attempted to give, in every case, as literal a 

version of the original as possible. My rule has been 

to translate the songs into prose, line for line and 

word for word., and this rule has scarcely ever been 

broken. Only here and there, in the introductory 

chapter and in that on Marriage, I have been s0me

times almost unconsciously led into following, to some .. 
slight extent, the rhythmical flow of the Russian. 

Rhyme, as my readers are probably aware. very rarely 
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appears in any but modern Russian Songs, and upon 

recent poetry I have not touched. 

For inconsistency in the use of accents I have only 

this excuse to offer. On my " copy" I had marked 

every accented syllable, but"typographical difficulties 

preventecl me from carrying out my original idea. 

After having begun to print, however, I found that 

certain words were specially liable to be mispro

nounced, so I inserted' a few marks here and there, 

where they seemed to be most needed, in order to 

show on which syllable the accent ought to fall. 

With respect to the authorities I have con'Sulted, it 

may be as well to say a few words. My chief aim 

hall been to render available to such students of 

mythology and folk-lore as may happen not to read 

Russian, some part, at least, of the evidence bearing 

upon those subjects which has been collected in 

Russia, but which has not been hitherto rendered 

into generally intelligible speech, and therefore I 

have not thought it necessary to make more than 

occasional reference to books written in, or translated 

into, the languages of Western Europe '. Of the 

• A long list of book. in various languages on Slavonic Anti-
quiti ... is given by Dr. I. J. Hanuscb. See IN Wi6urvcAaft de, 
'la .... eh ... Mlllh",. pp. 48-71. A number of Russian Songs have 
been faithfully translated by P. Von Goetze. under the tit!. of 
Slimmtn d., ""nIeA ... Volk.;" IMtkra. Stuttgart, 1828. A 
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Russian authorities on which I have principally relied 

a full list will be given at the end of the book. The 

Songs contlj.ined in the present volume have been 

taken, for the most part, from the rich collections 

made by Sakharof and Shein i the descriptions of 

popular manners and customs have been mainly bor

rowed from the valuable works of Snegiref and 

Tereshchenko i the greater part of the chapter on 

Funeral Songs I have extracted from the erudite 

treatise by Kotlyarevsky, "On the Funeral Rites of 

the Heathen Slavonians i" and for the arrangement 

and much of the contents of the chapter on }f ythic 

and Ritual Songs I am indebted to Orest Miller's 

.. Historical Survey of Russian Literature." 

But it is to Alexander Nikolaevich Afanasief, whose 

recent and premature death cannot sufficiently be 

deplored, that I am under the deepest obligations. 

His great work, .. On the Poetic Views of the Old 

Slavonians about Nature" is a rich storehouse to 

which I have bad constant recourse in the present 

volume i on his euelient collections of Ru!sian 

Popular Tales and Legends the next volume will be 

based i and from his writings in general I have de

rived frequent assistance while studying the Builinaa, 

few oem!' also ill the collection entitled BtJ~. E. & •• "'''1 
.~Mr IMtIw _ IV. .... WIIldbriIJ. LeipUg, 1848. 
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. or Metrical Romances-with respect to which the 

special books of reference are the collections of Ruib

nikof and Kiryeevsky·, and the critical works of 

Buslaef, Bezsonof, .Maiko~ Orest Miller, Schiefner, 

Stasof, and many others. There is one other Russian 

scholar to whom I wish to render hearty acknowledg

ments for aid constantly received. Were it not for 

the great dictionary" of the living Russian language" 

by Vladimir Dahl, a. foreigner would be hopelessly 

bewildered when trying to make his way through 

the difficult field of Russian folk-lore . 

. Finally, let me offer cordial thanks for the assist

ance personally tendered to me by many Russian 

friends, as well upon other occasions as on those of 

my visits to Russia in 1868 and 1870. To them 

I dedicate my book, ~rusting that, imperfect as it is, 

they will recognize in it such traces of honest work 

as may render them lenient towards its sins both of 

omission and of commission. 

January, 1872 . 

• A Dew collectioD of ouili_ is now ill tbe prOl., containing tbe 
poems written down from tbe dictation of the Oloneta .. rhapsodists" 
by the editor, A. F. Hilferdillg. They will not be Ill'I'8llgOd 
aocording to their subjects, nor chroDOlogioa1ly; but they will be 
grouped ill relation to their reciters-all the poems dictated by eacb 
rbapsodist beillg kept togetber. 
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A WORK has recently been published, to which, had 

I seen it before my book went to press, I should 

have made frequent l'eference-ProfessQr Bernhard 

Schmidt's Das Volksleben der Neugriechen und das 

hellenische Alterthum. The similarity between the 

folk.lore of the modern Greeks, as described in it,' 

and that of the RUBSiaUB, is most striking-so much 

so, that it seems to point to something more than a 

common origin ages ago. Professor Schmidt utterly 

repudiates Fallmerayer's doetrine with respect to 

the preponderance of the Slavonic element in the 

population of modern Greece, and he will not allow 

. that Slavonic myths have at all seriomly afT(.'CtOO 

those of Hellenic descent. However this may be, 

many of the customs and songs which I have quare<! 

• ADd in the ",orb of Wacbsmotb, L1ritho, P.." .. ,· K ind, 
F..,nd, FinDenich-Richartz, and fDNlyotben, of moot of which 
an ........m. ia giYeQ in ·the "Note. on the balliodo, taJe., and claNical 
mpentitiooo of the mocIEm Greek.," eontaiDed in chapten I. and 
_30 of the BeY. H. F. Tozer'. ".Reoea.ebeo in the Highlaodo of 
TurI<ey." 
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in the present book offer a singular resemblance to 

those of the modern Greeks, one 'which is often far 

closer than that which can be traced between them 

and the rest of their kin in other lands. It may be 

worth while in this Preface to mention a few of the 

details in which Slavonic and Hellenic folk-life and 

folk-lore seem most alike. 

The Russian Khorovod-the circling dance to song 

often of a serious or even sad nature, which Kavelin 

traces back to heathen rites performed in circle 

around 1m idol_ppears to be closely akin to the 

dances which in Greece still retain much of their old 

religious character. The Russian KaUki, or blind 

psalm-singers, and the reciters of the builina8, find 

their exact counterpart in Greece. Such ideas as 

are held by the Slavonians about the demoniacal 

character of mid-day, and which are common to 

many countries,. exercise special influence on the 

Greeks. The Slavonio nymphs-Rusalkas, Vilas,' 

Mavkas etc.-bear a much closer resemblance to the 

NeraidlJlJ of modern Greece than they do to their 

sisters in other European .rands. A similar resem

blance is to be found between the Greek Lamia. and 

the Russian Baba Yaga. The ideas about vampires 

are identical among the Greeks and Slavonians, the 

name for a vampire being one of the very few words 
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of Slavonic origin in modern Greek. The cere

monies, also, attendant on the building of a ne~ 

house are almost the same, whether the builders be 

Greeks or Slavonians. The three Baba Yagas of 

Russian Storyland are very like the three Moirais 

who in Greece have succeeded to the old Fates . 

.And the Slavonic folk-beliefs with respect to the life 

beyond the grave, like as they are to those held in 

Latin, Teutonic, and Celtic lands, yet still more 

closely resemble those of the modern Greeks. 

Since the Preface to the first edition was printed 

I haTe read Professor Hilferding's most interesting 

account (in the March number of the V!le~lnik 

Evropui) of his recent expedition to the home of the 

.. Rhapsodists II described by Rwlmikof. I haTe, for 

the present, availed myself in a few instances only 

of his criticisms, but they will be of the utmost 

value to me when I am dealing with the" metrical 
romances II in detail 

It may be as well to observe that, throughout the 

following chapters, I have generally confined myself 

to stating, without criticizing, the opinions held by 

the Russian Mythologists whom I have quoted. 

April, 1872. 
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THE SONGS 

OF THE RUSSIAN PEOPLE. 

CHAPTER I. 

INTRODUC'l'ORY. 

BEFO~Eentering upon the consideratiop" of the more 
. important features of the poetical folk-lore of Russia 
-the relics of mythic and ritual song, the remains of 
'a wide-spread system of sorcery which have drifted 
down to our days in the form of truncated spells, 
exorcisms, and incantations, and the fragmentary 
epics or metrical romances called Builinas-, before. 
endeavouring to fix the fleeting images they offer of 
the past, it may be IlS well to tarry awhile in the 
present; to trace a rapid outline of the general 
aspect of Russian popular poetry; to give some brief 
account of the songs which are sung on ordinary, 
occasions by the peasantry, of the times and places 
when and where t.hey are usually to be heard, and of 
what manner of persons they are who sing them: 
And perhaps the simplest method of conveying this 
information will he to describe in a few words what 
are, so far at least as the younger members of the 
V ~ 
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peasantry are concerned, two of the most popular 
institutions of Russia--the !\.norovod, or choral 
dance, and the Posidyelka, or social gathering. 

As soon as the long winter has fully passed away, 
and the spring has made its welcome influence felt, 
the thoughts of tbe younger members of every village 
community in Russia begin to turn towards the 
blended dance and song of the Khorovod. Defore 
long, what are called the vernal Khorovods are 
making their voices heard all over the land, to p8l\S 
successively into those of summer and autumn, before 
they disappear at the approach of wintry weatber. 
Whence were derived these circling danct'S to the 
sound of song, or at what period thE"Y gained 
their hold npon the Slavonic peoples, neither history 
nor tradition can say. All that the Russian peaBBnt 
cares to know about them is, that they formed tbe 
favourite solace of generation after generation of bis 
ever-toiling and often Buffering ancestors, and that 
the songs which belong to them have been for the 
most part carefully handed down Crom parent to 
child from some remote period of time of which he 
has but a very vague idea. Nor have the ~hes 
of the learned thrown any very clear light on the 
subject, nothing definite being known even .. to tJ,e 
origin of the word Khorovoo-,ne of which the 
equinlent, amoug' many of the Slavonians, is the 
simpler term AQ/O • • circle. 

But it is not OD the history of the AOOroVoJ ,i .. t 
it is pro~ t9 dwell at p~nt, but rather OD the 
(longs associated with it, OD the poetical ddi_tions 
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of Russian social life for which it has offered itself 
as at once canvas and frame, on the long series of 
versified domestic dramas towards the performance 
of which it has from immemorial times contributed 
successive generations of actors. To the student of 
the popular poetry of Russia the Khorovod is one of 
the most instructive, as well as interesting, of the 
institutions of the country. How rich in popular 
poetry that country is but few foreigners are tho
roughly aware. And indeed there are many of its 
natives who have but a very slight idea of the poetic 
wealth amassed by the great body of their country
men-the full appreciation, and the careful study of 
the Bongs of the common people being among the 
results of comparatively recent times. 

A vein of natural and genuine poetry runs through 
the thought and speech of the Russian peasant, and 
so in the songs which accompany him through life 
there is a true poetic ring. But it is not on their 
poetic charm alone that their value depends. They. 
have the additional merit of frequently offering a 
mithful picture of the manners of the people .by or 
among whom they are sung; of often echoing the 
expressions, and embodying the sentimen.ts, of the 
many millions of Russian men and women of low 
degree, with 'whose inner lives it is not easy to 
become acquainted. As in the Builinas, or " metrical 
romances," to which the people love to listen,
fragmentary epics dealing with the adventures of 
princes and heroes,-the dimly-seen form of the 
historical past of Russia is supposed by most of their 

B 2 
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commentators to reveal itself j s,? in the Bongs of 
the villagers, by common consent, may be recognized 
the principal features of the life led within the family 
circle by the Russian peasants. On them, remarks 
one of the principal collectors of his country's popular 
poetry', their songs have no slight influence. Com
mencing at the side of his cradle, song accompanies 
the Russian man during the games of his childhood 
and the sports of his youth, and gives expression to 
his earliest feelings of love. In the ears of the girls 
it is always ringing j and if it depicts in sombre 
hues the unwelcome change from maiden freedom 
to. wedded subjection, it al80 paints, in glowing 
colours, the happiness of mutual attachment. To 
the husband and wife it suggests many a form of 
loving words, and teaches them how, with croons 
about the" evil Tartars." of olden days, to lull their 
babes to sleep, and to soothe the restlessness of their 
elder children. Song lightens the toil of the working 
hours, whether carried on out of doors, amid exposure 
to sun and wind, and rain and .frost, or within the 
stifling hut, by the feeble light of a pinewood splinter j 
it enlivens the repose of the holiday, giving animation 
to the choral dance by day and tM social gathm-ing 
by night. The younger generation grow8 up, and 
song escorts the conscript son to tile army, the 
wedded daughter to her new home, and monrns 
over the sorrow of the parents of whom tbeiF 
children huve taken what may be a last farewelL .. 

• Rw'hnikof, ilL p. iii. 
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Then comes the final scene of all, and when tho tired 
eyes are closed for ever, and the weary h~nds are 
crossed in peace, song hovers around the silent'form, 
and addresses to its heedless ears passionate words 
ofloving entreaty. Nor does its ministering cease 
even then, for, as each returning spring brings back 
the memory of the past together with fresh hopes for 
'the future, song rises again above the graves of thE' 
departed, as, after the fashion of their pagan ances
tors, the villagers celebrate their yearly memorial of 
the dead. . 

Who composed these songs no one can say, and 
even what date ought to be assigned to them cannot 
well be determined. The mythical fragments have 
evidently come down from heathen times, bearing 
the unmistakable stamp of great antiquity; and 
many of the ritual songs, including those relating to 
marriage, have probably been sung for many hundreds 
of years. But the majority of the songs with which 
we have to do at present, those used by Khorovod 
performers, must be referred, so far at least as their 
present form is concerned, to a much later date. 
Judging by their structure, says Tereshchenko', 
these songs belong to different, but not distant 
periods. A few of those which will preseniJy be 
quoted, such as the .. Millet Sowing," the .. Tit
mouse," and the" Poppy Growing," he,'attributes, to 
the Sixteenth Century, but the rest to the Seven
teenth or Eighteenth. As to their cqrnposers. he 

• IV. 136, 
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continues, an that we can determine about them is 
that they must have belonged to the common people, 
for otherwise they never could have expressed with 
so much sympathy the simple thoughts and feelings 
of the villagers, or described with such accuracy, and 
w}th so compiete a freedom from artificial embellish
ment, the commonplace occurrences of village-life. 
The latter part of this criticism is not likely to be 
disputed, but as regards the dates of the songs 
Tereshchenko's arguments have not been universally 
accepted as conclusive. • 

When a holiday arrives, in fine spring weather, 
even the saddest looking of Russian hamlets assumell 
a lively aspect·. In front of their wooden huts the 
old people sit" simply chatting in a rustic row," the 
younger men and women gather together in groups, 
each sex apart from the other, and talk about their 
fields and their flocks, their families, and their house
hold affairs. Across the river they see their horses, 
free from labour (or the day, browsing in the green 
meadows; above the copse rises the blue cupola of a 
neighbouring church; beyond the 10g-hoUl!C8,a streak 
of road stretches away into the distance, and loses 
itself among the woods which 'darken the plain and 
fringe the hol'iwn. Along the vmage street and the 
slope towards tberiver stron the girls in their holiday 
array, merrily wending towards the open space in 
which the Khorovods are always held, and singllig ,&8 

they go-
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• The beautiful maidens have come forth 
From within the gates, to wander out of doors. 
They have carried out with them a nightingale, 
And have set the nightingale upon the grass, 
On the grassy turf, on the blue flowers. 
The nightingale will break into song, 
And the beautiful maidens will begin to dance; 
But the young wives will pour forth tears. 

7 

" Play on, ye beautiful maidens, 
While you still are at liberty in a father's home, 
While you still lead a life of ease in the home of a. 

mother." 

When the appointed spot is reached they form a 
.circle, take hands, and begin moving this way and 
that, or round and round. If the village is a large 
one a couple of Khorovods are formed, one at each 
end of the street, and the two bands move towards 
each other singing a song which changes, when they 
.blend together, into the Byzantium-remembering 
chorus-

To Tsargorod 
Will I go, will I go. 

With my lance the wall 
Will I pierce, will I pierce. 

After this they proceed with their games and songs 
under the guidance of the Khorovodnitsa. or leader of 
the dance. If they become tired of performing by 
themselves, they invite the village youths to join 
them, singing-

The bright falcons have met in the o~k-t'orest: 
Into the greenwood have flown the white cygnets, 
Fluttering about from bush to bush, 

• .. • • 
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Pondering, considering, 
" How sball we make ourselves nests P • 
How sball we build ourselves warm nests P" 

Didi, Ladi, Didi, Ladusbki I 
" How shall we maidens form our Khorovod P 
How shall we fair ones begin new carols P" 

Often, however, the Khorovod remains composed 
of girls alone, and then she who plays the male part 
in any of what maybe caUedthe little operettas which 
they perform, sometimes adopts a man's hat or cap, in 
ordef to be in keeping with her assumed character. Of 

. these brief metrical dramas, tbe number of which is 
considerable, 'the following may be taken as speci
mens: 

In tbe Mul"'l"lUUlka 8JJ!lapa, the .. 1rlurman Cap'," a 
drunken Pan, or Lord, comes staggering in, foll~we<1 
by a Pan'ya, or Lady. Presently bis cap falls ofT, 
and he orders the Lady to pick it up. The chorus 
smgs-

From the Prince has come a drunken Lord, 
He has dropped his }furman cap. 
To the Lady young the Lord bas cried, 
"Come bither,come bither, 0 Lad" young, 
Pick up, pick up, my }furman cap. ' 

The Lady, in the pride of her maiden liberty, 
replies--

"I, my Lord, am not thy handmaid; 
I am the handmaid of my father 
.And of my mother." • 

• The 1I1U11Wl1rl " .... luge eapo, richly adorDed .ith fur, "0rD 

in old tim .. by u... Grand Duk .. ""d Bo,.an. The.ord_, 
pouibl,. be eorruptEd from the aame NormIUI. • 
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• The chorus reco=ences-

Fr& the Prince has come a drunken Lord, 
He has dropped his Murman cap: 
To his Lady: young the Lord has cried, 
.. Come hither, come hither, -
My Lady young, 
Pick up, pick up, 
My sable Murman cap." 

9 

-By this time the Lady has become his wife, so she 
no longer -refuses to· obey his commands,· but replies 
with humility, 

"My Lord, I am thy handmaid, 
I will pick up thy sable Murman cap, 
And I will place ~t on thy daring head'." 

The idea of the despotic power of the husband is 
expressed still more strongly in the favourite game of 
".A. Wife's Love." .A. youth and a girl, or more 
frequently two girls, one of whom wears a man's hat, 
take their place in the middle of the circle of singers, 
who begin-

Wife, I am going, 
To walk through the bazaar". 
Wife, my wifie, 
Hard is thy heart. 
Wife, I will buy thee 
Muslin for a sleeve. 
Wife, my wifie, 
Hard is thy heart. 
See, wife, here is 

·Muslin for a sleeve. 

• Tereahchenko, ~ 168. 

• The Kitai·Gorod, or China-Town o£ Moscow, i, pari; « the 
bazaar outside the Kremlin. It tak.. it. name from Kitaigrod in 
Podolia, the hirthplaoe of Heleu, the mother of I van the Terrible. • 
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The husband offers his present. At first his wifo 
will not look at it; pres~ntly she snatches it«om his 
hand, and flings it on the ground. The chorus sings, 

Good people, only see I 
She does not love her husband at aU I 

Never agrees with him, never bows down to him, 
From him turns away I 

. The second act is similar to the first. The hlli!band 
buys his wife a golden ring, but it fares no better 
than his former present. 

Then comes the third and final act, in which the 
husband cries-

Wife, I will go 
To the bazaar
Wife, I will buy thee 
A silken whip. 

This time.. when he brings his new offering, and 
says-

• There, wife, 
Is your dear present I 

She looks upon him affectionately. he gives her a 
blow with the whip, and she bows low before him 
and kisses him, while the chorus sings-

Good people, only see I 
How well she loves her Lord I 

Always agrees with him, always bows down to him, 
Gives him kisses. 

And the satisfied husband concludes with the words, 
Wife, my wille, • 
Soft is thy heart 7• 

• Tereohehenko, IT. S38. 
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The subject of wife-beating plays a considerable 
part in Russian popular poetry. The following song 
may serve as a specimen of the manner in which it is 
treated. 

Across the Don a plank lay, thin and bending; 
No foot along it passed. 
But I alone, the young one, from the hill, 
I went along it with my true love dear, 
And to my love I said: 
o darling, dear I 
Beat not thy wife without a cause, 
But only for good cause beat thou thy wife, 
And for a great offence. 
Far away is my father dear, 
And farther still my mother dear; 
They cannot hear my voice, 
The! cannot see my burning tears'. 

The "Millet-Sowing," the "Hedge" and the 
"Beer-Brewing" will occur in a later chapter: the 
"Geese," the" Sparrow," and many others of the 
same kind, ought to be described among the" games" 
of which the Russian people possess so rich a store, 
rather than among their poems, and therefore we will 
not dwell upon them at present, but there are a few 
others in which historical allusions occur, and which 
therefore seem to deserve especial attention. Such, 
for instance, are the "Titmouse" and the "Oak 
Bench." 

The subject of the first is marriage. The Bul
finch, at'ier many unsuccessful attempts, determines 
to get married j so his sister, the Titmouse, invites 

• Shein, I. f08. 
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the birds to her dwelling, in order that he may choose 
a spouse. The person who represents the Bulfinch 
wanders about inside the Khorovod, seeking for his 
bride among its members, who sing-

Beyond the sea the Titmouse lived; not grand, 
Not sumptuous was her state-but beer she 

brewed, 
Bought malt, and borrowed hops. The Blackbird 

brewed, 
And the distiller was the Eagle grey. 
" Grant us, 0 Lord, that we the beer may brew, 
:May brew the beer, the brandy may distil-
We will invite as guests the little birds." 
The widow Owl, though uninvited, came. 
The Bulfinch wandered through the passages, 
The Owl caressed the feathers of her head. 
Among themselves the birds began to say. 
" Why ever don't you marry, Bulfinch dear?" 
" Fain would I marry could I find a bride. 
I'd take the Linnet-only she's my mother. 
I'd take the Titmouse-only she's my sister. 
I'd take the Magpie-but she chatters so. 
But there, across the water, lives the Quail : 
Neither my mother nor my aunt is she: 
Her do I love, and I will marry her':' 
This song is said to have been written during the 

reign of Ivan the Terrible (A.D. 1533-1584) but to 
have been prohibited for a time, on account of its 
containing allusions to the life of a certain influential 
Boyar. 

In the" Oak Bench" a girl sits pensively in the 
middle of a circle of young people who, with linked 
hands, move around her, singing-

• Tereohcbeoko, IT. !Be. 
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By the river side 
Lies an oaken bench, 
.An oaken plank-· . 

. On that oaken bench 
Sits a fair young Swede, 
In a blue pelisse, 
With a girdle of silk. 

Presently some of the youths leavE! the circle and 
lay hands on her-

There have come dragoons, 
Young cavaliers, 
They have seized, have laid hold of the Swedisll 

woman, 
Have set her in a carriage, 
Have taken her along the banks of the Moskva. 

The prisoner begins to weep, on which some of 
the youths console her, others strike up merry music, 
and the rest break into a lively dance--

The Swedish woman has begun to weep pitoously, 
But the dragoons console .her, 
They strike upon their drums, 
They tootle on their fifes. 

At the sight of so much merriment the captive 
forgets her sorrows, and joins her warders in the 
dance, while the chorus sings-

The Swedish woman has grown more joyous, 
The Swede has begun to dance, 
And having danced she has bowed low. 
Well done! 0, ye dragoons! 
Ye know how to seize a Swedish woman, 
.And at consoling a Swedish woman are ye expert '. 

1 Tereshchenko, IV. 166. 
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This song is one of many similar relics of the war 
between Peter the Great and Charles the Twelfth of 
Sweden. 

But such chants as this, although rendered in
teresting by their historical associations, are not 
remarkably poetic. It may be as well, therefore, 
before going farther, to give some specimens of 
Bongs ·which possess intrinsic as well as accidental 
merit, prefacing them, however, by a few words of 
deprecatory eM ticism. 

There are two points in which these dramatio 
sketches of Rnssian life may seem defective to foreign 
eyes-they may appear to lack variety of form, and 
still more to be wanting in contrast of colour. Nor 
can it be denied that they are often monotonous and 
sombre. In former days, at least, the ideas of their 
composers not unnaturally revolved in a narrow 
circle. In the choice of their themes, the popular 
poets seldom ventured off the beaten track; in the 
treatment of their subjects they rarely deviated froro 
the ordinary method. And the tone of their compo
sitions, undoubtedly, is apt to be painfully subdued. 
.Although one of the saddest features of Russian 
peasant life, the slavery which weighed 80 heavily on 
the mass of the people from the time of Boris 
Godnnof to that of Alexander IL, is seldom, if ever, 
alluded to in the popular songs, yet a settled gloom 
too often prevails in many of the pictures they offer, 
unbroken by a sparkle of high light, unrelieved by a 
touch of warm colour. In this, however, they are 
not out of keeping with the landscape of certain 
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parts of Russia, suggestive as they are of grey plains 
dotted with sad brown, huts, or of dark forests where 
no Bound is heard but the sighing of the wind 
through the pines. But such drawbacks being ad
mitted, it is only fair to recognize the merits also of 
these songs of the people--the untutored freshness 
of their thought, the nervous vigour of their lan
guage, the musical ring of their versification, their 
complete freedom from the sickly affectation, the 
wearisome sentimentality, and the tawdry ornamenta
tion of the mock pastorals and spwious idylls of the 
age in which very many of them were composed. 
Unfortunately it is next to impossible to give in a . 
translation, hOWAVel" faithful it may be, any idea 
of the greater parl of these 'merits. The stuffed 
nightingale of the 'taxidermist is but a poor 
exchange for the living songster of the wood
land. 

Love is, of course, the inspirer of the great majority 
of these songs, but it is generally the darker side of 
love which they reveal; it is on its sorrows, its dis. 
appoint.ments, its betrayals, that they lay most stress. 
The separation of lovers, for instance, is one of their 
favourite themes. Generally it is a girl who bewails 
her lot, lamenting over the deparlure of hiin who is 
so dear to her. Such 'is the casE!, for instance, in 
the following lyrio-

Valley of mine, sweet valley I 
o thou wide valley I 
Within that valley 
A Guelder-rose tree grew, 
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And on that tree 
There sat a Cuckoo kookooing . 
.. "Wherefore, 0 my Cuckoo, 
Art thou kookooing ? .. 
.. "Wherefore, 0 sad maiden, 
Art thou sorrowing? ., 
.. How can I, poor Cuckoo, 
Cease from kookooing ?" 
" How can I, sad maiden, 
Cease from sorrowing? " 
.. One green garden had l
And that is withering I .. 
.. One dear friend had l
And he is departing I . 
Alone does he leave me, 
The y?ung one, alone' I " . 

• 
Sometimes it is the youth who mourns fur a lost 

love-stolen away from him perhaps by a richer rival • 

.. "Why, 0 Dove, art thou 80 joyless?" 
How can I, poor Dove, be joyous? 
Late last night my mate was with me. 
My mate was with me, on one wing she slept, 
Slept on one wing, embraced me with the othcr, 
With the other embraced me, calling me hcr dcar 

one . 
.. Dear beloved one I Dovelet blue I 
Sleep, yet do not sleep, my dovelet, 
Only do not, sleeping, lose me, darling." 
The Dove awoke, his mate was gone ! 
Hither, thither, he Bung himself, dash'd himself, 
Hither, thither, in homes of Nobles, 
Homes of Nobles, Princes, Merchants. 
In a Merchant's garden did I find my Dove, 
In a Merchant's garden, underneath an apple-tree ; 

• Shein, i. '1'. 
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Underneath an apple~tree, wounded sore . ,h sPcetd)1l 
The Merchant's Bon had wounded my Dov ~ 
Wounded her with a weapon of gold '. 

But the desertion is generally on the part of the 
" good youth." The girl'8 heart remains faithful to 
its love. 

Misty is the 8unlight, misty; ·r 
None the sun can 8ee. 
Mournful is the maiden, mournful: 
None her grief can tell. . 
Not her father dear, nor her mother dear, 
Nor her sister dear, dovelet white. 
Mournful is the rraiden, mournful. 
" Canst not thou find a solace for thy woe? 
Canst not thou thy dear friend forget? 
Neither by day nor yet by night, . 
Neither at dawn nor by the evening glow?" 
Thus did the maiden in her grief reply-
" 'rhen only my dear love 'IYill I forget, • 
When my swift feet shall under me give way, 
And to my side my hands fall helplessly; 
What time my eyes are filleg with dust, 
And coffin boards my bosom white conceal'." 

When her lover is taken from her,' a girl is some
times described as being so crushed by .the bloW' that 
she can no longer endure to live. Such a despair as 
this is described in a song which commences with a 
broken-hearted youth's complaint--

.. Keep watch no more by night, dear love, 
The waxen taper burn no more, 

• Shein, I. 323. The last line i. t~an.lated from another cop;. 
• Sakharof. I. iii. 208. 
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No more await me at the midnight hour. 
Ah me! our sunny days have pasf!ed away, 
The stormy wiud has carried off our joys, 
And scattered them across the open plain! 
My father has arranged, 
:My mother has enjoined, 
That I should take another as my wife! 
There blaze not in the sky two BunS, 
Nor shine two moons, 
Nor can the youth's heart two loves know. 
My father I will not disobey, 
My mother's behests I will fulfil. 
And I will take another as my wife
Another will I wed-Death early wooed, 
Death early wooed by violence r" 
Then melted into tears the maiden fair, 
And thWl with tears she spake; 
" Oh thou, my love, my eye's delight! 
No dweller in the white light will I be 
When thou art gone, my source of hope I 
'nIe swan knows not two mates, 
Two mates the dove knows not, 
Nor I two loves." 
No longer keeps she watch by night, 
But still the waxen taper burns. 
Upon the table stands a coffin new, 
Within the coffin lies the maiden fair'. 

A maiden whose parents wish her to marry a 
stranger and give up her" hope, her heart's beloved," 
exclaims in her grief-

Forth will I go 
To the meadows green. 
With outcry loud 
On Harm will I can. 

• Ilakbarot'. L iii __ 
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" C~me hither, come hither, 
Ye beasts of prey I 
Here is luscious food
Come tear me to shreds I 
Only leave untouched 
My beating heart, 
And bear it away 
To the hands of my dear one. 

o Ah! there let him see 
How fondly I loved him"." 

Sometimes it is death that steps in between two 
lovers and separates them for ever. Here is part of 
a song expressing the passionate grief of a youth 
whose "dovelet dear," whose "sweet cygnet," has 
passed away" at the rising of the bright sun." 

o winds, warm winds, 
Warm autumn winds, 
Breathe not, ye are not wanted here. 
But hither fly ye stormy winds 
From the Northern side; 
Asunder rend moist mother earth, 
And furrowing the open field, 
The open, sweeping plain, 
Reveal to me the coffin planks, 
And let me for the last of times, 
To my beloved one say farewell'. 

And here is a slightly modified extract from another, 
in which is heard the wailing of a " fair maiden" at 
the death-bed of her lover. As he lies there in his 
last agony, at his right hand stand hill father alid 
mother, on his left his brother and his sister. At the 

• Snkharof, I. iii. 906. , Snkharof, I . iii. 20~ 
c 2 
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head of his CQuch are his friends. .. Opposite llis 
heart" stands the" fair maiden" weeping and bitterly 
lamenting. 

If God would grant my love his health, 
Were it but for one idle day, 
Though it were only' for one little hour
Then would I wander with my love, 
Would tread the mossy turf, 
'Vould pluck the flow'rets blue, 
Would weave a garland for my love, 
And place it on my darling's head. 
Then homewards leading him in glad content, 
'Vould say. " My hope, my love! 
We two will keep together, love. 
Nor part, my darling. till at death 
We say farewell for ever to the light: 
Leaving behind us some such fame as this
That we two loved each other tenderl" 
.And loyally, my love, together died ,.' 

To the tears ofa wife the songs attach less impor
tance than to those of" a dear friend," or of a mother 
or a sister. In one instance a brave youth lies dead 
beside a thicket in the plain-

There weeps his mother--as a river runR ; 
There weeps his sister-as a streamld flows; 
There weeps his yonthful wife-as falls the dew. 
The sun will rise and gather np the dew' . 

.And indeed a dying hnsband pllen seems to tllink 
less about the sorrow of his wife than about'that of 
his parents and his children-

• Sakh.lrof, L iii %117. • Sakharor, L iii. 2011. 
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Not for my kinsman do "I grieve, 
Nor for my youthful wife-
But for my little ones I grieve. 
My darling little ones are left, 
Dear little tiny innocents, 
To suffer pangs of hunger and of cold '. 

Not only do. the songs frequently describe the in
difference which is likely to attend upon marriages 
contracted without the intervention of love, but they 
find a fruitful theme in the hatred into which that 
indifference sometimes deepens. Many of the most 
striking among them are devoted .to tales of crime, 
especially to stories of poisoning. One of them, for 
instance, which is said to be. founded on fact, de
scribes with repulsi\'e realism the murder of an old 
husband by his young and faithless wife. But it is 
generally the husband who makes away with his wife; 
sometimes merely because he is tired of her, some
times in order that he may fill her place with one 
who is nearer to his heart. 

It is generally by the agency of poison that a 
husband rids' himself of the wife who has become an 
encumbrance-

Thanks, thanks to the blue pitcher I 
It has rid me of my cares, my longings I 
Not 'that cares affiicted me. . 
My real affiiction was my wife . 
.. Hast not thou long been ailing, wife? 
Get worse and worse then, wife, 
Make haste to die I 
'I.'hen shall 1 lead a. freer life." 

I Sakharof, I. iii 20~. 
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I will take a sharp axe; 
I will seek the green copse; 
I will fell a young pine; 
I will build a new room; 
I will set in it a glazed stove, 
And I will take to myself a young wife, 
And to my children 8 cruel stepmother. 
But the children answered him and said: 
"Be thou burnt with fire, thou new room! 

.And do thou die, 0 cruel stepmother! 
But rise, rise again, 0 our own mother dear'!" 

In many cases the poisoner is a girl, who, driven 
wild by passion or hate, avenges her ~eal or fancied 
wrongs by the deadly cup. 

Through the meadow she went 
The wicked one; 

She dug for an evil root. 
"I dug for the evil root, 

Deep, deep down ! 
I washed the evil root, 

White. all white ! 
I dried the evil root 

Dry, all dry ! 
I pounded the evll root, 

SmalL so small. 
I dressed the evil root, 

Dressed it-and meant it 
For my cruel love. 
To the lot of my own dear brother 

That evil root fdl 

• Shein, L a&8. The epitbri applied to the otepmother ;" 
• parely eonvmtioDJll one. Joot u in the .ongo aD au ;" .hraYI 
ealJed .harp, • pitcher hlue, • hand white,. girl beautiful, and • 
youth or a ho ..... good," 10 ;" the stepmother alwaYI .tyled 
liJcM,tI, maliciotu. 
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At eventide, my brother 
Began to moan. 

At midnight, my brother 
Called for the priest . 

. With the grey light, my brother 
Passed away. . 

.. Bnry me, my sister 
Between three roads; 

The Petersburg and the Moscow 
And the road that leads to Tver. 

All who pass by 
Will pray to God. 

And on thee, sister, 
A curse invoke'." 

In one song, which bears the stamp of a foreign 
origin, and is probably of 'a mythical character, a 
sister intentionally offers a deadly draught to her 
brother, with the dosign of consuming him with fire. 
He happens, however, to let a drop fall from the cup 
on his horse's mane, which instantly begins to burn. 
Thereupon he cuts off l;ter head at once, remarking 
that she is a snake and no sister of his. But this. 
piece of oriental savagery is merely a lyrical setting 
either of ideas connected with the old and deeply 
rooted belief in witchcra.fl;, of which an account will 
be given in another chapter, or of liome mytholo
gical fragment which has given rise to various stories 
of a somewhat similar kind; liS, for instance, that of 
Arthur's narrow escape from death at the hands of 
Guendolen-an incident which Sir Walter Scott bor
rowed, in his "Bridal of Triermain;" from the German 

• Shem, L 398, 
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tale of how Count Otto of Oldenburg was invited by 
a fairy maiden to drink from a magic hOrD, and how 
he let a portion of the proffered beverage fall on his 
white steed, the hair of which it immediately burnt 
off'. But whatever may be its origin, it decidedly must 
not.be looked upon as in any way typical of the rela
tions existing between brothers and sisters in Russia. 
On these relations the Russian songs do not dwell 
nearly so much as the Servian, but still there are t<J 
be found among them expressions of brotherly or sis
terly love or regret. Of such a nature is the follow
ing lament, which is interesting, moreover, inasmuch 
as it contains one of the allusions to the Tartars
those terrible enemies who used to overrun the land
which are to be met with in Russian popular poetry 
so much iess often than might have been expected. 

In his garden green 
.A youth sowed flowers, 
And ha"ing sown them, wept, 
" Ah me! blue flow'rets dear, 
Who is to water you jl 
To shelter you from evil frosts ? 
:My father and my mother are too old, . 
A sister had I once, 
But she for water to the Danube went. 
Was she drowned in the Dannbe's waves? 
Was she lost in the forest dark? 
Did the wolves her body rend? 
Or evil Tartars carry her away? 
In the Danube had she been drowned, 
Turbid with sand the Danube's waves would roll; 

• Thorpe '. Northern l[ ytbology, lD. U8. Dnt«lu ~ .. , . Sf I. 
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If the wolves had her body rent, . 
Scattered across the plain her bones would lie. 
If the Tartars had carried her oft', 
Surely some tidings would have reached my ears •. " 

In one instance a husband's mere wish proves fatal 
to his" evil wife." It must be remembered that 
death was usually represented by the Slavoruans, 
unless under strong ecclesiastical influence, as a 
female being. 

Against my will was I married; 
I have taken an ev.il wife. 
An evil one, not to my liking, 
Neither in feeling nor thought. 
Lovingly live with her-that will I not. 
Across the stream will I go, 
Love will I makE) to the girls. 
As for that wife of mine 
I will go pray for her death. 
Along the bank of the stream 
Death, the beautiful, goes . 
.. Ho there I My beautiful Death I 
Turn thee back again, Death I 
Make a~ end of my wife I " 
Scarce had I spoken-when Death 
Began her work with my wife. 
Scarce had I time to look rouud
Shrouded in-linen white was her corpse 1 
Struck was the stroke on the belle. 

One more extract may be given, in which an unna
tural husband longs for his wife's death. The cry of 
A-oo' which occurs in it is the Slavonic equivalent 

• Sakharor, I. ill. 206. , Shein, L 166. 

• The vowel sounds a, u, pronounced .. in Italian. 
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of the Australian Coo-ey, and is a. call with which the 
woods of Russia may be heard ringing in Bummer 
and autumn, when the young people wander through 
them gathering nuts and berries-

Out in the dreamy woods, 
There goes wandering a fair maiden, 
That fair maiden, darling Mashenka. 
lIasha was gathering berries a.nd mushrooms, 
Ere she'd gathered her berries and mushrooms, . 
She lost her way in the gloomy forest, 
Began to A-oo to her dear friend. 
" A-oo I A-oo I Thou dear friend, 
Not far art thou, .dear; wilt not thou answer to my 

call." 
" I cannot answer to thy call, 
For over me are watchers three-
Watchers three-three stern ones they. 
The first watcher-my wife's father, 
'I'he second watcher-my wife's mother, 
The third watcher-my young wife." 
" We Will find him, we will consume him with fire; 
Consume him with fire j cast him into the swift 

stream." . 
" Oh! arise, thou tern'ble storm-cloud I 
Strike' dead my wife's father! 
Pierce her mother with thy arrow, 
Beat my young wife to death with the ru.sh of rain I 
But spare, spare, the fair maiden, 
The fair maiden my olden love •. " 

In the next song the "olden love" dies, and the 
news of her death is brought to him to whom she 
used to be deat, but with whom fate has not allowed 
her to be linked-

• Shcin, L MI. 
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From under the stone, the white stone, 
Fire blazes not, nor pitch seethes, . 
But a youth's heart is seething. 
Not for his father dear, nor for his mother dear, 
Nor for a young wife well-beloved, 
Seethes the heart of the youth; 
But for a maiden well beloved, 
For her who used to be his love. 
" There had reached me broken tidings 
That the maiden fair was ill. 
Quickly follows them a letter-
The maiden fair is dead. 
I will sadly to the stable: 
Lead my good-my best horse forth, 
Hasten to the church of God, . 
Tie my horse beside the belfry, 
Stamp upon the mould. 
Split open, damp Mother Earth! 
Fly asunder, ye coffin planks! 
Unroll, 0 brocade of gold! 
Awake, awake, 0 maiden fair, 
o maiden fair, my olden love' r" 
A great number of the songs are devoted to the 

sorrows of a young wife, condemned to live with an 
old and uncongenial husband. The following is one 
of the most characteristic of her complaints. It may 
be as well to take this opportunity of remarking that 
when poetrY which deals with the various relation~ 
ships of married life has to be rendered into English, 
the poverty of our own family nomenclature, com
pared with that of Russia, is very cramping to a. 
translator. Such odious terms as father-in-law, 
mother-in-law, and the rest of the endearing appella-

• Quoted from aD old MS. by Shein. I. BU. 
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tions of Ii spouse's kinsfolk so ominously terminating 
in law, are all but inadmissible, and it. is abHolutcly 
impossible to find English equivalents for many of 
the numerous Slavonic names for persons mutually 
affected by the vario~s degrees of consanguinity and 
connexion. Inherited by the Slavonians from their 
Aryan ancestors in Central Asia, they have been 
retained by them in many instanccs all but intact, 
and they remain among them to bear witness to the 
strength of their domestic attachments, to the vigour 
of their family life. 

TIIB WIFE. 
Fain would I be sleeping, dreaming: 
Heavy lies my head upon the pillow. 
Up and down the passage goes my hnsband's father, 
Angrily about it keeps he pacing. 

·CHORGS. 

Thumping, scolding, thumping, scolding, 
Never lets his daughter sleep. 

FATHER-llI'-LAw. 

Up, up, up, thou sloven there I 
Up, up, up, thou sluggard there! 
Slovenly, slatternly, sluggardish slut! 

THB WIFE •. 

Fain would I be sleeping, dreaming: 
Heavy lies my head upon the pillow. 
Up and down the passage goes my hW!band's mother, 
Angrily about it keeps she pacing. 

CHORGS. 

Thumping, scolding, thumping, scolding, 
Never lets her daughter sleep. 
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MOTHER-IN-LAW. 

Up, up, Up! thou sloven there! 
Up, up, up! thou sluggard there! 
Slovenly, slatternly, aluggardish slut! . 

THE WIFE. 

Fain would I be sleeping, dreaming: 
Heavy lies my head upon the pillow. 
Up and down the passage steals my well-beloved one, 
All so lightly, softly, keeps he whisp'ring. 

THl!l LOVER. 

Sleep, sleep, sleep, my darling one! 
Sleep, sleep, sleep, my precious one! 
Driven out, thrown away, married too soon' 1 

If the last song was dark with discontent, the next 
is expressive of the utter blackness of despair. The 
word 'rendered ill it by sorrow is the Russian GOTe 
meaning misfortune, calamity, woe, a being who, as' 
will be seen farther on, often figures in the popular 
tales-as for instance, in that in which a poverty
stricken wretch tries to keep up appearances by sing
ing, and hears another voice in unison with his own, 
for which he cannot account until he discovers that 
it belongs to Gore-to misery, who is keeping him 
company. The fish into which sorrow is supposed 
in the song to turn itself, is the Byelaya Ruibitsa, a 
large Caspian fish. probably the largest with which 
the poet was acquainted. 

t Shein, I. 3~8. 
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Whither shall I, the fair maiden, flee from Sorrow r 
If I fly from Sorrow into the dark forest, 
After me runs Sorrow with an axe. 
" I will fell, I will fell the green oaks; 
I will seek, I will find the fair maiden." 
If I fly from Sorrow into the open field. 
After me runs Sorrow with a scythe. 
" I will mow, I will mow the open field; 
I will seek, I will find the fair maiden." 
Whither then shall I flee from Sorrow? 
If I rush from Sorrow into the blue sea
After me comes Sorrow as a huge fish. 
" I will drink, I will swallow the blue sea: 
I will seek, I will find the fair maiden." 
If I seek refuge from Sorrow in marriage
Sorrow follows me as my dowry. 
If I take to my bed to escape from Sorrow-
Sorrow sits beside my pillow. . 
And when I shall have fled from Sorrow into the 

damp earth-
Sorrow will corne after me with a spade. 
Then will Sorrow stand over me, and cry triumphantly, 
.. I have driven, I have driven, the maiden mto the 

damp earth· ... 

. Ju these dolorous laments might leave on the mind 
of the reader the erroneons impression that Russian 
popular poetry is of a morbid character, it will be as 
well to give at least one specimen of a love-song, in 
which the pathetic does not deepen into the tragic. 

The little wild birds have come flying 
From beyond the sea, the blue sea. 
The little birds go fluttering 
About the bushes, over the open field, 

. All have their mates and rejoice in lo\'e. 

• Shein, L 32:1. 
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Only the good youth, Alexandrushka, 
A homeless orphan in the wide world, 
Grieves like a pining cu.ckoo, 
And melts away in burning tears. 
The poor lad has no one, 
No· one in the wide world to fondle him, 
Noone ever brings joy to the orphan, 
Uttering words of kind endearment. 
Should he go out into the open field
There to trample underfoot his cares, 
His misery and his bitter longing-
His lpnging and his misery not to be shaken off.
Or should he go out into the dark forest, 
His sorrow will not flyaway. 
The heart of the good youth 
Is eaten up with care. . 
He fades, he withers in his loneliness, 
Like a blade of grass in the midst of a wild plain. 
To the youth not even God's light is dear! 
But Dunya dear has taken pity 
On the poor fellow, on the orphan. 
She has caressed the homeless one, 
She has spoken to him terms of endearment, 
The beautiful maiden has fallen in love 
With the lad, Alexandrushkar-
She has covered him with her silken veil, 
She has called him her darling, her beloved one
And his sorrow and sighing have passed away'. 

During the summer months, as has already been 
observed, it is in the Khorovods that songs are chiefly 
to be heard, their period varying in different localities, 
and being most prolonged in the neighbourhopd of 
towns or in places where manufactories bring together 
large numbers of young people. In the villages, as 

I Tc ... hchonko, II. 3+6. Sakharof, I. iii. 130. 
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soon as the harvest and other field-labours are over, 
and the evenings begin to grow dark and long, com
mence the social gatherings of the young people 
called Posidyelki, Bcsyedui, Dosvitki, etc. In the 
greater part of Russia the Posidyelka prevails-so 
called from posidyet', to sit awhile. . This is how it is 
described by Tereshchenko :-

When the appointed evening comes, the village 
girls take'their work to a cottage selected for the 
purpose, and there spend some hours in spinning 
and combing flax, hemp, and wool. As they Bit at 
their work they lighten it with much laughter and 
chattering, discussing their domestic affairs, or the 
character :of their sweethearts, or they sing such 
Bongs as-

" Spin, my spinner! 
Spin, idle not!" 

or-

" Gladly would I have spun, 
But to the neighbour's I'm called 
At the Besyeda to feast." . 

The green copse 
All night moaned
But I, poor Dunya, 
All night sat up, 
Waiting for my love'. 

At first they all spin away steadily, but about a 
couple of hours after supper-time they throw lIBide 
their work, and take to playing games. By degret'S 
the youths make their appearance. and exclJ8nge 
greetings with the girls. .Afk'l' a time the distaff3 • 

• T.....wcL ... ko, T. IU-
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spindles, combs, and hac1!:les are put away, and the 
young people begin dancing to the sound of reed 
pipes, balalaikas, and other musical instruments, or 
of songs sung by the girls in chorus, such as-

Remember, dear, remember,' 
My former love, 
How we two together, my own, would wander, 
Or sit through the dark autumnal nights, 
And whisper sweet secret words. 
" Thou, my own, must never marry. 
I, the maiden, will never wed." 
Soon, very soon, my love has changed her mind: 
"Marry, dear, marry! I am going-to wed· ... 

Sometimes the songs are of a very melancholy 
nature, as, for instance :-

Oak wood, dear oak wood, 
Green oak wood of mine! 
Why moaning so early jl 

, Low bending thy boughs P 
From thee, from the oak wood, 
Have all the birds flown ? 
One bird still lingers, 
The cuckoo so sad, 
Day and night singing kookoo, 
She never is still. 
Of the wandering falcon 
The cuckoo complains. 
He has torn her warm nest, 
He has scattered her young, 
Her cuckoolings dear. 

In her lofty chamber 
A maiden fair sits j 
By the window she weeps 

• Tereahcbenko, T. 167. 
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As a rivulet flows, 
As a spring wells she sobs. 
Of the wandering youth 
The maiden complains-
From her father and mother 
He lured her away 
To a strange far off home, 
Strange, far off, unknown, 
He has lured her-and now 
Fain would fling her aside". 

In the middle of a series of such melancholy songs 
as these, the girls will suddenly begin to dance. 
"The performers (says Tereshchenko) stand facing 
each other, and beat time to the music with their 
feet; then they turn round in opposite directions, 
change places, and anew stamp on the ground, 
and anew turn round." If they dance to the sound 
of song, the women and girls form a circle around 
them, as in the Khorovod, and sing what are called 
plyas(Y(YUiya pyesni, dance-songs-from plylLlJuf, to 
dance. Here is a specimen. In the original, each 
alternate line is composed of the exclamation, Ai,h! 
'TIW1j Bozhin'ka! followed by a repetition of the la.~t 
words of the preceding line :-

Ah! on the hill a pine-tree stands ! 
Ah! dear Lord! a pine-tree stands! 

Under the pine a soldier lies ! 
Ah I dear Lord! a soldier lies ! 

Over the soldier a black steed stands, 
With ita right hoof tearing up the ground, 
Water it seeks for its soldier lord . 

• Tereobchenko, .... 1'11. 
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"Water, my steed, thou wilt not find. 
From the ground the soldier will never rise. 
Gallop, my steed, by bank and brae. . 
By bank and brae, gallop on to my home. 
There will come to greet thee a grey-haired dame, 
That grey-haired dame is my mother dear. 
There will come to greet thee a lady fair- . 
That lady fair is my youthful wife-
To greet thee will little lordlings come
Those little lordlings my children are. 
They will join in caressing thee, my steed
They will join in questioning thee, my steed. 
Say not, my steed, that I bleeding lie-
But tell them I serve .in my troop. dark steed, 
In my troop I serve, my step I gain." 
His death gains the soldier beneath the pine. 
His death! dear Lord! beneath the pine '. 

To the Posw.yellci of Great-Russia correspond the 
Little-Russian Dosvitl.:i, so called because the young 
people keep up their amusements do 8vita, till the 
dawn, and the White-Russian SupretTci. On spring 
and summer evenings, also, are held social festivals 
which often last all night, and which in White-Russia 
are called Dozhinki, and in Little-Russia Vechernitsui 
-from tl(Jcher, evening. These Vechernitsui often 
led in old times to quarrels, and even to murders, 
among the hot-blooded Cossacks; but it is said that 
it was always very rare for "them to be aCcompanied 
by any bad consequences 80 far as the girls who 
took part in them were concerned. Each girl is 
attended at these gatherings by her regular and 
acknowledged sweetheart, and his attentions almost 

, T ..... heh.nko. T. 166. 
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always end in marriage. This is the case, a180, at 
the Posidyelki, Besyedui, etc., of Great Russia. A sin
gular amount of liberty is conceded to the rustic lover, 
but he would meet with general reprobation were he 
to take advantage of his position, and then attempt 
to evade making amends for his wrong-doing. 

Of the Besyedas in the OIonets Government-one 
of those outlying districts in the north-east of 
Russia., in which the songs of old times have been 
best preserved-a very pleasant and picturesque 
account has been given by Ruibnikof, a collector to 
whom students of Russian· folklore are deeply in
debted. When October comes, he says, the young 
men of each village choose some clean and spacions 
cottage, and meet in it almost every evening during 
the winter months. These gatherings commence at 
seven o'clock, and last till a late hour. Each of the 
men pays the owner of the cottage from two to 
three kopecks a night for the right of entry, or from 
twenty-five to thirty [from tenpence to a shilling] for 
the whole season. When music is required, they 
make a special collection for the purpose. As a 
general rn1e the girls are admitted free, but in some 
districts they pay their share of the expense8. 

If we follow the gnidance of Ruibnikof to one of 
these lDerry gatherings, 'we find ourselves in a spa
eioUB izM-a term applied to the whole cottage as 
well as to its "keeping-room". Its ceiling is made of 
inter1aeing planks_ On the left of the door is a brick 
stove, with ample space between it and the wall, and 
liberal accommodation for sleepers on the po/ali, or 
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raised flooring carried from the stove to the opposite 
side of the room. .Along the walls stretch benches, and 
above them shelves. One of the walls is pierced by 
three windows, the middle one of which, called the 
red or fair window, is somewhat larger than the 
others, and at the end of that wall is the corner of 
honour where stand the ic6nui, or holY pictures, with 
a lamp burning before them. The scene is lighted 
up by a number of candles placed on the cross beams 
and shelves. 

Before long the room becomes full. Not only the 
immediate neighbours, but also the lads and lasses 
from· the surrounding villages have met together, 
some of them coming from places as much as eight or 
nine miles distant. The girls occupy the benches 
extending from the stove to the centre window, 
dressed for the most part in thin chemises with 
short sleeves, and in red sarafans, or stuff petticoats~ 
fastened at the waist with a girdle of ribbon. Round 
their necks are thrown hand!>:erchiefs of different 
colours, but not so as to hide their necklaces of glass 
beads. In their ears are large earrings, also of glass. 
On their .heads they wear a network of horsehair, 
decorated with .lace and beads, to which· saIne add 
a sort of ornameBted coronet of glass beads. . The old 
people_and the married couples sit near the stove and 
take no active part in the amusements, unless it be that 
here and there some. old woman holds a lighted fir 
wood splinter for the benefit of the guests. Near the 
door stands the owner of the cottage and collects the 
entrance-money. The young men stroll about 01) the 
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side opposite that occupied by the girls, most of 
them dressed in blue caftans, though here and there 
a burla1c, a man who is in the habit of working for 
wages in Petersburg, wears a long surtout, .. or even 
a Palilierston-Paletot'." 

After a time the amusements of the evening begin, 
games and dances following each other in regular 
order, attended by songs, which are not chosen capri
ciously at the will of the singers, but are accepted in 
accordance with the dictates of established usage. 
Hour after hour the singi~g goes on until the party 
breaks up, the lights are put out, and, escorted by 
their" dear friends," the girls speed home across the 
snow. 

It would be easy to give picture after picture of a 
similar kind, in which should be portrayed the 
bright side of social life among those Russian peasants 
who remain faithful to the old manners and customs 
of their ancest~rs. But to do full justice to the suh
ject a whole volume would be required, and not a 
mere introductory chapter. And so we will tarry no 
longer in the region of the pictnresque, but will pro
ceed to clear the way for the discussion of the mythi
cal and ritual or ceremonial songs which have to 
follow, by giving a rapid sketch of some di,isioDs of 
the general subject which have not yet been noticed. 

The songs which have been quoted in the preceding 
pages belong for the most part to the class of those 
called GdollQ'Cuiya (gO[.Q8 = voice) or Protyazlmuiya, 

• Bm"bniko~ ur. t2i-U? .. 
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long draWIl out (yl'otyagrit'= to prolong). One of 
them, however-that of the wounded soldier-has 
already been referred to the division of the Plya-
8ovuiya, or dance-songs. The song in which the 
wife begs not to be beaten except for good 
cause, is ranked in the collection from which it is 
taken among the Obryridtnuiya, or Ritual and Cere
moni~ Songs, inasmuch as it specially belongs to the 
Obryrid [feast or ceremony] of the Toloka, or friendly 
assistance rendered to a man by his neighbours at 
harvest time. Of the Obryridnuiya Pyesni, by far the 
most important class of Russian songs', a detailed 
account will be given farther on, those of a mythical 
nature being taken together, and the Svridebnuiya 
Pyesni, or Marriage Songs, [Svad'ba = marriage] of 
which one or two specimens have already been given, 
being discussed in a separate chapter, as also will 

. be the Zapldchki, or Wailings for the Dead. Of five 
other divisions, to which a considerable space has 
been devoted by Sakharof in his collection, it will be . 
sufficient merely to give a few specimens. 

Of these five divisions, four comp~ise, together with 
- some others, the " Cossack Songs," " Robber Songs," . 

"Soldier Songs," and "HistoricalSongs,"mostof which 
may be arranged together as descendants or imitators 
of the old semi-historical poetry of Russia. There 
exist in the memories of the people, as has already boon 
observed, a vast number of poems 'called Builinas-

• The word" song" is used here in the sense in which we gene~ 
rally employ it. The Uusoian term PI/smi is applied to poems 
of all kinds, epic aa well .. lyric. 
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fragmentary epics, to which neither our metrical ro
mances nor our historical ballads exactly COITespond, 
although they offer certain points of resemblance
and tbe historical 80ngs, and most of the otbers of 
which we have just spoken, are generally written in 
the same style and metre as tbe Bullinas, and often 
contain scraps of poetry which have been borrowed 
from them. .As a general rule, however, there is not 
much poetry to be found m the" Soldier Songs," or 
"Hi8torical Songs" in Sakharofs collection. .As 
for the" popular poetry" laboriously produced now
a-days in the towns, and unblushingly fathered upon 
soldiers and gipsies, it is not worthy of serious notice, 
contrasting as it does most unfavourably with that 
whic' flowed spontaneously in olden days from the 
well of Russian undefiled. Here and tbere, bowever, 
in remote parts of the country, tbe old Slavonic faculty 
of improvisation still lives among the peasantry, and 
sometimes gives birth to metrical effusions which are 
caught up by their hearers, and so added to the 
common stock of current 80ng. 

" Almost every woman," says Rwl)Dikof~ speaking 
of the neighbourhood of Lake Onega, .. can give ex
pression to ber feelings of distress, either by construct
ing a new lament (zapUf.chka), or by adapting an old 
one to the circumstances." And be proceeds to speak 
of a zapldclJta improvised by a young woman of tbe 
neigbbourhood. .A first cousin of hers died, and all 
the family bitterly lamented his loss. But bis cousin's 
grief was expressed in a lyrical form with such force 
and cIearne;,s, that her zaplUchkll immediately ac-
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quired notoriety, and was adopted by other women, 
who now sing it whenever a similar calamity befalls 
them'. Some idea of its nature may be obtained 
from the following extract, which forms about a 
third of the whole :-

Against my mother do I make 'complaint,. 
Who did not let me go, unhappy me, 
To him, the dear, the loved, 
My cousin dear. 
Grieving I would have sat 
The sick, the painful bed besid e. 
Sadly would I have begged 
My cousin dear to speak. 
Perchance to me he might have spoken, said 
If only just one secret word 
Which I would then have sadly told 
To my dear aunt beloved. 

Unhappy that I am, I would have given 
To death, swift-footed, keen, 
My raiment gay, 

. My pleasant way of life, 
And all my golden store ungrudgingly 
But never would have let my cousin dear depart'. 

Of the Cossack and Robber Songs given by Sak
haror, and the other songs called Udaluiya.-bold, 
daring, courageous, etc.-some are not a little pro
saic j but there are also many of them that are as 
remarkable for their freshness and vigour, as for the 
interesting n~ture of the historical allusions they 
contain. The Cossack Songs are generally about the 
Don or the Volga j along the banks of those rivers 
ride the Cossack horse, or on their waters Hoat .the 

I Ruibnikof, Ill. xlvii. • Ruibnikof, ILL 4:13.' 
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Cossack boats. In one song a young Cossack, riding 
away on a foray, sorrowfully parts from his betrothed i 
in another he sends from his last field a farewell 
message to his home. In all of them breathe the 
same feelings of courage, of loyalty, of independence, 
the same attachment to a free life, the same con
tempt for death. Of the Tsar himself they speak, 
as a general rule, with devotion i but his messengers 
are not always treated with respect. One of the 
songs, for instance, describes how a great Boyar 

. (probably a certain Prince Dolgoruky), starts from 
:Moscow (or "the quiet Don I vanovich," boa.~t

ing that he will hang up all the Cossacks. They, 
suspecting his intention, meet together and form a 
great circle, in the middle of which he takes his 
stand and begins to read aloud" the Tsar's L'kases." 
When he comes to the royal titles the Cossacks 
all doft'their caps, but he keeps his on,-

Thereupon they rose in commotion, 
- F1ung themselves upon the Boyar, 

Cut oft' his proud head, 
.And threw his white body into the quiet Don i 

.And having killed him, they Said to his corpse,
"Respect, Boyar, the GOBudar, 
Don't go glorying or giving yourself airs before 

him .. " 

Then they went to the-Tsar with their conCession ;
"0 thoo, Father orthodox Tsar I 
Judge os according to a jost decision, 
Order to be done to U8 what pleasetb thee. 
Thou art IlWitcr of our bold heads'." 

• 8a.k.harol, L ill. !38. 
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.A subject which is frequently treated in the songs 
is that of a Cossack who lies grieving in a dark 
prison. In one instance he entreats his parents to 
ransom him, but they say they cannot do so; then 
he tw'ns to the" fair maiden" whom he loves, and 
she immediat,e'y hastens to release him. In another 
Bong a prisoner who has lain for twenty-two years 
in "a dark dungeon without windows or doors," 
within the white stone walls 6f "the famous city of 
Azof," hears" His SUltanio Majesty, the Turkish 
Tsar hitnself" go by, and calls out to him, demand
ing that he may be set free, adding,-

If thou dost not order me to be let out, 
I will at once write a letter, 
Not with pen and ink, 
But with my burning tears, 
To my comrades on the quiet Don. 
The glorious, quiet Don will rise in anger; 
The whole Cossack circle will fly to arms; 
They will shatter the Turkish forces, 
And lead thee, 0 Tsar, away into captivity. 

On hearing this" His Sultanic Majesty" immediately 
cries to his c. field-marshals,"-

.. Set free the brave youth, 
The brave youth, the Don Cossack, 
Let him' go to his Russian land, 
To his White Tsar"" 

Of a more poetic nature is the following address 
to the favourite river of the Cossacks :-

• SakharoC,_I. iii. 237. 
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Father of ours I famous, quiet Don I 
Don Ivanovich, our nourisher I 
Great praise of thee is spoken, 
Great praise and words of honour. 
That thou didst swiftly run in olden days, 
Swiftly but all clearly didst thou run. 
But now, our nourisher, all troubled dost thou 

flow, 
Troubled unto thy depths art thou, 0 Don. 
Then glorious, quiet Don thus made reply,
" How otherwise than troubled can I be? 
I have sent forth my falcons bright, 
My falcons bright, the Don-Kazaks. 
Deprived of them my steep banks crumble down, 
Deprived of them my shoals are thick with sand'." 

An4 so is this description of a battle with the 
Tartara:-

Beyond the famous river Utva. 
Among the Utviosk hills, 
In a wide valley, 
A cornfield was ploughed. 
Not with the plough was the field ploughed, 
But with keen Tartar spears. 
Not with a harrow was the field harrowed, 
But with swift feet of horses. 
Not with rye, nor with wheat, was the field sown, 
But that cornfield was sown 
With bold Cossack heads. 
Not with rain was it moistened, 
Not with strong autumn showers; 
That field was moistened 
With burning Cossack tears'. 

Most of what have been styled the .. Bobber 

• Sakharof, L iii. UII. • &k1arof, L iii. ua. 
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Songs" are reminiscences of the famous insurrection 
of the Don Cossacks, headed by Stenka Razln, 
against the Tsar Alexis Mikhailovich. For several 
years t4at insurgent chief maintained his power 
along the course, not only of the Don, but also of the 
Volga, forcing the merchant-ships which sailed down 
that river to pay him tribute, and at times setting 
the country in a blaze, from Simbirsk to the Caspian. 
Both on land and on 'the rivers, as well as on the 

" " 

Caspian Sea, he long set the forces of the Tsar at 
defiance. Once he surrendered, and promised to 
live peaceably, but he soon broke out into even more 
furious revolt than before. At last he was beaten 
near Simbirsk, and soon afterwards was taken pri
soner" and sent to Moscow, where he was put to a 
cruel ~eath in the year 1672. In one of the Songs the 
Sun is entreated to rise .. above the high hill, above 
the green oak wood, above the landmarks of the brave 
youth Stepan Timofeevich, called Stenka Razm," for 
the thick fogs of night lie heavy on the hearts of the 
insurgents :-

Rise, rise, 0 red Sun, 
Give warmth to us, poor sufferers. 
No thieves are we, nor highwaymen. 
Weare the workmen of Stenka Razm. 
Our oars we wave--a ship we board, 
Our maces' we wave--a caravan we seize, 
A hand we wave--a maiden we carry off" . 

• The Kwe ... is a metal ball to which a leath.,. strap or a sbort 
wooden bandle i. attacbed, a kind of .. slung shot." 

• SakharoC, I. iii. 227. 
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The last survivor of a band which has been crushed 
in fight makes his way slowly homewards through 
the dark forests, sadly thinking of his comrades who 
are either dead or in prison. Arriving at a river, he 
is rowed across it by the ferrymen, but no sooner 
does he reach the other side than he feels that death 
is close at hand, so he cries,-

Bury me, brothers, between three roads, 
The Kief and the Moscow, and the Murom famed in 

story. 
At my feet fasten my horse, 
At my head set a life-bestowing cross, 
In my right hand place my keen sabre. 
Whoever passes by will stop; 
Before my life-bestowing cross will he utter a prayer, 
At the sight of my black steed-will he be startled, 
At the sight of my keen sword-will he be terrified. 
,. Surely this is a brigand who is buried here! 
A son of the brigand, the bold Stenka Razin' I " 

When these freebooters are taken prisoners, they 
make it a point of honour to maintain a defiant 
demeanour in the presence of their capturers. One 

• Sakharof, I. iii 226. The same idea occura at the end of our 
0"'0 ballad of " Robio Hood'. Death and Burial: "-

" Lay me a green ood uuder my head, 
And another at my feet;: 

And lay my bent bow by my aide, 
Which ... my mooic .. eet; 

And make my grave of gravel and green, 
Which i.o moot right and meet. 

Let me have leogth and breadth enough, 
With. green ood tmder my head: 

That they mIly _y, when I am dead, 
H...., Iieo bold Robin Hood." 
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of them is asked by the Tsar himself whether he has 
had many companions in his forays, and who they 
were with whom he robbed and stole. This is his 
answer:-

"I will tell thee, 0 source of hope, orthodox Tsar, 
All the truth will I tell to thee, the whole truth. 
The number of mJ companions was four. 
My first companion-the dark night, 
My second companion-a knife of steel, 
My third companion-my good steed, 
My fourth companion-a tough bow, 
And my messengers were keen arrows." 

Whereupon the Tsar compliments him upon his 
knowledge of how" to steal and to make bold reply," 
and rewards him with" a lofty dwelling in the midst 
of the plain, with two pillars and a cross-beam." 

It is not always a freebooter whose courage in the 
presence of his enemies is lauded in the songs. In 
one of them it is a Knyaz Boyarin, a Boyar Prince, 
who is going to the scaffold amid the tears of his 
family, and who prefers death to the humiliation of 
asking for pardon-in another the bold criminal is 
" a great Boyar, the Strelitz Ataman," condemned to 
death" for treason against the Tsar's Majesty"-an 
allusion, no doubt, to the executions which took place 
under Peter the Great, after the failure of the Third 
Insurrection of the StryeZ'tsui, the Russian Prlllto
rians, in the year 1698. As the Ataman [Hetman] 
is being led to the block from the Kremlin-

In tront of him goes the terrible headsman, 
Bearing in his hand a sharp axe; 
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.After him follow his father and lI.is mother, 
His father and his mother and his young wife; 
Ther weep as a river flows, 
Thell" sobbing is like the sound of a rushing stream, 
And amid their sobs they incessantly entreat him. 
"0 child, dear child of ours I 
Humble thyself before the Tsar, 
Offer him thy confession. . 
Perchance the Gosudar. Tsar will pardon thee. 
Will leave thy bold head on thy strong shoulders." 
Hard as a stone grows the heart of the brave youth; 
He, stiffens his neck and defies the Tsar, 
Not listening to his father and mother, 
Not pitying his young wife, 
Feeling no sorrow for his children. 
He was led to the Red Field, 
And there his bold head 
Was struck off from his strong shoulders I. 

Many of the songs are devoted to love. Here, for 
instance, is the outline of a romantic story. A brave 
youth leaves his native Ukraine, and enters into the 
service of" the King of Lithuania," who shows him 
great favour. The King has a fair daughter, whose 
heart is won by the young Cossack, a fact of '\"{hich 
her father is made aware by the youth's" own evil 
brothers," who repeat the idle boastings in which he 
had indulged when under the influence of strong 
drink. The King in his wrath orders his favourite 
to be taken out at once to the place of execution. His 
commands are obeyed, and the youth soon stands at 
the foot of the gallows :-

On the first step mounted the youth: 
.. Farewell, farewen. my father and my mother I" 

, Sakharor, L iii. BI. 
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On the second step mounted the youth: 
" Farewell, farewell, my kith and kin I" 
. On the third slap mounted the r,outh : . 
" Farewell, my sweet Princess 1 ' 
The Princess heard the voice afar off, 
She hastened into her lofty chamber, 
She seized her golden keys, 
She opened a silver coffer, 
She took two steel daggers, 
And pierced her white bosom. 
In the open field swings the brave youth, 
On the daggers bends down the Princess and dies'. 

The only consolation which the bereaved father can 
find is that of cutting off the heads of the fatal 
informers. 

By way of conclusion, the following romance of 
robber life may be given :-

It was in the city of Kief 
That there lived a rich widow: 
Nine sons had she, 
Her tenth child was a daughter dear; 
Her did her brothers carefully bring up, 
Brought her up and gave her in marriage, 
To a young dweller by the sea, 
To a rich Boyar .. 
He took her to the seaside, 
And there they lived a year, two years, 
But in the third year they grew weary, 
And set off to pay her mother a visit. 
They travelled one day, they travelled two days, 
The third day they made a halt, 
To cook kasha, and to let their horses graze. 
It was not evil crows that flew down on them, 
It was evil robbers who pounced upon them. 

• 
• Sub.lOr, I. iiL 130, 181. 

• 
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The husband they put to death, 
His child they flung into the sea, 
His wife they kept as a prisoner, 
And after that they lay down to sleep. 
But one of their number did not lie down to sleep, 
Did not lie down, but prayed to God, 
And took to questioning the captive . 
.. Moryann, Moryanka, ~oryanushka', 
From what city dost thou come? 
Who are thy father and thy mother?" 

The captive tells .her story in the words with which 
the song opens, to the horror of her listenel'. 

With a loud cry exclaimed he thcn
.. 0 brothers, brothers of mine I 
No mere dweller by the sea have we slain, 
We have slain the dear husband of our sister I 
No mere child have we flung into the Bea, 
But our own sister's. son I 
No mere Beaside woman have we taken captive 
We have taken captive our own sister I 
Sister dear, our own sister I 
Do not tell this to our mother. 
We will find thee another husband, 
We will endow thee more richly than before." 

But with tears does the sister reply,-

" With whatsoever ye may endow' me, 
Ye.cannot bring my dear one back to life· ... 

Of the Soldier Songs some refer to the wars with 
Sweden, as, for instance, one in which .. General 

• Mo,.,.anb m_ a female d .... lIer by the oeuide. MOIJ"lID
nohka ia .. aJl"ectionat<! diminutive 01 the word. 

• Sakbarol; L iii !ill. 
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Boris Petrovich Sheremetef" marches out of Pskoff, 
and his troops " chase the Swedish genl!ral up to the 
very walls of Dorpat;" and another in which a girl 
tells hel' mother of a dream she has had-how in a 
vision of the night she saw a steep hill on which lay 
a white rock j and on this rock grew a cytisus bush, 
on which sat a dark blue' eagle, holding in its claws 
a black crow. To which the mother replies that she 
will explain the dream :-

The steep hill is stone-built Moskva, 
The white rock is our Kreml Gorod, 
And the cytisus bush is the Kremlin palace j 
The dark blue eagle is our father the Orthodox Tsar, 
And the black crow is the Swedish King. 
Our Gosudar willoonquer the Swedish land, 
And the King himself will lead into oaptivity·. 

Many of them refer to various military and naval 
exploits, one describing how a Russian Admiral ter
rified the Turks, anotlier telling how the blood of 
the infidels was poured forth at the taking of Azof, 
and a third embodying the expressions used by the 
Orthodox Tsar himself, as he steered across the Cas
pian Sea one of a flee,t of thirty Russian ships. 

Some of the most interesting are devoted to the 
soldier's sorrows. In one. for instanoe, we see the 
young oonscript enrolled among the" Imperial dra
goons." and hear him lament as his long locks fall 
before the official soissors :-

.. Not for my black ourls do I mourn, 
But I mourn for my own home. 

• Sakharof, I, iii. 282. 

I 2 
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In my home are three BOITOWB, 
.And the first sorrow is-
I have parted from my father and mother, 
From my father and from my mother, 
From my young wife, 
From my orphaned hoys, 
From my little children'." 

In the days when long terms of military service 
were the rule, a conscript was generally looked upon 
as lost to his native village, and the occasion of his 
departure was one of great sorrow and mourning. 
Here is a Bong which used to he sung by the rela
tions of a recruit when he took leave of his home, 
in a district of the Archangel Government. Tho 
inhabitants of the village, old and young, would col. 
lect on such an occasion, and amid sobs and tears 
would listen to the sad lament:-

Warm, warm, 0 red Sun I 
Shine, shine, 0 bright Moon (My~syat8] I 
Together with the clear stars, 
Together with the bright lIoon rLnna], 
So that we, the old thieves-bloocIsnckers, 
lIay he able to see to go to the dram-shop 
To go to the dram-shop and take counsel: 
From the rich to take-and not to restore, 
From the poor to take and so to ruin. 
Beyond the brook, beyond the river, 
In the honse of an old widow 
Is her only son Ivanushko--
Of him will we make a soldier. 
Good and pleasing is he by nature, 
Favour bas he found in the eyes olthe girls, 
Of service hail he been to all the commune'. 

, Buibllikol', JD. _. 
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In. another song we witness the Setting out of a. 
mighty army:-

The powerful army of the White Tsar, 
Going, brothers, to the Prussian land. 

Sturdily the soldiers march,: .. all jpyous, all 
powdered;". one only of them is· s·ad, for after him 
follows s fair maiden, bitterly weeping. "Do not 
weep," he says, trying to comfort her,-

Not thou alone art unhappy, 
I also, the bold youth, am sad
Going to s far-off land-
To an unknown, far-off land· 
Do I go in the service of the Gosudar". 

In a third it is not for his own sorrows that the 
Boldier weeps. His tears How for the mighty monarch 

. who is no more:-

Ah I thou bright moon, Mtyushka I 
Not as in old times dost thou shine, 
Not as in old, in former times,. : 
For from the evening to the midnight hour, 
From the midnight hour till the grey dawn, 
Dost thou hide thyself behind clouds, 
Dost thou cover th;rself with black vapour. 
So was it with us, m Holy Russia. 
In Petersburg, that famous city, 
In the church of Peter and Paul, 
At the right side of the choir, 
By the tomb of the Emperor, 
By the tomb of Peter the First, 
Peter the First, the Great, 
A young sergeant prayed to God, . 

• Sakharof, L iii. 2S15. 
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Weeping the while, 8S 8 river flOW8, 
For the recent death of the Emperor, 
The Emperor, Peter the First. 
And thus amid his 80bs he spake,-
.. Split &Bunder, 0 damp mother Earth 
On all four sides-
Open, ye coffin planks, 
Unroll, 0 brocade of gold-
And do thou arise, awake. Gosudar, 
Awake Batyushka, Orthodox Tsar •. 
Look upon thy army dear, 
The well loved, the brave. 
Without thee are we all orphans, 
Having become orphans, have we lost all 

strength t." 
This song may serve also as a fair specimen of the 

class styled .. Historical." The faculty of composing 
BuiHnas, or wnat are usually styled the real historical 
poems of Russia, is supposed by some writers to 
have existed among the people till the time of Peter 
the Great, and then to have expired during the great 
social revolution brought about by that monarch. 
Of these BlliHnas-whether of the Vladlmir cycle, 
or oftha series referring to Ivan the Ternole, Alexis 
1lJikbaflovich. and other Tsars who lived after the 
Tartar period-I hope at some future period to give 
a detailed account. At present it is rather with 
lyric than with epic poetry that I propose to deal, 
and therefore I will not dwell any longer on the 
.. Historical Songs," and those of a similar nature. 
But before parting with the subject, it may not be 
amis8 to say a few words about the Bnj](nas and 
their reciters. 

• Sakharof, L iii. w. 
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Until the beginning of the present century very few 
persons even suspected that Russia could boast of 
possessing a national epos. It was vaguely reported 
that a considerable mass of more or less historical 
poetry was floating about in the memories of the 
people, but little had been done to secure and pre
serve it. From time to time small collections were 
made, one of the most interesting of which, so far as 
English readers are concerned, is that which is now 
at Oxford, having been formed by Richard James, 
an English clergyman, a great number of whose 
manuscripts are preserved in the Bodleian Library. 
'He was in Moscow in the summer of 1619,andspent 
the ensuing winter in the extreme north, where he was 
detained on his return home by way of Archangel. 
His collection consists of six poems, chiefly relating 
to events which had recently taken place in Russia'. 

In the yea.r 1804 there appeared at Moscow a book 
which extended the growing knowledge that there 
existed in Russia a rich mine of historical poetry •. 
This was the work entitled "Ancient Russian' 
Poems," containing 26 out of the 61 old .. epio 
poems" which purported to have been colleoted by a 
certain Kirsha Danilof, towards the middle of the 
18th century, at the Demidof mining works, in the 
Government of Perm. Fourteen years la.ter the entire 
collection was edited by Kalaiaovich. No farther 
steps of any importanoe were taken till about twenty 

I Professor Buslaef has written an interesting article on these 
poem.. Id. 00"",",", I. 47D-6-111. The,. have been printed by 
the St. Petenhurg A.cademy of Sciences. • 
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years ago the St. Petersburg Academy of Sciences 
began to publish a rich collection of national songs, 
and some ten years later the first parts appeared of 

-the two great collections made, the one by P. B. 
Kiryeevsky, and the other by P. N. Ruibnikof. The· 
former is still in progress, the latter was completed 
in the year 1867. 

With respect to the contents of these two rich 
storehouses of national poetry-for the building up of 
which the greatest credit is due to the patient ex
plorers and collectors just mentioned, and their aiders 
or supervisors, such scholars, forinatance, as Aksakof, 
BezsOnof, BusJaef, Dahl, Koatomarof, and many others 
-the theory most in repute in Russia is that they 
are all poetic relics of the past history of the country, 
and that in them may be studied its sncce88ive phases, 
from the far-oft' days of heathenism to the period of 
social revolution under Peter the Great, when, toge
ther with many other things appertaining to the past, 
the faculty of composing .. epic" poetry dwindled 
away. But it should also be mentioned thatanother 
theory exists, but meets with only -scant favour, to 
the effect that the poems which are regarded as re
cords of Russia's earliest days are merely renderings 
of eastern romances, which have been borrowed by 

:Russian minstrels from Mongol and Turkish sources, 
and altered in accordance with Russian ideas. Into 
the questions raised by the antagonism of these two 
theories I hope, at the fitting time, to enter; at pre
sent I content mysell with stating their existence. 

According to one of the supporters of the first 
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theory', the epos· of the Buillnas rna ?&Viaicl., 
into certain cycles, each of which has its owiVi· 1fTJ_iar' 
characteristics, and is to BOme extent expressive of 
the outer and inner life, the actions and the senti
ments, ofits own period. The earliest of these cycles 
is supposed, by the school of critics to which he 
belongs, to be that which deals with the mythical 
personages generally known as the" Elder Heroes," 
and considered to be .. evident personifications of the 
Powers of Nature." Closely bonnected with it is the 
Cycle named af,'ter Vladimir the Great, and containing 
a number of fragmentary epic poems chiefly relating 
to the deeds of the" Younger Heroes" -the Russian 
Paladins of ancient days, whose somewhat shadowy 
forms are seen grouped around that of Vladlmir 
himself, the Slavonic counterpart of Arthur or of 
Charlemagne, as he holds high revel within the halls 
of Kief. 

Next in order of time to the Vladlmir, or Kief 
Cycle, is placed that of N ovgorod, prized for the 
pictures of life it is supposed to offer during the days 
of that ancient Republic'S pride and prosperity. The 
fourth place is oocupied by the Royal or Moscow 
Cycle, which deals with really historic characters and 
events, and ultimately resolves itself into the classes 
of Historical and Soldier Songs of which notice ~ 
already been taken. 

As a specimen of the mythical Buillnas, we may 
take the story of Svyatogor. He is one of the most 

• See Maikof, .. 0 .. the Builinu of the Vladimir Cy.cle." po 1. 
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striking of the" Elder Heroes." His name is derived 
from his dwelling-place, which is 11 Bvyatuikh gorakh, 
" amObg the Holy Mountains." He is of gigantic sta. 
ture, and his weight is such that the earth itself can 
scarcely support him. His strength is 80 prodigious 
that it is a burden even to himself. On one occasion, 
however, it proves insufficient. Svyatogor, we are 
told, has made himself ready to start on an expedi. 
tion:-

He saddles his good horse, 
And he goeS' forth into the open field. 
With Svyatogor is no one equal in strength, 
And the Btren~h through his veins 
Courses with right living force. 
Heavily laden is he with strength as with a w(,.jghty 

burden. 

See now, Svyatogor exclaims :
"Could I but find its equal in weight' 
I would lifi the whole earth I" 
Svyatogor riding over the steppe 
Lights upon a little wallet '. 
He takes his whip and pushes the wallet-it does not 

move: 
He tries to move it with a finger-but it does not 

yield: . 
He grasps it from on horseback with one hand-but 

it will not be lifted.. 

• X¥tJgII oeema to mean here the equi .. aIeut 01 the earthly weight. 
In order to Iil\ the earth 8"YBogor m..... lind • otaDdiog.plaee 
capable of IUpporting him ".en 10 hearily bardeDed. The remark 
ill IODleWbat Iimilar to thai; attribukd to Arcbi......L.. 

• P"'_ya s..oeJJus, • pair 01 .. aIIri. or bago, faakDed 
together 10 U to he thrown __ the oIwWden or the oaddIe.. 

• 
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" Many a. year have I ridden about the world, 
But to such a wonder has my riding never brought 

me, 
Such a marvel have I never seen before j 
That a little wallet 
Will not move, nor yield, not let itself be lifted I" 
Down from his good steed lights Svyatogor,' 
With both hands he seizes the wallet, _ 
Lilis the wallet a little higher than his knees: 
But into the earth up to his knees sinks Svyatogor, 
Down his white face pours a stream not of tears, but 

of blood'. 

Dya Muromets, the representative oflthe younger 
race of heroes, has been told by the mystic beings 
who infused almost matchless strength into his for. 
merly crippled limbs, that he might safely fight with 
all the heroes he might meet except three or four
the first of the exceptions being Svyatogor. Accord
ingly, after a tin:i.e he saddles his good steed, and goes 
out in search of adventures. One day, as he rides 
afield, he sees a white tent beneath a tall oak, and 
in the tent is a huge bed, on which he li~s· down. 
Going to sleep, he slumbers on for three days and 
three nights,- • 

On the third day his good steed 
Hears a loud roar from the northern side: 
Damp mother earth staggers, 
The dark forests rock, 
The streams overflow their steep banks. 

Then the good steed strikes the ground with its 
hoofs, but cannot wake Dya until it cries aloud with 

• Rlrlboikof, I: 8S. • 
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a human voice, and tells him that Svyatogor is coming 
to the tent. Dya leaps to his feet, lets his horse go 
free, and climbs up among the branches of the oak. 
Thence he sees how-

There comes a hero taller than the standing woods, 
Whose head reaches to the fleeting clouds, 
Bearing on his shoulders a crystal coffer. 
The hero comes to the green oak, 
Takes from his shoulder the crystal coffer, 
Opens the coffer with a golden key: 
Out comes thence a heroic woman. 
Such a beauty on the whole earth 
Had never been rn, never been heard of . 

• 
As soon as she leaves the coffer she proceeds to 

spread a sumptuous table, and Svyatogor eats and 
drinks, and then goes into the tent and falls asleep. 
His wife comes out from the tent, sees Dya in the 
tree, and orders him to come down. This part of the 
narrative is almost identical with a portion of the 
story told in the first chapter of the" .Arabian Nights," 
but the sequel is different. After Dya has obeyed, 

The beautiful ove, the hero's wife, 
Placed him in her husband's vast pocket, 
And aroused her husband from his deep sleep. 
The hero Svyatogor awoke, 
Placed his wife in the crystal coffer, 
Locked it with the golden key, 
Sat upon his good horse, 
And starled for the Holy Mountains. 
Then his good horse began to stumble, 
And the hero struck it with his si1ken whip 
On its stout haunches. 
Then the horse said, with a human voice,-
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.. Formerly I carried the hero and the hero's wife, 
But now I bear the hero's wife and two heroes. 
No wonder that I stumble 1" 
And the hero Svyatogor drew out 
Dya Muromets from his pocket, 
And began to question him, 
As to who he was and how he came 
Into his deep pocket. 

Dya tells him all that has happened, and Svyatogor, 
after making himself a widower, enters into a bond of 
fraternity with him, adopting him as his .. younger 
brother," and instructing him in all the science with 
which it befits a hero to be aoquainted. The two oom
rades afterWards travel on together" to the Northern 
Mountains," and on their way they oome to a great 
coffin. 

On this coffin was written this insoription,-
" Whosoever is destined to lie in this coffin, 
He will lie down in it." 
Dya Muromets lay down in it; 
For him was the ooffin too long and too broad. 
Down lay the hero Svyatogor: 
Him did the coffin fit. 

Thus spake the hero,-
" The coffin is made exactly for me. 
Now lift the lid, Dya, 
Cover me up." 

Thus answered Dya Muromets,_ 
" I will not lift the lid, elder brother, 
Nor will I cover thee up-
No little joke is this thou art playing, 
Intending to bury thyself." 
Then the hero took the lid and closed the ooffin 

with it himself. 
But when he wished to raise it, 
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In no manner could he do so. 
He struggled and strove hard to lift it, 
And he cried aloud to Dya Muromets, 
" Ah ! younger brother! 
Surely my fate h88 found me out; 
I cannot lift the coffin-lid, 
Do thou try to lift it." 

Dya Muromets tried to lift the coffin-lid [the story 
goes on to say in prose], but what could he do! 
Then thus spoke the hero Svyatogor,-

" Lift n1' my sword of steel, and strike across the 
coffin-lid.' 

But to lift Svyatogor's sword of steel was beyond 
the strength of Dya 1rIuromets. Then the hero 
Svyatogor called to him and said: 

" Bend down to the coffin, to the little chink that 
is in it, and I will breathe upon thee with heroic 
breath'." 

So Dya bent down, and the hero Svyatogorbreathed 
upon him with hie heroic breath. Then Dya foIt that 
thrice 88 much strength 88 he had possessed before 
W88 added unto him, and he lifted the sword of steel, 
and struck across the coffin-lid. From that mighty 
blow wide flew the sparks, and where the sword of 
steel had struck; on that spot stood out a ridge of 
iron. 

Again did the hero Svyatogor call to him-
" I stifle, younger brother, once more try to strike 

with the sword-this time along the coffin-lid." 
Dya }luromets struck the coffin lid lengthways, 

and there also there sprang up a ridge of iron. 
Again the hero Svyatogor exclaimed,-
" .My breath deserts me, younger brother. Bend 

down to the chink, and I will breathe on thee once 
more, and will give over to thee all my great strength." 

• The breath' (JuH) WAI ouppooed to be intimately CODJIeded 
with the oouI (duAa). 
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But llya Muromets replied,-
"Strength enough have I, elder brother. Were it 

otherwise, and had I more, the earth would not be 
able to support me." 

Then spake the hero Svyatogor,-
"Well hast thou done, younger brother, in that 

thou didst not obey my last command. I should 
have breathed on thee with the breath of the grave, 
and thou WOuldst have lain dead near me. And 
now farewell I Take to thyself my sword of steel, but 
fasten to my coffin my good heroic steed. No other 
than I can hold that Bteed in hand." 

Then passed out of the chink his dying breath, and 
llya bade farewell to Svyatogor, made fast his good 
steed to his coffin, girded Svyatogor's sword of steel 
on his loins, and went his way into the open field'. 

As a specimen of the romances which are referred 
partly to the mythical cycle, and partly to that 
named after Vladimir, we may take the story of the 
hero Sukhman, as told in a Bullina heard by Ruib. 
nikof near Petrozavodsk. One day a great feast is 
being held at Kief, in Vladimir's palac~. By the 
evening the guests have waxed merry and boastful 
over their cups. 

" The fool brags of his young wife, 
The idiots vaunt their wealth of gold, 
But the wise man boasts of his old mother." 

Only Sukhman utters no vaunt, sitting in silence· at 
the oaken table. Noticing this, Vladimir asks what 
ails him; has he not received the wine-cup in his 
turn, or has some drunkard insulted him, or has he 
been allotted a lower seat than that to which his 
father's merits entitle him? He replies:-

. , Ruibnikof, I. 33-42. 
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II The wine-cup came to me in its proper COUTse, 
And my seat is that which my fathet"s son may 

claim, 
And no drunkard has insulted me. 

Still, he says, he will not yield like the rest to 
merriment and boasting; but this he will do : he will 
bring to Vladimir a white swan, caught by his hands 
without having been wounded. Having thus spoken, 
he rises from table, quits the festal hall, saddles his 
good steed, and rides away till he comes to a blue 
sea, into which lead creeks with quiet waters. Creek 
after creek does he examine, but in none of them 
" swim either geese, or swans, or small grey ducks." 
So, as he cannot think of returning empty-handed to 
Kief, he deteI'mines to ride on to the banks of 
"Mothet'Dnieper." 

When he reaches that rivet', he sees that :Mother 
Dnieper is not flowing as she used to flow, but all 
her waters are turbid with sand. .. Why d08t thou 
not flow as of old, Mothet' DniepeI' r" he cries • 
.. How can I flow as of old P" replies the rivet', and 
then goes on to complain that she is beset by forty 
thousand pagan Tartars, who are building bridges 
across het' • 

.. By day they build bridges; by night I sweep 
them away; 

Utterly at the end of her strength is Mother 
DniCpeI'." 

Snkhman resolves to attack the infidels, so he sets 
his horse at tha river, and clears it at a bound. 
Then he tears an oak: out of the ground, and uses it 
88 a club against tbe Tartars, Whfll he comes up 
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with them. Each swing of his terrible weapon "cuts 
a, street in their ranks," each backhanded sweep 
"cleaJ;'s away a cross-street." At length all the 
Tartars are killed, with the exception of three who 
hide among the willow bushes which fringe the 
Dnieper's shore, and await Sukhman, with arrbws 
fitted to their bowstrings. He follows them, and 
puts them to death, but not before he has been 
piorced by three arrows. Of these, however, he 
makes light, pulling them out, and" applying poppy 
leaves to his bleeding wounds." 

On his return to Kief, when he is asked for the 
"live and unwounded swan" he had promised, he 
describes the victory he has obtained, but Vladimir 
will not believe him. • 

He ordered his trusty servants, 
Seizing Sukhman by the white hands, 
To fling the brave youth Into a dark dungeon. 

And he sends his nephew Dobrt1inya to Mother 
Dnieper, to make inquiries about Sukhman's con· 
duct. Dobruinya visits the field of battle, sees the 
bodies of the dead Tartars, and carries back to Kief 
the fragments. of the great oak which Sukhman had 
shattered in the fight. Vladimir hears his report, 
andcries:-

" What ho I my trusty servants I 
Swiftly run to the deep dungeon; 
Lead Sukhman forth, 
Bring him before my bright ey('s. 
I will show favour unto the youth 
For this his great service, 
And recompense him with towns and suburbs, 

Ii' 
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Or with villages and hamlets, 
01' with countless wealth of gold at will." 

So they hasten to the dungeon, and tell Sukllman 
that he is to reap the reward of his brave deeds. 
And Sukhman comes out from the dungeon, and 
goes forth into the open field-
But then spake the brave youth these words :-

" The Sun' knew not how to show me favour; 
The Sun knew not how to reward me; 
So now his bright eyes shall not behold me !" 
He tore the leaves of the poppy 
From off his bleeding wounds; 

.And thus did Sukhman speak;-
" Flow on, 0, Sukhman.River, 

From out of my burning blood; 
:My burning blood shed uselessly' !" 

Haying given these specimens of the contents of 
the two great collections of national poems recently 
published in Russia, I will attempt to convey HOme 
idea of the manner in which those poems were col. 
lected. The best method of doing 80 seems to be to 

condense the graphic account of his exploring 
journeys drawn up by one of the chief compilers, 
P. N. Ruibnikof. How great was his industry may 
be measured by the fact that its results fill four large 
volumes. These contain 236 BuiHnas, the number 
of verses in the entire work amounting to rather 
more than 50,000. Kiryoovsky's collection, dIe 
whole of which has not yet boon published. is on 
fully as great a scale . 

• SoI."uU", or N Dear S""," • Mm. (reqllentJy giYeD t., \"Ia· 
dimi,. in tht'~ p·~·nUl . 

• Ruiimikof, J. 2&- 32. 
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In the course of the year 1859 Ruibnikof, who was 
then employed upon Government business in Petro
zavodsk, a town situated on the western shore of Lake 
Onega, was informed that a number of old and curious 
songs were preserved among the rural population of 
the Olonets Government, and during the ensuing 
winter he betook himself to the task of collecting 
these" memorials of national poetry," making espe
cial use of the opportunity afforded him by a visit 
which he paid to the Shungsk Fair, whither he was 
sent in search of certain statistics. Thither, he was 
informed, numbers of Kaliki (in modern days gene
rally blind psalm-singers) formerly used to repair, and 
there they would sit by the churchyard and sing 
songs to crowds of listeners. But in the year 1850 
" the police had begun to drive the singers away from 
the churchyard, and would no longer allow them to 
sing in the streets." .At his urgent request, however, 
tho Police-mastor contrived to find a couple of min
strels, and brought them to his lodgings. " When 
they had warmed themsolves and talked a little," he 
says, "I began to ask them to sing any thing thoy 
knew. .At first they would not, but when I had my
self recited something to them from memory out of 
the Kniga Golubinaya, they began first one Stikh 
(religious poem), and then another, and sang through 
all the pieces they knew." From their dictation 
Ruibnikof wrote down a number of poems. Eventu-
ally he induced the police authorities to cease from 
harassing them, and so "from that time they again 
appeared at the Fair, took up thail' old quarters hJ' 

F 2 
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the churchyard, and once more solicited alms from 
the public by singing religious poems." 

.About the same time he became acquainted with a 
celebrated Voplenitsa or professional" Wailer." The 
W ailer is, as we shall see farther on, a personage of 
no small importance in a Russian community, for it 
is she who sees that old customs are religiously pre· 
served at marriages and funerals, and on other solemn 
occasions. She it is who teaches the bride to mourn 
in becoming verse for the loss of her" maiden free
dom," and prompts the widow and the orphan to 
wail as befits them over the coffin or the grave of 
the departed. The particular Wailer in question 
enjoyed sowidelyspread areputation that she was often 
summoned to remote spots, even to a district inha
bited by Old.Ritualists, who kept up ancient customs 
with great strictness, and were, as a general rule, 
able to do their own .. howling" for themselves. From 
her he obtained a number of good wedding songs and 
funeral .. complaints." 

But so far as Builinas were concerned, only 
rumours reached his ears.. The Shungsk people did 
not care for such things. The CLinovniks (or civil 
officials) thought his interest in them was a proof of 
sheer idleness, the merchants gave up their minds to 
business alone, and the rest of the community seemed 
to him to be by no means well disposed towards such 
profane poetry as is represented by the Builina. In 
that part of the country the Russian Puritans known 
as Old-Ritualista abound. and they, aecortling to 
Ruibnikof,-with ~'hom, however, Rilferding has 
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recently declared himself completely at variance on 
this point-feel for secular poetry what was felt 
in olden days by the Slavonic framers of the rules 
drawn up for persons leading an ascetic life, who 
were forbidden" to sing Satanic songs or to scan. 
dalize the profane world." 

But he was told that there was a certain tailor called 
Butuilka (or the Bottle), who was in the habit of 
roaming from village to village, and of singing Bui· 
linas as he worked. Ruibnikof immediately set off in 
search of him, twice crossing Lake Onega on the ice, 
and once traversing its waters in a wretched boat, but 
he could not succeed in finding him. It was not till 
1863 that he made the poetical tailor's acquaintance. 

In the Bummer of 1860 Ruibnikof received a roving 
commission to collect. statistics about the Government 
of Olonets. T!lls gave him an excellent opportunity 
of studying the manners and customs of the peasantry 
in remote districts, and he profited by it to the utter. 
most. It is well known, he says, how difficult it is 
for a Bciri1lr-a "gentlema.n"-and how especially 
difficult it is for a Chinovnik, or Government official, 
to gain the confidence of the common people, or to 
obtain from them any details about their way of 
living. Still, if they see that their visitor respects 
their customs, and is of a sympathetic nature, they are 
by no means inaccessible. On the contrary, they 
readily respond to his advances. It is an advantage 
to the inquirer to wear the national dress. .. But his 
dress is not the main point. What he must do is to 
respect the independence of the religious beliefs 01 
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the people, the characteristics of their way of life, the 
hard labour of the agriculturist and tbe artisan, and 
at the same time to fling aside all booki8h prcj udices 
and fine airs. In that case the peasant will not 
refuse to recognize as a brothcr even a man who has 
received a university education, and will readily tell 
him all he wants to know." And 80, .. one fresh 
May morning," having donned the dress of the com
mon people, Ruibnikof went down to tbe quay at 
Petrozavodsk, and began to look for a boat to take 
him to the other side of Lake Onega. The ice had 
scarcely had time to thaw, but boats had already 
begun to arrive from different parts of the lake, laden 
with butter, eggs, and meal, and manned by pea.~ants 
who gave their services as rowers in return for a free 
passage. There was, however, only one boat frora 
that part of the shore to which be wished to go. 
So in it, although it could offer but small accommoda
tion, he was obliged to start. The boat left. the quay 
at night, rowed by three men and a woman, but had 
not got far on its way when a strong head wind arose, 
and about six o' clock in the morning the weary rowers 
were glad to take refuge undc-'l" the lee of a desolate 
little island about eight miles from Petrozavod~k. 

Rwonikof landed and walked to a small hut intendoo 
for the benefit of weather-bound mariners, but it was 
full ofpea.;;ants, for several other boats had been forced 
t.o take ,Lelter from the storm, 80 he made Limgdf 
wme tea at a wood fire which was burning out.ide, 
lnd then lay down to 6k",p on the bare ground. 

Before long he Wa.! awakened by strange sounds. 
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Some one was singing beside the fire. He had heard 
many songs, but never such a one as that to which 
he was now listening. "Lively, fantastic, joyous, it 
now streamed rapidly along, and now.: with broken 
flow seemed to recall to mind something antique, 
something forgotten by our. generation." For 
a time Ruibnikof remained betwixt sleeping and 
waking, unwilling to move, "so pleasant was it to 
remain under the influence of an entirely new impres
sion." Half slumbrously he could see a group of 
peasants sitting a little way off, listening to a song 
sung by a grey-haired old man, with a full white 
beard, keen eyes, and a kindly expression :of counte
nance. When one song was ended another began, 
which turned out to be one of the Novgorod Builinas; 

When the second song came to an end Ruibnikof 
got up and made acquaintance with the singer, a pea
sant named Leonty Bogdanovich. He heard many 
Builinas sung afterwards, he says, and that by skilled 
minstrels, but their performance never again pro
duced the strong impression which was made upon 
him by the broken voice of the old singer to whom 
he listened that stormy spring morning, on the deso
late island amid the wild waves of Lake Onega. 

After spending some hours in friendly chat with 
the peasants, who formed a circle round the wood fire, 
Ruibnikof agreed to change boats and to accompany 
Borne of his new acquaintances to their village. One 
of the party was the singer, who helped to speed the 
hours by singing snatches of song to the men and by 
gossiping with the women. His age was seventy 
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years "with a tail," but he was brisk and hearty, 
though" he had known but few good days in his life." 
About midday the boat came to the" Monk" -a long 
and narrow sandbank in the middle of the lake, much 
dreaded in stormy weather-and towards evening it 
was gliding between the indented shores of a secluded 
gulf, dotted with many islands. Here and there 
appeared villages and hamlets, and along the edge of 
the water were cottages, and little piers to which 
skiffs were attached. On went the voyagers, Leonty 
Bogdanovich singing the following song, in which 
the.rest joined in chorus-

It is not the cnckoo that is mourning in the moist 
wood, 

Nor the nightingale that is sadly complaining in the 
green garden, 

..Alas, it is a good youth who tearfully laments in a 
.time of need. 

• 
My mother can I not recall to mind, 
And who was it who gave to me, the orphan, to eat. 

and to drink jl 
To me, the orphan, did the Orthodox Commune give 

t{) eat and to drink, 
To me, the good youth, did mother Volga give to 

drink, 
My yellow curls did a beauteous maiden twine. 

And late in the evening they landed below the 
village of Seredka. 

That evening as Ruibnikof was sitting in the cot
tage of the old singer, Leonty Bogdanovich, .·ho had 
insisted on showing him hospitality, he was told by 
his host that the two best skazlteii-()r reciters-of 
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the neighbourhood lived close by, their names being 
Kozma !vanof Romanof and Trofun Grigorief 
Ryabinin. " Take me to Ryabinin to-morrow morn
ing," said Ruibnikof. " No," replied Leonty. " I 
must give him nc~ice first. He is a proud man, 
and a stubborn one. If you dorr't persuade him be
forehand, you'll get nothing out of him.". . 

The next day Ruibnikof wandered about the vil
lage, .and made acquaintance with a number of the 
cottagers, many of whom afterwards came to spend 
the evening with him. While they were talking and 
telling him stories, an old man of middle height, 
stoutly built, with flaxen hair and a small grey beard, 
stepped across the threshold. This :was Ryabinin. 

To Ruibirikofs request that he would sing" about 
some hero ·or other," he at first refused to accede • 
.. lb would be improper to recite profane songs at 
present," he replied, c. to-day is a fast. One should 
sing religious songs." Ruibnikof explained that 
there could be no sin in reciting Buillnas, which 
treated of "ancient Princes and Holy-Russian 
heroes," and at last Ryabinin allowed himself to be 
pers.uaded, and first said arid then Bang one of the 
epic poems. Such was the commencement of Ruib
nikofs acquaintance With a "reciter" from whom he 
afterwards obtained three-and-twenty Buillnas. 

Ryabinin was well off for a peasant, having a good 
allotment of land, and making a fair livelihood by 
fishing. The other fishermen held him in great re
spect .. on account of his knowledge of epic poetry," 
and used to take it in turns to do his share of the 
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work when they were out fishing in common, in order 
that they might listen to his songs. lie had acquired 
his stock of poetry partly by listening to an uncle 
who was a celebrated "reciter," and to a certain 
Kokotin, who kept a traktir, or tavern, at St. Peters
burg, and who was a great lover of Builinas, of which 
he had a collection in manuscript. But his chief in
structor had been one Dya Elustaref, the principal 
reciter of the whole province of OIonets, "who knew a 
countless number of BuiHnas, and could sing for 
whole days about different heroes." The peasants 
used to gather round him and say, "Now, then Dya I 
sing us a Builina." And he would reply, "Give me 
a poltina (half a rouble); then I'll sing a Bnilina." 
And if one of the richer peasants produced the coin 
the old man would at once commence his recital In 
this respect Ryabinin differed from him, for his pride 
prevented him from taking money from Ruibnikof, 
who says, " In spite of my urgent request, he would 
not consent to receive any thing from me in return for 
what he had taught me. When 1, at my departure, 
gave his eldest daughter a handkerchief, he imme
diately presented me with an embroidered towel, and 
thought fit to account for his gift, and the reception 
of my present, as follows :-' When friends part for 
a long time, it is customary among us to exchange 
presents by way of remembrance.''' 

A few days after his arrival RwllDikof made the 
acquaintance of the other reciter, Romano£. This 
was a blind, white-haired old man of ninety, who 
lived in a rude hut with an old woman to wait upon 
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him. He had for his support the rent derived from 
his allotment of ground, and also a sum of six roubles 
allowed him yearly by the Duma or council The rent 
he received each year for his piece of ground was paid 
in kind, and amounted to 20 poods of rye fiour,-the 
pood being equal to about 36Ibs.-a pood of salt, a pood 
of groats; and three loads of hay. Moreover he kept 
a cow, and had money laid up for" a black day." 

Romanof was very willing to sing, and when he was 
invited to do so he poured forth Builina after Builina 
which he had learnt in early days. In former times, 
according to his account, it was c~stomary for the old 
men and women to meet together and make nets, and 
then the" reciters" used to sing Builinas to them. 

From Romanof fourteen Builinas were obtained by 
Ruibnikof, who, after his return home to Petroza
vodsk, kept up the acquaintance he had made with 
him and with Ryabinin. Besides these two, he be
came acquainted with several other "reciters," such as 
Shchegolenkof, for instan'ce, a tailor who wandered 
about the neighbouring villages in search of work, 
being too weak to undertake field-labour, and whose 
niece also was able to sing several poems. On one 
occasion Ruibnikof was taken to see another woman 
who could sing. .At first she refused to do so, but 
eventually complied with his request while suckling 
her babe. He is of opinion "that women have their 
own bab'i starinui (women's old poems), which are 
sung by them with special pleasure, but not so rea
dily by the men,"-but this statement has been con
traWcted bY,Hilfording. In another village an old 
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woman sang him a starina, having previously stipu
lated for a small piece of money in return • 

.Among the other singers whom Ruibnikof turned 
to account was Terenty Javlef, a surly man of fifty, 
living in a solitary hut he had constructed for him
self; .Andrei Sarafanof, a middle-aged man occupied 
in fishing; and Peter Ivanof Kornilo£; an elderly 
blind man living with his relations, and deriving 
a fair livelihood from the rent paid him for the UBO of 
his share of the communal lands. On one occasion a 
singer of local fame was summoned, who sent back 
word that he was too ill to come. Ruibnikof set olf 
in search of him, and arriving at his cottage was told 
that he had gone olf -to the woods. Thither he went 
in search of him, and having found him, asked him 
why he had taken to Jlight in 80 nnnecessary a man
ner. The singer explained that he had got into 
trouble about a fire in the woods, and that he had 
fancied Ruibnikof was an officer of the law who had 
come to inJlict legal penalties upon him. .As soon as 
Ruibnikof had told him his real mission, the peasant' 8 

fear left him, and he took his place beside the stump 
on which his visitor had sat down, and then and there 
sang him a Buillna. 

In one of the villages Ruibnikof found an excellent 
singer, Nikifor Prokhorofby name, who sang away to 
him during the whole of two evenings, his cottage 
being full of peasants all the time. " The old people 
listened silently, and the younger ones also sat 
quietly, only now and then interrupting the story by 
their exclamations. But at the most exciting pas-
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. sages they fidgetted a little on their seats, and bent 
forwards towards the reciter, as, for instance, when he 
told them how llya's son, not recognizing his father, 
bent his toughbow and shot an arrow into llya's white 
tent. From Nikifor Prokhorof, who gained his living 
by field-labour, Ruibnikof obtained twelve Builinas. 

In the town of Pudoj, as Ruibnikof was informed, 
builine poetry used once to be held in great respect. 
Sixty years ago the merchants and other townspeo
ple, even the civil officials being included in tue num
ber, used to meet together in the evenings on pUrpose 
to listen to Builinas ; but long before his visit they had 
gone out offashion. Fortunately he made the acquaint
ance of a young man, Andrei Sorokin, who kept an 
inn which his father had kept before him, and who was 
in the habit of telling stories and reciting ballads to 
his customers. "Travellers go to him in the even
ing and often sit up all night listening to his long 
stories about different heroes." 

In the Kargopol district Ruibnikof found that 
the Kaliki, who looked on their singing and reciting 

. from a thoroughly commercial point of view, asked· 
payment for all that they contributed in the way of 
ballad poetry or hymns. .. Up to this time," he 
says, "I had been accustomed to offer money of my 
own accord in return for singing, especially when I 
took away a peasant from his work. Some of the 
singers refused to take my money, others accepted 
it, either as a gift or as a recompense for their loss 
of time." 

Qne of the Kallki had a cottage of his own, but. 
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scarcely ever lived in it, preferring to go about with 
his comrades to fairs and markets, and thcre to gain 
money by singing "spiritual songs." Along the 
river Onega live numbers of sectaries, who are very 
fond of such poetry, though they profess to olJjcct to 

all that is mundane. In the Archangel Government, 
however, where there are rich peasants in the villages, 
this Kalika sometimes reciwd Builinas. 

Sometimes an attempt was made to deceive Ruib
nikof. A peasant named Bogdanof, for instance, 
who had received some money from him for sinKing 
Builinas, wanwd to earn more, so he "recalled to 
mind a number of fragments of tales, legem13, and 
traditions, and did his best to weave them into a 
Builina." The result was unsatisfactory, but the 
minstrel was not to be discouraged; going to a Kal)alt, 
he fortified himself with strong liquors and returned to 
the attack. Failing a second time,be betook himMclfto 
a neighbour, who told him a siflrina, which he tried 
to repeat to Ruibnikof, breaking down, howevtT,at the 
end of the first ten lines. Eventually be be<;ame so 
troublesome that he had to be abrnptly sent about his 
business. Another time a village "scribe" brougl, t 
Ruibnikof half-a-dozen poems which he professed to 
have heard, but which he had really transcribed bodily 
from the printed collection of Kirsha Danilof. With 
Dutuilka (the Bottle) whose real name was Chukkoef, 
Ruibnikof made acquaintance in 1863. He is the 
poSbessor of a good piece of land, but his main income 
is deri\'"ed lrom tailor's work, in quost of which be 
spends nearly the whole winter,· wandering from 
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village to village in one of the districts bordering 
on Lake Onega. He afterwards visited Ruibnikof at 
Petrozavodsk, and there sang to him all the BuiHnas 
he knew. 

In some of the districts around Lake .onega, as, 
for instance, in those of Petrozavodsk and Pudoj, the 
remains of the old epic poetry are carefully preserved 
by th~ rural population. Every peasant there "is 
acquainted with the contents of some BuiHnas, and 
with the names of certain heroes," and every intelli
gent man of a certain age has a BuiHna or two com
mitted to memory. Even if he thinks at first that 
he knows nothing about them, he will, if he reflects 
awhile, find at least fragments of them coming into 
his mind. In some places they are chiefly retained in 
the memories of the Slcaziteli, or reciters, who sing 
them from a love for poetry, in others they are only 
to be heard from the Ka1i7d, who make a livelihood 
out of them. As a general rule the singers have learnt 
them from their fathers or grandfathers. Most of 
the Kaliki make a point of handing them down to 
their children. "But the greater part of the reciters," 
says Ruibnikof, "loave no heirs for their poetic 
stores, and in the course of twenty or thirty years, 
after the deaths of the best representatives of the 
present generation of singers, the Builinas, even in 
the Government of Olonetz, will be preserved in the 
memories of but a very few members of the rural 
population'." 

I Ruibnikof, In. pp. vi-Iii. Hilferding, however. denies that 
tho Builinas are <lying out. 



CHAPTER II. 

MYTHOWGY. 

SECTION I.--THB OLD GODS. 

AT Bome remote period, of which very little is known 
with certainty, but when, it may be supposed, what 
are now the various Slavonic peoples spoke the same 
tongue and worshipped the same gods, some kind 
of mythological system, in all probability, prevailed 
among them, of which only a few fragments have 
come down to the present day. Among these relics 
of an almost forgotten past, by no means the least 
important are the BOngs which have been preserved 
by the people in their different dialects, handed 
down as a preciOWI heirloom from one generation 
to another, and watched over with. a jealous care 
'Which has prevented them from entirely losing their 
original characteristics. In ancient times they seem 
to have belonged to BOrne great mass of national 
poetry, BOme collection of Slavonic Vedas, in which 
the religious teaching of the day was embodied. Of 
it, as a whole, there can now be formed only a dim 
conception, but of several of its separate features it 
is possible to gain at least BOme idea by studying and 
piecing together the fragments of popn1ar poetry 
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which exist, more or less abundantly, in every land 
that is inhabited by a Slavonic population. Each 
land has its own songs now, but there is such a 
strong-family likeness between -all these memorials of 
old time! as clearly points to a common origin, 
whether they come from the shores of the Baltic or 
of the Adriatic, whether they form the heritage of 
the "Orthodox" Russian or Servian, or of the 
"Catholic" Pole or Czekh. It is mainl1 with the songs 
which are still current in modern Russia that it is 
proposed "to deal at present, but almost every in· 
ference that may be deduced from their testimony, 
with reference to the old days of heathenism, can be 
supported also by that of their kin aruong the Sla
vonic brethren of the Russians, as well as among 
their Lettie ~oUBins. 

Before entering upon the· subject of these songs 
it will be as well to say a few prefatory words about 
the mythological system which they illustrate-to 
attempt to sketch the principal features of the reli. 
gious worship of the old Slavonians, and to convey 
Borne idea of the process by which the venerable 
deities whom they adored have, in the course of time, 
become transformed into the capricious and often 
.grotesque beings with whom the superstition of the 
Russian peasant peoples the spiritual world. The 
task is not one which can be completed in a satis
factory manner, for there is a lack of precise infor. 
mation on the subject, and the writers who claim to 
pronounce upon it with authority not seldom differ 
among themseh'es. But it is to be hoped that the 

G 
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remarks which are about to be made here will, at 
least, help to render intelligible the fragmentary 
songs which are to follow them. 

The Slavonians-says Solovief, in the introduction 
to his" History of Russia "-remember nothing about 
their arrival in Europe, though tradition still speaks
even if history be silent-of their early sojourn along 
the banks of the Danube, and of their being compelled 
to move thenoo, under the pressure of some hostile 
force, apparently towards the north-east. So thick 
are the clouds which hang over this period of their 
history, that it is difficult to obtain any thing like a 
clear view of what was happening before some of 
their number built Novgorod on the shores of Lake 
Dmen, and others founded, near the conflux of the 
DyesD8 and the Dnieper, what was to become the 
chief city of South Russia, and gave it the name of 
Kief. 

About the time of the foundation of that city, the 
country adjacent to the Dnieper seems to have been 
inhabited chiefly by two great tribes, the Drevlyane, 
or Foresters [Drero=a tree], and the Polyline, or 
Field-people [Pole=a field]. of whom the latter 
were, as might be supposed from their name, the 
milder and more civilized. Of the Drevlyane the old 
chroniclers have spoken with great harshness, but 
those writers may have been somewhat biassed by 
their theological hatred of stiff-necked idolators. 

The religion of the Eastern S1avonians-among 
whom may fairly be included the ancestors ot at 
least a great part of the present Russians-appears 
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to have been founded, like that of all the other 
Aryan races, upon the reverence paid, on the one 
hand to the forces of nature, on the other to the 
spirits of the dead. They seem to have worshipped 
the sun, the moon, the stars, the elements, and the 
spirits whom they connected with the phenomena of 
the storm, personifYing the powers of nature under 
various forms, and thus creating a certain number of 
deities, among whom the supremacy was, sooner or 
later, attributed to the Thunder-God,J>erun. "1 

These Eastern Slavonians seem to have built no 
regular temples, and-in striking contrast with the 
Lithuanians, not to speak of some of the Western 
Slavonians-they appear not to have acknowledged 
any regular class of priests. Their sacrifices were 
offered up under a tree--generaJly an oak-or beside 
running water, and the sacred rites were performed 
by the Elders, or heads of family communities. The 
modern Russian word for "family," Sem'ya-it 
should be observed-originally had the same meaning 
as Suprugi, man and wife. The word which supplied 
its place was' Rod; which meant family in its widest 
sense, including the whole of a man's relatives, his 
Clan, as it were, or Gens'. The chief of the. Rod 
exercised the functions of priest, king, and judge. 
Prophets seem to have existed in the persons of 
certain wizards- Volkhmti-of whom very little is 

. kriown, but who probably resembled to a considerable 
degree the Finnish Conjurors. 

I Solovief, Ido";YG Romi, 1.317. 

'I 2 
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The cultus of ancestors formed an important part 
of the religious system of the old Slavonians, who 
attributed to the souls of the dead passions and 
appetites like to those which sway the living, and 
who attached great importance to the manifestation 
of respect for the spirits of their forefathers, and 
especially for that of the original founder of the 
family. The worship of the Slavonic Lares and 
Penates, who were, as in other lands, intimately 
connected with the fire burning on the domestic 
hearth, retained a strong hold on the affections of 
the people, even after Christianity had driven out tho 
great gods of old; but the spiritual beings to whom 
reverence was paid gradually lost their original dig
nity, until at last the majestic form 'Of the household 
divinity became degraded into that of the Domovoy
the house-spirit in whom the Russian peasant still 
firmly believes, the Brownie, or Hobgoblin, who once 
haunted our own firesides. 

Such are the most salient points of the old Slavonic 
mythology. We will now examine it a little more 
in detail. commencing with the ideas attached by the 
early inhabitants of Russia to those solar gods who 
are supposed by many eminent scholars to have 
originally beld higher rank than the wielder of the 
Thunderbolt, Peron ". 

• The fi,Uowing erlnd;!'rom Mr. Talhoy. Wheel .... d<oeriptiOD 
of the religion or the" Vedic people" (" HUtory or Jndi2," L 8) 
....,.. to he perfeclly applU:al.le to the primitiTe SlaYouiano. 
" Their Gods appear to have been mere abotractWDI: pcnonifica
tions or t~ puw... o( nature OB whom they ",Ii'" for good 
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V The most ancient among these deities is said to 
have been Svarog, apparently the Slavonic counter. 
part of the Vedic Varona and the Hellenic Ouranos. 
Ris name is deduced by Russian philologists from a 
root corresponding with the Sanskrit Sur-to shine, 
and is compared by some of them with the Vedic 
Svar, and the later word Svarga, heaven. 

The Sun and the Fire are spoken of as his chilo 
dren j the former under the name of Dazhbog, the 
latter under that of Ogon'. According to an old 
saying, Svarog is given to repose, deputing to his 
children the work of creation and the task of ruling 
the universe '. 

That Dazhbog was the SU1;l seems chiar, and it 
appears to be proved that he was identical with 
Khors, who is sometimes spoken of as a different 
personage. The word Dazh is said to be the adjec. 
tival form of Dag [Gothic, Dags, German, Tag], so 
that Dazhbog is equivalent to Day-God. That the 

harvests. But from the very first there app""'" to have been 
some confusion in these personifications, which led both to a 
multiplicity of deities, and the confounding together of different 
deities!' 

• Bualaef, .. On the Influence of Christianity on the Slavonio 
Language,.. p. 60. Afanaaief. U Poetio Views of the Slavoniaos 
about N atu",," I. 0', 6S. Solovief decidedly identifi .. Perun with 
Svarog. See his .. Hiatory of RU88ia," I. 82) 822. Buslaof, in hi • 
.. Historical Sketches," says" The epoch of Perun and Volos • . . 
was preceded by another, on. common to all the Slavonians-the 
epoch of Svarozhicb, wbo among Il. in tbe East received tb. nam. 
of Dazbbog."-IBt. Oclo. 1. 3M. I shall not refer in tbia cbapter 
to tbe celebrated epio "On tbe Expedition of Igor," as I wisb tQ 

",scrve that poem for a future oc .... ion. 
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word Bog stands for God is already well known, 88 

also that it" reappears among us in the form of 
Puck, Bogy, and Bug '." 

That Ogon', Fire, [pronounced Ag6n,=Agni], 
was considered the son of Svarog, the Heavcn, is 
supposed to be proved by the evidence of a thirteenth 
century writer, who says' of the SIavonians, Of They 
pray to Ogon', whom they call Svarozhich," or 
Svarog's son-the" Zuarasici" mentioned by Diet
mar. We shall see, a little further on, how many 
traces still appear to exist, in the speech and the 
customs of the modern Russians, of the worship once 
paid to Ogon', and on his account to the domestic 
hearth, or to the stove which evcntually took its 
p!ace--a worship which was closely conneCted with 
that of which the spirits of ancestors ,were tho 
objects. 

We now come to the deity who ultimately became 
the supreme god of the Slavoruans--Perun, the Thun
derer. In dealing with him we shall by no means be 
treading upon certain ground, hut we shall at least 
have escaped from the limbo to which the lapile of 
time has assigned the dimly-seen form of Svarog. 

Russian mythologists identify the name of Peruo 
with _ that of the Vedic PaIjanya. Whether the latter 
was an independent deity, or whether his name was 
merely an epithet of Indra, does not appear to be 
certain, nor are philologists agreed as to whether 

• G. W. Cos'. " Mytholcgy oftbe Ary ... NatiODO," lL 3M. 

• 10 Lbe Sl<m> .yeTroefto IiAn.tolyllhu.. 
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Parjanya means .. the rain" or "the thunderer;" 
but "it is very probable that our ancestors adored, 
previously to the separation of the .Aryan race, a god 
called Patjana, or Pargana, the personification of 
the thundering cloud, whom they believed to rouse 
the thunder-storm, to be armed with the lightning, 
to send the rain, to be the procreator of plants, and 
"the upholder of justice. Afterwards the Grreco
Italian nation, bent on the adoration of Dyi),us, fOrgot 
him entirely; the .Aryans of India and the Teutonic 
tribes continued to worship him as a subordinate 
member of the family of the gods, but the Letto
Slavonians raised him to the dignity of a supreme 
leader of all other deities •. " 

In the hymns addressed to Parjanya in the Rig 
Veda he is called" the thunderer, the showerer, "the 
bountiful, who impregnates the plants with rain," 
and it is said that .. Earth becomes (fit) for all 
creatures when Parjanya fertilizes the .Boil with 
showers'." Sometimes" he strikes down the trees" 
and destroys .. the wicked (clouds)," at others he 
.. speaks a wonderful gleam-accompanied word which 
brings refreshment '," and gives birth" to plants for 
man's enjoyment." 

The description of Parjanya is in all respects 
, -

• Dr. G. Biibler, in an excellent article "On the Hindu God 
• Parjanya,' .. contained in tbe .. Transaction. of the Philologioal 
Society," 1859, pt. 2, pp. 1640-168. See alao hi ..... y on the same 
subject in vol. L of Benfey'. Or .... , .... 4 Occident. 

I u ltig Vt.>da," v. 83. Prof. Wilson'. translation . 
• ~ Rig Veda," T. 63. Dr. Buhler'. tranalation. 
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applicable to the dcity worshipped by the diffcrent 
branches of the Slavo-Lettic family under various 
names, such as tIle Lithuanian PerkunaB, the Lettish 
Perlwns, the Old Prussian PerkunoB, the Polish 
Piorun, the Bohemian Peraun, and the Russian 
Perun". 

According to a Lithuanian legend, known also 
to other Indo-European nations, the Thunder-God 
created the universe by the action of warmth
Perkunas wis iszpe:rieje. The verb perieti (present 
form periu} means to produce by means of warmth, 
to hatch, to bear, being akin to the Latin pario, and 
the Russian pant' '. 

In Lithuania Perkunas, as the God of Thunder, 
. was worshipped with great r~erence. His statue is 
said to have held in its hand" a precious stone like 
fire," shaped "in the image of the lightning," and 
before it coustantly burnt an oak-wood fire. If the 
fire by any chance went out, it was rekindled by means 

. of sparks struck from the stone. His name is not 

• According to Dr. BiiLler the 1I'ord PerkllM;'" exactl, eqlli
Talent to a Saruokrit Parj_, to wbicb tbe aIIU: ya ... add.d 
without cbange of oignification. n Witb ~ to th .. aboence of 
the k in tbe Sl&Yonic forma of the name he "'1';" Til;' elioion 
-1 perbapo be attributed to the pooition of the r. AI. group or 
COD80oant. fonned by rk or r!l would be in diobarmoo1 .ith the 
phonetic ruleo est.aloliabed in tbe Sl&yonic l&oguageo, and the DOual 
transposition of tbe liquid W&I not effeeted, an anwrual remed 1 
only could hinder the YioJatioo of the Ja •• of the l&ogua~." 
-Phil Soc. Traruo. 18,9, p. 1M. See aIao the D_lIe Myl~ 
Wg~, 1i6. 

• ACanaoief, P. \'. S. I. ~. 
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yet forgotten by the people, who say, when the thun_J 
der rolls, PerkUns grwmena, and who still sing dainos' 
in which he is men,tioned. In one of these a girl who 
is mourning for the loss of her flowers is asked,-

Did the north wind blow, 
Or did Perkunas thunder or send lightnings jl 

In another it is told how when 

The Morning Star held a wedding-feast, 
Perkunas rode through the doorway, 
Struck down the green oak. 

And in a third the following myth is related about 
the marriage of t~e Moon, a male deity in the Slavo
Lettie languages :-

The Moon wedded the Sun 
In the fir~ spring. 
The Sun arose early 
The Moon departed from her_ 
The Moon wandered alone, 
Courted the Morning Star. 
Perkunas greatly wroth 
Cleft him with a sword. 
'i Wherefore dost thou depart from the Sun P 
Wandering by night alone P 
Courting the Morning Star P" 
Full of sorrow [ was his] heart'. 

Among' the kindred Livonians a feast used to be 
celebrated ",t the beginning of Spring, during which 

• Dama (plur. DaiflOlJ) i. a Lithuanian word for 8 song. It is 
not used, however, in the case of a song of a serious or religious 
cast, which bears a special name . 

• ~, ... olmaun·. Litla ..... '"' Volk.lieder, No.2. 
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the following prayer is said to have been uttered by 
the officiating priest :-

.. Perkons I father I thy children lead this faultless 
victim to thy altar. Bestow, 0 father, thy blesKing 
on the plough and on the corn. May golden straw 
with great well-filled ears rise abundantly as rushes. 
Drive away all black haily clouds to the great moorK, 
forests, and large deserts, where they will not frighten 
mankind; and give sunshine and rain, gentle falling 
rain, in order that the crops may thrive' ! " 

Among many of the Western Slavonians the name 
of this thunder-god is still preserved under various 
forms in the speech of the Jfeople. The White-Rus
sian peasant to tbis day uses such expressions in his 
wrath as .. Pernn smite thee I '! and the Slovaks l,ava 
retained a curse, .. May Parom show thee his teeth! " 
that is to say, " May the lightning st~ke thee' I " 

In a most valuable collection of Lettish songs, 
recently published at Wilna, in Lett and Russian, 
there oceur several allusions to Perkons, either re
garded as the thunder-god or as the thunder itself. 
In one we are told thatr-

Father Perkons 
Has nine Sons: 
Three strike, three thunder, 
Three lighten. 

Another states thatr-
Perkons drove across the sea, 
In order to marry beyond the sea : 

• Quoted by Dr. Biihler from Luici..., De D;;. &~ 
I ba ... DOt .. yet ~ in .. erilying tbe quotation. 

• Afanaaid", P. V. S. L 2SL 
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Him the Sun followed with a dowry 
Bestowing gifts on all the woods: 
To the Oak a golden girdle, 
To the Maple motley gloves. 
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And a third addresses the Thunderer as follows :

Strike, 0 Perkons, the spring 
To the very depths-
In it the Sun's danghter yesterday was drowned 
While washing golden goblets G. • 

According to a Polish tradition, the mother of the 
thunder is called Percunatele, a name which is ap
plied in part of Russian. Lithuania as an epithet of 
the Virgin Mary, who is called Panna [Lady] Maria 
Percunatele. In the Government of Vilna the second 
of February is devoted to the Presvyataya Mariya 
Gr01nnasa, the Very Holy Mary the Thunderer, and 
during service" on that day the faithful stand in 
ehurch holding lighted tapers, the remains of which 
they keep by them during the rest of the year, 
lighting them before their holy pictures from time to 
time when storms impend'. 

In " Great-Russia," or Russia 'proper, the name of 
Perun has disappeared from· the memory of the 
common people, and it has left scarcely any traces 
behind. Only two Russian localities, says Schopping, 
bear names which seem to be derived from his, and 
one of them is in Kief, and the other in the Govern-

• PamyiJhliki LatvisA",:"!I0 Narodnago 1:'vIwcA .. tva, "C,' p, 315, 
816 (" MeolOrials of Lettish Popular Poetry," collected and edited 
by Ivan Sprogis), Wiloa, 18d8. 

'Schoppiug's R. N. p, 195. 
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ment of N ovgorod, both places directly under Varano 
gian influence-his theory being that the Scandi. 
navian rulers of Russia were the chief promoters of 
the worship of Perun·, In their treaties with the 
Greeks they swore by Perun and Volos, and some 
commentators have supposed that the former was 
the peculiar deity of the Scandinavian rulers, and the 
latter that of their Slavonic subjects, At all events, . 
V olos has retained his hold on the memory of the 
Russian peasants, while Perun has become forgotten, 
and his attributes have been transferred to thc 
Prophet Elijah and various Ch~tian Saints', 

The descriptions we have of the appearance pre
sented by the statues of Perun all come from the 
west and south·west, In Kief, it is said, he had 

• BuaIaeC, howev .. , a far high .. ""thorny, hoW. (Lt. Oc". 
1.360)" that Peron 11'&8 a generally ... orshipped SlaTooic deity long 
before the division of the SlavoniaD8 into their Eaatern and Weat< .... 
branches." 
. • The following facta will aerYe to .ho1l' how treacberoD8 iI the 

ground on which the antiquarian has to tread wbile endeavouring 
to discov.. IOCb reuWD8 .. may e1ncidate the early biltory of 
Slavonic Mythology. The oame of the god Zoaruici, ov Swuaoici, 
mentioned hy Dietmar, .... misprinted in Wagner. edition Lou
aaici.. Led utny by tbil mistake, 8<:bafarik, one of the moot 
erndite of Slavonic acbolan, wrote the name Loa-Rozic, and n
plained it ao meaning Lion-King_ AJWnrardo, how ...... , ... hen the 
epe1Iing wao corrected, he _11' that the name ..... merely a .oIightly 
altered bm of S .... ..,zhicb. More anfortunate ... ere the miatak .. 
mentioned by Scbopping(R.N. p. 16), ... hich deri"ed. god Colyad, 
or" Golden Mmutachea," from a couple of ... ovdo dncribing the 
penonaI appearance of Penm, and eYol"ed a myotenm. dcit l' 
eaIIed Dazhb, or Daohuba, out of • ooJDJDOD-f>Iace ... ntraction of 
Dazhhoga, the genitive cue of Dazhbog, the Day-God. 
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a statue of whicli the trunk was of wood, while the 
head was of silver, with moustaches of gold, 'but 
little more is known about it, except that it bore 
among its weapons a mace. White-Russian tra
ditions, says Afanasief, describe Perun as tall and 
well-shaped, with black hair, and a long golden beard. 
He rides in a flaming car, grasping in his left hand a 
quiver full of arrows, and in his right a fiery bow. 
Sometimes he flies abroad on a great millstone, which 
is supported by the mountain-spirits who are in 
subjection to him, and who, by their flight, give rise 
to storms. Perun, in many respects, corresponds 
with Thor, and one of the points of similarity is the 
mace which he bears, answering to Thor's hammer, 
Mjolnir, the name of which may be compared with 
the Russian words for a hammer and for lightning, 
molot and molniya 1. Ukko, also, the Finnish Thun
der-God, has his hammer, and the Lithuanians used 
to pay special honour to a great hammer with which 
a certain giant--perhaps Perkunas-had freed the 
Sun from imprisonment. 
, In the Spring, according to a White-Russian tra
dition, Perun goes forth in his fiery car, and 'crushes 
with his blazing darts the demons, from whose 
wounds the blood is sometimes described a~ streaming 
forth. That is to say, the lightning pierces the 
clouds at that season of the year, and causes them 
to pour forth rain. 

The myth is one which the Slavomans doubtless 
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brought with them from some such climes as tllORe 
in which "anxious multitudes watch the gradual 
gathering of the sky, as day by day the long aITay 
of clouds enlarges; but there is no rain until a 
rattling thunderstorm charges through their ranks, 
and the battered clouds are forced to let loose their 
impetuous showers. • This,' says the Veda, • is 
Indrs, who comes loud shouting in his car, and 
hurls his thunderbolt at the demon V ritra.' " • 

.After Peron's statue at Kief had been flung into 
the Dnieper by St. Vladimir, and that at Novgorod 
had been cast into the Volkhof', and the people who 
used to worship him had accepted just 80 much of 
Christianity as left them what the chronicler called 
.. two-faithed," then his attributes were transfeITed 
to a number of the personages whom the new reli
gion brought into honour. In the minds of most of 
the people he became changed into the Prophet Dya, 
or Elijah, from whose fiery chariot the lightnings 

:t Mrs. Manning'. "Ancient India," 1. 16 . 

• .. The people of Novogorod formerly oWned thcir cbid' .. onlJip 
aDd adoration to a certain idol named Peron. Wh .... IUboetl"""tly 
they received bapti1llD, they remoyed it from ita place, and threw 
it into tbe river Volcboy ; and tbe atory goea, tbat it ... am againot 
tbe stream, and tbat near tbe bridg"e a yoice ... u beanI, .yiog, 
• ThiB for you, 0 inhabitanta of Noyogorod, in memory of me;' 
and at tbe aame tinJe • certain rope •• tbrown upon the bridge. 
Even DOW it bappeno from time to time on certain day. of the 
year, thai; thY yoice of Penm D1J1y be beard, .nd on tb_ oceaoionl 
the citizeno nm together and Iaab eacb other with ~ and 
lOch. tumult an... therefrom, thai; alI the eftOrta of the &n-emor 

. can ocar<ely llIIIUge it."-Herbentein, Mr. Major'. t,...,.lation, 
Tal IL p. 2Al. 
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flashed and the thunders pealed as they had done in 
days of yore from that of Perun. The fame of his 
battles with the demons survi~d in the legends about 
the Archangel 'Michael, tpe conqueror of the powers 
of darkness, and other traditions relating to him may 
be traced in stories told about the Apostle Peter, or 
about Yury the Brave, our own St. George '. 

Perun's bow-m-sometimes identified with the rain
bow, an idea which is known also to the Finns. 
From it, according to the White-Russians, are shot 
burning arrows, which set on fire all things that they 
touch. In many parts of Russia (as well as of 
Germany) it is supposed that these bolts sink deep 
int<l the soil, but that at the end of three or seven 
years they return to the surface in the shape of 
longish stones of a black or dark grey colour
probably belemnites, or masses of fused sand-which 
are called thunderbolts, and considered as excellent 
preservatives against lightning and conflagrations. 
The Finns call them Ukonkiwi-the stone of the 
thunder-god Ukko, and in Courland their name is 
Perkuhnsteine, which explains itself', 

In some cases the flaming dart of Perun became, 
in the imag~ation of the people, a $olden key. 
With it he unlocked the earth, and brought to light 
its concealed treasures, its restrained waters, its cap
tive founts of light. With it also he locked away in 
safety fugitives who wished to be put out of the 

• Afu.nasief, "Poetio Views," t. 251, 771 . 
• Aflluaaier, II Poetic Viewa,U"I. 248. Grimm, DevilCh6 Mytlif.. 

lO!lill, 16'. 
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power of malignant conjurors, and performed variolls 
other good offices. Appeals to him to exerciso 
these functions still exist in the spells used by the 
peasants, but his name has given way to that of 
some Christian personage. In one of them, for 
instance, the Archangel Michael is called upon to 
secure the invoker behind an iron door fastened by 
twenty-seven locks, the keys of which are given to 
the angels to be carried to heaven. In another, 
John the Baptist is represented as 8tanding upon a 
stone in the Holy Sea [i. e. in heaven], resting upon 
an iron crook or staff, and is called upon to stay the 
flow of blood from a wound, locking the invo]u,r's 
veins "with his heavenly key." In this case the 
myth has passed into a rite. In order to stay a 
violent bleeding from the nose, a locked padlock is 
brought, and the blood is allowed to drop through 
its aperture, or the sufferer grasps a key in each 
hand, either plan being expected to prove efficacious. 
As far as the key is eoncerned, the belief seems to 
be still maintained among ourselves. 

According to the mythologists, Perun's golden key 
is the lightning with which in spring he rends the 
winter-bound earth and lets loose the frozen streams 
-()ffices more usually performed by the 8un-()r 
pierces the clouds, and frees the rains which are 
impriaoncd in those airy castles. These spring rains 
have always been looked upon as specially health
giving, and from that idea. as some eommentators 
8UpPOse, arose the myth of the Water of Life which 
figures in the folk-lore of 80 many different races. 
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The Slavonic tales, like those with which we are 
more familiar, abound in accounts of how '!- dead 
hero is restored to life by means of this precious 
liquid, which is sometimes brought by the Whirlwind, 
the Thunder, and the Hail, sometimes by their types 
the Raven, the Hawk, the Eagle, and the Dove. 
But they differ from mQst of the similar stories in 
this respect. They have two· species of what is 
called the" strong" or the "heroic" water. The 
one is called" the .dead water" (mertvaya voda); 
the other the "living [or vivifyingJ. water" (zhivaya 
voda). When the" dead water" is applied to the 
wounds of a corpse it heals them, but before the 
dead body can be brought to life, it is necessary to 
sprinkle it with the" living water." When that has 
been done, the corpse first shudders and then sits 
up, usually remarking "How long I have been 
asleep· I " • 

In other stories the representative of Perun reo 
covers gems or. treasures which evil spirits have 
hidden away within mountains or under deep waters 
-[that is to ssy, he brings out the lights of heaven 
from behind the dark veil of winter, or frOPl out 
of the depths of the cloud-sea P] Sometimes, how
ever, it is Perun who dies, and then remain& lying 
veiled in a shroud [of fog il] or floating over dark 

• In the Ram'yana, the monkey-chief, Hannman, ia sent to the 
Himalayaa to fetch four different kinds of herbs, of which the first 
restore the,dead to life, the second drive away pain, the third join 
broken parts, and the fourth cure aU the wounds infticted by 
Indrajit'. arrow •. 

H 
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• waters in 8 coffin [of cloud, until the spring recalle 
him to life ?]. 

As among other peoples, so among the Slavonians, 
the oak was a sacred tree, and was closely connected 
with the worship of the thunder-god. The name 
dub, which is now confined to the oak, originally 
Oike the Greek drus) meant a tree or wood, as may be 
seen in such words as duLina, a cudgel. A.t'terwards 
it was used to designate the hardest and most long
lived among trees, and that which was consecrated 
to the ThunUerer, the oak. Its name in Servian is 
7rm, or g71lUYV, a form which is evidently akin to the 
Russian onomatopreic word grom, the thunder. As 
~as already been stated, the fire which burnt before 
the statue of Perkunas was fed with oak-wood, and 
10 profoundly did the old Lithuanians respect their 
l8Cfed oaks, which they carefully hedged around, 
;hat, when they accepted Christianity, they protested 
19Binst those trees being hewn down, even when 
:hey consented to their idols being overthrown. 

The ideas which were associated with the fern in 
)ther lands are current also in Russia. At cm1:ain 
>eriods of the year it bursts into golden or fiery 
)IOS80ms, but they disappear almost instantaneously, 
or evil spirits swarm thickly around them, and carry 
;hem off. Whoever can gather these· flowers will be 
.ble to read the secrets of the earth, and no trea.~ures 
'an be concealed &om him. But to obtain them is a 
lifficult task. The best way is to take a cloth on 
~hich an Easter cake bas been blessed, and the knife 
nth which the cake has been cut, and then go into 
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the forest on Easter Eve, trace a circle with the 
knife around the fern, spread out the cloth, and sit 
down, within the circle, with eyes steadily fixed upon 
the plant. Just at the moment when the words 
" Christ is arisen 1" are sung in the churches, the 
fern will blossom. The watcher should then seize it 
and run home, having covered himself with the cloth, 
and taking care not to look behind him. When he 
has reached home he should cut his hand with the 
knife alid insert the plant into the wound. Then all 
secret thlngs will become visible to him '. . .....-' 

The fern-gatherer must remain in the magic circle 
until he has secured the flowers, otherwise the de
mons will pull him to pieces. They do all they can to 
prevent his obtaining the fiery blossoms, attempting 
to overcome him by a magic sleep, and causing the 
earth to rock, lightning to flash, thunder to roar, 
flames to surround the intruder, so that success is 
rare. These magic blossoms, which appear on St. 
John's day at Midsummer, as well as on Easter-day, 
are called among the Croats, says Afanasief, by the 
name of Perenooo T.wetje, or Perun's Flower '. 

The lightning was endowed by ancient fancy with 
the faculty of sight, and the flash of the summer 
lightning, when it gleams for a moment across the 

, According to .. tradition preserved in the Government of 
Kheraon. ArRnwef, P. V. S. U. 879. 

t A number of similar traditions about the fern, gleaned from 
German BOurcea, wiU be found, in an English dress, in Mr. W. K. 
Kelly'. "Curiosities of Indo-European Tradition and Folk·lore," 
pp. 181-200. 
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heavens, and then hides itself behind the dark clouds, 
is still associated by the people in many places with 
the winking of an eye. Thus the Little-Russians 
call the summer lightning Morgavka [morgat' = to 
wink], and say as they look at it, "Morgni, Morgni, 
Morgavl'o /" "Wink, wink, Morgavko I" The stories 
of the Bohemians and Slovaks tell of a giant named 
Swifteye, whose ardent glances set on fire all that 
they regard, so that he is compelled to wear a 
bandage over his eyes; and the Russian stories 
describe a wondrous Ancient with huge eyebrows and 
enormously long eyelashes. So. abnormal has been 
their growth, that they have darkened his vision, 
and when he wishes to gaze upon" God's world," he 
is obliged to call for a number of powerful assistants, 
who li.f\; up his eyebrows and eyelashes with iron 
pitchforks. In Servia he appears in the form of the 
Vii, a mysterious being, whose glance reduces not 
only men, but even whole cities, to ashes.' Nothing 
can be concealed from his eyes when they are open, 
but they are almost always covered by their closely. 
adhering lids, and by his bushy brows. When his 
eyelids have been lifted by the aid of pitchforks, 
his stare is as fatal as was that of Medusa. This 
wielder of baleful regards is supposed to have been 
one of the many forms under which the popular fancy 
personified the lightning-his basilisk glance, flO 

rarely seen. being the 1Iash which remains hidden by 
the clouds, till the time comes for it to make manifest 
its terrible strength. 

There is a well-known Lithuanian story. in which 
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Perun occupies an intermediate place between that 
of a deity and of a demon. .According to it a young 
Carpenter once went roaming about the world with 
Perkun and the Devil. Perkun thundered and flashed 
lightnings, so as to keep off beasts of prey, the Devil 
hunted, and the Carpenter cooked. .After a time 
they built a hut, and lived in it, and began to till the 
land and to grow vegetables. .A.ll went well for a 
while, but at last a thief took to stealing their turnips. 
The Devil and Perkun successively tried to catch 
the thief, but only got well thrashed for their painl'\. 
Then the Carpenter undertook the task, providing 
himself beforehand with a fiddle. The music he 
drew from this instrument greatly pleased the thief, 
who appeared in the form of a Laume, or super
natural hag, and besought a music-lesson. The 
Carpenter, under the pretence of making her fingers 
more fit for fiddling, induced her to place them in a 
split tree-stump, from which he knocked out a wedge, 
and so captured her. Before he let her go he made 
her promise not to return, and took away her iron 
waggon, and the whip with which she had belaboured 
his comrades. . 

Time passed by and the three companions agree<:J. 
to separate, but could not decide who should occupy 
the hut. .At last they settled that it should belong 
to that one of their number who succeeded in fright
ening the two others. First the Devil tried his 
hand, and raised such a storm that he drove Perkun 
out ofthe house. But the Carpenter held out bravely, 
praying and singing ps!llms all night. Next Perkun 
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put forth all his terrors, and frightened the Devil 
horribly by his thunder and lightning, but the Car
penter still held his own. Last of all the Carpenter 
set to work. In the middle of the night up he drove 
in the Laume's waggon, cracking her whip, and 
uttering the words he had heard her use while she 
was stealing turnips. Immediately away flew both 
the Devil and Perkun, and the Carpenter was left in 
possession of the house'. 

The statue of Pernn, at Kief, stood upon a piece 
of rising ground, on which were set up also the 
images of several other gods-Khors, Dazhbog, 
Stribog, Simargla, and Mokosh. Of these Khon 
and Dazhbog are supposed, as has already been 
observed, to have been two forms of one deity, the 
Sun-god, and Stribog was the God of Winds. Of 
the others very little indeed is kuown. Simargla is 
generally taken to be a corruption of Sim and Reg!, 
the names of two deities who are so shrouded in 
obscurity that one commentator-in default of aU 
trustworthy evidence-has had recourse to a some
what rash comparison of their names with those of 
the Assyrian gods mentioned in the Second Book of 
Kings [ch. xvii. ver. 30] : ".And the men of Cuth 
made Nergal, and the men of Hamath made Ashima '." 
In pursuance of a similar idea Mokosh bas been taken 
to be a female deity, and bas been likened to .Astarte. 
But these are the wildest of conjectures. The name 

• Schleicl:eJ'. LiiauiocTte Marc""". 141-' • 

• See the RIlBBian "Journal of the Minimy or National Eo
lightenment," 1M., IL 17-39, 41-.&1 .. 
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of Stribog, the God of the Winds, is derived from 
a word Stri (= the air, or a certain state of the 
atmosphere), and may still be recognized in various 
geographical designations, such as Stribog's Lake 
(Stribozhe Ozero), etc. 

On the other deities known to the Western Slavo
nians there is no occasion to dwell at present, for they 
do not -figure in the popular prose or poetry of 
Russia. Some of their names are probably syno
nyms, and it will be sufficient to say of such forms as 
Svyatovit, Radigast, and yarovit that Professor 
Sreznyevsky considers them as different appellations 
of the Sun-god, preserved by various Slavonic races. 
The belief attributed to the Western Slavonians in 
the warring principles of good and evil, in Byelbog, 
the White God, the representative of light-and in 
Chernobog, the Black God, the representative of 
darkness-is supposed by some writers to have once 
been common to the whole Slavonic family, the 
Russians included, for geography has preserved the 
names of the antagonistic deities in divers places. In 
Russia, for instance, there are the Byeluie Bogi, near 
Moscow, the Troitsko-Byelbozbsky Monastery in 
the diocese of Kostroma, and Chernobozh'e, in 
the Porkhof district. .Among the White-Russians 
the memory of Byelbog is still preserved in the 
traditions about Byelun. That mythical personage 
is represented as an old man with a long white 
beard, dressed in white, and carrying a staff in his 
hand, who appears only by day, and who assists 
travellers to find their way out of the dark forests. 
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He is the bestower of wealth and fertility, and at 
harvest time he often appears in the com-fields, and 
as.sists the reapers. The adjective ffyeun or byely 
[from a root byel or biZ] which now means white, 
originally meant bright, as appears from such expres
sions as ffyely svyBt, or byely den, the white (i.e. bright) 
light or day. In the same sense of the word the 
moon is often spoken of as " white," and the horses 
are "white" which draw the chariot of the sun'. 
The intimate connexion between Byelbog and the 
Light-god Biildiig [Baldur,etc.] has been pointed out 
by Jacob Grimm (Deutsche Mytlwlogie, p. 203). 

In the Russian songs several. other mythological 
names occur, but many of them are 8upposed to be 
merely special designations either of Perun or of 
Dazhbog-()f the thunder or of the sun--such as Tur, 
Ovsen', Yarilo, etc. These may be left. to be dealt 
with as they occur, but there are two names which 
are very ofl:.en mentioned, and about which some 
discussion has arisen-those of !.ado and Lada. Of 
these it may be as wen to say a few words. 

One writer has gone so far as to maintain that 
!.ado and Lada are merely two of the meaningless 
refrains that occur in Russian songs'. But the gene
rally received idea is that !.ado was a name for the Sun
god, answering to Freyr, and that Lada was the Sla
vonic counterpart of Freyja, the goddess of the spring 

• A!aDaoieC, P. V. 8. L In_ . 
• Tereabebenko, .... ~. Hi. merita .. a compiler, ADd his d&
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and of love. In Lithuanian songs Lada is addressed 
as "Lada, Lada, dido '7IlIU8U deve I" "Lada, Lada, 
our great goddess! " And the epithet dido, or great, 
may account for the form DUJ,.Lado, which frequently 
occurs in the Russian songs. One Lithuanian song 
distinctly couples the name of Lado with that of the 
. sun. A shepherd sings, .. I fear thee not, 0 wolf I 
The god with the sunny curls will not -let thee ap
proach. Lado, 0 Sun-Lado I " In one of the 
old chronicles Lado is mentioned as .. The God of 
marriage, of mirth, of pleasure, and of general happi
ness." to whom those who were about to . marry 
offered sacrifices, in order to secure a fortunate union. 
And nearly the same words are used about Lada, on 
the authority of an old tradition. In the songs of the 
Russian people the words lado and lada are constantly 
used as equivalents, in the one case for lover, bride· 
groom, or husband, and in the other for mistress 

. bride, orwife. Lad means peace, union, harmony, 
as in the proverb, "When a husband and wife hav:e 
lad, they don't require also klad (a treasure)." After 
the introduction of Christianity the reverence that 
was originally paid to Lada became transferred to 
the Virgin Mary. On that account it is that the 
Servians call her" Fiery Mary," and speak of her in 
their songs as the sister of Elijah the Thunderer, 
that is Perun'. 

• Afan""ief, P. V. S. I. 227-229, IIIld 488. 
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SECTIO!il n.-DEMIGODS AND FAIBn:s. 

FROM the Gods of the Eastern Slavonians we may 
now turn to the inferior inhabitants of their spirit
world. In considering these we have no longer to 
deal almost exclusively with the past, for they still, 
to a. considerable degree, retain their holU on the 
faith of the Russian peasant, and, at least in out
lying districts, maintain a. vigorous existence. The 
Church has waged war against them for centuries, 
and has degraded and disfigured many of them, but 
although their expression has in many cases become 
greatly altered, yet their original features may easily 
be recognized by a careful observer. 

When Satan and all his hosts were expelled from 
heaven, says a popular legentla', some of the exiled 
spirits fell into the lowest recesses of the nnder
ground world, where they remain in the shape of 
Karliki or dwarfs. Some were received by the woods 
[lyesaJ, which they still haunt as LyesMe, or sylvan 
demons, resembling fauns or satyrs; some dived into 
the waters [vodull, which they now inhabit nnder the 
name of Vodyanuie, or water-sprites; some remained 
in the air [co:dukh], and under the designation of 
VozdlUhnuie delight in riding the whirlwind and di
recting the storm; and some have attached them
selves to the houses [duma J of mankind, and have 

• A popoLu- tale is generally calW • • kaz .... in Ruasiau. But 
if it relata to reli,,'ioua matten it is caIled • kgMl<la. 
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thence obtained the name of Domo'IJuie, or domestic 
spirits. The distinctions made between the various 
groups of demons may be referred back to a very 
ancient period, but their demoniacal character, and 
the reason given for their appearance on earth, are 
the results of. comparatively recent ideas about the 
world of spirits. At least, a very great part of the 
opinions held by the peasants "f modern Russia, with 
respect to these supernatural beings, are evidently 
founded upon the reverence paid by their forefathers 
to the spirits of the dead. From it, and from the 
ancient tendency to personify the elements, and pay 
divine honours to them, seem to have sprung most 
of the superstitions which to the present day make 
ghostly forms abound in woods and waters and about 
the domestic hearth. It is not necessary to dwell 
at any length in this chapter on the ideas and the 
customs of the Russian peasantry with respect to the 
dead, for they will be more fitly discussed in· that 
devoted to c. Funeral Songs," but, in order to account 
for the characteristics of some of the inhabitants of 
the Slavonic fairy-land, it will be as well to say some
thing about the views which the old Slavonians held 
with reference to the unseen world. . It is especially 
to the Domovoy or house-spirit, and the Rusalka, a 
species of Naiad or Undine, that they apply. 

In common with the other Aryan races, the Slave
nians believed that after death the soul had to begin 
a long journey. According to one idea it was obliged 
to sail across a wide sea, and therefore coins intended 
for the spirit's passage-money were placed in every 
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grave. This praclice is still kept up among the Rus
sian peasants, who throw small copper or silver coins 
into the grave at a funeral, though in many casos 
they have lost sight of the original meaning of the 
custom. To the idea of this voyage, also, some of 
the archreologists are inclined to turn for an explana
tion of the old Slavonic custom of burning or burying 
the dead in boats, or boat-shaped coffins. 

According to another idea the journey had fA> be 
made on foot, and so a corpse was sometimes pro
vided with a pair of boots, intended to be worn 
during the p'ilgrimage and discarded at its termina
tion, a custom said to linger still among the Bohe
mian peasants. Kotlyarevsky thinks that there is 
reason to suppose that a conductor of the dead was 
known to the old Slavonians, and as their Psycho
pomp he is ~clined to recognize the deity whom 
Dlugosz mentions under the name of Nija, and com
paree with Pluto, but whom another old writer call8 
.. The Leader·... And Afanasief think8 that some 
connexion may be traced between the dark dogs of 
Yama, which gnarded the road to the dwelling-place 
of the Fathers, and the black dog which in Ruthenia, 
when a dying man's agony is greatly prolonged, is 
passed through a hole made in the roof over his head, 
in the hope of thereby expediting the h1leration of 
the soul from the body'. But these are mere con
jectures. What is certain is that the Slavonians 
believed in a road leading from this to the other 

• KotJyarenky, p. _ • A (.ovie{, P. V. S. UL !8J. 
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world, sometimes recognizing it in the rainbow, but 
more often in the Milky Way. To the latter various 
names, associated with this old belief, are still given 
by the Russian peasants. ~ the Nijegorod Govern
ment it is called the" Mouse Path," the mouse being 
a well-known figure for the soul. In that of Tula it 
is the StanO'Vishche, the" Traveller's Halting-Place." 
About Perm it is known as the" Road to Jerusalem;" 
the Tambof peasantry call it "Baty's Road," and 
say that it runs from the" Iron Hills," within which 
are confined the Tartar invaders whom Baty used 
to lead-the original idea having. been, in all proba
bility, that the path led from the cloud-hills in which 
the spirits of the storm were imprisoned, for in the 
middle ages the Tartars were commonly substituted 
in legends for the evil spirits of an earlier age. In 
the Government of Yaroslaf the Raskolniks say that 
there is a sacred city hidden beneath deep waters, in 
which the" Holy Elders" live, and that Baty's Road 
led thither. The Holy Elders are the dead, whom the 
Russian peasant still addresses as Roditeli, a term 
exactly answering to the Vedic PUris, or Fathers. 
At the head of the Milky Way, according to I/o Tula 
tradition, there stand four mowers, who guard the 
sacred road, and cut to pieces all who attempt to 
traverse it-a myth closely akin to that of Heimdall, 
the Scandinavian watcher of the Rainbow-bridge 
between heaven and earth. 

A third view of the soul's wanderings was that it 
had to climb a steep hill-side, sometimes supposed 
to be made of iron, sometimes of glass, on the summit 
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of which was situated the heavenly Paradise. And, 
therefore, if the nails of a corpse were parcd, the 
parings were placed along with it in the grave, a 
custom still kept up among the Russian peasantry. 
TheRaskolniks, indeed-the Russian N oncouformists, 
among whom old ideas are religiously kept alive--are 
in the habit of carrying about with them, in rings or 
amulets, parings of an owl's elaws and of their own 
nails. Such relics are supposed by the peasantry in 
many parts of Russia to be of the greatest use to a 
man after his death, for by their means his soul will 
be able to clamber up the steep sides of the hill lead
ing to heaven '. The Lithuanians, it is well known, 
held similar ideas, and used to burn the claws of 
wild beasts on their funeral pyres. 

Before ascending the high hill or crossing the wide 
sea, the soul had to rise from the grave, and therefore 
certain aids to climbing were buried wi~h the corpse. 
Among these were plaited thongs of leather and small 
ladders. One of the most interesting specimens of Sur
viva! to be found among the customs of the Russian 
peasantry is connected with this idea. Even at the 
present day, when many of them have forgotten the 
origin of the custom. they still, in some districts, 
make little ladders of dough. and have them baked 
for the benefit of the dead. In the Government of 
V oroneje a ladder of this sort, about three feet 
high, is set np at the time when a coffin is being car
ried to the grave; in some other places similar pieces 

• AIa.na.Uf, P. V. 8. L JJe. 
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of dough are baked in behalf of departed relatives on 
the fortieth day after their death, or long pies marked 
crossways with bars are taken to church on Ascen
sion Day and divided between the priest and the poor. 
In some villages these pies, which are known as 
Lyesenki, or " Ladderlings," have seven bars or rungs, 
in reference to the "Seven·Heavens." The peasants 
fling them down from the belfry, and accept their 
condition after their fall as an omen of their own 
probable fate after death. A MaZovian legend tells 
how a certain pilgrim, on his way to worship at the 
Holy Sepulchre, became lost in a rocky place from 
which·he could not for a long time extricate himself. 
At last he saw hanging in the air a ladder made of 
birds' feathers. Up this he clambered for three 
months, at the end of which he reached the Garden 
of Paradise, and entered among groves of gold and 
silver and gem-bearing trees, all of which were fami
liar with the past, the present, and the future". 

The abode of the dead was known to the old Sla. 
vonians under three names, Rai, Nava, and Peklo. 
They originally, it is supposed, had the same mean
ing, but in the course of time the first and the last 
became associated with two different sets of ideas, 
and in modern Russian Rai stands for Heaven and 
Peldo for Hell. The word Rai, in Lithuanian rojlts, 
is derived by Kotlyarevsky from the Sanskrit root 
raj, and one of its forms, Vuirei; is compared by 
Afanasief with the Elysian mreta of Virgil. Accord-

• A.fanaai.r. 1'. v. s. I!W. 
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ing to many Slavonio traditions, this Rai, lry, or 
Vuirei is the home of tlie sun, lying eastward be. 
yond the ocean, or in. an island surrounded by the 
sea. Thither repairs the sun when his day's toil is 
finished; thither also fly the souls of little children 
[provided that they have not died unchristened], and 
there they play among the trees and gather their 
golden fruits. There, according to a tradition cur· 
rent among the Lithuanians, as well as among some 
of the Slavonio peoples, dwell the spirits which at 
some future time are to be sent to live upon earth in 
mortal bodies, and thither, when disembodied, will 
they return. No cold winds ever blow there, winter 
never enters those blissful realms, in which are pre
served the seeds and types of all things that live npon 
the earth, and whither birds and insects repair at 
the end of the autumn, to re-appear among men 
with the return of springl. There seems to have 
prevailed in almost all parts of the world a belief 
in the existence of Happy Islands lying towards the 
west, the home of the setting sun, but among the 
Slavonians there appears to have been widely sprC3(l 
some idea,-dueprobably to the apocryphal books 
about Alexander of Macedon,-of eastern climes to 
which they attached the idea of perennial warmth 
and light. Thus, in Galicia, there still lingers a 
tradition that somewhere far away, beyond the dark 
seas, and in the land from which the sun goes fort~ 
to run his daily course, there dwella the happy 

• F OJ' otber detaiIa about thia bappl land, lee i-Jr-, p. a~5. 
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nation of the Rakhmane. They lead a holy I 
they abstain from eating flesh all the year roun ---' 
with the exception of one day, "the Rakhmanian 
Easter Sunday." And that festival is celehrated 

I hy them on the day on which the shell of a 
; consecrated Easter egg floats to them across the 

. i wide sea which divides them from the lands in-, 
:, habited by ordinary mortals. Tho name of these 
l Easterns, who Soem akin to Homer's "blameless , 
; Ethiopians" explains itself. The people who wore 
: Brahmans have become Rakhmane, and their name 
: has gradually passed, in the minds of the people, 
. into an expression for persons who are (1) joyous, 
\ hospitable, etc., (2) soft, mild, etc., (3) dreary, weak-, 

minded, etc '. 
The derivation of the second term for the home of 

the dead, Nava, is uncertain. The word nav, nav' e, 
means a mortal, and unaviti is to kill. Comparisons 
have been made by the philologists between nava .and 
the Sanskrit 'and Greek naU8, or the Latin navis, as 

, well as with nekus, but all that can be deduced from 
. such comparisons is that in nava there may possibly 

be some reference to the sea traversed by the dead, 
the atmospheric ocean across which the winds 
breathe. The primary meaning of the third designa
tion, Pekio, seems to be that of. a place of warmth, 
being derived from the same root as Peeh', [as a 
verb] to parch, [as a substantive] a stove, etc. Mter 
a time it probably acquired the signification of the 

2 Afanasief, P. V. S. III-19ti-SIS. Buslaef, Ist. ,Ockerki, 492. 
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abode of bad souls only, and under the influenl',o 
of Christian teaching it became Hell, the subterra.
nean place of punishment in which evil spirits tor
ment the souls of the wicked '. 

Side by side with the traditions which point to a 
distant habitation of the dead, there exist others in 
which the grave itself is spoken of as the home of 
the departed spirit ... Dark and joyless is our prison
house," is the reply constantly made by ghosts when 
questioned as to their habitation. .. Stone and earth 
lie heavy on our hearts, our eyes are fast closed, our 
hands and feet are frozen by the cold." Especially 
during the winters do the dead suffer; when the 
spring returns the peasants say, .. Our /athers enjoy 
repose," and in Little-Russia they add, .. God grant 
that the earth may lie light on you, and that your 
eyes may see Christ'!" It is this idea of residence 
in the material grave that lies at the root of the cus
tom of periodically visiting and pouring libations on 
the tombs of departed relatives, with which we shall 
meet in the section devoted to funeral songs. 

The old heathen Slavonians seem to have had no 
idea of a future state in which present wrongs should 
be redressed, or griefs assuaged. They appear to 
have looked on the life beyond the grave as a mere 
prolongation of that led on earth-the rich man re-

'tained at least some of his possessions; the slave 
remained a slave. Thns wedded people W(,Te sup
posed to live together in a future state, an opinion , -

• T.....bebenko. T. 28. 
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on which some of the funeral ceremonies of the pre
sent day are founded, and which, in heathen times, 
frequently induced wives to kill themselves- when 
their husbands died. The Bulgarians hold the same 
doctrine even at the present day, and therefore among 
them widows seldom marry. Nor does a widower 
often find anyone but a widow who will accept him, 
for in the world to come, it is supposed, his first wife 
will claim him and take him away from her suc-
cessor. I 

After death the soul at nrst remains in the neigh
bourhood of the body, and then follows it to the, 
tomb. The Bulgarians hold that it assumes the 
form of a bird or a butterfly, and sits on the nearest 
tree waiting till the funeral iii over. Afterwards it 
sets out on its long journey, accompanied by an at
tendant angel. The Mazovians say that the soul 
remains with the coffin, sitting upon the upper part 
of it-until the burial is over, when it flies away. Such 
traditions as these vary in different localities, but 
every where, among all the Slavonic people, there 
seems always to have prevailed an idea that death 
does not finally sever the til'S between the living and 
the dead. This idea. has taken various forms, and 
settled into several widely differing superstitions, 
lurking, for instance, in the secrecy of the cottage, 
and there keeping alive the cuItus of the domestic 
spirit, or showing itself openly in the village church, 
where on a certain day it ca.lls for a service in re
membrance of the dead. The spirits of those who 
are thus remembered, say the peasants, attend the 

I 2 
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service, taking their place behind the altar. Bllt 
those who are left unremembered weep bitterly al\ 

, through the day'. 
In the mythic songs and stories currellt among the 

old Siavonians the soul of man was represented 
under various forms, by numerous images. Ancient 
traditions affirmed that it was a spark of heavenly 
fire, kindled in the human body by the thunder-god. 
And in accordance with this idea the superstition of 
the Russian peasant of to-day often sees ghostly 
flames gleaming above graves, not to be banished till 
the necessary prayers have been said-still believes 
that of a wedded couple that one will die the first 
whose taper was first extinguished at the' time of the 
marriage ceremony. In the Government of Perm the 
peasants hold that there are just as many stars in 
the sky as there are homan beings on earth, a new star 
appearing whenever a babe is born, and disappearing 
when its corresponding mortal dies. In Rothenia a 
shooting star is looked upon as the track of an angel 
flying to receive a departed spirit, or of a righteous 
soul going up to heaven. In the latter case, it is be. 
lieved that if a wish is uttered at the moment when the' 
star shoots by, it will go straight up with the rejoicing 
spirit to the throne of God. So, when a star talis, the 
Servians say "Some one's light has gone out," 
meaning some one is dead. 

Besides being likened to fire and a star, the soul is 
often represented by Russian tradition as a smoke, or 
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vapour, or a current of air. In the Stikhi, or popular 
religious poems, the Angel of Death receives the dis
embodied spirit from" the sweet lips" of the righteous 
dead, an idea which prevails also among the people . 
of South Siberia, who hold that a man's soul has its 
residence in his windpipe. A shadow, also, is as 
common a metaphor for the- soul in Russia as else
where, whence it arises that, even at the present 
day, there are persons there who object to having 
their silhouettes taken, fearing that if they do so they 
will die before the year is out. In the same way. a 
man's reflected image is supposed to be in com
munion with his inner self, and therefore children are 
oRen forbidden to look at themselves in a glass, lest 
their sleep should be disturbed at night. In the 
opinion of the Raskolniks a mirror is an' accursed 
thing, invented by the devil. 

The butterfly seems to have been universally ac
cepted by the Slavonians as an emblem of the soul. 
In the Government of Yaroslav, one of its names is 
dushichka, a caressing diminutive of dusha, the soul. 
In that of Kherson it is believed that if the usual 
alms are not distributed at a funeral, the dead man's 
soul will reveal itself to his relatives in the form of a 
moth flying about the flame of a candle. The day 
aRer receiving such a warning visit, they call together 
the poor, and distribute food among ~hem. In 
Bohemia tradition says that if the first butterfly a 
man sees in the spring is a white one, he is destined 
to die within the year. The Servians believe that 

. the soul of I/o witch oRen loaves her body while she is 
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asleep, and flies abroad in the shape of a butterfly. 
H during its absence her body be turned round, so 
that her feet are placed where her head was before, 
the soul-butterfly will not be able to find her moutll, 
and so will be shut out from her body. Thereupon 
the witch will die. Gnats and flies are often looked 
upon as equally spiritual creatures. In Little-Russia 
the old women of a family will often, after roturn
ing from a funeral, sit up all night watching a dish in 
which water with honey in it has been placed, in the 
beliof that the spirit of their dead relative will come 
in the fOI"ID of a fly, and sip the proffored liquid. 

A common belief among the Russian peasantry is 
that the spirits of the departed haunt their old hODJ~lI 
for the space of six weeks, during which they eat and 
drink, and watch the sorrowing of the mournol"S. 
After that time they flyaway to the other world. 
In certain districts bread-crumbs are placed on a 
piece of white linen at a window during those six 
weeks, and the soul is believed to come and feed upon 
them in the shape of a bird. It is gerwr .. lly into 
pigeons or crows that the dead are trdnsfoI"IDOd. 
Thus when the Deacon Theodore and his three 
schismatic brethren were burnt in 1681, the souh! of 
the martyrs, as the " Old-Believors " affil"ID, appeared 
in the air as pigeons. In Volhynia dead children are 
supposed to come back in the spring to their native 
village under the semblance of swallows and othor 
small bird3, and to seek by soft twittering or song 
to console their sorrowing parents. The cuckoo, 
also, according to Slavonic superstitions, is intimately 
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connected with the dead. In Little-Russia she flies \ 
to weep over corpses. The Servians and Lithua- 1 
nians look on her as a sister whom nothing can I 

console for the loss of a brother; and in a Russian I 

marriage-song the orphan bride implores the cuckoo 
to fetch her dead parents from the other world, 
that they may bless her before she enters on her 
new life. 

It is evident, from what has been said, that the 
views of the Old Slavonians about a future state 
were not defined with any great precision, and it is 
not easy to decide what were the exact opinions 
they held as to the relations between the inhabitants 
of this world and of the other. But there can be no 
doubt about their belief that the BOuls of fathers 
watched over their children and their children's 
children, and that therefore departed spirits, and 
especia.lly those· of ancestors, ought always to be 
regarded with pious. veneration, and sometimes so
laced or conciliated by prayer and sacrifice. It ill 
clear, moreover, that the cultus of the dead was 
8.mollg them, as among so many other peoples, 
closely connected with that of the fire burning on 
the domestic hearth, a fact which accounts for the 
stove of modern Russia having come to be considered 
the special haunt of the Domovoy, or house-spirit, 
whose position in the esteem of the people is looked 
upon as a trace of the anoestor worship of olden 
days. He is, of oourse, merely the Slavonic counter
part of the house-spirit of other lands, but his 
memory has been so well preserved in Russia, and so 
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many legends are.CWTent about 'him, that he seems 
well worthy of a detailed notice. 

Since the introduction of Christianity into Russia, 
something of a demoniacal nature has attached itl«!lf 
to the character and the appearance of the Domovoy, 
which may account for the fact that he is supposed 
to be a hirsute creature, the whole of his body, even 
to the palms of his hands and the 801es of his feet, 
being covered with thick hair. Only the space 
around his eyes and nose is bare. The tracks of his 
shaggy feet may be seen in winter time in the 8now; 
his hairy hand8 are felt by night gliding over tho 
faces of sleepers. When his hand feels soft and 
warm it is a sign of good luck: when it is cold and 
bristly, misfortune is to be looked for. 

He is supposed to live behind the stove now, but 
in early times he, or the spirits of the dead ancestors, 
of whom he is now the chief representative, were 
held to be in even more direct relations with the fire 
on the hearth. In the Nijegorod Government it is still 
forbidden to break up the smouldering remains of the 
faggots' in a stove with a poker; to do 80 might be 
to cause one's .. ancestors" to fall through into 
Hell. The term" ancestors'" is universally applied 
to the defunct, even when dead children are being 
spoken of. When a Russian family moves from one 
house to another, the fire is raked out of the old 
stove into a jar and solemnly conveyed to the new 

• GolotuUi C$olo .. = bead), the harder part. of logo; til
burning more 010",., than the othen. 

, :&>Jikli (rodit', nu/ulal' =to beget). 
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one, the words" Welcome;grandfather, to the new 
home!" being uttered when it arrives. This and 

·the following custom have been supposed to point 
to a time when the spirit and the flame were iden
tified, and when some now forgotten form of fire
worship was practised :-On the 28th of January the 
peasants, after supper, leave out a pot of stewed 
grain for the Domovoy: This pot is placed on the 
heart}l in front of the stove, and surrounded with hot 
embers. In olden days, says Afanasief, the offering 
of corn was doubtless placed directly on the fire'. 

In some districts tradition expressly refers to the 
spirits of the dead the functions which are generally 

. attributed to the Domovoy, and they are supposed to 
keep careful watch over the house of a descendant who 
honours them and provides them with due offerings. 
Similarly among the (non-Slavonic) Yordvins in 
the Penza and Saratof Governments, a dead man's' 
relations offer the corpse eggs, butter, and money, 
saying: .. Here is something for you: Maria has 
brought you this. Watch over her corn and cattle, 
and when I gather the harvest, do thou feed the 
chickens and look after the house." 

In Galicia the people believe that their hearths are 
haunted by the souls of the dead, who make them
selves useful to the family, and there are many 
Czekhs who still hold that their departed ancestors' 
look after their fields and herds, and assist in hunting 
and fishing. Directly after a man's burial, according 

• Afanaaief, P. V. S. u.67. 
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to them, his spirit takes to wandering by night8 
about the old ·home, and watching that no evil befall8 
his heirs. • 

In Lithuania the name given to the domestic 
spirits is Kaukas, a term which has never been 
thoroughly explained. They are little creatures, like 
the German kobolds, being not more than a foot 
high. The peasants sometimes make tiny cloaks, and 
bury them in the gr.ound within the cottage i the 
Kaukaa put them on, and thenceforward devote their 
t'n~rgies . to serving the friendly proprietor of the 
house. But if they are badly used or neglected, they 
set his homestead on fire. Similar little beings, 
called Krosnyata, or dwarfs, are supposed to exist 
among the Kashoubes, the Slavonic inhabitants of a 
part of the coast of the Baltic. The Ruthenians 
reverence in the person of the Domovoy the original 
constructor of the family hearth. He has a wife and 
danghters, who are beautiful as were the Hellenic 
Nymphs, but their favours are deadly to mortal men. 
In one district of the Viatka Government the Do
movoy is descn"bed as a little old man, the size of 
a five-year-old boy. He wears a red shirt with a 
blue girdle i his face is wrinkled, his· hair is of a 
yellowish grey, his beard is white, his eyes glow 
like fire. In otherp1aces his appearance is much tile 
same, only sometimes he wears a blue caftan with a 
rose-coloured girdle. Every where he is given to 
grumbling and quarrelling, and always expresses 
himself in strong, idiomatic phrases. In Lwatia he 
takes the form of a beautiful boy, who goes about the 
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house dressed in white, I!'nd warns its inhabitants, by 
his sad groaning, of impending woe. When hot 
water is going to be poured away, it is customary 
there to give warning to the Domovoy, that he may 
not be scalded. 

The Russian Domovoy hides behind the stove all 
day, but at night, when all the house is aSleep, he 
comes forth from his retreat, and devours what is leR 
out for him. In SOItle families a portion of the supper 
is always set aside for him, for if he is neglected 
he waxes wroth, and knocks the tables and henches 
about at night. Wherever fires are lighted, there 
the Domovoy is to be found, in baths', in plac~s for 
drying corn, and in distilleries. When he haunts a 
bath (banya) he is known as a Bann'ik; the pea
sants avoid visiting a bath at late hours, for the 
Ba7lJnik does not like people who bathe at night, and 
often suffocates them, especially if they have not 
prefaced their ablutions by a prayer. It is considered 
dangerous, also, to pass the night In a corn-kiln, for 
the Domovoy may strangle the intruder in his sleep. 
In the Smolensk Government it is usual for peasants 
who quit a bath to leave a bucket of water and a 
whisk for the use of the Domovoy who tak"es their 
place. In Poland it is believed that the Domovoy is 
so loath to quit a building in which he h1)8 once taken 
up.his quarters, that even if it is burnt down he still 
haunts it, continuing to dwell in the remains of the 
stove. And so they say there, " In an old stove the 

• The Uussiao bath i. lomething like the Turkish, ooly the 
h.>H. •. ill ftlnillt. 
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de~ warms," for the devil and the Domovoy arc 
often synonymous terms in the mouths of the people, 
who regard Satan with more sorrow than allger. III 
Galicia tlie following story is told" About the Devil 
in the Stove ;"-

There was a hut in which no one would live, for 
the children of every one who had inhabited it had 
died, and so it remained empty. But at last thero 
came a man who was very poor, and he entered the 
hut, and said, " Good day to whomsoever is in this 
house! " " What dost thou want jl" cried out the Old 
One'. "I am poor; I have neither roof nor court
yard," sadly said the new comer. " Live here," said 
the Old One, " only tell thy wife to grease the stove 
every week, and look after thy children that they 
mayn't lie down upon it." So the poor man set tIed 
in that hut, and lived in it peacefully with all 
his family. And one evening, when he had been 
complaining about his poverty, the Old . One took 
a whole potful of money out of the stove and gave it 
him. 

In Galicia and Poland a belief is current in the 
existence of an invisible servaut who lives in the 
stove, is called Iskrzycki [Iskra is Polish for a 
spark]. and most zealously performs all som of 
domestic duties for the master of the house. In 
White-RuBsia the Domovoy is called TfffMl:. a snake, 
one of the forms under which the lightning was most 
commonly personified. This House Snake brings all 

• Dyetl' Iw, grandfather. 
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sorts of good to thE! master who treats it. well and 
gives it omelettes, which should be placed on the 
roof of the hoUse or on the threshing-floor. But if 
this be not done the snake will burn down the house. 
It rarely shows itself to mortal eyes, and when it 
does so, it is generally to warn the heads of the 
family to which it is attached of some coming woe. 

"Once upon a time a servant maid awoke one 
morning, lighted the fire, and went for her buckets 
to fetch water. Not a bucket was -to be seen! Of 
course she thought 'a neighbour has taken them.' 
Out she ran to the river, and there she saw the 
Domovoy-a little old man in a red shirt-who was 
drawing water in her buckets, to give the bay mare 
to drink, and he glared ever so at the girl-his 

. eyes burned just like live coals! She was terribly 
frightened, and ran back again. But at home there 
was woe! .All the house was in a blaze! " 

It is said that the Domovoy does not like to pass 
the night in the dark, s~ he often strikes a light with 
a flint and steel, and goes about, candIe in hand, 
inspecting the stables and outhouses. Hence he 
derives a number of his names. Sometimes.he 
appears as Va·zila [trom vozit', to drive], tIle protector 
of horses, a being in shape like a man, but having 
equine ears and hoofs; at other times as Bagan, he 
is guardian of the herds, taking up his quarters in a 
little crib filled for his benefit with hay. On Easter 
Sunday and the preceding Thursday he becomes 
visible, and may be seen crouching in a corner of his 
stall. He is very fond of horses, and ofUln rides 
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them all night, so that they are found in tho morning 
foaming and exhausted. Sometimes, a180, he goeR 
riding on a goat. When a newly purehaRed animal 
is brought home for the first time, it is customary in 
several places to go through the following coremony. 
The animal is led to its stall, and then its' possessor 
bows low, turning to each of the four corners of tho 
building in succession, and says, " Here is 8 shaggy 
beaRt for thee, Master' Love him, give him to eat 
and to drink '" And then the cord by which tho 
animal was led is attached to the kitchen-stove. 

With the idea that each house ought to have its 
familiar spirit, and that it is the BOul of the founder 
of the homestead which appears in that capacity, 
may be connected the various superstitious idea.~ 

which attach themselves in Slavonic countries to the 
building of a new house. The Russian peasant 
believes that such an act is apt to be followed by the 
death of the head of the family for which the new 
dwelling is comtructed, or that the member of the 
family who is the first to enter it will soon die. In 
accordance with a CllBtom of great antiquity, the 
oldest member of a migrating household enters the 
new house first, and in many places, as for instance, 
in the Government of Archangel, BOme animal is 
killed and buried on the spot on which the first log 
or stone is laid. In other places the carpenters who 
are going to build the house call out, at the first few 
strokes of the axe, the name of BOme bird or beast, 
believing that the creature thus named will rapidly 
consume away aud perish. On such occasions the 
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peasants take care to be very civil to the carpenters, 
being assured that their own names might be pro-' 
nounced by those workmen if they were neglEicted or 
provoked. The Bulgarians, it is said, under similar 
circumstances, take a thread and measure the shadow 
of some casual passer-by. The measure is then 
buried under the foundation-stone, and it is expected 
that the man' whose shadow has been thus treated 
will soon become but a shade himself. If they can
not succeed in getting at a human shadow, they' 
make use of the shadow of the first animal that comes 
their way. Sometimes a victim IS put to death on 
the occasion, the foundations of the house being 
sprinkled with the blood of a fowl, or a lamb, or some 
other species of scapegoat, a custom which is evi
dently derived from that older one of offering sacri
fices in honour of the Earth Goddess, when a new 
house, was being founded. In Servia a similar idea 
used to apply to the fortifications of towns. No city 
was thought to be secure unless a human being, or 
at least the shadow of one, was built into its walls. 
When a shadow was thus immured, its, owner was 
sure to die quickly. There is a well-known Servian 
ballad-one of those translated by Sir John Bowring 
-in which is described the building of Skadra [the 
Bulgarian Scutari] by a king and his two brothers. 
At first they cannot succeed in their task, for the 
Vilas pull down at night what has been built in the 

, day, so they determine to build into the wall which
ever of the three princesses, their wives, comes out 
the first to bring them refreshment. The two elder 
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brothers warn their wives, who pretend to be ill, 
·but the youngest of the ladies hears notlllng about 
the agree~ent, so she comes out, and is at once 
seized upon by. her brothers-in-law, and immured 
alive. 

A similar story is told about the second founding 
of Slavensk. The city was built by a colony of 
Slaves from the Danube. A plague devastateu it, 80 

they determined to give it a new name. Acting on 
the advice of their wisest men, they sent out messen
gers before sunrise one morning in all· directions, 
with orders to seize upon the first living creature 
they should meet. The victim proved to be a child 
(Dyetina, archaic form of Ditya), who was buried 
alive under the foundation-stone of the new citadel. 
The city was on that account called Dyetinets', a 
name since applied to any citadeL The city was 
afterwards laid waste a second time, on which its 
inhabitants removed to a short distance, and founded 
a new city, the present Novgorod. 

The Domovoy often appears in the likeness of the 
proprietor of the house, and sometimes wears his 

• This .tory 11'88 told lOme time ago by PopoC in bu D.~. 
He called it "a b1ayoniau Cable," but ouboeq1lt'Dt ";181 are in
cli~ to look upon it .. at lean CouncUd upon fact. A number 
oC aimilar t.geoWo, current in Tari"... 1andJ, are mention.d L y 
Jacob Grimm in the D_lte Myt~, p. 1_; aJ.o I.y Mr. 
E. B. Trior, in bU" PrimitiYe Culture n (L 94-97), 1I'ho bold. that 
it u plain" that hideou ritea, or whicb Europe hao """"",I,. 
kept up more than the dim meIDOI'1, hue held CasI; their aoc.jent 
practice and meaning in Africa, Polyneoia, and Aoia, among .....,.., 
... ho rep_ in grade, iC not in ehl'OllOlogy, earlier ~ or 
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clothes. For he is, indeed, the representative of the 
housekeeping ideal as it presents itself to theSla
V=onian mind. He is industrious and frugal, he 

. watches over the homestead and all that belongs to 
it. When a goose is sacrificed to the water-spirit, 
its head is cut off and hung up in the poultry-yard, 
in order that the Domovoy may ndt know, when he 
counts the heads, that one of the Hock has gone. 
For he is jealous of other spirits. He will not allow 
the forest-spirit to play pranks in the garden, nor 
witches to injure the cows. He sympathizes with 
the joys and sorrows of the house to which he is 
.attached. When any member of the family dies, he 
may be heard (like the Banshee) wailing at night; 
when the head of the family is about to die, the 
Domovoy forebodes the. sad event by sighing, weep
ing, or sitting at his work with his cap pulled over 
his eyes. Before an outbreak of war, fire, or pes
tilence, the Domovoys go out from a village and may 
be beard lamenting in the meadows. When any 
misfortune is impending over a family, the Domovoy 
gives warning of it by knocking, by riding at night 
on the horses till they are completely exhausted, and 
by making the watch-dogs dig holes in the court
yard and go h9wling through the village. And he 
often rouses the head of the, family from his sleep at 
night when t.he house is threatened with fire or 
robbery. 

The Russian peasant draws a clear line between 
his own Domovoy and his neighbour's. .The former 
is a benignant spirit, who will do him good, even at . . 

K 
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the expense of others; the latter is a malevolent 
being, who will very likely steal his hay, drive away 
his poultry, and so forth, for his neighbour's benefit. 
Therefore incantations are provided against bim, in 
some of which the assistance of " the bright gods" 
is invoked against "the terrible devil and the stran
ger Domovoy." The domestic spirits of different 
households often engage in contests with one anotber, 
as might be expected. seeing that they are addicted 
to stealing from each otber's possessions. Some
times one will vanquish another, drive him out of tbe 
house he haunts, and take possession of it himself. 
When a peasant moves into a new house, in certain 
districts, he takes his own Domovoy with him, having 
first, as a measure of precaution, taken care to hang 
up a bear's head in the stable. This prevents any 
evil Domovoy, whom malicious neigbbours may have 
introduced. from fighting with, and perhaps over
coming, the good Lar Familiaris. 

Each Domovoy has his own favourite colour, and 
it is important for the family to try and get all tbl.,,"" 
cattle, poultry, dogs and cats of this hue. In order 
to find out what it is, the Orel peasants take a piece 
of cake on Easter Sunday, wrap it in a rag, and 
hang it up in the stable. At the end of six weeks 
they look at it to see of what colour the maggots 
are which are in it. That is the colour which the 
Domoyoy likes. In the Governments of Yaroslaf and 
Nijegorod the Domovoy takes a fancy to those horses 
and cows only which are of the colour of his own 
hide. There was a peasant once, the story runs, 
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who lost all his horses because they were of the 
wrong colour. .At last the poor man, who was almost 
ruined, bought a miserable hack, which was of the 
right hue. "What a horse 1 there's something like 
a horse 1 Quite different from the other ones I" 
exclaimed the delighted Domovoy, and from that 
moment all went well with the peasant. It is a 
terrible thing for a family when a strange Domovoy 
gets into a house and turns out its friendly spi
ritual occupant. The new comer plays all the pranks 
attributed to 

.. That shrewd and knavish sprite, 
Call'd Rob~ Goodfellow," 

pinches sleepers as the fairies in Windsor Park 
pinched Falstaff, but without equally good reason, 
and renders life a burden to the haunted household. 
Fortunately there is a means of expelling him, which 
is to take brooms, and with them to strike the walls 
and fences, exclaiming. .. Stranger Domovoy, go 
away home I" and on the evening of the same day 
to dress in holiday array, and go 'out into the yard, 
and call out to the original tenant of the hearth, 
.. Grandfather Domovoy 1 Come home to us-to 
make habitable the house and tend the cattle I" 
Another means is to ride on horseback about the 
yard, waving a fire-shovel in the air, and uttering an 
incantation. Sometimes the shovel is dipped in tar. 
When the Domovoy rubs his head against it he is 
disgusted, and quits tbe house. 

Sometimes a man's own Domovoy takes to behaving 
II" 2 
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unpleasantly to him, for the domestic spi~ts have a 
dual nature, answering to that which the old Slavo. 
niana attributed to the spirits of the storm. The same 

. forceR of nature which fattened the earth and made 
it bring forth harvests, often manifested themselves 
as destructive agents; so the Domovoy, although 
generally good to his friends, sometimes does them 
harm, just as fire is at one time friendly to man, at 
another hostile'. Every now and then, the peasants 
believe, a house becomes haunted by teazing, if not 
absolutely malicious beings, who make terrible noises 
at night, throw about sticks and stones, and in 
various ways annoy the sleeping members of the 
family. When the regular Domovoy does this, all 
he needs in general is a mild scolding. Various 
stories prove the truth of this assertion. Here is 
one of them. In a certain house the Domovoy 
took to playing pranks .... One day, when he had 
caught up the cat, and Hung her on the ground, 
the housewife expostulated with him as follows: 
• Why did you do that r Is that the way to manage 
a house r We can't get on without our cat. .A 
pretty manager, forsooth I' And from that time the 
Domovoy gave up troubling the cats." 

One of the many points in which the Domovoy 
resembles the Elves with whom we are so well ac
quainted, is his fondness for plaiting the manes or 
horses. Another is his tendency to interC<-Te with 
the breathing of people who are asleep. Besides 

• See Grimm'. Dnueu Afytlwu.,ie, let. 
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plaiting manes, he sometimes operates in a similar 
manner upon men's beards and the back hair of 
women, his handiwork being generally considered 
a proof of his goodwill. But when he plays the 
part of our own nightmar:e, he can scarcely be looked 
upon as benignant. The Russian word for such an 
incubus is Kikinwra or ,Shishimora (the French 
Cauche-mare). The first half of the word, says 
.Afanasief., is probably the same as the provincial ex
pression shish = Domovoy, demon, etc. The second 
half means the same as the German mar or our 
mare in, nightmare. In Servia, Montenegro, Bohe
mia, and Poland the word answering to mora, means 
the demoniacal spirit which passes from a witch's 
lips in the form of a butterfly, and oppresses 
the breathing of sleepers at night. The Russians 
believe in certain little old female beings called 
Marui or Marukhi, who sit on stoves and spin by 
night. No woman in the Olonets Government thinks 
of laying aside her spindle without uttering a prayer. 
If she forgot to do so the Mara would come at night 
and spoil all her work for her. The Kikimori are 
generally understood to be the souls of girls who 
have died unchristened, or who havElbeen cursed by 
their parents, and so have passed under the power 
of evil spirits. According to a Servian tradition the 
Mora sometimes turns herself into a horse, or into a 

. dlaka, or tuft of hair. Once a Mora so tormented a 

, For the derivation of the word, see also Grimm', DevtrCM 
MytAolo9N, pp. 433 and 119 •• 
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man that he left his home, took his white horse and 
rode away on it. But wherever he wandered the Mora 
followed after him. At last he stopped to paHs tlltl 
night in a certain house, the master of which hmml 
him groaning terribly in his sleep, so he went to look 
at him. Then he saw that his guest was being 
suffocated by a long tuft of white hair which lay 
over his mouth. So he cut it in two with a pair 
of scissors. Next morning the white horse was 
found dead. The horse, the tuft of hair, and the 
nightmare, were all one. 

The Domovoy generally turns malicious on the 
30th of March, and remains so from early dawn till 
midnight. At that time he makes no distinction 
.between friends and strangers, so it is as well to 
keep the cattle and poultry at home that day, and 
not to go to the window more than is necessary. It 
is uncertain whether his short-lived fury at that 
season of the year arises from the fact that he is 
then changing his coat. Some authorities hold that 
a kind of mania comes over him then, others that 
he feels a sudden craving to get married to a witch. 
Anyhow it is coIlJlidered wise to propitiate him 
by offerings. These gifts can take alm08t any 
edible shape. In the Tomsk Government, on the 
Eve of the Epiphany, the peasants place in a cer
tain part of the stove little cakes made expressly (or 
the Domovoy. In other places a pot of stewed grain 
is set out for him on the evening of the 28th of 
January. Exactly at midnight he comes out from 
under the stove, and sups off it. If he is neglected he 
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waxes wroth, but he may be appeased as follows :-A 
wizard is called in, who kills a cock and lets. its blood 
ruu on to one of the whisks used in baths; with this 
in hand he sprinkles the corners of the cottage inside 
and out, uttering incantations the while. It may be 
as well to remark, that while unclean spirits fear 
the crowing of cocks, it never in any way affects the 
Domovoy. 

Another way of pacifying the irritated domestic 
spirit is for the head of the family to go out at mid
night into the courtyard, to turn his face to the 
moon, and to say, "Master! stand before me as 
the leaf before the grass [an ordinary formula], nei
ther black nor green, but just like me! I have 
brought thee a red egg." Thereupon the Domovoy 
will assume a human form, and, when he has received 
the red egg, will become quiet. But the peasant 
must not talk about this midnight meeting. If he 
does, the Domovoy will set his cottage on fire, or will 
induce him to commit suicide. 

We have already mentioned the custom of literally 
or figuratively sacrificing a victim on the spot which 
a projected house is to cover. Generally speaking 
that victim is a cock, the head of which is cut off 
and buried, in all privacy, exactly where the" upper 
corner" of the building is to stand. This corner, 
opposite to which stands the stove, is looked upon 
with great reverence by the peasants, who call it 
also the "Great" and the "Beautiful." There 
the table stands on which is spread the daily meal 
in which the ancestors of the family were always 
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supposed to participate. In all probability, says 
one Russian commontator, their images used to 
stand close by, and were transferred to the table at 
meal-time, but since the introduction of Christianity 
they have been replaced by holy icons, or sacred 
pictures. In that same corner every thing that is 
most revered is placed, as Paschal eggs and Whitsun
tide verdure. Towards it-every one who enters the 
cottage makes low obeisance. The peasants still 
believe that the souls of the dead, as soon as ti,e 
bodies they used to inhabit are buried, take up their 
quarters in the cottage behind the sacred pictures, 
and therefore they place hot cakes upon the ledge 
which supports those pictures, intending them a8 an 
offering to the hungry ghosts. The sound of the 
death-watch is believed to be as ominous in Russia as 
in England. In Bohemia it is supposed to be caused 
by such ghosts as have just been me~tioned, who are 
knocking in order to summon one of their descen
danta to join them. 

The threshold of a cottage is not so important as 
its" front corner," but many curious superstitions 
are attached to it. On it a cross is drawn to keep 
off Maras (hags). Under it the peasants bury still
born children. In Lithuania, when a new hou!!e i~ 

being built, a ~ooden cross, or some article which 
has been handed down from past generations, is 
placed under the threshold. '.there, also, when a 
newly-baptized child is being brougl,t back from 
church, it is customary for its father to hold it for a 
wbillJ over the threshold, "so as to place the new 
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member of the family under the protection of the 
domestic divinities." On the other side of the 
threshold· that power which produces peace and 
goodwill in a family loses its influence, so kinsfolk 
ought to carry on their mutual relations as much as 
possible within doors. A man should always cross 
himself when he steps over a threshold, and he ought 
not, it is believed in some places, to sit down on ·one. 
Sick children, who are supposed to have been afflicted 
by an evil eye, are washed on the threshold of their 
cottage, in order that, with the help of the Penates 
who reside there, the malady may be driven out of 
doors. 

Allusion has already been made to the' customs 
observed when a Russian peasant. family is about 
to migrate into a new house. So strange are they, 
that· they are well deserving of a fuller notice. 
After every thing movable has been taken away from 
the old house, tHe mother-in·law, or the oldest woman 
in the family, lights a fire for the last time in the 
stove. When the wood i!! well alight she rakes it 
together into the pec1//Urka (a niche in the stove), and 
waits till midday. A clean jar and a white napkin 
have been previously provided, and in this jar, pre
cisely at midday, she deposits the burning embers, 
covering them over with the napkin. She then 
throws open the house-door, and, turning to the 
" back· corner," namely to the stove, says, " W el
come, dyedu.shka (grandfather) to our new home!" 
Then she carries the fire-containing jar to the court
vard ofthe new dwellinl!. at the onened !!ates of which 
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she finds the master and mistrcss of the house, who 
have come to offer bread and salt to the Domovoy. 
The old woman strikes the door-posts, asking, "Are 
the visitors welcome P" on which the heads of the 
family reply, with a profound obeisance, .. 'Welcome, 
dyedushka, to the new spot I" After that invitation 
she enters the cottage, its master preceding her with 
the bread and salt, places the jar on the stove, takes 
off the napkin and shakes it towards each of the four 
corners, and empties the bnrning embers into the 
pechurl,a. The jar is then broken, and its fragments 
are buried at night under the" front corner." Whcn 
distance renders it impossible to transf('T fire from 
the old to the new habitation, as, for instance, when 
the Smolensk peasants migrate to other Govern
ments, a fire-shovel and other implements appertain
ing to the domestic hearth are taken instead. In the 
Government of Perm 8ueh " flittings" take place by 
night. The house-mistres8 covers a table with a cloth 
and places bread and salt on it. A candle is then 
lighted before the holy icons, all pray to God, and 
afterwards the master of the house takes down the 
icons, and covers them over with the front of his 
dress. Then he opens the door which leads into 
what may be called the cellar, bows down, and says, 
.. Neighbourling, brotherling I let us go to the new 
home. As we have lived in the old home well and 
happily, 80 let us live also in the new one. Be kind 
to my cattle aud family I" After this they all set off 
for the new house, led by the fathf.T, who carries a 
cock and a hen. When they arrive at the cottage 
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they turn . the fowls loose in it, and wait till the 
cock crows. Then the master enters, places the 
icons on their stand, opens the cellar-flaps, and 
says, " Enter, neighboru:ling, brotherling I" Family 
prayer follows, and then the mistress lays the cloth, 
lights the fire, and looks after her cooking arrange
ments. If the cock refuses. to crow it is a sign of 
impending misfortune. These. customs are all of 
great antiquity. The part allotted in th!lm to the 
icons dates, of course, from th,e time in which Chris
tianity became the religion of the country, but a 
similar part may formerly have been played by 
images of domestic.gods or deified ancestors. The 
whole ceremony is one of the most striking relics of 
that heathendom which once prevailed over the 
entire face of the land, and which still crops up in 
many of its remoter districts, sometimes half con
cealed by a Christian garb, sometimes exposing 
itself ill downright pagan nakedness'. 

Next in importance to the Domovoy, but far supe
rior to him in poetic interest, is the Rusalka. The 
Rusalkas are female water-spirits, who occupy a posi
tion which corresponds in many respects with that 
filled' by the elves and fairie~ of Western Europe. 
The origin of their name seems to be doubtful, but 
it appears to be connected with rus, an old Slavonic 
word for a stream, or with ruslo, the bed of a river, 
and with several other kindred words, such as rosa, 
dew, which have reference to water. They are 

• See Afanaaief, P. V. S. II. 83-M, 109, 110, 116-11U .• 
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generally represented under the form of beauteous 
maidens with full and snow-white bosoms, and with 
lOng and slender limbs. Their feet are small, their 
eyes are wild, their faces are fair to see, but their 
complexion is pale, their exprellsion anxious. Their 
hair is long and thick and wavy, and green as is the 
grass. Their dress is either a covering of green 
leaves, or a long white shift, worn without a girdle. 
At times .they emerge from the waters of the lake or 
river in which they dwell, and sit upon its bankH, 
combing and plaiting their flowing locks, or they 
cling to a mill-wheel, and turn round with it amid 
the splash of the stream. If anyone happens to 
approach, they fling themselves into the waters, and 
there divert themselves, and try to allure him to join 
them. Whomsoever they get hold of they tjckle 
to death'. Witches alone can bathe with them 
unhurt. 

In certain districts bordering on the sea the people 
believe, or used to believe, in marine Rusalkas, who 
are supposed, in some places, as, for instance, about 
Astrakhan, to raise storms and vex shipping. But 
as a general rule the Rusa1kas are looked upon in 
Russia as haunting lakes and streams, at the bottom 
of which they usually dwell in cry3tal halls, radiant 
with gold and silver and precious stones. Some
times, however, they are not so sumptuously housed, 

• The verb SAeukotoi' originaI!r m ..... t to utter Jood, piercing 
IOIIDds, to Iaugb ohrilJr, and afterward. acquired the ..,...., of 
to do ... bat produceo .hrill bugbter, to tickle. See Afaoaoid, 
P. V.S.n. 338. 
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but have to make for themselves nests out of straw 
and feathers collected duriug the" Green IVeek," the 
seventh after Easter. If a Rusalka's hair becomes 
dry she dies, and therefore she is generally afraid of 
going far from the water, unless, indeed, she has a 
comb with her. So long as sho has a comb she Can 
always produce a flood by passing it throngh her 
waving locks. 

In some places they are fond of spinning, in others 
they are given to washing linen. During the week 
before Whitsuutide, as many songs testify, they sit 
upon trees, and ask for linen garments. Up to the 
present day, in Little-Russia, it is customary to hang 
on the boughs of oaks and other treos, at that time 
of year, sh ifts and ra~s and skeins of thread, all 
intended as a present to the Rusalkas. In White
Russia the peasants affirm that during that week the 
forests are traversed by naked women and children, 
and whoever meets them, if he wishes to escape a 
premature death, must fling them a handkerchief, or 
some scrap torn from his dress. 

On the approach of winter the Rusalkas disappear, 
and do not show themselves again until it is over. 
In Little-Russia they are supposed to appear on the 
Thursday in Holy Week, a day which in olden 
times was dear to them, as well as to many other 
spiritual beings. In the Ukraine the Thursday be
fore IVhitsuntide is called the Great Day, or Easter· 
Sunday, of the Rusalkas. During the days called 
the "Grecn Svyatki," at Wbitsuntide, when every 
home is adorned with boughs and green leaves, no 
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one dares to work for fear of offending the Rusalkas. 
EspeciaUy must women abstain from lewing or 
washing linen j and men from weaving fences and 
the like, such occupations too closely resembling 
those of the supernatural weavers and washers. It 
is chiefly at that time that the spirits leave their 
watery abodes, and go strolling about the fields and 
forests, continuing to do so until the end of June. 
AU that time their voices may be hcard in the rust.
ling or sighing of the breeze, and the splash of 
running water betrays their dancing feet. At that 
time the peasant-girls go into the woods, and throw 
garlands to the Rusalkas, asking for rich husbands 
in return, or float them down a stream, seeing in 
their movements omens of future happiness or sorrow. 

After St. Peter's day, June 29, the Rusalkas dance 
by night beneath the moon, and in Little-Rnssia and 
Galicia, where Rusalkas (or Mavki as they are there 
caUed) have danced, circles of darker, and of richer 
grass are found in the fields. Sometimes they induce 
a shepherd to play to them. All night long they 
dance to his music: in the morning a hollow marks 
the spot where his foot has beaten time. Some
times a man encounters Rusalkas who begin to 
writhe and contort themselves after a strange fashion.· 
Involuntarily he imitates their gestures, and for the 
rest of his life he is deformed, or is a victim to St. 
Vitus' dance. .AJJy one who treads upon the linen 
which the RlIsalkas have laid out to dry loses all his 
strength, or becomes a cripple; those who desecmte 
the lbuallil.lya (or Rusalkas') week by working are 
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punished by the loss of their cattle and ponitry. At 
times the Rnsalkas entice into their haunts both 
youths and maidens, and tickle them to death, or 
strangle or drown them. 

The Rusalkas have much to do with the harvest, 
sometimes making it plenteous,' and at other times 
ruining it by rain and wind. The peasants in White
Russia say that the Rusalkas dwell amid the stand
ing corn; and in Little-Russia it is believed that on 
Whit-Sunday Eve they go out to the corn-fields,
and there, with joyous singing and clapping of hands, 
they scamper through the rye or hang on to its 
stalks, and swing tp ana fro, so that the corn undu
lates as if beneath a strong wind. 

In some parts of Russia there is performed, imme
diately after the end of the Whitsuntide festival, the 
ceremony of expelling the Rusalkas. On the first 
Monday of the "Peter's Fast" a figure made of 
straw is draped in woman's clothes, so as to represent 
a Rusalka. Afterwards a Khorovod is formed, and 
the assembled company. go out to the fields with 
dance' and song, she who holds -the straw Rusalka 
in her hand bounding about in the middle of the 
choral circle. On arriving at the fields the singers 
form two bodies, O"ne of which attacks the figure, 
while the other defends it. Eventually it is torn to 
pieces, and the straw of which it was made is thrown 
to the winds, after which the performers return home, 
saying they have expelled the Rusalka. In the 
Government of Tula the women and girls go out to 
the fields during the" Green Week," and chase the 
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Rusalka, who is supposed to be stealing the grain. 
Having made a straw figure, they take it to the banks 
of a stream and lling it into the water. In some 
districts the young people run about the fields on 
Whit-Sunday Eve, waving brooms, and crying, 
"Pursue I pursue I" There are people who affirm 
that they have seen the hunted Rusalkas running 
out of the corn-fields into the woods, and have 
heard their sobs and cries. 

Besides the full-grown Rusalkas there are little 
ones, having the appearance of seven-year-old girls. 
These are supposed, by the RussianpeaslVlts, to be 
the ghosts of still-born children, or such as have died 
before there was time to baptize them. Such children 
the Rusalkas are in the habit of stealing after death, 
taking them from their graves, or even from the 
cottages in which they lie, and carrying them off to 
their subaqueous dwellings. Every Wbitsuntide, for 
seven successive years. the souls of these children 
fly about, asking to be christened. If any person 
who hears one of them lamenting will· exclaim, "I 
baptize thee in the name of the Father. and of the 
Son. and of the Holy Ghost," the soul of that child 
will be saved, and will go straight to heaven. A r60 . 
ligious service, annually performed on the first lIon
day of the" Peter's Fast," in behalf of an unbapti7-ed 
child will be equally efficacious. Bnt if the stray 
sow. during seven years, neither hears the baptismal 
formula pronounced. nor feels the effect oC the divine 
service, it becomes enrolled for ever in the ranks oC 
the Rusalkas. The same fate beCalls those babes 
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whom their mothers have cursed before they were 
born, or in the interval between their birth and their 
baptism. Such small Rusalkas, who abound among 
the Little-Russian Mav7d, are evidently akin to our 
own fairies. Like them they make the grass grow 
richly where they dance, they float on the water in 
egg-shells, and some of them are sadly troubled by 
doubts about a future state. At least it is believed in 
the Government of Astrakhan that the sea Rusalkas 
come to the surface and ask mariners, " Is the end 
of .the world near at hand?" Besides the children--: 
of whom mention has been made, women who kill 
themselves, and all those who are drowned, choked, 
or strangled, and who do not obtain Christian burial, 
are liable to become Rusalkas. During the Rusalka 
week the relatives of drowned or strangled persons 
go out to their graves, taking with them pancakes, 
and spirits, and red eggs. The eggs are broken, and 
the spirits poured over the graves, after which the 
remnants are left for the Rusalkas, these lines being -sung ;-- . • . Queen Rusalka, 

Maiden fair, 
Do not destroy the soul, 
Do not cause it to be choked, 
And we will make obeisance to thee. 

On the people who forget to do this the Rusalkas 
will wreak their vengeance '. In the Saratof Govern
ment the Rusalkas are held in bad repute. There 

, Af.nasid', P. V. S. III. 2'" 
L 
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they are described as hideous, humpbacked, hairy 
creatures, with sharp claws, and an iron hook with 
which they try to seize on passers-by. If anyone 
ventures to bathe in a river on Whit-Sunday, without 
having uttered a preliminary prayer, they instantly 
drag him down to the bottom. Or if he goes into a 
wood without taking a handful of wormwood (Poluin), 
he runs a serious risk, for the Rusalkas may aBk him, 
" What have you got in your hands? is it Poluin or 
Petrushka (Parsley)." If he replies Poluin, they c:ry, 
" Hide under the tuin (hedge)," and he is safe. But 
if he says, Petrushka, they exclaim affectionately, 
" .Ah I my dushka," and begin tickling him till lIe 
foams at the mouth. In either case they seem to be 
greatly under the influence of rhyme. 

In the vicinity of the Dnieper the peasants believe 
that the wild-fires which are sometimes seen at night 
1lickering above graves, or around the tumuli called 
Kurgans, or in woods and swampy places, are lighted 
by the Rusalkas, who wish thereby to allure incautious 
travellers to their ruin; bnt in many places these 
wandering" Wills 0' the Wisp" are regarded as being 
the souls of unbaptized children,and so small Rusalkas 
themselves. In many parts of Russia the Rusalkas 
are represented in the songs of the people as pro
pounding rid~8 to girls, and tickling and teasing 
those who cannot answer them. Sometimes the 
Rnsa1kae are asked similar questions, which they 
answer at once, being very sharp-witted. 

The Servian Vilas are evidently akin to the 
Rnsalkas. whom they equal in beauty, and generally 
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outdo in malice. No higher compliment can be paid 
to a Servian maiden than to say that she is "lovely 
as a Vila." But once upon a time, says a story, a 
proud husband boasted that his wife was "more 
beautiful than the white Vila." His vaunt was over
heard by the spirit, who exclaimed,-

"Show me thy love who is fairer than I, fairer 
than the white Vila from the hill." 

So he took his wife by the hand and led her forth, 
aud what he had said was true. She was three 
times as beautiful as the Vila, and when the Vila 
saw th.at it was so, she cried out,- -" No great vaunt is it of thine, 0 youth, that thy 
love is fairer than I, the Vila from the hill. Her a 
mother bare, wrapped her in silken swaddling-clothes, 
and nourished her with a mother's milk. But me, the 
Vila from the hill-me the hill itself bare, swaddled 
me in green leaves. The morning dew fell-nou
.rished me the Vila; the breeze blew from the hiU
rocked me the Vila'." 

Another spiritual being of the same class is the 
Pol-udni18a. Among the Lusatians, under the name 
of Prezpo/lIica or Pripo/lIica., she appears in the fields 
exactly at mid-day (in Russian, Folden or Po/·uden,
"half-day"), holding a sickle in her hand. There she 
addresses any woman whom she finds tarrying afield 
instead of returning home (or mid-day repose, and 
questions her on the cultivation and the spinning of 
fiaI., cutting 011' the head or dividing the neck of an 

• Quoted from Vuk K&radju,h by Bu.1aef, III. Oc.l. L 23\. 

L 2 
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unsatisfactory answerer. She seems to be akin to the 
dremon Meridianus, .. the sickness that destroyeth in 
the noonday·... It is worthy of remark that the 
Russian peasants make use of a verb, Poludrwval', to 
express the action of drawing one's last breath
.. His soul in his body scarcely poludnoet," thcy say. 
In the Government of .Archangel tradition tells of 
"Twelve Midnight Sisters (Polunochnitsas), who 
attack children, and force them to cry out with pain J.n 

The traditions of the Russian peasants people the 
waters with other spiritual inhabitants besides the 
Rusalkas. Their songs and stories often speak of 
the Tsar Morskoi, the Marine or 'Vater King, who 
dwells in the depths of the sea, or the lake, or the 
pool, and who rules over the subaqueous world. To 
this Slavonic Neptune a family of daughters is fre. 
quentlyattributed, maidens of exceeding beauty, who, 
when they don their feather dresses, become the 
Swan Maidens who figure in the popular literature 
of 80 many nations. These graceful ereatures, how
ever, as well as their royal parent, belong to the 
realm of the peasant's imagination rather than to 
that of his belief. But this is not the ease with the 
lipirits who are called Vodyanuie, the male counter
parts of the Rusalkas. In them he still believes, 
and of them he often stands in considerable awe. 

The Vodyany, or Water-sprite, like his kin spirit 
the Domovoy, is affectionately called DyedUIIJ.ka, or 
Grandfather, by the peasants. He generally inhabits 

• Grimm, D. M.ll\'-
• A.faDuief, P. V. S. UL 77. B...bd', L O. tal. 
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the depths of rivers, lakes, or pools; but sometimes 
he dwells in swamps, and he is specially fond of 
taking up his quarters in n, mill-stream, close to the 
wheel. Every mill is supposed to have a Vodyany 
attached to it, or several if it has more wheels than 
one. Consequently millers are generally obliged to 
be well-versed in the black art, for if they do not 
understand how to treat the water-spirits all will go 
ill with them. 

The Vodyany is represented by the people as a 
naked old man, with a great paunch and a bloated 
face. He is much given to drinking, and delights 
in carouses and card-playing. He is a patron of 
bee-keeping, and it is customary to enclose the first 
swarm of the year in a bag, and to throw it, weighted 
with a stone, into the nearest river, as.. an offering to 
him. He who does this will flourish as a bee-master, 
especially if he takes a honeycomb from a hive on 
St. Zosima's day, and flings it at midnight into a mill
stream. 

The water-sprites have their subaqueons dwellings 
well-stocked with all sorts of cattle, which they drive 
out into the fields to graze by night. They have 
wives and children too, under the waves, the former 
sometimes being women who have been drowned, or 
whom a parent's curse has placed within the power 
of the Evil One. Many a girl who has drowned her
self has been Jurned into a Rusalka or· some such 
being, and then has marri .. d a Vodyanv. OJ' the 
occasion of such a marriage, or indeed of' any Bub. 
aqueous wedding, the Vodyanies indulge in such 
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revels and mad pranks that the waters are wildly 
agitated, and often carry away bridges or mill-dams; 
at least, that is how the peasants explain such acci
dents as arise when the snows melt and the streams 
wax violent. When a water-sprite's wife is about 
to bear a child he assumes the appearance of an 
ordinary mortal, and fetehes a midwife from some 
neighbouring village to attend her. Once a water
baby was caught by some fishermen in their nets. 
It splashed about joyously as long as it was in the 
water, but wailed sorely when it was taken into a 
cottage. Its capturers returned it to its father on 
his promising to drive plenty of fish into their nets 
in future--a promise which he conscientiously ful. 
filled. Here is one of the stories about a mixed 
marriage beneath the waves. Except at the end, it 
is very like that which forms the groundwork of 
lIr. Matthew Arnold's exquisite romaunt of .. The 
Forsaken Merman." .. Once upon a time a girl was 
drowned, and she lived for many years after that 
with a water. sprite. But one fine day she swam to 
the shore, and saw the red sun, and the green woods 
and fields, and heard the humming of insects and 
the distant sound of church-bells. Then a longing 
after her old life on earth came over her, and she 
could not resist the temptation. So sbe came out 
from the lI"ater, and went to her native village. But 
there neither ber relatives nor her friends recognized 
her. Sadly did she return in the evening to the 
water-side, and passed once more into the power of 
the water-sprite. TlI"o days later her mutilated 
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corpse floated on to the sands, while the river roared 
and was wildly agitated. The remorseful water. 
sprite was lamenting his irrevocable loss'." 

When a Vodyany appears in a village it is easy to 
recognize him, for water is always dripping from his 
left skirt, and the spot on which he sits instantly 
becomes wet. In-his own realm he not only rules 
over all the fishes that swim, but he greatly in. 
fluences the lot of fishers and mariners. Sometimes 
he brings them good luck; sometimes he lures them 
to destruction. Sometimes he gets caught in nets, 
but he immediately tears them asunder, and all the 
fish that had been enclosed in them swim out after 
him. A fisherman once found a dead body floating 
about in the water, so he took it into his boat. But 
to his horror the corpse suddenly came to life, uttered 
a wild laugh, and jumped overboard. That was one 
of the Vodyany's pranks. A sportsman once waded 
into a river after a wounded duck. ,The Vodyany 
got hold of him by the neck, and would have pulled 
him under if he had not cut himself loose with his 
axe. When he got home his neck was all over blue 
marks left; by the Vodyany's fingers. Sometimes 
the Vodyany will jump on a horse and ride it to 
death; so, to keep him away while horses are fording 
a river, the peasants sign a cross on the water with 
a knife or a scythe. One should not bathe, say the 
peasants, without a cross round one's neck, or after 
sunset. Especially dangerous is it to bathe during 

, Afan .. ief, P. v. S. n. 139. 
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the week in which falls the feast of the Prophet nyll 
(Elijah, formerly Perun, the Thpnderer), for then 
the Vodyany is on the look out for victims. During 
the day he generally lies at the bottom of the deep 
pools, but at night he sits on the shore combing his 
hair, or he sports in the water, diving with a splash 
and coming up far away; sometimes, also, he fights 
with the wood-sprites, the noise of their combats 
being heard afar off. In Bohemia fishermen are 
afraid of assisting a drowning man, thinking the 
Vodyany will be offended and will drive away the 
fish from their nets; and they say he often sits on 
the shore with a club in his hand, from which hang 
ribbons of various hues: with these he allures chilo 
dren, and t)loBe whom he gets hold of he drowns. 
The souls of his victims the Vodyany keeps, making 
them his servants, but their bodies he allows to float 
to shore. 

Sometimes he changes himself into a fish, generally 
a pike. Sometimes, also, he is represented, like the 
western Merman, with a fish's tail. In the Ukraine 
there is a tradition that, when the sea is rough, such 
half-fishy" marine people" appe'tr on the surface of 
the water and sing songs. The Chumaki (local car
riers) go down at such times to the sea-side, aud 
there hear those wonderful songs which they after. 0> 

wards sing in the towns and villages. "In other 
places these" sea people" are called" Pharaohs,'.' 
being supposed, like the seals in Iceland, to be the 
remains of that host of Pharaoh which perished in 
the Red Sea. 
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During the winter the Vodyany sleep~, but with 
the early spring he awakes, wrathful and hungry, 
and manifests his anger by various spiteful actions. 
In order to propitiate him the peasants in some 
places buy a horse, which they feed well for three 
days; then they tie its legs together, smear its head 
with honey, adorn its mane with red ribbons, attach 
two millstones to its neck, and at midnight fling it 
into an ice-hole, or, if the frost has broken up, into the 
middle of a river. Three days long hastbe Vodyany 
awaited his present, > manifesting his impatience 
by groanings and upheavings of water. After he 
bas received his> due he becomes quiet. Fisher
men propitiate him at the same season of thE:' year 
by pouring oil on the water, begging him, as they 
do so, to be good to ~hem; and millers once a year 
sacrifice a black pig to him. A goose, also, is gene
rally presented to him in the middle of September, 
as a return for his having watched over> the farmer's 
ducks and goose during the summer months. 

As the Vodyany haunts the waters, so does the 
Lyeshy make the forest [Lyes] his home. He is 
supposed by some oritics to be one of the spirits who 
belong to t'lie realm of oloudlantil and storm, and they 
hold tWtt their hypothesis is oonfirmed by the fact 
that he oan assume different shapes, and alter his 
stature at will, at one time making himself taller 
than the trees of the forest, and at another shorter 
than the grass of the field. He often appears as a 
peasant dressed in a sheepskin, but ungirdled.~ is 
always the case witb evil spirits.-and with the left 
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skirt crossed over the right. One of his peculiarities 
is, that he never has any eyebrows or eyelashes. 
Sometimes, like a Cyclops, he has hut one eye. 
When he appears in his own shape, and without 
clothes, he greatly resembles the medireval pictures of 
the devil. From his forehead spring horns, his feet 
are like those of a goat, his head and body are covered 
with shaggy hair, which is sometimes as green as 
that of the Rusalkas, his fingers are tipped with long 
claws. In the Governments of Kief and Chernigof 
the peasants divide the Lyeshies into two classes, 
belonging respectively to the woods and to the corn
fields. The one consists of giants of an ashy hne; 
the other of beings who, before the harvest, are of the 
Bame height as the growing com, and, after it, dwindle 
away till they are no higher than the stubble. 

The Lyeshy is malicious, and to those who do not 
conciliate him he often does mnch mischief. One 
of his tricks is to suck their milk from the cows. 
In the Olonetsk Government it is believed that a 
herdsman ought to give a cow every summer to the 
Lyeshy: if he fail to do so, the revengeful spirit 
will destroy the whole herd. In the Government of 
Archangel it is held that if the herdsmen succeed in 
pleasing the Lyeshy, he will see to the pasturing of 
the village cattle. In Little.RnsJ>ia, on the other 
hand, he is supposed to be the protector of the 
wolves. 

These wood.{!emons frequently quarrel among 
tbelllllClvC9, using as their weapons bnge trees and 
masess of rock. The devastations, usually attributed 
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to hurricanes, are in reality, the peasants say, due to 
these mighty combatants of the forest world. In 
the Archangel Government a story .is told of a 
Lyeshy who quarrelled with two others of his race 
about some forest rights. A battle ensued, in which 
they overcame him, tied his hands so tightly together 
that he could not move, and then left him to his fate. 
A travelling merchant chanced to come that way, 
and released the captive demon, who was so grateful 
that he sent his benefactor home in a whirlwind, 
and did much for him ~fterwards. When the Lyeshy 
goes round to inspect his domains, the forest roars 
around him and the trees shake. By night he sleeps 
in some hut in the depths of the· woods, and if by 
chance he finds that a belated traveller or sports
man has taken up his quarters in the refuge he h!,-d 
intended for himself, he strives hard to turn out the 
intruder, sweeping over the hut in the form of a whirl
wind which makes the door rattle and the roof heave, 
while all around the trees bend and writhe, and 8. 

terrible howling goes through the forest. If, in spite 
of all these hints, the uninvited gnest will not retire, 
he runs the risk of being lost next day in the woods, 

. or swallowed up in a swamp . 
.All the birds and beasts which inhabit the forest 

are under the protection of the Lyeshy. His favourite 
is the bear, his only servant, who "\'rntches over him 
when he has taken too much of the strong drink he 
loves so well, and guards him from the assaults of 
the water-sprites. When the squirrels, field-mice, 
and some other animals go forth in troops upon their 
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periodical migrations, the peasants explain the fact 
by saying that the Lyeshies are driving their flocks 
from one forest to another. In 1843 a great number 
of migrating squirrels appeared in certain districts of 
Russia, and the neighbouring peasants said that it 
was because a Lyeshy in the Vyatka Government had 
gambled away all his squirrels to a brother domon in 
that of Vologda, and the lost property was on its 
way to its new master. Similar gambling transac
tions are frequent among the water-sprites. Fisher
men know at once why it is that certain fish suddenly 
desert particular spots. They have been stakec\ and 
lost by the local Vodyany. But neither the Lycshy 
nor the Vodyany will use a pack of cards in which 
any clubs occur. Any thing like the sign of the eross 
[or Peron's hammer-mace] is distasteful to demons_ 

A sportsman's success m the woods depends, to a 
great extent, on his treatment of the Lyeshy. In 
order to please that wayward spirit, he makes an 
offering of a piece of bread, or a pancake, sprinkled 
with salt, and lays it on the stnmp of a tree. The 
Perm peasants offer up prayers once a year to the 
Lyeshy, presenting him with a packet of leaf-tobacco, 
of which he is very fond. In some districts the 
hunters make an offering to the Lyeshy of whatever 
animal thl')' first bag, leaving it for bim in an oak 
forest. One of the incantations intended to be ullCd 
by a hnnter calls upon the" Devils and Lyeshies " to 
drive the bares into his power, and its magic force is 
supposed to be 80 great that the wood-demons must 
ohl')'. 
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The Lyeshy is very fond of diverting himself in 
the woods, springing from bough to bough, and 
rocking himself among the branches as if in a cradle, 
whence in some places he is called Zuibochnik, [Zuibka 
=a cradle]. .At such times he makes all manner of 
nOIses, clapping his hands. shrieking with laughter, 
imitating the neighing of horses, the lowing of cows, 
the barking of dogs. So loud is his laughter,say 
the peasants, that it may be heard for versts around. 
In their opinion, when the winds make the woods 
resound, the voice of the Lyeshy may be heard in 
what ignorant people might think was the creaking 
of branches or the crashing of stems; the sounds, . 
also, which are erroneously attributed to an echo are 
in reality the calls of demons, who wish to allure an 
unwary sportsman or woodcutter on to dangerous 
ground, with the intention of tickling him to death 
if they can get hold of him. For in this respect the 
Lyeshie~ resemble their sisters the Rusalkas. 

In olden days, when forests were larger and denser 
than they are now, the Lyeshy used to be constantly 
deluding travellers, and making them lose their way. 
Sometimes he would alter the landmarks, or would 
assume the likeness of some tree by which the 
neighbours were accustomed to steer. Sometimes 
he would himself take' the form of a traveller, and 
engage a passer-by in conversation. His victim 
would chat away unconcernedly, till; all of a Budden, 
he found himself in a swamp or ravine. Then 
a loud laugh would be heard, 'and, looking round, 
he would see the Lyeshy at a little distance grinDing 
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at him. .Sometimes by night a forest-keep('l' would 
hear the wailing of a child, or groans apparently 
proceeding from some one in the agonies of death. 
His only safe course under such circumstances was 
to go straight onwards, without paying any attention 
to those noises.· If he followed them he would pro. 
bably fall into a foaming stream, which rushed along 
where no stream had ever been seen before. 

Wherever the Lyeshy goes, he always tries to 
leave no track behind, covering the traces of his 
footsteps with sand, or lea.ves, or snow. If by any 
chance a passer.by strikes upon the Lyeshy's recent 
trail, he becomes bewildered, and does not easily find 
his way again. His best plan is to take off his shoes 
and reverse their linings, and it may be as well al~o 
to turn his shirt or pelisse inside out. Besides 
making travellers lose their way, the Lyeshy amuses 
himself in many ways at their expense, blowing dust 
into their eyes and their caps off their heads, freezing 
their sledges tight to the ground, and so forth, so 
that a popular saying conveys this advice, "Don't 
go into the forest j the Lyeshy plays tricks there!" 
W orsa than that, he often brings illness upon them, 
so that when anyone falls iII after rdurning from 
the woods, his friends say, "He has crossed the 
Lyeshy's track." In order to get cured he takes 
Dread and salt, wraps them in a clean rag, and carries 
them to the forest. On his arrival there he utters a 
~rayer over his offering, leaves it as a sacrifice to 
:he Lyeshy, and returns home with the firm comic
.ion that he has left his illness behind him. 
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Sometimes the Lyeshy is described as leading a 
solitary life. Sometimes he has a wife and children. 
The Lisunk:i, or forest girls and women, are mer!)ly 
female Lyeshies, hairy and hideous. .A Little-Russian 
story, closely resembling one told in Germany of a 
Holzweibchen, tells how a woman one day found a. 
baby Lyeshy lying naked on the ground and crying 
bitterly. So she covered it up warm with her cloak, 
and after. a time came her mother, a Lumnka, and 
rewarded the woman with a potful of burning coals, 
which afterwards turned into bright golden ducats. 

If anyone wishes to invoke a Lyeshy he should 
cut doWn a number of young birch-tr!les, and place 
them in a circle with their tops in the middle. Then 
he must take.off his cross, and, standing within the 
circle, call out loudly, "Dyedushka!" "Grandfather!" 
and the Lyesh:f will appear immediately. Or he 
should go into the forest on St. John's Eve, and fell 
an aspen, taking care that it . falls towards the East. 
Th~n he must stand upon the stump, with his face 
turned eastward, bend downwards, and say, looking 
between his feet, " Uncle Lyeshy! appear not as a 
grey wolf, nor as a black raven, nor as a fir for 
burning: appear just like me!" Then the leaves of 
the aspen will begin to whisper as if a light breeze 
were blowing over them, and the Lyeshy will appear 
in the form of a man. On such occasions he is ready 
to make a bargain with his invoker, giving all kinds 
of assistance in return for the other's soul. 

Sometimes the Lyeshies carry off mortal maidens, 
a,nd make them their wives. But whether they 
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intermarry or no, their weddings are always attended 
by noisy revels and by violent storms. If the wed. 
ding procession traverses a village, many of the 
cottages will be injured: if a forest, a number of its 
trees will full. A peasant will rarely dare to lie down 
to sleep in a forest path, for he would be afraid of a 
wood~demon's bridal procession coming that way and 
crushing him in his slumbers. In the Government 
of Archangel a whirlwind is set down to the wild 
dancing of a Lyeshy with his bride. On the second 
day after his marriage the Lyeshy, according to the 
custom prevalent in Russia, goes to the bath with 
his young wife, and if any mortal passes by at the 
time, the newly-married couple splash waUT over 
him, and drench him from head to foot. 

8l!CTIOJr m.-8l0BILAND BEINGS. 

BESIDES the spiritual beings in whom the Russian 
peasant actnal1y believes 88 haunting his house, or 
making themselves a habitation in the neighbouring 
woods and waters, there are a few funtastic ereatures 
who belong for the most part only to his story. 
world, with whom he is rendered Wniljar by tradition, 
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but on whose present existence he does not place 
implicit reliance. 

Of these apparently mythic personages, whp play 
important parts in the Skazki, or popular tales', the. 
most. prominent is the Yaga Baba, or, to use the more 
popular form of her name, Baba Yaga'. She is a su
pernatoral being, who is generally represented un
der the form of a hideous old woman, very tall in sta
ture, very bony of limb, with an excess~vely long nose, 
and with dishevelled hair. Her nose is sometimes de
scribed as being of iron, as also are her long pendant 
breasts and her strong sharp teeth. As she lies in her 
hut she often" stretches across from one corner to the 
other, and her nose goes right through the ceiling." 
Her usual habitation is a cottage [izba, dim. izbushlca] 
which stands" on fowls' legs," that is, on slender 
supports. The door looks towards the forest, but 
when the hut is adjured in the right words it turns 
round, so that its back is towards the forest and its 
front towards the person addressing it. Sometimes, 
however, the Baba Yaga lives in a larger building, 
round which stands a fence made of the bones of the 
people she has eaten, and tipped with their skulls. 
The uprights of the gates are human legs, the bolts 
are human arms, and" instead of a lock there is a 
mouth with sharp teeth." 

When the Baba Yaga goes abroad, she rides ill an 
iron mortar. This she propels with the pestle, a. sort 

• Baha stands for" woman; .. the meaning of the word Y aga ~the 
... ent Calla on the second syllable) iJ WlOOrtain. 

)[ 
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of club, and as she goes she sweeps away the traces 
of her passage with a broom. According to somo 
stories the Sun, the Day, and the Night are her IWr
vants, trunkless hands wait upon her, the elements 
fulfil her behests. She possesses a magic cudgel, a 
single wave of which suffices to turn any living erea.
ture into stone, and she can always avail herself of 
"fire-breathing horses," of" courier, [i. e., seven
leagued] boots," of " self-playing gusH," of a "self
cutting sword," and a "self-flying carpet." With 
all these means and appliances she is able to secure 
many victims, whom she cooks and eats, often steal
ing children for her table, often supplying it also with 
belated travellers. 

The White-Russians declare that the Daba Yaga 
flies through the sky in a fiery mortar, which sho 
urges on with a burning broom, and that, during tho 
time of her flight, the winds howl, the earth groans, 
and the trees writhe and crack. At such times sho 
greatly resembles the Fiery Snake, which J,Iay8 a 
leading part in the Slavonic stories, and, indeed, the 
Baba-yaga and the Snake often appear to be iden
tical personages, different versions of the same nar
rative employing sometimes the oue name and some
times the other for the same mythical being. 

In the L'kraine the flying witch is usually called a 
make; in a Slovak tale the Bons of aBaba Yaga 
are described as "baneful snakes." One of the 
tastes which characterize the snake of fable is some
times attributed to the Baba Yaga also. She is 
BUPPOM-d .. to love to suck the white breasts of 
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beautiful women." Like the Snake, also, she keeps 
guard over and knows the use of the founts of 
.. Living Water "-that water which cures wOUDds and 
restores the dead to life. 

Sometimes three Baba Yagas are mentioned in a 
story. In that case they are usually three sisters 
who, in spite of their name, are not of an UDkindly 
nature, and who -assist the " fairy prince" or other 
hero of the tale, giving him good advice, and bestow
ing upon him magic presents. These seem to be 
connected with the "Prophetesses," or .. Wise 
Women," who were looked upon with so much 
honour in the old days of heathenism, and who be
came degraded into vulgar witches UDder the influence 
of Christianity. But, as a: general rule, the Baba 
Yaga is described as a being utterly malevolent, and 
always hungering after human flesh. According to 
some traditions she even feeds on the souls of the 
dead. The White-Russians, for instance, affirm that 
.. Death gives the dead to the Baba Yaga, with whom 
she often goes prowling about. And that the Baba 
Yaga and her subordinate witches feed on the souls 
of people, a.nd by that means become as light as 
spirits '." 

In some places, when the wind bows down the ears 
of corn the peasants say that the Baba Ya.ga is rUD
ning after children, with the intention of blinding 

• Afanaaief, Skazki, L 120. It baa already been observed that 
the Slavonian. alway. represented Death as a female being, the 
word representing death in each of the Slavonic languages-in 
Ruasian 8mer1' -being of the feminine gender_ ' 

H2 
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them or· pounding them in an iron churn. Corn· 
fields are specially haunted by tbe Baba Yaga, in 
remembrance of whom, perhaps, the last sheaf in 
harvest-time is dressed up in woman's clothes, and 
called the Jitnaya Baba - .. the Corn·woman,"
answering to the German Kornpuppe, the GroB86 
Mutter or Die .Alte of the harvest-home. RUBsian 
critics are inclined to idcntify the Baba Yaga with 
Holda or Bertha--or, at least, with the unfavour. 
able representations of those once kindly deities. 
The" wild," "iron" and" long-nosed" Bertha [Frau 
['recht mit der langen Nase] seems, indeed, to have 
many points in common with the Baba Yaga,especially 
as the latter is frequently represented as spinning. 
The Servian Baba Yaga, known as the "Iron Tooth," 
carries about live coals in a pitcher, and burns the 
distaffs of lazy spinners. To the mythologists the 
Baba Yaga appears to be an impersonification of the 
spirit of the storm. When she tears her way through 
the forest, mak.i~g the trees writhe and howl as she 
passes, and sweeping away the traces of her pro
gress with a broom, she is looked upon a8 the wl,irl. 
wind. When as " a black cloud" she chases fugitive 
heroes, she seems to be the thunder-cloud which 
threatens to blot out the light of day. 
. Another strange being who figures in many of the 
stoMes is .. Koshchei the Immortal," who is con
sidered to be a mythical representation of Winter. 
His name is derived from the word Kosf, a bone, 
whenee comes Olwsien!lef, to ossify, to make hard as 
a bone or a stone, a figurative expression for "to 
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freeze." As the earth is locked up by the Winter-say 
the Russian commentators-as the bright and bloom
ing Spring cannot become visible till .the wintry 
season is past, so are beautiful princesses kept in 
imprisonment by Koshchei, unable to show them
selves to admiring beholders till his spell is broken 
and his power is overthrown. 

Sometimes it is a hero's mother whom Koshchei 
suddenly carries off; sometimes it is his wife. In 
either case she is kept a prisoneI' until the hero finds 
out in what manner the immortal one can be ren
dered mortal-in what place his "death" can be 
discovered and brought home to him. The secret 
is always hard to detect, but sooner or later Koshchei 
is generally induced to make some such revelation 
as this,-" My death is in such and such a place. 
There stands an oak, and under the oak is a casket, 
and in the casket is a hare, and .in the hare is a 
duck, and in the duck is an egg, and in the egg is 
my death." And when, after many adventures, the 
egg has been found and broken, Koshchei dies; he 
being .. the Giant who had no heart in his body" 
of the Norse Tale', the Deccan Punchkin', the Witch 
of the German story'. Like the Baba Yaga, Koshchei 
is, in the opinion of the mythologists, one of the many 
forms"in which is personified the Evil Spirit who 
wars against sunlight and fair weather, and who 

! Dasent' ... Tal .. from the Norse," p. 18 . 
• Mi .. J<'rere' ... Old Deccan Day .. " p. I~. 
• Haltrich's DBUUCM Yolk.mii ... h8rt ,.w d.m 8aclutmlarults ill 

SubMsbiiry .... p. 188. 
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is usually personified in the Russian stories under 
the form of a snake. In a Polish version of the 
.. Sleeping Beauty," it is Koshchei who carrics off 
the Princess, and throws her, as well as all the in
habitants of her father's kingdom, into a magic 
slumber. At last the destined rescuer comes, who con
quers Koshchei and seizes his magic gusli. No sooner 
is their music heard than the sleepers all awake 
and return to busy life. Just as, say the mytholo
gists, at the first sounds of the spring thunders, the 
sleeping, as it were petrified, realm of nature awakes 
from its winter slumbers: In a Russian story, Prince 
Ivan lives happily with his wife the Queen Marya 
Morevna (Mary, daughter of Metre, the sea), until 
one day, during her absence, he enters a forbidden 
chamber, and there finds Koshchei hung up and . 
bound with twelve chains. Kosbchei begs for 
water, saying he has hung there without drinking for 
ten years j and when he bas obtained it, and has 
drunk his fill, he recovers his lost strength, bursts 
his chains, and flies away, carrying off the Queen as 
he goes. Fortunately the Prince obtains a magic 
steed, which eventually fells Koshchei by a kick on 
the forehead: so all goes well The mythological 
explanation of this story is, that Marya Morevna, the 
fair Daughter of the Sea, is the Springtide Sun. 
Koshchei is the sWrm which is bound by the iron 
or icy chains of winter, and so has lost ita strength. 
But when he bas drunk his fill, he :regains his vigoor, 
bursts forth in a whirlwind, and carries off the fair 
Queen, i. e., after the first spring rains the thunder-
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storms begin to resume their strength, the winds 
arise, the dark clouds gather, and the sunlight suffers 
for a time eclipse. Then the Prince kills Koshchei 
and carries off the sea's fair daughter. The thunder
god Perun overcomes the storm-cloud, and the sun 
shines out again. 

In another Russian story, the description of the 
manrier in which Koshchei's secret as to his death 
is obtained from him still more closely resembles 
that gi"en in the Norse tale. He first declares that 
his death resides in a besom, and then that it lies .. 
in the fence which surrounds the house. His fair 
captive has first the besom tipped with gold and then 
the fence. .At last he divulges the secret, and the 
Prince gets hold of the fatal egg, and shifts it from 
one hand to the other till it breaks, when Koshchei, 
who has been "rushing from one corner to the 
other," gives way and dies. In another variant a 
snake is substituted for Koshchei, and its death lies 
in a little stone within- the yolk of the mystic egg. 
In different versions of the story different animals 
are represented as forming the chain which secures 
the life of Koshchei, and of which the last link. is 
either an egg, or a stone inside an egg; but .Afanasiof 
points out that such animals are always chosen as 
are frequently employed as types of the clollds-tho 
boar, the bull, the hare, the duck. In one variant, 
the mythological nature of the story is even more 
clearly apparent, for it is expressly stated that the 
hero was assisted in his ~earch for the fatal egg by 
the '!'hundel', the Wind, and the Hail. 
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Closely connected with Koshchei, and often iuenti
cal with the Baba Yaga is the Vyed'ma, or Witch. 
Her name, as well as that of the Vyedun, or Wizaru, 
springs from the root vyed, whence vyedat'," to know." 
In the old heathen times the Vyed'ma was the 
Vyeshchaya zhena, the wise or knowing woman, anu 
was held in high reverence. As prophetess, poetess, 
medicine-woman, she exercised solemn functions; 
she ,!88 supposed to control the elements, to be 
able to compel the clouds to withhold or to pour 
forth rain, to prevent the sun from shining, or to 
gladden the earth with its rays. In times of drought 
and famine, it is true, the whole race of warlocks, 
conjurors, soothsayers, and the like, whether male 
or female, seems to ha.ve suffered cruelly at the hands 
of the furious popula.ee; but the divining profcssion 
did not fall into utter disrepute until some time after 
the introduction of Christianity. 

In the Skazkas, however, the Vged'ma is not the 
old Slavonian Wise Woman, but a witch of the worst 
possible character, a female fiend always longing to 
feed upon human flesh, 88 rapacious, but not so for
midable, as the mother of Grendel, whom Beowulf 
slew. In one story a witch who longs to get hold 
ola boy called Ivashko [dim. of Ivan], gets a black
smith to forge her "just such a thin little voice as 
Ivashko's mother has," and by its aid she entices him 
into her power. The end of the story is nearly the 
same as that of the Norse tale of Buttercup [Dasent, 
p. 146], for lvashko contrives to escape, after getting 
the witch' B daughter baked instead of himself. 
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One of the strangest of the stories of these devour
ing harpies is that of a witch who consUmes every 
thing on which she can lay her hands, so that at last 
"only the walls remain" of the palace in which she 
lives. Hcr brother, a young prince wh,o· had left 
his father's home before she was born, is the only 
member of her family whom she has not devoured. 
He had been warned that his as yet unborn sister 
lVould eat him if she could, and he had managed to 
make his way to the abode of the" Sun's Sister," 
where he remained. On his way there he had 
made the acquaintance of certain weird sewing 
women, and of a. "Leveller of Mountains" and an 
"Uprooter ,of Trees," but finding that they must all 
die some day, he had not stopped long with them. 
At kat he pays a visit to his old home, where he 
sees no living thing except his sister, who receives 
him with cordiality, and prepares to eat him. But 
while she is "sharpening her teeth" he is warned of 
his impending fate by a mouse, so he takes to flight, 
and succeeds in escaping to the castle of his friend 
and protector,the Sun's Sister. ThewitCh arrives soon 
afterwards, and, after some parley, proposes that he 
and she shall be weighed against each other, outside 
the castle, with the stipulation that the heavier of the 
two shall be at liberty to eat the lighter. This is agreed 
upon, and the Prince steps first into one of the scales. 
His sister prepares to get into the other, but, says 
the story, "no sooner did she put her foot into it 
than up shot Prince Ivan, and that with snch force 
that he flew- right up to the sky, and into the room 
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of the Sun's Sister. But the Witch-Snako remained 
there on earth .... 

How little is known precisely about Buch witches is 
plainly shown by the variety of explanations which 
this story has called forth. Investigators who treat 
it as a solar myth recognizo the Dawn as the Sun's 
Sister, looking upon tho devouring witch as tho 
Night, who perpetually chases her brother the Day, 
and is only driven away by the interposition of tllO 
Dawn. One of the Russian songs, ManasiefremarkH, 
begins with the words, 

o Dawn, my dear little Dawn I 
o Dawn, Sister of tho Sun! 

In the Servian songs it is the Day Star who is tho 
Sun's Sister. 

Those who consider the story to be a moral alle
gory, it has been suggcsted, may look on the Prince 
as the type of the soul of man, pursued by the Death
Witeh, who tries to seize it and carry it off to the 
depths of her gloomy realm. Then comes a form of 
judgment. The soul is weig)led in the balance, and 
if it is heavy with crime it goes down into the world 
of darkness, but if it be light it flies aloft into the 
realm of bliss, there to shine in heaven as a star. 
This seems to be going rather too far, but there 
appears to be good reason for supposing that the 
Witch is Death, and the object of her chase is the 
soul In what seems to bea variant of the same story, 
curreBt in Little-Russia, a man sets out to seck "the 
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• island where there is no death." A wolf invites him 
to stop, but, when he hears that the wolf is to die as 
soon as she has uprooted an oak with her tail, he goes 
on. In the same way he refuses the hospitable offers of 
some women whom he finds sewing in a hut, and who 
are to die when they have used up their needles, which 
fill several huge boxes. At last he visits the Moon, 
who says, "This is how I am. When the moon in 
heaven is old, I am old; and when it is young, I am 
young also." So the man stops with the Moon a 
hundred years and more. A~ last Death, after COR

sulting the Wolf and the Sewers, comes to the Moon, 
and asks for" her soul." " It isn't yours," says the 
Moon; but Death perseveres in her claim. At last 
the Moon. takes the man by the head, while Death 
seizes him by the feet, on which he shoots up into 
the air, and becomes" a star which may be seen in 
the sky near the Moon"." . 

Somewhat of the same kind also is the Bulgarian 
story in which the Sun falls in love with the fair 
maiden Grozdanka. So on St. George's day he lets 
down from heaven a golden swfg, which remains 
suspended close by her house. Small and great 
swing away in it, till at last Grozdanka steps into it. 
But no sooner has she done so than the golden swing 
flies up to hea.ven, and bears the maiden [as the eagle 
bore Ganymede] to her radiant lover '. 

In the story of" Truth's Triumph," in Miss Frere's 
"Old Deccan Days" [po 50], !lluch evil is wrought 

• AfanasiJ, P. V" S. Ilt. 27.. ' Afanasief'. Skazki. VIIL 880. 
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by an evil spirit, a RaTcshasa, who has taken the 
form of " an ugly old woman," closely resembling the 
Vyed'ma or tbe Baba Yaga. Sbe bas long claws 
instead of bands, "ber hair bangs around ber in a 
tbick black tangle," and she possesses a magic wand 
with which she can work wonders. Tbe bero of tbe 
tale steals it,and when sbe cbases bim be wavesit,and 
causes, first, a great river to flow, tben a bigh moun
tain to rise, between him and ber-obstoolos which 
are frequently produced in similar emergencies by the 
heroes of Russian tales, who generally have recourse 
for the purpose to the ageney of a magic comb, brush, 
or toweL 

The three embodiments of the Spirit of Evil, gene
rally known as the Baba Yaga, Koshchei, and the 
Witch, seem to be mere varieties of the general form 
it assumes in the stories-that of the Snake. Their 
names appear to be interchangeable at will with that 
of the great antagonist of the heroes of the SkaJ;ka.~, 
the terrible Fiery Serpent. In one variant of a story, 
it is aBaba Yaga who pursues a band of fugitives j 
in another, it is the wife of a slain snake. Here 
Koshchei is seen hanging in chains in the room 
which the Prince is forbidden to enter, there a 
fettered serpent meets the eye. The mythical being 
who chases her brother up to the home of the Sun's 
Sister is spoken of as a human witch nntil tbe 
end of the story, but then she is called the" Witch
Snake'," 

• "In p_ of time" (uy. Mr. Tall",y' Wheeler, apeak,ng 
of the "ScytlUc Nigaa," u. w. H .... yof Iodia, r. If,) "the.: 
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The Serpent [Zmye~l is described in the stories 
as ." winged," "fiery," "many-headed." Sometimes 
he assumes a human form, becoming a youth of 
marvellous beauty in the presence of his beloved, or, 
when going to meet a foe, a warrior mounted on a 
noble charger, with a raven perched on his shoulder 
and a hound following at his heels. Sometimes he 
bears the patronymic of Goruinuich, i. e. Son of the 
Mountain [Gora = a mountain], in which case he may 
be the lightning, looked upon as the offspring of the 
aerial mountain, the cloud. In others he seems to 
be intended for the cloud itself, as in a story which 
mentions his blotting out the light of day. It seems 
to be in the latter capacity that he iI spoken of as 
guarding treasures of bright metals and gleaming 
gems, and as carrying off and imprisoning fair 
maidens. In one story a snake is said to have stolen 
the luminaries of the night. A hero cuts off it.s 
head, and out from the slain monster issue "the 
Bright Moon and the Morning Stars j" and in an
other the Bear and the "Ocean Monster" carry off 
the Beautiful Princesses Luna and Zvyezda [Star]'. 
But it is generally a mortal maiden with whom he 
elopes, and whom he retains much against her will. 
From such unions spring heroes of magic powers, 
such as Tugarin Zmyeevich, and Volkh Vseslav'evicb, 
of whom more will 'be said hereafter, and also 

N &gas became identified witb serpenta. and tbe result bas been a 
strange conCusion in the ancient myth. between serpents and 
human beings. It • 

.. Afanasi.C, P. V. S. n. 635. 
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fiendish shapes like the Kikimori, or Incubi, which 
harass sleepers. 

In the stories and songs the fair prisoner ill ge
nerally rescued by a hero who penetrates into the 
castle of the Snake, and there fights and conquers 
him, getting possession at the same time of the 
"living water" [the rain?] on which depends tho 
snake's [or the cloud's] power. This hero is supposed 
to be the Thunder-god, who disperses the Cloud and 
frees the life-bestowing Rain and the fair Sunlight. 
In some of the stories he bears a surname which 
points to his connexion with the Deity of tho 
Hearth, being called Zapechny, or Zatrubnik, or 
Popyalof.-from peck [the stove], or trulJa [the stove
pipe or chimney], or pepel [ashes]. Sometimes tho 
demon eats the maidens whom he carries off, the 
stories frequently speaking of a beautiful princess 
who is exposed like Andromeda, and whom a SJa.. 
vonic Perseus saves from a" seven-headed snake" 
which is hastening to devour her. 

In a few of the stories the Thunder-god himself ap
pears under the form of a snake.. The princely bride
groom has been changed by the magic spells of a foe 
into "a terrible serpent." But the loving bride 
breaks the spell by a kiss, and the serpent turns into 
a handsome prince, who marries his rescuer; that is, 
says A f"na.ief, the hot breath of the Goddess of 
Spring recalls Perun to life, and brings about a 
union fraught with happy consequences to the earth'. 

• See Grimm Derdu1te Bagnt. L 1~ 
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Sometimes a captive prIDcess, enchanted by Koshchei 
or some other mythic being, is turned into a snake. " 
In one story, the hero who rescues her has first to 
remain for seven years shut up in a castle of "metal 
on a steep hill. At the end of that time the princess 
recovers her former shape and beauty, i. e. at the 
end of the seven winter months, passed in darkness 
and seclusion, the. Goddess of the Spring regains her 
power, or her former charms are restored to the Earth. 
The idea of a serpent as a terrible enemy is now pre
served in Russia only in the popular literature. By 
the common people of the present day snakes are there 
looked upon with much respect and even affection. 
" Our peasants," says Afanasief, " consider it a happy 
omen if a snake takes up its quarters in a cottage, 
and they gladly set out milk for it. To kill such a 
snake would be a very great sin." And he goes on 
to say that healing powers are still attributed to the 
heads and skius of snakes. These ideas may have 
been handed down from a time when serpent-wor
ship prevailed among the Slavonians in general. 
The Old Prussians are said to have worshipped a 
fiery serpent over which priests kept careful watch. 
In Poland and Lithuania, according to Kromer, 
snakes were domesticated in the houses of the people, 
who honoured them as Penates, and made offerings 
to them of milk, eggs, cheese, and fowls. The Lusa
tian Wends believe that snakes 'sometimes do men 
good service, aiding them in growing rapidly rich, 
and requiring nothing in return but simple offerings. 

AmoBg the most striking of the Russian Snake-
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stories-stories which seem to be c1Mrly nature
myths-may be mentioned the tale of Ivan Popyalof, 
in which it is expressly stated that" in that kingdom' 
in which Ivan lived there was no day, but alwaya 
night: that was a snake's doing." So when the 
snake, a twelve-headed one, had been killed by Ivan 
and his brothers, they cut off and destroyed its 
heads, .. and immediately there was bright light 
throughout the whole kingdom." As a general rule, 
however, it is not openly stated that the Snako-Cloud 
has blotted out the light of day, or that Winter has 
imprisoned the Spring, but the idea is convt')'ed in 
a mythical form, common to all Indo-European folk. 
lore, the story relating that a fair Princess has been 
carried off by the Snake. She is of course always 
rescued by the hero of the tale, who finda out where 
she is confined-sometimes after having traversed 
the kingdoms of copper, of silver, and of gold-. and 
kills her serpent-gaoler. 

In one of the stories a Seven-headed Snake carries 
off a girl as she is taking food to her two brotht'M! in 
the forest. The elder of the two goes in search of 
her, and arrives at the Snake's dwelling. lIe is at 
first cordially received, but as he can neither eat iron 
bread and iron beans, nor accomplish the tasks which 
are set him-to cut np a huge log without a 
hatchet, and to burn it without fire-he is killed by 
the irritated Snake, who takes out his eyes and puts 
them into a pot, aud then hangs his dead body to a 
beam. After a time the younger brother undt-rgoes 
the same fate. 
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AP. their mother is weeping one day, and com
plaining to God, she sees a pea come rolling along. 

: Saying to herself, "This is a gift from God," she 
eats it, and ,the result is that she bears a son, who 
receives the name of Pokatigoroshek [from katit', 
to roll, and gorokTt, peas], and who eventually goes. 
to look for his two brothers. Arriving at the Snake's 
dwelling, he devours the iron food which is offered 
to him; with a finger's touch he turns the huge log 
into dust and ashes, and then he tI'ies his strength 
against the Snake. When he an"d the Snake grasp 
each other's hands. his hand" only turns blue," but 
the snake's is broken off. A. mortal combat ensues, in 
which he kills the Snake, and afterwards he obtains 
the water of life, and resuscitates his dead brothers'. 

In a Croatian variant of this story the Snake is 
replaced by the Devil, Vrag,-a word compared by 
Grinlm with the Old High-German warg, a wolf.-and 
Pokatigoroshek becomes the being known in Russian 
as Malchik-s-Palchik, our Tom Thumb [Malckik, 
a boy, palckik dim. of palets, a finger]' 

The part assigned in most of the stories to the 
Snake, is, in some of them, given to a monster called 
Chudo-Yudo [Yudo = Judas : Okudo now means' a 
marvel or prodigy; in olden times it was synon~ous 
with Velikan, a Giant], and it often corresponds in 
Borne points with that filled by the Slavonic Neptune, 
the Tsar Morskoi, or Sea King, who has already been 
alluded to, but who is worthy of a more detailed 

• Afan .. ief, Slrm:lcJ, III. 2, pp. 6-16. 

!I 
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notice, as also are bis daughters, tbe Swan Maidens, 
whose fair sisters are known in all lands. 

In one of tbe Builinas, or metrical romances, the 
following story is told of a Novgorod trader, named 
Sadko :-Once in a fit of dreariness, due to bii being 
80 poor that he had no possessions beyond the gusli 
on which he. performed at festivals, be went down to 
the shore of Lake lImen, and there began to play. 
Presently" the waters of the lake were troubled, and 
the Tsar Morskoi appeared." who thanked him for 
his music, and promised him a rich reward. There-

. upon Sadko flung a net into the lak9, and drew a 
great treasure to land. Another of the poeurs tells 
how the same Sadko, after he had become a wealthy 
merchant, was sailing over the blue sea. Presently 
his ship stopped, and nothing would make it move 
on. Lots were cast to find out whose guilt was the 
cause of this delay, and they fixed the blame upon 
Sadko. Then be confessed that be bad now been 
sailing to and fro for twelve years, but had not 
remembered to pay fitting tribute to the King of the 
Waters, " t() offer bread and salt to the blue Caspian." 
Thereupon the sailors flung him overboard, and im
mediately the ship once more proceeded on its way. 

Sadko sank to the bottom of the sea, and there 
found a dwelling entirely made of wood. Inside lay 
the Tsar Morskoi, who said he had been expecting 
Sadko for twelve years, and told him to begin play
ing. Sadko obeyed, and charmed the Tsar, who 
began to dance. .. Then the blue sea was troubled, 
and the swift rivers overflowed, and many ships with 
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their freights were submerged~" The Ocean King 
was so pleased with the music, that he offered 
the hand of anyone of his thirty daughters to the 
musician. So Sadko married the nymph V olkhof, 
that being the name of the river which runs past 
Novgorod: . 

And at midnight, during his slumber, 
He touched his young wife with his left foot
From his sleep arose Sadko. 
He found himself under [the walls on Novgorod, 
And his left foot was in the river V olkhof·. 

In one of the prose stories a king, whom the chase 
has rendered athirst, lies down }I.at on the ground 
and drinks of the cool waters of a lake. "He drinks 
and suspects no danger, but the Tsar Morskoi seizes 
him by the beard," and holds him fast until he pro
mises to give in ransom his infant son. When the 
young Prinoe has grown up he is taken by his father 
to the edge of the fatal lake, and there deserted. 
Acting upon tbe advice of a friendly sorceress, he 
hides among the bushes on the shore, and waits till 
twelve pigeons arrive, which strike the ground, and 
"turn into beautiful maidens, every one of them of 
indescribable loveliness." They fling off their clothes, 
run into the water, and there" play, laugh, splash 
about, and sing songs." After a time arrives a 
thirteenth pigeon, which also becomes a maiden, 
fairer than all the rest. Her dress [8orochka., a shift] 
Prince Ivan stt'als. So when her sisters have re-

• Kirsha Danilof, ua. 
N2 
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'Bumed their feathered garb, and flown away, she h88 
to remain behind, vainly searching for her missing 
garment, until at last she cries,-

" Whoever you are who have my shift, come here. 
If you are old, you shall be' my father. If middle. 
aged, you shall be my brother. If of my own age, 
you shall be my loved one." 

Ivan appears, and she gives him a golden ring, 
tells him she is Vassilissa the Wise, the daughter of 
the Tsar Morskoi, and shows him the way to her 
subaqueous abode. Then she assumes her pigeon
shape, and flies away. I van enters the world beneath 
the waters. "There the light is just the same as 
with us. There the dear sun shines warmly, and 

. there stretch ploughed lands, and meadows, and 
verdant groves." The Water-King receives him 
angnly, and sets him various difficult tasks, one of 
which is "to build a church of pure wax;" but he 
performs them all, thanks to the aid of V assilis88 and 
the ants, the bees, and others of her "trusty ser· 
vants," and eventually he becomes her husband'. 

The Water.King's daughters, who in this story 
take the shape of pigeons, often appear under the 
forms of ducks, geese, or swans. The pigeon was in 
ancient times consecrated to the thunder-god, and, 
as has already been observed, in some places Slavonic 

, ArlUUlllief'. IIWh, yr. 48, pp. 10&-11'. The otory ill • 8Ja. 
... 0Die <01Interpan of the ~ IN 6eiJa K_igeoJriMu", Kiodn
nod H...........,ben, 113) and W The llukrmaid," (~t'. N_ 
Tu.., p. 81), btn the T .. lloftko; haa mono iodiridualily than 
the G<'T1Jl.U) king or the N" one giant. 
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children still sing to the rain, when they want it to 
stop, "Do not come, 0 rain I Three pigeons will 
come flying, ~ take thee on their wing~, and will 
carry thee into foreign parts." .After the Russians 
had become Christians, they retained their reverence 
for the bird, but considered it SalJred to the Third 
Person of the Trinity, instead of to Perun; and so to 
this day they look upon the slaying of a pigeon as a 
great sin, one which will bring a murrain upon the 
herds of its perpetrator. Pigeons are supposed to 
bring good luck with them, and to assure the house 
they haunt against fire. If a building does catch fire, 
a white pigeon will extinguish the flames if it is 
thrown among them; on the other hand the flying 
of a pigeon into a house through the window fore
bodes a conflagration. 

In BoDie parts of Russia the swan, also, is looked 
upon as a bird w~ich ought not to be shot at, and 
tradition affirms that "if a swan which has been 
killed is shown to children, they will all die." In 
one of the-metrical romances a hero sees a wondrous 
swan-its plumage all golden, its head formed of 
" red gold," set with pearls-and is going to let fly 
an arrow at it, when it cries aloud, " Do not shoot at 
me I" comes flying up to him, and turns into a fair 
maiden, who afterwards becomes his wife. In a 
Bulgarian song a youth meets with one of the weird 
beings called Vila~the South-Slavonian Rusalkas, 
who, in return for a draught of water from the foun
tains they guard, demand "the dark eyes" of those 
who drink. But he does not allow the Vila .. to 
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drink out his dark eyes." He seizes her by her 
ruddy locks, throws her across his swift steed, and 
takes her to his home. There he tears off her right 
wing, shuts it up in a coffer, and makes her his wife. 
Three years pass by, and she bears a son. .At the 
christening she is entreated to dance, but she re
plies that she cannot do so properly unle88 she is 
given back her missing wing. So it is restored to 
her, whereupon she flies away and does not return. 
Her husband's mother calla to her to come back, 
asking who is to feed her child and rock its cradle. 
To which she replies that if it cries for food she will 
.. suckle it with copious dew;" if it wishes to be 
lulled to sleep, she will .. rock its cradle with a gentle 
breeze'." 

Somewhat akin to the story of how the Tliar llor
skoi demanded from the king his son, is that which 
tells how another king had to give np both his son 
and bis daughter to Tsar Medvyed, or King Bear. In 
vain does their father hide them away in an under
ground retreat. The Bear finds them out and carries 
them off. During his absence a hawk takes them on 
its wings, and tries to flyaway with them. But the 
Bear returns, catches sight of them, strikes his head 
against the ground. and sends forth a flame, which 
burns the hawk's wings, and compels it to drop the 
fugitives. An eagle Dext attempts to rescue them, 
but meets with the same fate aa the hawk. .At iaat, 

• For. detailed ..,.,.,.,.,t e1" S"lUI-Maideuo," _ BariDg-GouJd· • 
.. CurioUl M,.tho, " ek., 8eoond sm.., p. ZN. 
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however, a bull-calf succeeds in carrying them off 
safely. Acting on its directions the royal children 
consume it with fire, and from its ashes spring a 
horse, a dog, Rl.ld an apple-tree, all of which play 
important parts in the second half of the story·. . 

The bear [Medvyed] is a well-known symbol of 
the thunder, said to be chosen partly on account of 
its fondness for honey [Med, which, in mythological 
language means rain]. The hawk, the eagle, and the 
bull, are all equally familiar symbols of the cloud. 

In another version of the story there issues from 
the ashes of the bull one of those supernatural dwarfs 
who play so leading a part in the traditions' of all 
nations. The Slavonic Tom Thumb, Daumling, or 
Petit Poucet, is generally known as the Malchik-s
Palchik, the boy [Mal'chik, from maly, small] who 
is ouly as long as a finger [palets, dim. pal'chik], or 
as Mizinchik l dim. of Mizinets, the little finger], 
just as the Old-Prussian name for a dwarf was Par
stuck, from the Lithuanian pirsztas, a finger '. Some
times, however, as in the story alluded to, he is called 
Mujichok-s-Kulachok, the little Mujik as big as a 
fist [our Pygmy, Kulak = 1T"Y!"'11, or Mujichok-s
Nogotok, Boroda-s-Lokotok, the little Mujik as big 
as a linger-nail, with a beard as long as a fore-arm. 
In any case he is taken to be an impersonification of 
the lightning, his long beard being the storm-cloud. 

For the Tsar Morskoi, also, as well as for his 

• A. in that of" Katie Wooden-cloak," in n ..... nt·. None Tala., 
p.420. 
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daughters, the Swan Maidens, as plausible mytho, 
logical explanations have been offered as have been 
supplied in the cases of the Baba Yaga, Koshchei, the 
Witch, and the Fiery Snake. But on some of them 
it seemfl not a little hazardous to rely with any great 
confidence. That many of the stories of the Russian 
peMantry may not unwarrantably be resolved into 
nature-myths will, r think, become apparent to any 
one ~ho carefully examines them. To such an exa
mination r hope, in another volume, to devote fitting 
space. 'At present'r must be contented with merely 
mentioning, without unhesitatingly adopting, the 
theories propounded on the subject by the Russian 
mythologists. . This is not the place for a discussion 
of the sources from which are derived the stones and 
metrical romances current ill: Russia, nor for an in, 
vestigation of their age; but it may be stated here 
that while some critics look on them 38 deeidely 
ancient, and regard them 88 the medium through 
which the west of Europe has obtained much of ibIJ 
popular fiction, there are others who hold that 
those divisions of Russian folk-lore are comparatively 
modern. What is certain is that they have been 
more or less subjected to manifold influences, Scan
dinavian, Byzantine, Arabian, Persian, Turkish, and 
the lliIe. And therefore the task of tracing a 
Russian story through its wanderings from its far 
off eastern home is by no means an easy one. But 
before investigating its mythical meaning, it is 88 

well at least to attempt BDCh a tracing, with • 
Tiew to reducing it 38 far 38 possible to its original 
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form by relieving it of the foreign matter which 
has adhered to it on its travels. When it has under
eone that operation it is fit to be subjected to the 
scrutiny of the comparative mythologist. 

The case of the songs of the Russian people, 
however, is different in this respect from that of the 
stories and romances. Some of them--especially 
such fragments as have been preserved by the pea
santry of the ancient ritual and mythicalhjIons of . 
their ancestors-are evidently of yery great antiquity, 
and have probably been, comparatively speaking, but 
little exposed to any foreign influence. From these 
songs, therefore, it is allowable to. expect some 
evidence as to old times, and, in particular, as to the 
religious ideas and the mythical teaching of those 
Slavonians who, at -SOme. ea.rly 'period to which we 
can assign no definite date, spread themselves over 
the great plains in the north-east of Europe. Of the 
songs which seem to be most closely connected with 
those subjects I will now endeavour to give some 
brief account. Unfortunately, the number of such 
undoubted relics of Russian heathenism 'is by no 
means great, rich as is the store of .. folk-songs .. 
possessed by the Russian people. 



CHAPTE RIll. 

)lITHIC AND ·RITUAL SONOS. 

!i:ACB season of the year has its own songs set apart 
ror it in Russia, hallowed by old traditions, and 
inked with custoIDS of which the original meaning 
138, in most cases, long been forgotten, but which 
It ill retain much of that lirm hold upon the popu
ar mind which they possessed in heathen times. 
[n none of them are the traces of the old religion 
nore perceptible than in the songs which are sung 
Lt Christmas-tide, chiefly in White-Russia and Little
lussia, and which bear the name of KolyadH. The 
lame of Kolyada, o.r Kokda, which is given to the 
estival celebrated at that time has been explained 
n various ways, being derived by one philologist 
rom Kolo, a wheel, and connected by another with 
'[olt5a.a, a kind of yule log; but others are decidedly 
,f opinion that it is merely an adaptation of the 
wman Kalenda!, the word having been introduced 
nto the Slavonic languages by way of Byzantium '. 

, The Croatian "erb, Koly~j, meaDI M to oft'er a oocrifice," 
at the word Kolda, .. uecI by th. 1T ... peuu;t.o, otaod. for M tho 
aily dole or aim. to the poor." In Croatia the word b .. retained ita 
Id heathen a.ociationo: in the R....w. pnn"iDCOl it hu 1 ielded 
, tbe inlI_ or (.'hririianity. See ScbOpping, B. N. p. II. 
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However that may be, thE! festival which is called that 
of Kolyad,a, and which the influence of the Church 
has to some extent converted into a celebration of 
the birth of Christ, seems to have referred in ancient 
times ~ the renewed life universally attributed to the 
Sun after the winter solstice, when the gloom of 
the long nights begins to give way to the light of 
the lengthening day. At that time, according to 
popular tradition, the Sun-a female being-arrays 
herself in her holiday robe and head-dress, takes her 
seat in her telega, and urges· her horses upon the 
summer track. .And to this solar goddess the 
people have given the name of Kolyada, and a custom 
used once to prevail in many places, and in some 
may still be kept up, of representing her by a girl 
dressed in white, who was seated on a sledge and 
driven about from house to house, while Kolyadlci 
were .sung by the young people who attended her, 
and who had various presents made to them in re
turn; such gifts being supposed to have represented 
the contributions to a sacrifice which used to be 
made in the days of old. . Here is one of the songs 
still sung a.t the Christmas festivals :-

Kolyada! Kolyada! 
Kolyada. has arrived 
On the Eve of the Nativity. 
We went about, we sought 
Holy Kolyada, 
Through all the .courts, in all the alleys. 
We found Kolyada 
In Peter's Court. 
Round Peter's Court there is an iron fence, 
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In the midst oLthe Court there are three rooms: 
In the first room is the bright Moon i 
]n the second room, the red Sun i 
And in the third room, the many Stars. 

The song then proceeds to explain that the :Moon is 
the master of the house, the Sun is the mistress, and 

the Stars are their children, and concludes by wish
ing them good health, 

"For many years, for many years· ... 

In all· probability the celestial beings were origi
nally introduced as objects of worship i but as time 
went by, and new religious ideas came into play, 
they were employed merely for the purpose of lau
datory comparison. At present they occur in many 
songs under different forms, and are explained in 
various ways. In a Ruthenian version, for instance, 
they are likened to God, to the Son of God, and to 
the Children of God, the last being, in all proba
bility, the .Angels. Instead of the Stars sometimes 
appear" the Bright Dawns," or they are replaced 
by the Rain. In one song they are "three kind 
guests," and in another they are "three brothers 
who have brought blessings with them from dis
tant lands." In another of the Ruthenian KaZ. 
yadL-i, the Sun has a SOD, the young Ivan, who 
speaks of the "Bright Dawn" as his sisu,'I'. In 
some of the songs, especially those sung in Bohemia, 
Moravia, and Bulgaria, a Chmtian form is given to 

• T .... bcbenko, Tn. H. 
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the idea. The Virgin Mary appears, either bathing or 
washing vestments in the Jordan, and directly after
wards she bears a son, and the angels come and carry 
him away to heaven. Or she bathes her child, and 
places him in the manger, and the doors of a temple 
are opened, and lights are ·lit, and Christ Himself 
serves at the altar. These legends are not supposed 
to be of Christian origin, but are looked upon as old 
heathen myths to which a Christian character. has 
been given, being akin to the Lithuanian idea of 
Perun's mother daily bathing the weary and travel
stained Sun, and sending it forth again bright and 
rejoicing. 

The Maiden who appears in these songs as the 
Virgin Mary is found in others. guarding wine. 
Heavenly birds, in a Little-Russian Kolyadka, fly to 
her, and would fain drink the wine. She awakes and 
drives them away, saying that she has need of the 
wine for her'Own wedding, and for that of her brother
and sister. 

The steep hill gave forth, gave forth a sound. 
On it as yet grew no silken grass, 
Grew only green wine. 
A lady faIr guarded the wine, 
Guarded the win&-fell into a heavy slumher. 
There came flying heavenly birds, 
They plucked the green wine, 
And wakened the fu.ir lady. 
Quickly did she hear that; 
She waved at them her sleeve . 
.. Away with you afield, heavenly bird!! I 

To. me myself is the wine needful, 
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To give in marriage my brother and my sister, 
And I myself am a young betrothed one· ... 

In her the mythologists see the Dawn, to whom the 
part of a manager of weddings is openly ascribed 
in one Little-Russian song, in which it is said that-

The Moon went wandering about the heaven, 
And the Moon met the bright Dawn . 
.. 0 Dawn, Dawn' wherever hast thou been? 
Wherever hast thou been? Where dost thou intend 

to live?" . 
.. Where do I intend to live? why at Pan Ivan's, 
At Pan Ivan's in his Court, 
In his Court, and in his dwelling, 
And in his dwelling are two plea.~ures : 
The first pleasure-to get his Bon married ; 
And the second pleasure-to give his daughter in 

marriage'." 

Pan • Ivan is supposed to be some celestial being, 
marriages between the heavenly bodies being often 
mentioned in Slavonic songs-especially in those of 
Servia, in one of which the Day-star, so closely con
nected with the Dawn, arranges a marriage with the 
Moon, and in another the" Sun's Sister" appears 
as a bride, whose han!I is gained by a youth in 
whom some 800 the Morning-star. A similar youth 
is found in.a number of Litt1e-Russian Kulyr.u1l.:i, in 
which he is represented as besieging a town and 
gaining from it a bride. He is tall and radiant, he 
sits within a tent made of white silk, or rides on a 

• Sakharof; I. iii. I!. ' Sakbarol, I. iii 22 . 

• The Little-RUMian or Polioh eqoi"alent Car the Greot-Ruuian 
G""J""fi .. , the German H,.,...; the French Mouievr, etc. 
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horse with a mane of gold; his sabre flashes like the 
Sun, and so do the swords of his trusty comrades, who 
enable him to drive away his foes and gain his bright 
bride. In him Orest Miller sees the lightning which 
pierces the dark clouds and. rescues the f$- sunligp.t. 
from eclipse, just as he recognizes some thunder
bearer in the " proud youth" of one of thE! Ruthenian 
Kolyadki . . In it we see a. dark mountain;from behind 
which come a flock of sheep, and after them fol
lows a "proud youth" with three pipes, the sound 
of whose piping exercises a magic influence over a.ll 
the reaJm of Nature. 

The dark mountain has grown black, 
From behind it has come forth a black cloud, 
A black cloud-a flock of sheep; 
After tluim has come forth a proud youth, 
A proud ;youth to the foreground; . 
He has gu-ded himself with a straw girdle, 
From that girdle hang two or three pipes; 
The one pipe is of horn, 
The second pipe is of copper, 
The third pipe is of aurochs horn. 
Oh! when he began to sound the pipe of horn, 
A voice went through the forest; 
Oh t when he began to sound the pipe of copper, 
A voice went among the mountain tops; 
Oh I when he began to play on the aurochs pipe, 
There went up voices to the heavens'. 

Some of the Russian Kolyadki, also, seem to refer 
to the thunder-god, for they speak of the sacrifice of 
a goat, one of the an:mals most frequently used as 
symbols of the thunder. Here is.one of them;-

• Aranaaier. p. v. S. Ill. i6i. 
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Beyond the river, the swift river, 
Oi Kolyadka I 
There stand dense forests: 
In those forests fires are burning, 

Great fires are burning. 
Around the fires stand benches, 

Stand oaken benches. 
On those benches the good youths, 
The good youths, the fair maidens, 

Sing Kolyadasongs, 
Kolyadka, Kolyadka I 

In their midst sits an old man; 
He sharpens his steel knife. . 
A cauldron boils hotly. 
Near the cauldron stands a goat. 
They are going to kill the goat. 
"Brother I vanushko, 
Come forth, spring out! " 
" Gladly would I have sprung out, 
But the bright stone 1 

Drags me down to the cauldron: 
The yellow sands 
Have sucked dry my heart." 

Oi Kolyadka! Oi Kolyadka '. 

Long after heathenish rites had been generally 
discarded in Russia, tbey were kept up by the 
Lithuanians, among whom it was customary for the 
shepherds and shepherdesses to assemble and light 
a great fire, round which they would sing religious 
songs. Afterwards a goat would be brought to the 
fire and sacrificed by a priCllt, the priestly class 
existing among the Lithuanians. In all probability 

, Literally" the fiery or inllammahle otooe," the epithrl being 
in geptnl purely eonyentionaJ. 

• Silf-gird', R. P. P. II. 18. • 
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the sacrifice described in the song was actually per
formed in old days in Russia as well as in Lithuania, 
though its memory is now preserved in popular 
poetry alone. Some writers, it should be mentioned, 
are of opinion that this song belongs to the Mid
summer, rather than to the Christmas festival, the 
pig, and not the goat, being the animal generally 
sacrificed in the winter". The last few Jines of the 
song are very like, if not identical with, those which 
occur in the story "of the Kid' Prince," a Russian 
counterpart of that Qf Briiderchen urul Schwesterchen 
in the Kinder- und Hausmarchen. 

In some of the KolyadTci may be found traces of 
cosmogonic myths, as well as fragments of others 
referring to the relations between the gods and man
kind. To some of these deities Christian names have 
been given, but the old heathen forms are plainly 
apparent under the ill-fitting garb which a later ·time 
has carelessly flung over them; for instance, in this 
Carpathian Kolyadka :-

Afield, afield, out in the open field! 
There a golden plough goes ploughing, 
And behind that plough is the Lord Himself. 
The holy Peter helps Him to drive, 
And the Mother of God carries the seed corn, 
Carries the seed corn, prays to the Lord God, 
.. Make, 0 Lord, the strong wheat to grow, 
The strong wheat attd the vigorous corn! 
'1'he stalks there shall be like reeds! 

• Se .. Schoppiog, R. N. p. 10. He says that the name. Kol!lGtl" 
aod Kupalo were not onfrequently confused, and that the latter 
feast to this day bea .. the nameof the forme. in Dalmatia. 

• 0 
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The ears shall be [plentiful] as blades of grass I 
The sheaves shall be [in number] like the stars I 
The stacks shalI be like hills, 
The loads shall be gathered together like black 

clouds '." 

Here the :Mother of God is evidently 80me such 
benignant divinity as the Teutonic Holda. There is 
a tradition among the Lusatian 'Wends that the 
Virgin Mary and the infant Christ once passed by 
a field in which a peasant was sowing barley, and she 
said to him " God be with thee, good man I .As BOOn 
as thou hast sown, take thy sickle and begin to reap." 
In a little time came a crowd of Jews in pursuit of 
her, and asked the peasant if he had seen a mother 
and child go by. "She passed not long ago," he 
replied, "just when I was sowing this barley." 
" Idiot! why that must be twelve weeks ago!" ex
claimed the Jews, seeing that the barley was now 
ripe, and the peasant was reaping it, and they turned 
back. The same story is told in a Little-RllS8ian 
Kolyadla, only the Virgin carries on her hand a hawk 
-one of the symbols of the Sun-god-instead of 
leading the infant Christ. 

Perhaps the most curious of the cosIDogonic Kol
yadki is a Carpathian Bong, in which we find the fol
lowing description of the creation of the world :-

Once there was neither heaven nor earth, 
Heaven nor earth, but only blue sea, 
And in the midst of the sea two oaks . 

• Aetna-iel, p~ V. 8. m .. 758. 
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There sat there two pigeons, 
Two pigeons on the two oaks, 
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And began to take counsel among themselves, 
To take counsel and to say, . . 
" How can we create the world? 
Let us go to the bottom of the sea, 
Let us bring thence fine sand, 
Fine sand and blue stone. 
We will sow the fine sand, 
We will breathe on the blue stone. 
From the fine sand-the black earth, 
The cool waters, the green grass. 
From the blue stone---the blue heavens, 
The blue heavens, the bright sun, 
The briglJ.t sun, the clear moon, 
The clear moon and all the stars'''. 

It is chiefly on Christmas Eve that the Ko7yadki 
are sung, but the Christmas festival itself lasts until 
the Epiphany. The evenings during this festal 
period, and indeed the whole space of time' included, 
bear the name of Sv!/atki, and to them bel9ng a num
ber of special games and songs. Their sacred cha.
racter dates back to the period of heathenism, and 
on them it was customary, as it is now, for social 
gatherings to take place at which games were played, 
and songs were sung, and guesses were made about 
the future. These guesses or divinings-Gadaniyf"' 
., are now for the most part kept up only among 
girls who wish to know something beforehand about 
their destined husbands. Sometimes a horse is led 
across a piece of wood, and, according to whether it 
stumbles or not, a conclusion is drawn as to the 

• Afanasier. P. V. S. n. 468. 

02 
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character of the coming man. German writers of 
the eleventh and twelfth centuries bear witncss to 
the fact that a similar divining process formerly pre
vailed among the Baltic Slavonians, only in those 
days it was a lance across which the horse was driven, 
and the subject about which an omen was sought 
was the issue of an impending war. Sometimcs a 
girl goes out into the street, and asks the first man 
whom she meets what his (Christian) name is; her 
husband will bear the same name. Sometimcs she 
listens at the window of some neighbour's house; 
the mirthful or melancholy tone 9f the conversation 
she overhears Berves to give her an idea of what will 
be the nature of her married life. Sometimes" a 
despairing maiden" takes a table into an empty room, 
lays a cloth on it, and prepares it as for a meal--only 
neither a knife nor a fork must appeal' upon it. Then 
she shuts herself up in the room alone, and calls to 
her destined husband to come and sup with her . 
.According to tradition he may perhaps appeal', he
ralded by the sound of the night-wind beneath the 
window, or by a tapping on the window pane or 
the door, or even .. by an evil odour." men he 
comes the girl must keep her seat, and hold her peace 
nntil he sits down at the table. Then she 3l!ks his 
name, which he gives, taking somethiug out of his 
pocket the while. She is then to utter certain word~, 
on hearing which he will vanish, leaving behind him 
whatever it was he had bronght in his pocket. Un
married ladies of a mature age will sometimes go 
down to a frozen river by night, and sit there beside 
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a hole in the ice, straining their eyes and ears for 
prophetic sights and sounds. She who is going to 
be married within the year will see her destined 
husband in the water; she who hears a single thump 
beneath the surface will remain unwedded. Such 
are the uses to which these "guesses" are now 
turned, but in olden times they seem to have referred 
to other subjects, and especially to the weather which 
the coming year was likely to bring with it. At the 
season when the birth, or the renewed life, of the Sun 
was being celebrated, thoughts of the harvest which 
the next summer was to ripen would necessarily arise, 
and to them may have been originally due the song 
sung on those Christmas evenings, beginning-

Glory to God in heaven, Glory ! 

This song is one of the most prominent among the 
KolyatIki, for with it always commences the singing 
of wbat. are called the Podblyudnuiya Songs '. At tbe 
Christmas festival a table is' covered with a cloth, 
and on it is set a dish or bowl (blyudo) containing 
water. The young people drop rings or other trin
kets into tbe dish, which is afterwards covered with 
a cloth, and then the Podblyudnuiya Songs commence. 
At the end of each song one of the trinkets is drawn 
at random, and its owner deduces an omen from the 
nature of the words which bave just been sung. Tbe 
Slava, or " Glory" Song, is as follows:-

• Bnegiref, R. P. P. Ill. 8. Tere.hchenko (vn. \60) say. that 
the lOngs derived their name from the fact of their being BWlg at 
table during a meal. 
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Glory to God in Heaven, Glory I 
To our Lord on this Earth, Glem} I 
May our Lord never grow old, Glor!ll 
l.Iay his bright robes never be spoiled, GlfYI'!J I 
May his good steeds never be worn out, Gllm} I 
l.Iay his trusty servants nEWer falter, Glory! 
May the Right throughout Russia, Ghm}! 
Be fairer than the bright Sun, Glory' 
May the Tsar's golden treasury, Glory I 
Be for ever full to the brim, Glory' 
May the great rivers, GWry I 
Bear their renown to the sea, Glory! 
The little streams to the mill, Glory I 
But this song we sing to the Corn, Gl()ry I 
To the Corn we sing, the Corn we honour, (}fur!! ! 
For the old folks to enjoy, GlfYI'!J' 
For the good folks to hear, Glury" , 
The word translated" Lord" in the second line if! 

Gosudar, the term generally applied to the Emperor, 
but it seems to be used here in the sense of head of 
the family, lord of the household. Of the other songs 
of the same elass there are many which are very hard 
to understand. The most intelligible are generally 
those which refer to marriage, such as the following, 
in which the divine blacksmith (KuznelJJ) is intro
dnced-the Slavonic Vulcan, who became trans
formed in Christian times into the double saint 
Kuz'ma-Dem'yan [CoSmaB and Demian). 

There comes a Smith from the forge, Glrff'!j' 
The Smith carries three hammers, Glory , 
Smith, Smith, forge me a crown, GVIf'!!1 
Forge me a crown both golden and new, GWTyl 

• ,Sakbaror. I. iii. 11. 
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Forge from the remnants a golden ring, Glory I 
And from the chips a pin, Glory I 
In that crown will I be wedded, Glory I 
With that ring will I be betrothed, Glory' 
With that pin will I fasten the nuptial kerchief, 

Glory" 

One of the legends about Kuz'ma-Dem'yan is, that 
once, when he had just made a plough, a great snake 
tried to attack him. But no sooner had it licked a 
hole through the iron door of the smithy than the 
Saint seized it by the tongue with his pincers-as 
firmly as St. Dunstan seized the devil-harnessed it 
to the plough, and forced it to plough up the land 
.. from sea to sea." The snake vainly prayed for a 
draught of water from the Dnieper; the Saint drove 
it till it came to the Black Sea: That sea it drank 
half dry, and then it burst". 

Some of the songs sung at this time have evidently 
come from the regions inhabited b'y the South Slavo
mans, as, for instance, those of which the refrain is,-

o vineyard, green and red I 

or the following, in which the name of the man is as 
foreign as that of the river,-

By the Danube, by the river, 
On the steep bank, 
There lies an untuned lute, Kolyada , 
Who shall tune the lute P Kolyada r 
Zenzevei Andryeyanovich 
Shall"tune the 1ute, Kolyada' 
Zenzevei is away from home; 

• SakharoC, I. iii. u. • Man"';.C, P. V. S. I. 661. 
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He has gone to Tsargrad 
To settle questions, to an-ange agreements, 

Kolyada' I 

Among the games in vogue at this season by far the 
most interesting is that called" The Burial of the 
Gold." A number of girls form a cIrcle, and pa88 
from hand to hand Ii gold ring, which a girl who 
stands inside the circle tries to detect. Mean while 
they sing in chorus ,the following verses :-

See here, gold I bury, I bury; , 
Silver pure I bury, I bury; 
In the rooms, the rooms of my father, 
Rooms so high, so high of my mothcr. 
Guess, 0 maiden, find out pn,01;ty one, 
Whese hand is holding 
The wings of the serpent-

The girl in the middle replies,-

Gladly would I have guessed, 
Had I but known, or had seen,
Crossing over the plain, 
Plaiting the ruddy brown hair, 
W caving with silk in and out 
Interlacing with gold. 
o my friends,-O dear companions 
Tell the truth, do not conceal it, 
Give, oh give me back my gold! 

My mother will beat me 
For three days, for four: 
With three rods of gold, 
With a fourth rod of pearl ' . 

• Saltharol, L iii 17 • 
• SaItharof, L iii !I. There are many y;"""u of the lOng. but 

they do DOt diJf ... materially; 
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The chorus breaks in, singing,-
The ring has fallen, has fallen, 
Among the.gueldersand raspberries, 
.Among the black currants. 

Disappeared has our gold, 
Hidden amid the mere dust, 
Grown all over with moss . 

.All this is somewhat hard to comprehend, but the 
explanation given by the mythologists is, that the 
golden ring represents the sun, hidden away and, as 
it were, buried by wintry storms and clouds, and that 
this game-the counterpart of "hunt the slipper," 
and many other recreations of the same kind-is in 
reality an ancient rite. It is evidently connected 
with the custom prevalent anmng so many nations, 
our own included, of hiding a ring (or a coin,or a bean) 
in a loaf or cake, about the time of the New Year. 

According to rustic tradition, all sorts of hidden 
treasures are revealed at this period of the year. 
During the" holy evenings" between the Nativity 
and the Epiphany the new-born Divinity comes down 
from heaven and wanders about on earth, where
fore every sort of labour during that period is held to 
be a sin~ .At midnight, on the eve of each of those 
festivals, the heavenly doors are thrown open; the 
radiant realms of Paradise in which the Sun dwells, 
disclose their treasures; the waters of springs and 
rivers become animated, turn into wine, and receive 
a healing efficacy; the trees put forth blossoms, and 
golden fruits ripen upon their boughs ' • 

• AIanaaief, P. V. S. W. 741. 
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Ideas 'of this kind were common to the Tcuton8 
and to the Slaves, and a certain mysterious being, 
about whom very little is known, but in whose 
honour songs are still sung in Russia at Christmas
tide, seems to have had several points in common 
with one of the divinities known to German mytho
logy. In the Kolyadlci mention is made of a goddess 
called Kolyada, although no such being appears in the 
recognized list of old Slavonic deities, and her exist
ence seems to have been accepted· only by the 
popular belief, not by any properly constituted reli
gious authorities. Similar mention is made in another 
set of songs, called Ov8enevuiy~f another divine 
being, also seeming to represent the SUD, to whom ill 
given the name of Ovsen I. He is represented as a 
"good youth," who appears together with the New 
Year, making the way clear for it, and bringing from 
Paradise rich gifts of fruitfulness, which he distribntes 
among mortals according to divine decrees. On New 
Year's Eve boys go about Crom honse to house, 
scattering grain of di1ferent kinds, but chiefly oats, 
and singing Ovheneuuiya Pyesni, such as the fol· 
lowing:-

In the forest, in the pine-forest, 
There stood a pine-tree, 
Green and shaggy. 

Oh, Ovsen I Oh, Ovsen I 

• Thill oame (ProDOo~ .. ..e..) is derived byoome wriwn from 
0 ... (p1"ODOOl>e<!d .. D-¥o.), oay, and coou.rled by otben with 
r...a, Spring. The Feut of Ov.eo .... origioalJ,. OD the fint of 
lLvcb. 
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The Boyars came, 
Cut down the pine" 
Sawed it into plank's, 
Built a bridge, 
Covered it with cloth, 
Fastened it with nails. 

Oh, Ovsen I Oh, Ovsen ! 
Who, who will go 
Along that bridge? 
Ovsen will go there, 
And the New Year, 

Oh, Ovsen I oh, Ovsen' I 

Another songs asks,-

"On what will he come?" 
" On a dusky swine." 

" What will he chase?" 
" A brisk little pig." 
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This peculiarity seems to link Ovsen with Fro or 
Freyr, the Teutonic sun-god, who possessed a boar, 
Gullinborsti, whose golden fell made the night as 
clear as the day, whose speed was that of a horse, 

. and who drew the car of the god' . In "reference, 
probably, to this idea, pigs' trotters, and the like, 
used to be offered as a sacrifice to the gods at the 
beginning of a New Year, and the custom still pre
vails in Russia of preferring such dishes at that time, 
and giving them away as presents. 

The New Year, it may be as well to remark, began 
in olden times with the month of March, and this 
method of computation reUlllined in force tillA.D.1348. 

• Snegiref, R. P. P. U. Ill. : Grimm, D. M. 194 • 
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The commencement of the New Year was then 
shifted to the 1st of September. an arrangement 
which held good till the year 1700. when it wa~ 
made to begin with the 1st of January'. 

In some of the songs the name Ovsen. or Gousfm. 
as it is sometimes written. occurs as a refrain under 
the form of Tausen. Here is one. of a later date than 
those which have already been quoted. in which the 
names of Kolyada and Ovs!!n are coupled. 

Peter is getting ready to go to the Horde. 
Koleda Tausen I 

.Alexander fawns at his feet. 
Koleda Taosen I 

Do not go to the Horde. do not serve the king. 
Serve thou the White Tsar. 
Without thee surely can I not 
Eat bread and salt, 
Nor sleep upon a bed. 
Now must I sleep in sorrow 
On the bare boards. 
On the warm stove. 
On the ninth brick. 

Koleda Tausen' I 

Among the many strange customs preserved 
among the people is a very singular one, kept up by 
the peasants of White-Russia, by which they express 
in a symbolical form the idea that the N ew Year 
brings with it to each man his allotted share of weal 
and woe. On New Year's Eve they lead about from 

• T ..... hcheDlro. nL 90 • 
• Tereohcheoko, Tn. IU. The retrain oceura in the origioal at 

the end cl a1mod eYeTJ line. 
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house to house two youths. One of them, called the 
Rich Kolyada, is dressed in new and holiday attire, 
and wears on his head a wreath made of ears of 
rye; the other, whom they call the Poor Kolyada, 
wears a ragged suit and a wreath made of threshed. 
out straw .. When they come to a cottage they wrap 
up each of the two youths in long coverings, and tell 
the owner of the house to choose one of them. If 
his choice falls upon the Rich Kolyada, a song is sung 
by his visitors, which states that a good harvest 
awaits him, and plenty of money; but if he chooses 
the Poor Kolyada, then the singers warn him that 
he must expect poverty and death. 

In Little.Russia, on the festival of the New Year, 
a numher of corn sheaves are piled upon a table, and 
in the midst of them is set a large pie. The father of 
the family takes his seat behind them, and asks his 
children if they can see him. "We cannot see yo1'1," 
they reply. On which he proceeds to express what 
seems to be a hope that the corn will grow so high 
in his. fields that he may be invisible to his children 
when he walks there in harvest-time. A similar 
custom is said by German writers of about the twelflh 
century to have prevailed in their times among the 
Baltic Slavonians, only in that case it was a priest 
who hid himself behind a pile of sheaves '. 

Another custom, most religiously preserved, is the 
preparing of Kdsha-a favourite Russian dish made 
of stewed grain-for the New Year. Klisha in this 

• Orest Miller, Op"te, etc. t. 52. 
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case is used as a general expression for corn, or for 
the coming harvest, and is spoken of as a living per
son, as some great lady who is met on the threshold by 
boyars and princes, and who comes attended by two 
other personages of importance, .. Honourable Oats," 
and" Golden Barley." Here is one of the formulas 
recited during the cooking of the New Year' 8 Kasha. 
" They llowed Buckwheat, they let it shoot up all the 
summer long. Both fair and rosy did oUl' Buck
wheat grow up. They caUed, they invited our 
Buckwheat to visit Tsargrad, to feast at the princely 
banquet. Off set Buckwheat to visit Tsargrad, with 
Princes, with Boyars, with Honourable Oatfl, with 
Golden Barley. They awaited Buckwheat, they 
tarried till its coming at the Stone Gates. Princes 
and Boyars met Buckwheat, they set Buckwheat at 
the oaken table to feast. AB a guest bas oUl' Buck
wheat come unto us '. 

The singers of the songs about OVBcn receive 
presents, standing in lieu of the old contributions 
towards a sacrifice to the Gods, for which they ask 
in some such terms as 

"Give us a pig for Vasuy's Eve." 

The first day of the New Year being consecrated to 
the memory of St. Basil the Great, the previoUJ! 
evening bears the name of Basil's or Vasuy's Eve. 
In one of the Little-RUJ!sian BOngs it is said that 
.. Dya comes on Vasuy's Day," Le. on Basil's or New 
Year's Day comes the Sun-god or the Thunder-

, O. MiIler, Ci...t. I. 5. 
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bearer, originally Penm, who, imder Christian in, 
fluences, became Elijah, or Ilya. 

Ilya comes 
On Vaslly's Day. 
He holds a whip 
Of iron wire 
And another of tin. 
Hither he waves, 
Thither he waves
Corn grows 8. 

An idea which is intended to be conveyed by the 
custom of scattering seeds which is still kept up by 
tho singers of songs to Ovsen. 

The SvyatTci-the Christmas or New Year festi
vities - come to an end with the Feast of the 
Epiphany, on the eve of which a curious custom 
is observed. After dark, on the 4th of January, 
the girls go out into the open air, and address this 
prayer to the stars :-

o Stars, Stars, 
Dear little Stars I 
All ye, 0 Stars, 
Are the fair children 
Ruddy and white, 
Of one mother. 
Send forth through the christened world 
Proposers of marriages 8. 

On the feast of the Epiphany, in some places, a 
number of sheaves of various kiD.ds of corn are heaped 

• Tere8hchenko. vu. 109 . 
• The Sua' (or Soak1tll) is the man (or woman) who propoectl 

or arranges a marriage in Ruasia. 
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up in the courtyards after the morning service is 
over, the cattle are driven up to them, and the corn 
and the animals are sprinkled with holy water. 
This appears to be a relic of a festival observed in 
old times, when the cattle were first driven out 
afield after the winter was past, and seems to speak of 
a warmer clime as its birthplace, for sprinkling with 
water is a somewhat unseasonable custom at a time 
when every spring or stream is frozen. Not less 
inopportune is the custom which prevails in somo 
parts of bathing on the occasion of .. Meeting tIlO 

Spring," the bath often having to be tah'1l in one 
of the holes in the ice kept open for the purpose of 
procuring water during the frosty seaBon. Either 
the custom has been imported from a southern land, 
or the date of the festival has been altered. 

Such an alteration has been bronght about in 
some cases by the Church, for the introducers of 
Christianity into Russia found that certain festivals, 
which the people had observed from time imme
morial, occurred during the season of Lent. As the 
Clergy objected to this, but were not powerful enough 
utterly to abolish the feasts, they transferred them 
to the week preceding Lent-the Maslyanilsa, or 
.. Butter-week," [Mas/o = oil or butter] answering to 

the Carnival of Western Europe. 
The BOUgs appropriate to this season have almost 

entirely disappeared, but BOme idea of their nature 
may be obtained by a study of the customs apper
taining to it, the songs and customs having always 
been c1o;;ely connected with each other'. In some 
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parts of Russia a large sledge, drawn by twelve 
horses, is driven about at this time, followed by 
other sledges containing singers and musicians. On 
the principal sledge is placed a pillar with a wheel on 
the top, and on the wheel sits a man dressed in a 
peculiar style, with bells and cymbals attached to his 
clothes, and holding in 'his hands bread and a bottle 
of spirits. He probably represents the Sun, of which 
a wheel was so well known an emblem, and he 
seems to be a male counterpart of the girl' -who, as 
the representative of Kolyada, used to be driven 
about in a similar manner on the days immediately 
following the winter solstice. 

In other places a sort of huge " Christmas Tree" 
is carried round, an emblem of summer fru}tfulness. 
In Archangel an ox, resembling the' French "lEU! 
gras, occupies the place of honour on the sledge; and 
in Siberia a ship, with sails spread, conveying a 
figure representing "Lady Maslyanitsa," and a 
bear '. As in mythical speech a ship generally means 
a cloud, fraught with showers destined to enrich the 
earth, and the bear is one of the familiar emblems of 
the thunder-god, the Siberian equipage is looked 
upon by the mythologists as a type of the storm-com
pelling deity, who was supposed to make his power 
specially felt about the time of the vernal equinox, 
or an emblem of the produotive powers of nature, 
manifesting themselves at springtide amid wind and 
thunder and rain . 

• sllpgi",r. R. P. P. n. 132. 
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In some parts of Russia the end or death of winter 
is oelebrated on the last day of the "Butter-weck," 
by the burning of "the Straw Mujik"-a heap of 
straw, to which each of the participators in the 
ceremony contributes his portion. The same custom 
prevails in Bulgaria, accompanied by dancing round 
the bonfire, the firing of guns and pistols, and the 
singing of songs in honour of Lado or Lada, the 
peculiar deity of Spring. There, also, during the 
whole week, the children amuse themselves by 
shooting with bows and arrows, a custom which has 
descended to them from their remote ancestors, and 
which is supposed, by some imaginative writers, to 
have referred in olden times to the victory ob
tained by the sun-beams-the alTows of the far
darting ApoUO---:Over the forces of cold and dark
ness. 

In every Slavonic cOuntry, indeed, there are to be 
found, at this period of the year, traces of olden 
rites intended to typify the death of Winter aOfI 
the bjrth of Spring or Summer. Some of them 
have been preserved in customs almost id~ntical with 
those still kept up by various Latin 'or Teutonic 
peoples; as, for instance, the destruction of a figure 
representing Wiuter or Death. In Poland a puppet, 
made of hemp and straw, is flung into a pond or 
swamp, with the words "The Denl take Jhee!" 
Then the participators in the deed scamper home, 
and if one of them stumbles on the way and fall.s, it 
is belie .. ed that he will be sure to die within the 
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year. In Upper Lusatia the figure of Death ~ 
structed of straw and rags, and fastened to the end 
of a long pole, to be pelted with sticks and stones. 
Whoever knocks it off the pole is certain to live 
through the year. .Afterwards the figur_e is either 

_ thrown into water, or taken to the boundary of the 
village lands and flung across it: its bearers then_ 
return home carrying green boughs or an entire tree, 
emblems of the springtide life which has taken the 
place of banished death. Sometimes the figure is 
dressed in white, as if in a shroud, and in one hand is 
placed a besom, in token of winter's sweeping storms, 
and in the other a sickle-one of the characteristic 
signs of the goddess whom the Old Slavonians repre
sented as reaping the living harvest of the world. 
In Slavonia the figure is thumped with bludgeons, 
and then torn in twain, just as a somewhat similar 
puppet is treated in the middle of Lent in Spain 
and Italy. In Little-Russia a female figure is carried 
about, while springtide songs are being sung, and 
then is set on fire, the villagers singing, while it 
burns, joyous invocations to the Spring. 

In many parts of Russia the 1st of March is the 
day still set apart in deference to old customs for the 
reception of the Spring. In the early morning the 
women and children go out to the highest places they 
can find, mounting the hills, if there are any in their 
neighbourhood, or climbing on the roofs of barns 
and other buildings, if the country -around is utterly 
flat, and singing some of the numerous Vesnyanl'1:, 

p2 
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Veaenniya Pyesni, Bongs appropriate to Vesna, th!l 
vernal Beason, such as, 

Spring, beautiful Spring I 
Come, 0 Spring, with joy, 
With great goodness: 
With tall flax, 
With deep roots, 
With abundant corn ! 

In some places the girls go into water up to the 
girdle, or, if the streams are still frozen over, take 
hands round a hole ,in the ice, and dance, and King,-

o healthful springtide water, 
To us also give health r 

And sometimes sick persons are brought down to 
the banks of a river, and sprinkled with water, in the 
hope that it may restore them to health. In other 
places a similar custom prevails at a later period of 
the year, on the Thursday in Holy Wcek, or on the 
1st of May. In the Government of Tula, for in
stance, the" Invocation of the Spring" commences 
With the first wcek after Easter. Before 8unS<.-t the 
young people of a village go to the top of the 
nearest hill, turn towards the east, silently repeat a 
prayer, and then begin the circling dance and song 
of the Khorovod. The principal singer, bolding a loaf 
in one hand, and an egg painted red in the otber, 
begins 

" Beautiful Spring! 
On what baat thou corne? 
On what baat thou ridden ?" 
.. On a plough, 
On a barrow." 
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Afterwards they all commence one of the choral 
songs ;-

All the maidens are in the street! 
All the fair maidens in the broad street; 
One maiden is not there. 
She sits in the upper room, 
She embroiders a kerchief with gold, 
She fastens a favour on a bridle. 
Ah, a great sorrow! 
By whom shall it be obtained? . 
It shall be obtained by my destined husbandS, 

On March 9, the day on which the iarks are""up
posed t.o arrive, the rustics make clay images of those 
birds, smear them with honey and tip their heads 
with tinsel, and then carry them about singing 
songs to Spring, or to Lada, the vernal goddess of 
love and fertility. The peasants have a springtide 
calendar of their own, according to which--on the 
1st of March. [0. s.] the Baibak, or Steppe Marmot, 
awakes from its winter's sleep, comes out of its 
hole, and begins to utter its whistling cry. On 
the 4th arrives the Rook, and on the 9th the Lark. 
On the 17th the ice on the rivers becomes so rot
ten that, according to a popullU' expression, .. A 
Pike can send its tail through it." On the 25th the 
Swallow comes flying from ParadisS) and brings with 
it warmth to the earth. On the 5th of April the 
Crickets bestir themselves; and on the 12th the Bear 
comes out of the den in which he has slept away 
the winter'. 

• TcJ't'shchenko, v. 11. 
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Like the Greeks, the Romans, and the Teutons I, 
the Old Slavonia,ns &earn to have greeted with special 
joy the return of the swallow, .. the bird of God," 
81! it is called in Ruthenia, .. the Virgin Mary's 
bird," as the Bohemians name it, whose early arrival 
foretells an abundant harvest, whose presence keeps 
oft' fire and lightning, and the robbing of whose nest 
brings down terrible evils on the head of the robber, 
or at least brings out freckles on his face. 

The cuckoo, also, is regarded with much respect in 
Slavonic lands. In the Old Polish Chronicle of 
Prokosz, quoted by Jacob Grimm in the Deutscloe 
M!/tlwlogie (p. 54.'3), it is stated that the people be
lieved that the God Zywie, the wrd ur Life, used 
to transform himself into a cuckoo, in order to ad
dress the faithful with ominons voice. This deity is 
the male counterpart of Jiva, the &1avonian Goddess 
of the Spring, whose name is a contracted form of 
Jivana, in Polish Ziewonia, that is, .. the giver of life" 
(jim'). Many of the other stories abo~t the cuckoo 
and the swallow, mentioned by Mr. Kelly in his 
•• Curiosities of Indo-European Tradition and Folk
lore'," are known to the Russian peasants. 

The name of the cuckoo is associated witb a sin
gular custom of great antiquity. A few weeks atrer 
Easter-generally during the seventh week. the time 
of the Semik festival-the vi1la~ women and girls 
meet together at some spot in the woods, and there 
fasten to a bough a figure made of shreds and fIowerJl, 

• Grimm, D. ll. ,%I... 
• Pogeo "-101. So. aIoo Grimm, D. H .• -. 
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and supposed to represent a. cuckoo, and underneath 
it they hang the little pectoral crosses which all 

• Russians bear. Sometimes, instead of this, they pull 
up by the roots the plant called "cuckoo-grass" 
(orchis latifolia), dress it up in a shjft, and then bury 
it in the earth underneath two semicircles of wood • 
set crossways, which they cover with handkerchiefs, 
and on which they hang cross~s. In the Orel and 
Tula. Governments they place a small crOBS on the 
figure of the cuckoo itself, and sing, 

Gossips, darlings t (kumushki, golubushh)' 
Become gossips, love each other, make presents 

to each other t 

This is called the " Christening of the Cuckoos" 
(kreshchenie kukushek). When two girls have kissed 
each other under the decorated arch, and have ex
changed crosses, they become "Gossips" for life, 
as intimately connected as if, at the christening of 
a child, they had become attached to each other by 
the spiritual ties of co-godmothership. On the Semik 
festival the villagers choose two young birch:trees 
in a wood, bend them down, and fasten their branches 
together into a circle, which they adorn with ribbons, 
handkerchiefs, and the like. Above this circle they 
place the fi~e of a cuckoo, or the dressed-up cuckoo-

• Dugi. The a.rch springing from the .hall;. of a Russian ca;t 
or carriage, above the head of the draught.horse, io called a 
;[JugfJ. . 

• The word K V_, dim. Xum ... UfJ, io the French Commer6, 
Scotch (I Cummer," our own u G08Iiip," originally a. connexioa by 
common godmothenhip. 
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grass, and from the sides they hang crosscs. Two 
girls then walk in different directions round the birch
trees, so as to meet at the leafy circle, through which 
they kiss each other three times, and give each other 
a yellow egg. Meantime the other women sing in 
chorus, 

o spotted cuckoo! 
To whom art thou a ll'ossip ? 
We will become gOSSipS, 0 kumushka. 
We will become gossips, 0 golublll!hka, 
So that we may never be at variance. 

They then exchange crosses, and divide the 
.. Cuckoo" into two parts, one of which each ofthcm 
keeps in memory of the occasion. .Af'l:.erwards the 
whole party prepare and eat omelettes, and finish tho 
day with dance and BOng. In tho Orel Govern
mont, according to Tereshchenko, it is, or used to bP-, 
customary for bien also to enter into the state of 
mutual cuckoo-gossipry 7. 

The timo set apart for the .. Christening or the 
Cuckoos" coincides with that in which the BOuls of 
little children who have died unchristened appear 
under the form of small Rusalkas' seeking for the 
bapbsm which is necessary for their salvation. Cou
pling this fact with that of the BOul being constantly 
represented as a bird. and remarking that the cuckoo 
is a common type in Russia of the orphan state, 
Afanasief suggests that the .. Christening of tho 
Cuckoos .. ought, perhaps. to be regarded 88 a syrn-

• Atanuiel, P. V. S. In.~!8. T"'Oebe!lko, .... 41. 

• See "'P"., chap. n. p. 144. 
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bolical rite having reference to the christening of 
• such children as have died unbaptized, and are there-

fore obliged to fly wailing through the air. The bap
tismal idea must have originated during the Chris
tian period of Russian history-perhaps about the 
time when, under the rule of Yaroslaf, the remains 
of the sons of Svyatoslaf, the heathen princes Ya
ropolk: and Oleg, were exhumed for the purpose of 
being baptized, after which they were interred within 
a church; but the kumovstvo, or gossipship, is, in' all 
probability, nothing more than a slightly altered form 
of the old po/natimstvo, or mutual brotherhood by 
adoption. To this day the Servians keep up a cus
tom very similar to the Russian Cuckoo.Christeningt 
held at Eastertide in memory of the dead, with kiss
ings through willow circlets, and exchanges of red 
eggs, after which the men are called Po/nati, 
.. adopted-lilrothers," and the girls .. friends D." 

In Lithuania, says Tereshchenko, at Eastertide, 
the young people of each village meet within some 
cottage. There they first sing various songs, and 
then they perform the cuckoo dance. A girl, whose 
eyes are bandaged, sits on a chair, ~und which the 
rest of the party dance in a circle. After each round 

·the men come up to her, and taking her in turn by 
the hand, sing, '. 

Queen Cuckoo-kuku, kuku ! 
She replies, 

I am thine, brother--kuku, kuku 1 

• Afan .. icf. P. V. S. III. II9. 
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Eventually she uncovers her eyes, leaves her seat, 
and choOBeIl three of the young men as her partners 
in the dance. Before parting she gives each of them 
a sash worked by her own hands, and they make her 
a present in return. Thenceforward she calls them 
her brothers, and they call her their sister. This 
custom is supposed to be founded upon the popular 
tradition of a sister who, in the olden days, felt so 
keenly the loss of her three brothers, who an foll in 
one battie, that she left; her father's home and wan
dered about the forest weeping bitterly, until acorn
passionate deity turned her into a cuckoo. In ono 
district the Lithuanian girls still sing,-

Sister dear, 
:Mottled Cuckoo, 
Thou who feedest 
The horses of thy brothers; 
Thou who spinnest 
Silken threads ; 
Say, 0 Cuckoo, 
Shall I soon be married? 

The length of time during which the girl will have 
to wait will be signified to her by the number of 
repetitions ofthe Cuckoo's cry'. 

Among many of the Roman Catholic Slavonians a 
feast, ori"mnally in honour of the Spring, is celebrated 
in the middle of Lent, and some traces of it are still 
to be found among them even in Holy Week, the day 
before Good Friday, for instance, being known to the 
Bohemians as GreenThursday. Palm Sunday is known 

I Tereabcbenlw, Y. _. 
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in Russia. as Verbnoe Voslcresenie, Willow Sunday. 
The verba, or sallow, was made use of at this time of 
year long before it became likened to the palms or 
olive branches of Christianity, children and cattle 
being then, as now, beaten with its boughs, while such 
songs were probably sung as that which is still to be 
heard on such occasions in Little-Russia :-

Be tall, like the willow ; 
And healthy, like water; 
And rich, like the soil. 

Even on Good Friday itself, in some places, the old 
pagan practices show signs of life. Before sunrise 
on that day it is customary for the Bohemians, says 
Orest Miller', to go into their gardens, and there,· 
falling on their knees before a tree, to say,-

"I pray, 0 green tree, that God may make thee 
good,"-a formula which has probably been altered, 
under the influence of Christianity, from a direct 
prayer to the tree to a prayer for it.· And at night 
they run about the garden, exc1ajming,-

" Bud, 0 trees, bud I or I will flog you." 

And on the next day, the Saturday in Holy Week, 
they shake the trees, while the church-bells are ring
ing, and go about the garden' clashing keys. This 
they do under 'the impression that the more noise 
they make the more fruit will they get. 

At Eastertide, according to a belief common to 
Germans and Slavonia.ns, the Sun is accustomed to 

• Opail. etc. 1. 48. 
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dance in the heavens, and so in Ruthenia the pea.~ants 
ria) bef~re the dawn, and climb high places in order 
to witness the spectacle. In pagan times the gods 
were supposed to walk the earth at Springtide, anf1 
so the Russian" peasant now believes that, from 
Easter Sunday to Ascension-tiay, Christ and His 
Apostles wander about the world, dressed in rags 
and 8.l!king alms. In the Government of Smolen8k 
it is believed that Christ always visits the earth on 
Thursday in Holy Week, and so, in readiness for the 
heavenly-guest, a particular kind of loaf is prepared 
in every house. In most of the villages of White
Russia songs are sung at this season in honour of tlle 
Virgin, of St. George and St. Nicholas, and of the 
Prophet Elijah, and eatables, adorned with green 
boughs, are provid~ Among the viands generally 
figures a roast lamb or sucking-pig, the bones of which 
are afterwards either scattered about the fields to pro
tect the crops from hail, or are kept in the houses 
to be burnt, during the time of the summer storms, 
as a preservative against lightning. 

On Easter Eggs, much as ia -thought of them in 
Russia, it is unnecesSll17 to dwell here at any length, 
as they are so well known elsewhere aud so much 
has been written about them. But we may mention 
the epithet given to the Paschal week in Ru.'!sia, 
that of S"yeti.aya, " bright," one which [unless it is 
borrowed from the Greek wmpra] may be derived 
from those heathen times in which our own ancestors 
worshipped the Goddess Ostara or Eaatre, whose 
name, suggestive of the East and its brightness, has 
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·been preserved by us in that of Easters. In Little
Russia it used to be the custom at Eastertide to 
celebrate the funeral of a being called Kostrubonko, 
the deity of the spring. A circle was formed of 
singers, who moved slowly around a girl who lay on 
the ground as if dead, and as they went they sang,-

Dead, dead is our Kostrubonko I 
Dead, dead is our dear one I 

ulltil the' girl suddenly sprang up, on which the 
chorus joyfully exclaimed,-

Come to life, come to life has our Kostrubonko I 
Come to life, come to life has our dear one I 

With the first week after Easter commences the fes
tival of the Krasnaya G(Yfka, ~' the red, or bright little 
hill," the epithet referring, like the red colour of the 
Easter eggs, to the brightness of the spring, and the 
name of" little hill " being given to it because it was 
originally held, or at least inaugurated, on some high 
place. It lasts from Low Sunday till the end of June, 
and its chief feature is the Khorovod-the circling 
dance attended by choral song: The chief singer on 
these occasions is a woman, who holds in her hands a 
round loaf and a red egg-each an emblem of the Sun. 
Turning her face towards the east she begins one of 
the vernal 80ngs, which is then taken up by the 
chorus, and in many places this is attended or fol
lowed by the destruction of the figure of Death, or 
Winter, to which allusion has already been made . 

• Grimm, D. M. StlS. 
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Many of the songs are addressed to the Goddess of 
Love, the presiding genius of the season, or at least 
have reference to her influence, and in some places it 
is customary to sing them under the windows of 
young wedded couples. But the dead also are re
membered at this season of the year. The old pagan 
rites for'merly performed in their honour are still 
kept up in some parts of Russia. The festival called 
Radunitsa, held at the same time with, or just after, 
that of the KralJ1laya Gorka, is chiefly devoted to the 
memory of the dead. In certain districts the women 
and girls still take food and drink to the cemeteries, 
and there "howl" over the graves of their dead 
friends and relatives. When they have "howled ,. 
long enough, they sit down and proceed to eat, drink, 
and be merry, deeming that the dead can "r~oice" 
with them. After their meal, the fragments which 
remain over are thrown to the evil spirits, in order 
to prevent them from troubling the repose of the 
dead, and with similar intent their flasks and drink
ing-cups are emptied over the graves t. Then they 
return home, dress themselves in holiday attire, and 
go out to the Krtl81Ulya Gorka, to commence their 
songs and the games to which those songs form an 
accompaniment. 

It has already been stated that the greater part of 
these songs relate exclusively to love, or to other 
subjects connected with social life, bot there are also 

• T ..... bebenko. T. 17. For further io(onnatiouon thia IOt,jed 

- i.fra, pr. II_all. 
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Bome which may possibly have a mythical significa
tion. In one of these a. young man wanders with 
uplifted hands in the space enclosed by the circle of 
the Khorovod. The chorus sings.-. 

Our bright Prince has gone, 
Has gone around his city, 
Has gone around his high city: 
Our bright Prince seeks 
His bright Princess.--

. . 
He goes, the Prince goes, 
Goes around the city. 
He cuts, he hews 
With his sword the gates. 
Shall we soon, 0 bright Prince, 
Find the fair maiden P 

At this point the youth stands still, the chorua stops, 
and he finishes the song as follows :-

Wherever I shall find 
The fair princely maiden
To that princely maiden 
Will I give a golden ring. 

In this dramatic poem, with the leading idea of 
which may be compared the" Passage of the King 
and Queen" among the Czechs and Servians, or the 
German. "Maigraf and Maigrlifin," Orest Miller, 
[Opuit, I. 51] sees evident reference to the idea of the 
Sun, as a bright Prince, piercing with his beams, as 
with a sharp sword, the icy obstacles by which Win
ter strives to keep him from his fair bride the Earth. 

The most widely spread of the choral games }:Ie
longing to the Kro8T1nya Gor~·a festival is that called 
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.. The Sowing of the Millet," of which an account 
will be given in the chapter devoted to songs relating 
to marriage>. Of the rest we have already given 
several examples in the first chapter'. In the 
.. Meeting," or" Coming together" (SlchoJJjisltche), a 
number of girls go out illto the meadows, where tbey 
are met by .. the arrived ones "-the game belonging 
to the season at which the young men arrive in the 
villages after their winter sojourn in the towns. A 
circle of dancers is formed, in the middle of which a . 
young couple take their places, and then the others 
move round them singing,-

From one street comes a youth, 
From another comes a /air maiden ; 
-Close have they drawn near to each other, 
Low have they bent in greeting. 
Then thus speaks the brave youth: 
.. Farest thou well, 0 beauteous maiden?" 
Smilingly the maiden answers, 
.. Well do I fare, dear mend; 
How dost thou /are alone without me ? 
Long is it since I haye seen thee, 
Since that time when we two parted." 

In the game caned Pletffi', a word meaning a 
wattled fence, the dancers stand up in couples, and, 
with hands locked together after the manner of a 
fence, form in line. , Their leader begins the follow
ing song:-

Be twined together, 0 fence, be twinoo together! 
And do thou be coiled up, 0 golden pipe ! 
Be folded up, 0 rustlmg dama"k ! 
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From behinq, the hills the maiden has driven out 
the ducks. 

Come away home, duckie ! 
Come away home, gray one I 

When the chorus comes to an end the leading couple 
lift up on high their joined hands. Then, as in our 
own country-dance, the other couples pass under the 
arch so formed, while the chorus sings,-

Untwine, 0 fence, untwine I 
Uncoil, 0 golden pipe I 
Unfold, 0 rustling damask I 

The game called DON IVANoVIcH is associated with 
an old popular tradition, according to which the 
rivers Don and Shat are the offspring of Lake Ivan. 
Those who take part in it form a circle, and move 
around the leader, who is supposed to' represent Don 
Ivanovich •. As they go they sing a Bong, the 
changes in which he follows with suitable move
ments of his limbs. It begins-

Now has our youth 
Come along the street to the end. 

Ah I Don, our Don, 
Don Ivan's son I 

Ah I they have called the youth, 
They have called the bold one. 

Ah I Don, elr. 
To feast at the banquet, 
To sit at the gathering, 
To take part in the games, 

Ah I Don, etc. 
Eventually the song and game resolve themselves 
into those already described (at p. 8), under the title 
of" The Murman Cap." 
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Here is one more of the songs sll¥g at this time of 
year-a song specially worthy of notice on account 
of the hostile expressions it cont.ains with respect to 
Byzantium, a city which, after the conversion of the 
Slavonians to Christianity, acquired a sacred charac-
ter in their eyes. . 

I will go up, I will go up, 
I will go up to Tsar-gorod. 
I will shatter, I will shatter, 
With my lance will I shatter the wall I 
I will roll away, I will roll away, 
A barrel of treasure will I roll away I 
I will give, I will give it 
To my harsh father-in-law! 
Be thou kind, be thou kind, 
Like unto my own father dear I . . 
I will bring out, I will bring out, 
A pelisse of fox's skin will I bring out I 
I will give, I will give it 
To my harsh mother-in-law I 
Be thou kind, be thou kind,
Like unto my own mother dear' I 

In some of the songs which are now sung by the 
children only, but which used not to be confined to 
them alone, the rains which play so important a 
part at this season of the year are either begged to 
come, or entreated to go away. When the first 
spring shower falls the children thus address it,-

Shower, shower! 
Get thyself ready to be seeu. 
Shower, let thyself go welL 

, Soegiref; R. P. P. IlL 17_ 
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Pour, 0 rain; 
Over the grandmother's rye, 
Over the grandfather's wheat, 
Over the girls' flax, 
Pour in bucketsful. 
Rain, rain, let thyself go, 
Stronger, quicker, 
Warm us young ones. 

And they make it promises, saying,

Dear rain, dear rain, 
I will cook thee some borshch [soup], 
I will put it on an oak. 
Three pigeons will come flring, 
Tbey will take thee on thelr wings, 
Will bear thee to a foreign land. 
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The spring rain was supposed to produce a bene· 
ti.cial effect even upon the human body, and therefore 
it was customary to wash in it. Its efficacy was 
increased if it came attended by thunder. " St. 
Peter [evidently Perun's successor] lifts up his voice 
and gives us wine, that we may all drink our fill," 
says a Bohemian song. And in order to obtain that 
celestial wine from the clouds, not only were songs 
sung, but certain rites were observed. 

Of such a kind are the well.known rites of Dodola 
kept up among the Servians to the present day. 
During a drought a girl, literally" in verdure clad," 
something like our own "Jack in the Green," but 
having no covering beyond one of leaves and flowers, 
is conducted through the village, her companions 
singing meanwhile" Dodola Songs," and a.ft.erwards 
the women pour water over her, she dancing all the 

Q 2 
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time, and turning round and round. The people 
believe that by this means there will be extorted from 
the "heavenly women "-the clouds-the rain for 
which thirsts the earth, as represented by the green
clad maiden Vodola. The songs which are employed 
upon this occasion begin with a prayer for rain, after 
which they 88Y,-

" We pass through the village, and the clouds 
across the sky. We go quicker, and the clouds go 
quicker, but the clouds have overtaken UB, and have 
bedewed the fields." And again, " We go through 
the village, and the clouds acrOSB the sky, and see, 
a ring drops from the clouds! " 

A custom exists in Russia oC catching rain that 
falla during a thunder-storm in a basin, at the bottom 
oC which rings have beeu placed; in the Riazan 
Government, water that has been dropped through a 
wedding-ring is supposed to have certain merits as a 
lotion; and at a Little-Russian marriage the bride is 
bound to give the bridegroom to drink from a cup of 
wine in which a ring has been put. In Dalmatia 
the same custom is kept np as in Servia, only instead 
of a girl called Dodola, it is a young unmarried man 
who is dressed up, and who dances and has water 
poured over him. He is called Prpats, and his com
panions, who are young bachelors like hilIlJlelf, bear 
the name Prpormhe. In Bulgaria the same part is 
played by a girl, who must be just fifteen years old. 
and who is called Preperuga or Peperuga, and among 
the modern Greeks by 8 child of from eight to ten 
years old, who is called Purpir(JUna. In Wallachia 
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the name has become Papeluga, as appears from the 
song which the children sing in time of drought-_ 
" Papeluga I Go into heaven, open the gates, and 
send rain from on high, that the corn may grow 
well I " In different parls of Germany similar customs 
used to prevail, and Jacob Grimm [D. M. 560-562] 
thinks that the Dodola and Purpirouna were origi
nally identical with the Bavarian Wasservogel and 
the Austrian Pfingstkunig, whom he connects with 
old rain-preserving rites, although the custom of 
covering them with foliage, and then flinging them 
into a brook, has now d-egenerated into a mere prac
tical joke played off upon the lazy. 

The name of Dodola is by some philologists derived 
from doH' = to give milk, Dodola being looked upon 
as a bountiful mother, a type of teeming nature. 
Others connect it with Did-Lado, from the Lithu
anian Didis=great, and Lado, the Slavonic Genius 
of the spring. From the mention of a ring made in 
the Dodola songs, and in others referring to storm 
and rain, it is supposed that a golden ring, in 
mythical language, is to be taken as a representation 
of the lightning's heavenly gold. 

The 23rd of April is consecrated to St. George of 
Cappadocia, and is known as the Yurief Den (or 
Yegor-wf Den) Vesenny, i.e. Yury's (or Yeg6ry's) Day 
in the spring. On it a festival is celebrated of a 
national, as well as of an ecclesiastical character, and 
to it are devoted a number of special songs, which 
derive from it the name of Yegoriefskiya Pyllltni. 
Their mythical character is, in many cases, apparent 
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enough, serving to prove that the Christian hero, St. 
George, has merely taken the place of some old 
deity, light-bringing or thunder-compelling, who used 
to be honoured at this time of year in heathen days. 
It is not 8 slayer of dragons and protector of prin
cesses who appears in these songs, but 8 patron of 
farmers and herdsmen, who preserves cattle from 
harm, and on whose day, therefore, the flocks and 
herds are, for the first time after the winter, sent out 
into the open fields. .. What the wolf holds in its 
teeth, that Yegory has given," says 8 proverb, which 
shows how completely he is supposed to rule over the 
fold and the stall Here is one of the songs :-

We have gone around the field, 
We have called Yegory . • . _ 
.. 0 thou, our brave Yegory, 
Save our cattle, 
In the field, and beyond the field, 
In the forest, and beyond the forest, 
Under the bright moon, 
Under the red sun, 
From the rapacious wo~ 
From the ernel bear, 
From the cunning beast." 

In Bulgaria 8 regular saerifice is said to be still 
offered up on the occasion. 8 ram being killed by an 
old man, while girls spread grass on which the blood 
oC the victims is poured forth. A White-Russian 
song represents Yegory 88 opening with golden keys 
-probably the sunbeaJll.8-the soil which has been 
hard bound all the winter. 
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Holy Yury, the divine envoy, 
Has gone to God, 
And liaving taken the golden keys, 
Has unlocked the moist earth, 
Having scattered the clinging dew 
Over White-Russia and all the worldS. 
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In Moravia they "meet the Spring -" with the 
following song :-

"Death Week! [The Fourth Sunday in Lent-the 
time. of the expulsion of Death.:.... Winter], what 
hast thou done with the keys ?" 

.. I gave them to Palm-Sunday." 
" Palm-Sunday! what hast thou done with the 

keysr" 
"I gave them to Green Thur~day [the day before 

Good Friday 1." . 
"Green ThurSday I what hast thou done with the 

keys ?" 
.. I gave them to .St. George. St. George arose 

ane! unlocked the earth, so that the grass grew 
-the green grass." 

In White-Russia it is the custom on St. George'e 
Day to drive the cattle afield through the morning 
dew, and in Little-Russia and Bulgaria the young 
people go out early and roll themselves in it. 

Besides the springtide Yurief Den, there is another 
St. George's Day in the autumn, or rather winter, 
on the 26th of November. Upon that day, said a 
tradition which prevailed in Russia up to the six
teenth oentury, the people in a oertain district by the 

.sea [Lukomorie] used to di&-to come to life again 
upon the cottesponding Baint's Day, in ..a.pril. 

• AfanOiief, P. V. S. n. 409. 
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Before temporarily giving up the ghost, they were 
in the habit of placing the wares they had on sale in 
a certain spot, from which the neighbours who wanted 
them took them away. The settlement of accounts 
took place as Boon as the owners of the goods came 
to life again. This legend seems to be closely con
nected with that which Herodotus found himself 
unable to believe, of the people who lived beyond the 
bald-headed and goat-footed races, and who slept 
away six months of the year at a stretch-a story 
which Heeren supposed to have referred to the length 
of the Polar night, and which has also been explained 
as meaning that there were people who" lived in
doors in comparative darkness half the year '." 

The mythical character of Yegory the Brave 
becomes very apparent in some of the poems about 
him which have been preserved among the people by 
oral tradition. According to them he came into the 
world a strange child, for his arms np to the elbows 
were of gold, and his legs np to the knees were of 
silver, and his head was all of pearl When the time 
of his martyrdom came, his pagan foe, King Demi
anishche, had him shut up in a deep dungeon, and 
gave orders .. that he should not .see the white ligl:t, 
nor perceive the red sun, nor hear the sound of bella 
or of church-singing." So Yegory lay in ntter dark
ness for thirty years. Then" the red sun shone 
warmly, and there came a thunder-cloud, and the 
stormy winds arose," and swept away an the bolts 

• See lL.wUnooD '. HerodotWl, IlL 17L 
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and bars of the dungeon, so that Yegory was able to 
come out of it, and once more to see the white light. 
After that he fought many battles, including one with 
a fiery serpent, always coming off victorious, and 
finally he killed the heathen king, from whose veins 
poured forth such a torrent that Yegory stood up 
to his knees in blood. .All this, says Afanasief, is 
nothing more thau a poetic representation of the 
struggle which takes place in spring between Perun 
and the dark storm-clouds, which are crushed beneath 
his mace, or pierced by the shafts of his lightning. 
For a time the demon of wintry storms may hide 
the sun, keeping him, as it were, imprisoned, but 
the spring comes, the sunlight bursts out again in 
all its glory, and the thunder-god .once more goes 
forth conquering and tp conquer I. 

On the Thursday of the seventh week after Easter 
is held the feast called Semik (from 8em=seven). 
In heathen times a number of rites were performed, 
and games were celebrated, during the month of May, 
in honour of the Goddess of the Spring: after hea
thenism had given place to Christianity, these games, 
and Bome remnants of their accompanying rites, were 
transferred with altered names to the festivals of 
Ascension Day and Whitsuntide. And in that way 
many of them have now become attached to the Semlk 

I ACanasief, P. V. S. f. 099-7M. .It should, however, be stated 
that the ahove-mentioned legend ahout Y <gory has been preserved in 
certain poems, which some critics aasert to be of a difl'e.rent 9rigin 
from that of the songs to which the present chapter is mainly 
devoted. The question will b. discussed on another occasion. 
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holiday, beld upon tbe Thursday before Trinity Day, 
or Whit-Sunday. On tbat day the Russian villagf'rs, 
and the common people in the toWUR, go out into the 
woods, sing songs, weave garlands, and cut down a 
young birch-tree, which they dress up in woman's 
clothes, or adorn with many-coloured shreds and rib
bons. .After that comes a feast, at the end of which 
they take the dressed-up birch-tree, carry it home to 
their village with joyful dauce and song, and set it up 
in one of the houses, where it remains as an honoured 
guest till Whit-Sunday. On the two intervening 
days they pay visits to the house where their .. guest" 
is; but ou the third day, Whit-Sunday, thcy take her 
to a stream, and fiing her into its waters, throwing 
their Semik: garlands after her. 

In the district of Pinsk, on Whit-Monday, the 
peasant girls choose the haudsomest of their numb('"1", 
envelope her in a m388 of foliage taken from birch. 
trees and maples, and-under the name of Kwd 
(shrub or bush)-carry her about,just as the Dodola 
maiden is carried ahout in Servia. In the Govern· 
ment of Poltava, in Little-Russia, they take round 
" a poplar," represented by a girl with bright flowers 
in her hair. In the neighbourhood of Voroncj:' at 
Whitsuntide, it was the CII8tom in old times to con
struct a small hnt in the middle of an oak copse, to 
adorn it with garlands and flowers and fragrant 
grasses, _ and to place inside it a figure made of 
wood or straw, and dressed up in a male or female 
holiday attire. To this spot the inhabitants of the 
neighbourhood would flock together, bringing their 
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provisions with them, and would dance and make 
merry around the hut. 

In these instances the Semlk birch-tree, the 
.. bush," the .. poplar," and the Whitsuntide puppet, 
are all representatives of some Deity of the Spring 
whom the people worshipped in olden days, and whose 
memory still survives, although " .. the wearing of the 
green" has been adopted by the Church, and the 
birch-trees which once were put to pagan uses are 
now turned into the ornaments of Christian temples. 
All over Russia every village and every town is turned, 
a little before Whit-Sunday, into a sort of garden. 
Everywhere along the streets the young birch-trees 
stand in rows, "every house and every room is 
adorned with boughs, even the engines upon the 
railways are for the time decked with green leaves. 
On the eve of Whit-Sunday the churches are dressed 
in green as ours are at Christmas, and the next day 
the women and children go to the morning service 
carrying posies, whioh they preserve during the rest 
of the year, deeming them a preservative against all 
sorts of maladies. 

In many places, especially in Little-Russia, the 
young folks go out into the woods on Whit-Sunday, 
singing in chorus this song, in which there is a strange 
medley of Christian and heathen designations :-

Bless, 0 Trinity, 
o Mother of God I 
We must go into the forest, 
We must weave wreaths, 

Ai Dido, Oi Lado! 
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We must weave wreaths, 
And pluck flowers. 

When the wreaths are ready they are exchanged be
tween the youths and the maidens. The girls put 
them on their heads, the lads adorn their hats with 
them. In the evening, after the Khorovod games 
are over, or on the following day, they go to a stream, 
and throw their wreaths into it, singing the while-

I wingo to the river Danube, 
I will stand on the steep bank, 
I will throw my wreath on the waters: 
I will go afar off and see, 
Whether sinks, or sinks not, 
My wreath in the waters r •••• 

If the wreath swims steadily, without running ashore, 
its late wearer will marry happily and live long; if 
it circles around one spot, there is reason to fear 
some misfortune, a broken engagement, or an nore
quited love; and its sinking is a very evil omen, 
foreboding that he or she who wore it will either die 
soon, or at least go down to the grave nnmarried. 

The songs which are sung in the Khorovods on 
these ocCasions frequently refer to a contest between 
two apparently mythical personages, and two mytru.. 
cal names are mentioned in them-those of Lado and 
of Tor. About Tur very little is known, bnt there 
seem to be reasonable grounds (or identifying him 
with Perun or with Freyr·. Lado, or Did.Lado, 

, Te:reahebenko, TL 181_ 

.~ Af,pa.;..c, P. V. S. L NI, 161. The word ,.,. (d'. ,......) 

"( . ..l"" aurochs or bi.oon. 
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8,S has already been ob~erved, is generally supposed 
to be the solar deity, or the god of the spring and 
of love. One of the songs is as follows. .A. number 
of girls form a circle altd sing,-

Ah 1 on the grass, on the green turf, 
Around a great city, 
Strayed.a bold youth. 

While this is being sung, a girl, who wears a man's 
hat, walks with an air of pride around the circle. 
Then another girl, holding a handkerchief in her 
hand, goes inside the circle, the chorus singing 
meanwhile,-

Oi, Tur, the bold youth; 
He from out of the great city. 
Has called the beauteous maiden 
To contend with him on the grass. 
Oi Did, Lado! to contend. 

Then the girl with the kerchief comes out and 
deprives the other of her hat, and pretends to strike 
her, the chorus singing,-

The beauteous· maiden has come out 
.And has overcome the youth; 
Has dropped him on the green turf. 
Oi, Did, Lado 1 has dropped him. 

The conqueror goes away, and the song ends as 
follows:-

The brave youth rising up, 
Hid his face in his hands, 
Dropped burning tears. 
His grief he did not dare 
To good people to tell. 
Oi, Tur! Did! Lado! to tell'. 

I Snegiref. R. P. P. m. l~" 
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The contest here described has been explained in 
various ways. Some commentators think it is the 
same as that mentioned in a SeTvian song, in which 
the Lightning-Maiden struggles with the Thunder
Youth and conquers him. Others, taking Tur to be 
the solar deity, refer it to the substitution for the 
daylight of the evening glow or the clear summer 
night. 

Some traces of tree-worship may be found in the 
Bong which the girls sing as they go out into the 
woods to fetch the birch-tree, and to gatber flowers 
for wreatbs and garlands. 

Rejoice not, Oaks; 
Rejoice not, green Oaks. 
Not to you go the maidens, 
Not to you do they bring pies, 
Cakes, omelettes. 
10, 10, Semik and Troitsa [Trinity] I 
Rejoice, Birch-trees, rejoice green ones! 
To you go the maidens I 
To you they bring pies, 
Cakes, omelettes. 

. . . 

The eatables here mentioned seem to refer to sacri
fices offered in olden days to the birch, the tree of 
the sPring. The oak, to which no sacrifice is offered, 
is the summer tree. 

On the banks of the river lIetch, near Tnla, there 
stands a c:ircle of stones. These, according to popular 
belief, were once girls who formed a Khorovod on 
this spot, and who danced on Whit-Sunday in 80 

furious a manner that they were all thunder-smitten 
into stone. 
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In some of these songs reference is made to the 
bathing of a gaily-attired maiden, to whom is given 
the name of Kostroma, and sometimes not only the 
bathing but also the drowning of a " brave youth" 
is vaguely mentioned. These allusions connect them 
with the class of songs called Kupalskiya, which are 
sung at Midsummer; and which are evidently rich in 
mythical purport, though it is often difficult to ascer
tain their exact meaning, as they have come down to 
the present day in a very mutilated condition. In 
popular speech the St. Agrafena [AgrippinaJ, to 
whom the 23rd of June is dedicated, is surnamed 
Kupalnitsa, and St. John the Baptist, who is honoured 
on the 24th, is known as Ivan Kupalo. The rites 
which belong to these two festivals are also kept 
up on the Feast of All Saints, the first Sunday after 
Whitsuntide. 

The word Kuptil<J has been explained in different 
ways, Bome philologists, for instance, connecting it 
with kupat' = to bathe, and others with kupa = a 
heap-heaps of straw or brushwood being used for 
the bonfires which in Ru,ssia, as in many other parts 
of Europe, are the chief characteristics of these Mid. 
summer festivals. Professor Buslaef points out the 
fact that the root kup conveys the idea of something 
white, bright, and also rapid, boiling, as it were, ve
hement-in Russian yary, whence seems to be derived 
the nome of the similar mythical being Yarilo. J &Cob 
Grimm [Kl{1in. Schrift. II. 250] compares kupa with 
tbe German Haufe, and tbe Lithuanian kaupas,. a 
beap, kapo$, a !D0und, etc. 
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In some parts of Russia an image of Kupalo is 
burnt or thrown into a stream on St. John's night. 
In others no image is used, but fires are lighted and 
people jump through them themselves, and drive 
their cattle through them. In Ruthenia the bonfires 
are lighted by a Hame procured from wood by fric
tion, the operntion being performed by the elders 
of the party, amid the respectful silence of the rest. 
But as soon as the fire is "churned," the bystanders 
break forth with joyous songs, and when the bonfires 
are lit the young people take hands, and spring in 
couples through the smoke, if not through the flames, 
and after that the c&ttle in their turn are driven 
through it .. In Little-Russia a stake is driven into 
the ground on St. John's Night, wrapped in straw and 
set on fire. As the flame rises the pea.~ant women 
throw birch·tree boughs into it, saying,-

" May my flax be as tall as this bougll !" .. 
The Poles still keep up the customs which were 

described by a sixteenth century writer as being so 
diabolical that "the demons themselvea took part in 
them." According to him the girls were in the habit 
of offering grass as a sacrifice to evil spirits, after 
which they wove wreaths out of it with which they 
adorned their heads, and then they lighted fires and 
"sang Satanic songs, and danced. and the Devil 
(!anced Cor joy with them, and they prayed to him 
and magnified him, and Corgot God'." This picking 

• Tereahcbenko, T •• ~. 
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of herbs and flowers on St. John's Day is com. 
mon to various Slavonic peoples, as also is the 
habit of washing in dew on the morning of the 
festival. . 

Even at the present day, it is said, heathen rites 
are secretly observed in some of the remote distri<;lts of 
Russia. However this may be, it is well known that 

.. they prevailed.in many places until a comparatively 
'recent period, a fact which accounts for the signifi
cance attached to these Midsummer festivals in the 
eyes of the people. Of therougJ;lly heathenish origin 
,is a custom still kept up Oll the Eve of St. John . 
.A. figure of Knpalo is made of straw, the size some· 
times of a boy, sometimes of a. man, and is dressed in 
woman's clothes, with a necklace and a floral Ql"own. 
'Then a tree is felled, aad, after being decked with 
ribbons, is set up on some ,C:hosen spot. Near' this 
·tree, 1Kl which they give the name of Marena .[Win. . 
ter or Death], the straw figure is p~eGt, together
with a ta.ble, on which stand spirits a.nd viands. 
Aft.erwards a bomire is lit, and the young men and 
maidens jump over it i.B. couples, earryillg the figure 
with them. On the ne:x;t day they strip the tree and 
the figure of their ornaments, and .throw tBem both 
.into a stream. 

To equally heataenish times .also mnstbe referred 
,the song which the peasants in White-Russia sing at 
sunrise on St. John's Day;-

Ivan and Marya 
Bathed on the hill : 
Where Ivain bathed 

B 
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The bank shook; 
Wbere Marya bathed, 
The grass sprouted. 

That is, says Afanasief, [P.V. S. III. 722] Perun and 
Lada bathed in the dewy springs on the hills of 
heaven. He shook the earth with his thunderbolts, 
she made the grass grow in the fields. 

Both Kupalo and the similar mythical being 
called in the songs Yarilo appear to be intended at 
times for the Sun or the Spring, at times for Perun. 
According to a Bulgarian tradition, the sun, on St. 
Jobn's Day, loses its way, and therefore a maiden 
appears who leads it across the sky, this maiden 
being the Dawn. The Bulgarians assert, also, that 
on the same day the sun dances and whirls swords 
about, that is, it sends forth specially bright and 
dazzling rays. In Lithuania it is supposed that on 
that day the Sun, a female being, goes forth from 
her chamber in a car drawn by three horses-goldcn, 
silver, and diamond-to meet her spouse the lfoon, 

: and on her way she dances and emits fiery sJJarks'. 
The Servians assert that the sun stands still tbree 
times on St. John's Day, and they account for its 
apparent panse at the time of the summer solstice 
by the fear which seizes on it at the thought of 
its downward career tow~ winter. The mixture 
of nuptial and funereal ideas connected with tbis 
Midsummer festival gives it a double nature; one 
set of its rites and songs being joyous, as if to exult 

• T.,....hcbeoko. Y. 75. 
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over a marriage, and the other trltgic, as if to lament 
for a death. In the former case it appears to be 
a mystical union between the elements of fire and 
water that is celebrated; in the latter the downward 
course of the sun towards its wintry grave. It iii 
true that the feast of All Saints generally occurs 
Bome weeks before the summer solstice, and there
fore it might at first sight seem difficult to explain 
as solar myths any allusions to decay or death that 
may be conveyed in its songs and customs, were it 
not well known that the Church arbitrarily altered 
the time of many popular festivals, and may there
fore in this case have transferred .to the week after 
Whitsuntide what were originally Midsummer cere
monies. 

The custom of rolling a blazing wheel on St. John's 
Day, .. to signify that the suD. asoends at that time 
to the summit of his circle, and immedistely begins 
to descend again'," common to so many lands, ill 
observed also in some of the Slavonic countries
in Croatia, Carinthia, and Galicia·. To the same. 
festival in all probability belonged in olden days the 
decidedly heathenish rites whioh in modern times 
have been celebrated either in the week after Whitsun
tide, or on the Sunday lifter St. Peter's Day, June 
29. The Bacchanalian character of those rites made 
the clergy anxious that they should not be observed 

'Quoted by Kemble Crom & media>val MS. See Kelly'.' 
"CurioBitiel of Indo-European Tradition and Folk·lor .... p. 68, 
.m .... " full account is gi· ... n 9f Bimilar cnotoml in other countri ... 

• Grimm, DwUCM Mytltolo~, 6110. 
&2 
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during the fast preceding that day, and so they have 
been transferred to a period a little before or after 
it. They bear the name of .. The Funeral of Kos
troma," or of Lada or Yarilo, and they evidently 
symbolize the decay and temporary suspension of 
the vivifYing powers of nature as winter comes on. 
In the Governments of Penza and Simbirsk the 
.. funeral" used to be represented in the following 
manner :-A girl was chosen to act the part of 
Kostroma. Her compa~ions then saluted her with 
low obeisances, placed her on a piece of wood, and 

• carried her to the bank of a stream. There· they 
bathed her in the waters, while the oldest member 
of the party made a basket of lime-tree bark, and 
beat it like a drum. .After that they all returned 
home, to end the day with games and dances. In 
the Murom districts Kostroma was represented by a 
figure made for the most part of straw, and dressed 
in female attire. This was carried to the water's 
edge by a crowd which divided into two parts, of 
which one attacked the figure and the other defended 
it. At last the assailants gained the day, stripped 
the figure of its dress and ornaments, trod it under 
foot, and flung into the stream the straw of which 
it was made. While this act of destruction was 
going on, the figure's defenders hid their faces 
in their hanWl, and seemed to deplore the death of 
Kostroma. 

A simiIar custom prevails in the &rawf Govern
ment. but the figure which is there escorted to the 
grave is supposed to represent the Spring. In 
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Voroneje the people used to .meet in an open place, 
and decide who should represent YariIo. Whoever 
was chosen for that purpose was fantastically clad, 
and had small bells fastened to his dress. Then, 
holding in his hand a mallet-an ancient emblem of 
the thunderbolt-he paraded around, dancing, sing
ing, gesticulating; and after him followed a noisy 
crowd, which eventually divided into two bodies, be
tween which a kind of boxing-match took place. 
In the town of Kostroma the people chose an old 
man, and gave him a coffin containing a Priapus
like figure representing Yarilo. This he carried out
side the town, being attended on the way by women 
chanting dirges and expressing by their gestures 
grief and despair. Out in the fields a grave was 
dug, and in it the figure was buried amid weeping 
and wailing, after which games and dances were 
commenced, calling to mind the funeral games cele
brated in old times by the pagan Slavonians. A 
similar custom used to prevail in Little-Russia, where, 
hAfore .the figure was buried, it was shaken, as if 
with the hope of awaking the dead: Yarilo,.-the 
Slavonian representative of Adonis .. 

Some of the Russian archreologists Bee in the' 
names Kostroma, Kupalo, and Yarilo, nothing more
than the designations of as many Bummer festivals, 
and it cannot be denied that those ll8JIleS are of very 
uncertain derivation-Kostroma, for instance,. mean
ing osier twigs, rods, etc., and Koster being a name 
for certain weeds, Buch as tares or darnel [Kost.jjr 
or Kostybr means a pyrel; w.hence it is supposed 
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that the mythical being may have derived its name, 
inasmuch as its figure was made of straw mixed 
with weeds,' twigs, etc. The general supposition, 
however, seems.to be that expressed by AfanaRiuf 
[Po V. S. III. 726], who says that the namcs con
veyed to the popular mind the idea of living beings, 
similar to mankind, and that they appear to have 
originated at an exceedingly remote period. 

During the night before St. Peter's Day, June 29, 
the people in some places do not go to bed at all, 
but spend the hours in games, OJ' in sitting by a fire 
kindled on a high place and singing songs till the day 
dawns, and then they anxiously watch the sun as it 
rises, being under the impression that it dances in 
the sky on that day as well as on Easter Sunday. 
As soon as its first rays appear, the leader of the 
choir begins to sing, and after him all the others 
take up this song:- • 

Oi !ado I Oi Lad 1 on the Kurgan 
The Nightingale is weaving its nest. 
But the Oriole is unweaving. 
Weave or not at th): will, 0 Nightingale 1 
Thy nest will not be woven, 
Thy young ones will not be bred : 
They will not fly through the oak forest, 
NoJ' peck the spring wheat. 
Oi Lado 1 Oi !ado'. 

. . 
The 29th of July forms, in the popular calendar, 

the first autumnal festival. Thai day, it is generally 

• snegiref, R. P. P ...... q. E-gciai .. --sIa .. onic word for a 
tumal.... The It>01g .. 01' Oriole, being goJdeu.plumaged, may 
haTe beea eIa.ed """"'S the Iile-briDgiDg binIL 
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believed, cannot pass by without thunder. In olden' 
times it was consecrated. to Perun, the thunder-com
pelling deity; since the introduction of Christianity 
it has been transferred to llya, the Thunderer, as the 
Servians call the Prophet Elijah. But, except among 
the Bulgarians, there are no special songs devoted to 
llya'sDay. 

Duriilg the harvest-tide many customs of great 
antiquity are observed, most of which seem originally 
to havebeen rites performed in honour of the deities 
who were supposed to watch over the grain-crops. 
Corn is a holy thing to Slavonic eyes; they look upon 
it as "the gift of God." In the Ch~tmas festivities 
the first song is sung in its honour: the peasant who 
isgoing to make a new loaf says, "Lord, grant Thy 
blessing I" as he takes the flour in hand, and he 
would consider as a great sin the uttering of" bad 
lal).guage" Itddressed to any sort of eorn, and also 
the "messing" of bread, or the rolling of pellets 
made of it. Such conduct God punishes, he thinks, 
with death and famine. Moreover, if a man while 
eating bread lets pieoes fall to the ground, they are 
collected by evil spirits, and if the weight of the heap 
thus formed ever becomes greater than that of the 
slovenly feeder himself, his sonl, after. death, will be 
forfeited to the devil'. On the other hand, he who 
shows fitting respect to his bread, eating it even when 
it is stale and mouldy, s~oh a o~e will not be injured 

, Afanuief, P. V. S. IlL 768. A number of oimiIar Bohemian 
traditiollll are given by Grohmann in his .4.~lavhM ttH (h. 

ira...,"" _ B./uMtt etc. pp. 102-104. 
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by the thunder, nor will water drown him, but he 
will live on, secure from poverty, to a green old 
age: 

With the spring commences the season of field· 
labour, which is inaugurated by a religious service. 
Crosses, boly pictures, and banners, round which are 
twined festoons of green leaves and flowers, are 
carried in procession to the fields, and the priest 
blesses the soil, and sprinkles it with holy water, a 
ceremony which is repeated before the commence· 
ment of the hay and corn harvests. .At Candlemas 
each peasant has a wax candle specially consecrated, 
and this he carefully preserves, in order to bear it to 
his plot ofland at seed· time and harvest: On Lady
Day, and on the day before Good Friday, small loaves 
are consecrated, which are afterwards placed near, 
or crumbled up among, the seed-corn. When the 
sowers go into the fields to sow, they bend low 
towards the east, the west, and the south, uttering 
prayers each time, and flinging a handful or corn. 
Until this ceremony has been performed they do not 
begin their regular work of sowing. • 

In the Government of Vladimir there exists a 
custom called" Leading the Ears of Corn." .About 
Trinity Sunday, when the winter rye is beginning to 
ear, the fields are solemnly visited by the peasants. 
The young people of each village meet together and 
draw up in two lines, linking their arms in such a 
manner as to form a kind of bridge, along which 
trips a little girl adorned with ribbons of various 
hues. The couples past whom she has gone run to 
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. the end ofthe lines and take up their places a~O 
that the bridge of arms is always renewed u;til~ 
corn-fields are reached. There the girl jumps down~ 
plucks a handful of ears, runs with them to the 
village; and throws them down close to the church. 
On their way to the fields the performers sing,-

The Ear has come to the corn-field, 
To the white Wheat- . 
Bo thou produced abundantly 
o Rye with Oats, 
With Wheat, with Buckwheat. 

Or,-
The Ear is going to the young corn, 
To the white Wheat. 
Where the Queen has gone, 
There the Rye is thick. 
Out of the ear a measure,. 
Out of the grain a great loaf, 
And of the half-grain a pie. 
Grow, grow, 
Rye and Oats-
Flourish richly 
Father and Son. 

When the orops have ripened, the mistress of each 
household goes out afield, bearing bread and salt 
and the Candlemas taper, and begins to reap the 
harvest. The first sheafwhich she gathers is called 
the Imyaninn,ik " and is taken home and set in the 
place of honour near the holy pictures; afterwards it 

• Imy. = nome; Imyaninui = name-day, day consecrated to 
the saint after whom a person is named. Imyaninnik, one who 
celebrate& his name-day. 
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is threshed separately, and its grain is in part mixed 
. with the next season's seed-corn, in part set aside 
as a preservative against evils. Its straw is used as 
a specific against diseases of cattle. In some parts 
of Little-Russia it is a priest who commences the 
reaping. At the end of the harvest the reapers go 
to the fields and colleet any ears which may have 
been left uncut. These they weave into a. crown, 
adorned with gold tinsel and with field-flowers, and 
place it on the head of the prettiest girl of their party, 
after which they visit the house of the owner or tiller 
of the soil, headed by a boy who carries a. sheaf 
decked with flowers, and sing,-

Open, 0 master, the new gates, 
We bring a. crown of pure gold, 
o come out, even on to the balcony, 
o ransom, ransom, the crown of gold, 
For the crown of gold is woven. 

In some Governments, as in those of Penza and 
Simbirsk, thll last sheaf is dres!jed up in woman's 
clothes. In White-Russia. the harvest-home feast is 
known by the name of Talaka.·, a. name which is 
given also to a. girl who plays the leading part in it, 
as may be seen from the fonowing song;-

Good evening, Talaka. ! 
Take, take from us 
This shem of corn. 
And put on, put on 
This fair crown with flowers . 

• ToIok! in ....... paN of R ............. the gathering at tbe 
hay or eom ",,"eat by the united Iaboar or. _ •• DeighboBrl, """ 
To161t ia • thresbiog·f100r, or • CCIl'D-field left; '" lie fallow. 
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With these good things we will go 
.To the Lord and Master, 
We will bring to him 
Thy good fortune into his rooms. 
He, the Lord arid Master, . 
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Will make ready for us the Dojinolc [Harvest-home]. 

When the Talaka is brought in procession to a house, 
the master and mistress come out to meet her with 
low salutations, and the offering of bread and salt. 
Then she is invited indoors, and given the place of 
honour during the ensuing feast, at the end of whicn 
she takes oj! her crown, and gives it to the master 
of the. house. 

In olden times these customs were probably of II 
sa.crmci8J. nature-the sheaf, for instance, which is 
now taken home and placed under the ikana, or holy 
picture, having originally been intended, in all pro
bability, as an offering to the gods. A very evident 
trace of sacrifice is manifest in the custom of leaving . 
patches of unreaped oorn in tlie fields, and of placing 
bread and salt on the ground near them. These ears 
are eventually knotted together. and the ceremony is 
called" the plaiting of the beard of Yolos,'" and it is 
supposed that after it has been performed no wizard or 
other evilly~disposed person will be able to hurt the 
produce of the fields. The unreaped patch is looked 
upon as tabooed; and it is believed that if anyone 
meddles with it he will shrivel up. and become twisteil 
like the interwoven ears. Similar customs are kept 
up in various plMs of Russia.. Near Kursk and 
Voroneje, for instance, II patch of rye is usua1Iy lef\ 
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in honour of the Prophet Elijah, and in another dis
trict one of oats is consecrated to St. Nicholas. As 
it is well known that both the Saint and the Prophet 
have succeeded to the place once held in the estimation 
of the Russian people by Perun, it seems probable that 
Volos really- was, in ancient times, one of the names of 
the thunder-god '. 

Volos in olden times was known as the God of 
Cattle, and in that capacity he, together with Perun, 
is appealed to in the oath by which Svyatoslaf ratified 
his treaty with the Greeks. Various explanations of 
his name have been offered, Sabinin connecting it 
with that of Odin. which sometimes passed in the 
mouths of the people, through the form Woden or 
WMe into that o(Wald or Wal, and Prince Vyazemsky 
connecting Vales, one of the forms of the name, 
with the Greek~. &./3E~ =..j~ Afanasief' 
cODliiders that the name was originally one of the 
epithets of Pernn, who, as thecloud-compe1Ier-the 
clouds being the cattle of the sky-was the guardian 
of the heavenly herds, and that the epithet ultimately 
became regarded as the name of a distinct deity. 

In Christian times the honours originally paid to 
Volos were traDJlferred to his namesake, St. VIas, or 

• For • oimiIar custom, aociently ol>oen<ed in Mecklenburg in 
hon01ll' of WodeD, oee Grimm'. DertUeluJ Mytltologie, p. I.L 
Dr. Mannhardf; in aD uticle recently publiobed (in Buooian) by 
the :Hoocow AJ-chaoological8oriety, ouggeoto thai, in 0DCieut time., 
the S1avoniana may hue plaited their beardo in A..yriaD faobioa, 
and add"""" in oupport of his onggeotioD the temmouy of aD am 
found in • WeD<li&h tomb Deal' Dantzie in 1855, OD which io repre
oented the faee of • man with. barred or ebequered beonI. 
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VIasy [B~sius], who was a shepherd' by profession. 
To him the peasants throughout Russia pray for the 
safety of their flocks and herds, and on the day con
secrated to him [February 11] they drive their cows 
to church, and have them secured against misfortune 
by prayer and the sprinkling of holy water. At the 
same time they carry offerings of butter to the church, 
aiid place them in front of St. VIas's picture--a 
custom which has given rise to the saying" VIas's, 

, bread is in butter 1" 
In times of murrain, when the villagers are" ex

pelling the Cow-Death" in solemn procession, they 
almost invariably carry with them the picture of St. 
VIas, singing as they go a song which will be quoted 
in full hereafter, calling on the epidemic to depart, 
seeing that St. Vlas is going through the village, 

With inceDl!Je, and wit'h taper, 
And with burning embers. 

The 1st of September is called Semen Den', 
Simeon's Day, being 'consecrated to St. Simeon Sty
lites. He is' popularly known as Simeon Lyetopro
vodets, or year-leader, inasmuch as the Russian year 
formerly began with his feast. .After Christianity had 
been introduced into Russia the 1st of March was 
for some time accepted as the commencement of the 
Ecclesiastical year, and the 1st of September as 
that of the Civil year. In 1348 a c'ouncil held at 
Moscow decided that the ~tter of these two days 
should be accepted, both by Church and State, as 
their New Year's Day, and accordingly it held that 
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position, as has already been stated, uutil the year 
1700'. 

The first week of September bears the name of 
I Seminskaya Nedyela or Simeon' s Week, and it is also 

known as the Bab'e Lyeto or Woman's Summer. . 
Some critics have derived the . name from tha. t of the / 
clust{lr of stars ~alled inJ.tus!!.~_Bab~~~~leiad~ 
which is apparent at that time of year; but it 8eemB 
really to be due to the fact that, after the harvest is 
over, and all field-work is ended for the year, the 
babas, or women, betake themselves to what is called 
special "woman's work" (bu}/i rabotm), such as 
spinning, etc. At this season the peasants predict 
what the coming winter will be like, judging by the 
abundance or rarity of the gossamer webs-the 
GermanAlteweibersommer [D. M. 744]-in the fields. 
By the Carpathian Slavonians this season of the 
year is called Bab'in Moroz-the W Qman', Frost; and 
a legend is current among them of an old sorceress 
who was frozen to death on the heights, a story 
which may have been invented in order to explain 
the strange appearance of one of those stone female 
statues which used to stand by the roadaide in some 
parts of Transylvania. 

In the villages near Moscow the peasants extin
guish all their fires on the eve of the bt of Septem
ber, and'light them anew the next morning at sunrise, 
the kindling being performed by the .. Wise Men " or 
.. Wise 'Women " of the neighbourhood. who employ 

• T~beoko, m. 1.. See 1IfIIW"', p. 1IOa. 
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special incantations and spells on the occasion. On 
this day the swallows are supposed to hide or bury 
themselves in wells. It is also set aside for a very 
singular funeral ceremony performed by the girls in 
many parts of Russia. They make small coffins of 
turnips and other vegetables, enciose flies and other 
insects in them, and then bury them with a great 
show of mourning e. An equally strange custom is 
the exp~sion of tarakans', which takes place on 
the eve of St. Philip's Fast, when a thread is fastened 
to one of these obtrusive insects, and all the inmates 
of a cottage, with closed lips, unite in drawing it out 
of doors. While the" expulsion" is going on, one 
of the women of the family stands with dishevelled 
hair at a window, and when the tarakan nears the 
threshold she knocks and asks,-

.. On what do ye feast P" [before beginning to fast]; 
to which the reply is, 

" On beef." 
" And the Tarakan on what P" she continues. 
" The Tarakan on Tarakans," is the answer. 

If this ceremony 'is properly performed, they think 
it will prevent the tarakans from returning. The 
" Old Believers," however, deem such aCts of expul • 

• It has been already mentioned that the sonl was often repre. 
Bented by the h""then Slavonians as a fty, gnat, or other insect. 
See ~(J. p. 118. 

, The TarakanB are a kind of cockroaches. They must not be 
confounded with some other inoects of a sturdy nature, and not 
easily to be expslled. or in any way subdued. which the peeple 
.aU P,.,.,aki or " Prussian .... 
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sion wrong, thinking that the presence of such insects 
brings with it blessing from on high. 

September is apt to be a gloomy month in Russia 
as far as the weather is concerned. And as the 
weather has its influence on the spirits, a number of 
proverbs are current with reference to tbe month, 
lIuch as, "As surly as September." .. September'S 
epleen has seized him," or "He has SeptemliriaB 
thoughts." 

But a good deal of merriment takes place among 
the peasants, however ungenial the weather may he, 
this being the season for 'COmmencing SUCB aatuma 
games as the fonowing, which is·called .. The Beer 
Brewing." The younger women of the village, fo}.. . 
lowed by a festive rout, go from cottage tocottagen 

offering braga-millet-beer-first to the old, and then 
.to the young. .Aft.erwards the choir-leader com
mences the following song, during the singing of 
which the girls imitate the gestures of a drunken 
man;- , 

On the hill have we bt-ewed beer, 
Lado mine, Lado, beer have we brewed ! 
For that beer shall we all meet together, 
On account of that beer shall we all part asunder: 
That beer will make us all bend the knee m dance, 
That beer will cause us to lie down to sleep. 
For that beer shall we stand up again, 
On account of that beer shan we all clap our hanas. 
With that beer shall we all become drunken, 
Now on account of that beer shall we all take tAt 

quarrelling". 
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With September begins also the threshing-season, 
The day on which a farmer begins to thresh his corn 
is looked upon, in many parts of Russia, as the name
day of his o'h-in. [The word, which is closely con
nected with the GermaIl' Of en and our oven·, means 
the - corn-kiln, or place in which the corn is dried 
before being submitted to the flail]. On the pre
ceding evening he begins to heat the ovVn-, and next 
morning he calls together the threshers, and regales· 
them with kaska. After the meal they stick a few 
ears- into each corner of the barn or corn-kiln, in 
order that their labours may prove richly productive, 
and then they fall to work, usually commencing with 
the sheaf which was gathered the first at harvest. 
time. The ovVn- has always enjoyed a share of the 
respect paid to the domestio hearth. In olden days 

- it seems to have been customary for the peasants 
"to pray under the ovin," for that practice is ex" 
pressly forbidden, together with many other hea
thenish customs, by the " Ecclesiasti6al Ordinance" 
of St. Vladimir, and one of the old chroniclers says 
of the people that .. they pray to Fire under the O1Iin." 

. In the Orel Government it is still usual to- kill a 
fowl in the ovin on the 4th of September; in some' 
other places a cock is sacrificed t1!ere on the 1st 
of November. In the Government of Yaroslaf a 
peasant who feels a pain in his loins [utfn], will go 

• ffifilaa tnwsIate. the Greek ~ by .J.uA"., in Matt. TI. 

80, where our version haa II cast into the OCJmI,n The Salvonio 
oquivaleut used in the OBtromir' Gospel (a.D. 1006-7) ill per""", 
the .. odem p""A • • stove. 

s 
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to the lower part (podlaz) of the otofn, rub l,il! back 
against the wall, and say,-

Father Ovin, cure my utin. 

Hence the old proverb says, "Churches are not 
like ovins: in them [i. e. the former] the holy 
pictures are all alike," i. e. it's all one w hetlull" 
you pray in your own parish church or in any 
other. But the old heathen worship of the domestic 
hearth, or of the omn, was confined to such 
places only as belonged to each individual wor
shipper. 

The 6th of September is one of the two principal 
days-the other being the 6th of Deecmber-s(,t 
aside for the celebration of the Bralchina, or bro
therly feast [brat = brother], held at the eommon 
expense. On each of those days the villagers go in 
a body to church, and there offer a large candle and 
have a service performed for the gaining of all thing!! 
good. Afterwards they feast together and entertain 
hospitably their friends from the neighbouring vil
lages. The relics of the meal are given to the poor, 
and any bread-crumbs that may remain undispolICd 
of are tossed into the air, in order to propitiate d,e 
unclean spirits that might he tempted to destroy the 
trees or the cornfields. 

Various other feasts of a similar nature are held 
after the harvest is over, such as the Ssuil'd.ina, 
one to which the feasters contnlmte the necessary 
ingredients [381lpat'=to pour in together]. On these 
occasions offences which may have been committed 
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during the summer, such as trespassings and the like, 
are forgiven, and much good-will crowns the feast
unless it ends in a quarrel brought about by drink. 
Meanwhile the young people betake themselves to 
their eircling dances, and sing such convivial songs 
as the following:-

At the feast was I, at the gathering, 
Mead I drank not, nor small beer. 
Vodka delicious I drank, I drank. 
Not in a cup, nor a glass, 
But a bucketful I drank, I drank. 
Home I went without wandering, 
But to the yard when I came, there I staggering 
Clung to the posts of the door. 
Oaken door-post of mine, 
Hold me up, the drunken woman, 
The drunken woman, the tipsy rogue'. 

The 8th of September, in the year 1380, was a 
memorable day for Russia, for on it the great victory 
was gained at Kulikovo by Dmitry Donskoi over the 
forces of the Tartar Khan Mamai. In memory of' 
the Christian warriors who fell upon this occasion a 
solemn festival was instituted by the conqueror, and 
was held for many years between the 18th and the 
26th of October. In 1769 Catherine II. ordered 
the day of its celebration to be changed to that of 
the commemoration of the be4eading of St. John the 
Baptist, August 29. The battle of Kulikovo having 
heen fought on & Saturday, the 'day of its comme
moration has. received the name of DlIII:triefslcaya 

1 Ten!Shchenko. V. 149-162. 
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Bubbo{a, Dmitry's Saturday-a name now given by 
the peasants to the autumnal festival they hold every 
year in remembrance of their ancestors and dead 
relatives. If at that time a thaw follows the first 
frosts of winter, the people say, Roditeli otdokhnui, 
" the Fathers enjoy repose," for they hold, as will be 
seen in the chapter on Funeral Songs, that the dead 
sufier from cold, as well as from hunger, in the grave. 
On the day of the commemoration the peasants 
attend a church service, and afterwards they go out 
to the graves of their friends, and there institute a 
feast, lauding amidst many tears the ,virtues and 
good qualities of the dead, and then drinking to 
their eternal test. So important a feature in the 
ceremony is this drinking, that it has given rise to 
a proverb, "One begins for the repose of the dead, 
and one goes on for one's own pleasure." It is 
customary on such occasions to hand over a por
tion of the articles provided for the feast to the 
officiating ecclesiastics and their assistants, a fuct 
to which allusion is made in the popular saying, 
"It is not always Dmitry's Saturday with priestly 
children. " 

During the part of the winter preceding that Christ
mas festival of Kolyada with an account of which the 
present chapter commenced, the principal amuse
ments of the younger members of a village community 
are found in the Posidyelki which have already been 
descn'bed.. It is to a great extent at these social 
gatherings ,that the conrtship of young Russians 
of the agricn1tural class is carried on-LCOurtship 
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which, in the great majority of·cases, leads to a mar
riage, some day after the cares and toils of harvest 
are over. How many relics of the past are still 
preserved in the customs attendant upon a Russian 
marriage, and how rich it is in old songs, the next 
chapter will attempt to show. 



CHAPTER IV. 

lIARRIAGE SONOS • 

• 
HAVING formed some idea of the various other divi
sions of the Olnyadnuiya Pyesni, or Ritual Songs
many of them relics of pagan worship or mytl.ical 
doctrine ·which, after having undergone a more or 
less serious change, have come down to our own 
times, and still live in the memories and on the lips 
of the Russian peasantry-we will now proceed to 
glance at that mass of popular poetry which is closely 
connected with the social life of the people, specially 
consecrated to days ofmmily joy or mourning. The 
principal occasions on which songs of this kind may 
be heard are those of a wedding or of a burial, and 
therefore it is mainly to the marriage and funeral 
customs of the Russian people that this chapter and 
the next will be devoted. The Marriage Songs 
alone are numerous enough to form a bulky volume; 
but all that can be done here is to attempt, in a 
hasty sketch, to convey some idea of their nature and 
their wortm 

Before introducing the songs themselves, it ,,-ill be 
necessary to give some account of the marriage 
customs and rites which they, for the most part, 
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accompany and illustrate. These customs differ 
somewhat in the various districts of Russia, but their 
purport is always the same, however much their form 
may have been warped by time or accident. Teresh
chenko has devoted to the subject a volume of 618 
pages, giving a detailed account of the mode of con· 
ducting a marriage in nine distinct Russian provinces, 
as well as in Little-Russia, White.Russia, and Li· 
thuania. In the rapid sketch of a peasant wedding 
in the present day which I am about to give, I 
shall partly rely upon the animaj;ed picture drawn 
by Ruibnikof [m. 347-409] of a marriage in the 
neigbbourbood of Lake Onega, and partly upon that 
contained in the eighth chapter of Tereshchenko's 
exhaustive treatise. 

In the districts to- which Ruibnikors account 
refers, "the marriage ceremony has developed," he 
remarks, "into a complete scenic representation," 
of which, in order to understand it aright, it is 
necessary to be familiar with this list of 

DRAM.A.TIS PERSONlE. 

Tbe Knyaz [Prince], i. e. The Bridegroom. 
The Knyazhna, or 

K711/agfnya' [Princess), i. e. The Bride. 
The Tuisyatsl.71' [Captam 

or Chief], i. e. The chief of the Bride
groom's party. 

'fbe DI"UZMi [drug = friend], i. e. 'l'hA Groomsmen. 

1 In Russian an unmarried princess is called Kn!llJiJW, a married 
one Knfll!ltngtJ. _ ~I . 

- 1 Tuisyacha = 1000. 
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The BC!J/are' [Lords], i. e. The male members of 
the bridal cortege, 
called also P(f!Jezzhane 

. [PC!J/ezd = cortege]. 
The BC!J/druini [Ladies], i. e. The female members of 

the cortege, called also 
Bryudgi. 

The Voplenits(Z' [Wailer], i. e. The mistress of cere
monies, who directs 
the whole course 
of the wedding, so 
far as what takes place 
in the bride's hOlll'e 
is concerned. 

These are the principal characters, but bebide~ 
them there are also the &at and 81~'aklv~the male 
and female match-makers, and a number of youtl.s 
and maidens who attend upon the bride and bride
groom. In some districts, it should be obs(''l"Ved, the 
Voplenitsa is nnknown. 

The bride and bridegroom, in the districts of 
which Ruibuikof speaks, have generally become 
acquainted at the gatherings caned Besyedas, and_ 
have glided into a sort of informal engagement, 
during which they have been known as a parochka, 
or pair. At last, having ascertained that the girl's 
family will not object, one autumn or winter day the 
lover has begged his father or godfather to go to her 

• Tbia tenD ;., &lao applied to aU the memben of the bridal 
party. 

• y t>pi1' = to .... il or lOb. She io &lao caUed the P14J:aultcloiha, 
(pl"}at' = to cry). Hare will he Aid about her in the ant 
chapter. 
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parents and ask for her hand. So the envoy has set 
out on the Svatanie, or match-making, attended by 
various other members of the bridegroom's family. 

They always start at night, and they choose a bye
way, so as not to meet anyone, for a meeting would 
be an evil omen. Having arrived at the hQuse of the 
bride's father, they H'nock at the window and ask for 
admission. Milosti prOM, " Do us the favour," is the 
ordinary reply. When they have come in they are 
asked to sit down, but they refuse. " We h.ave not 
come," they say, "to sit down, nor to feast, but to 
ask in maITiage. We have a Dobry Molodets', a brave 
youth; you have a Krasnaya Dyevitsa, a fair maiden. 
Might not the two' be brought together?" The 
parents of the bride return thanks for the compli
ment, on which the visitors tl1ke off their caps and' 
sit down to a meal'. When it is over the match
makers ask for a !inal answer. The parents at first 
plead for delay, but, if they see no objection to the 
match ... eventually give their consent. Upon this a 
candle is lighted and placed before the"holy picture, 
and the contracting parties,having crossed themselves 
and uttered a prayer, strike hands on the bargain, 
and settle. the matter. After the Ru1cobitie [ruM, a 
hand; bit', to beat] the girl generally begins to 
lament, and to entreat her relatives to break off the 
engagement. Let them do what else they will with 

• Thi. i. the stereotyped term in the sOngs for their heroes. 
D6bry = good; Molod6to = (1) B yo~th; (2) B young bachelor; 
(3) B gay, daring. brave young spark or springald: in this sense 
the word is orton accentuated Mcilodeu. 
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her, she cries, she will be their faithful servant; 
only let them not send her away into a land of 
strangers, and so forth; or perhaps her wailing takes 
a narrative form ;-

Not two ravens have flown together in the dark 
forest, 

Nor have two warriors ridden together in the open 
plain, 

But two match-makers have met within my home, 
I n the ehief, the revered corner, the place of honour. 
The first of them is my father dear, 
The second is a match-maker from the abode of 

strangers. 
They have taken close counsel together, 
They have lighted candles of pure wax 
Before the wonder-working picture, 
And have crossed their bright eyes, 
And have strock hand upou hand ... '. 

Iii. the distriets of which Tereshchenko speaks, the 
Svtilanie is performed somewhat differently. Very 
often it is the girl's family which makes the first 
move, its members sending a Scakha, or female 
match-maker, to suggest the idea of the marriage to 
the youth's parents. They receive her as if in tctal 
ignorance of her designs, and she at first pretends to 
have dropped in accidentally. Presently, however, 

. she proceeds to business. If the idea proves accept-
able, the youth's parents in their turn send a Suat 
ro carry on the parleying. An agreement is BOOn 
arrived at between the two families, aud then the 
young people make each other presents, and their 

• RwDuikol, UL aoo. 
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engagement is celebrated by a feast, at which only 
cheerful songs are sung, such as 

The nightingale flew 
To the coppice green, 
To the birchwoods bright. 
To a spray, without heeding, 
The nightingale flew. 
That spray so alluring, 
That verdure enchanting, 
The nightingale pleased, 
The songster delighted: 
He will not c1'epart from it now . 

.And so-the Bong goes on to say, introducing the. 
names of the youth and the maiden-Luka I vanovich, 
without any settled purpose, came to -Efim's hruse, 
and then saw the fair Prascovia Andreevna, and, 
having seen her, 

Part from her he cannot, 
But wed her he will'. 

Two days after the hand-striking, cQntinues Ruib
nikof, begins the ceremony of porucMnie, elsewhere 
called obrucMnie, or betrothal. During the interval 
the bride, as she may now be called, visits her rela
tives, attended by half a score or a score of other 
girls, with whom she sings various songs and 
zapldchld, or laments. . 

Towards the end of the second day arrive the 
bridegroom and his friends. The Tuisyatsky ~nd 
gI'oomsmen lead the way, and, having left. the bride
groom and the rest of his escort at some house in the 
village, go straight to the bride's house, where ihey 

, Tereohchenko, u. 117-12-1. 
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entreat her friends to get her ready as soon as pos
sible. This being promised, after a fce has been 
paid to the Voplenitsa, the recognized directress of the 
ceremony, the bridegroom arrives with his fcstive 
train, and the whole party.sit down to a table covered 
with a white cloth and provided with bread and salt. 

Meanwhile the bride has been adorned in wedding 
apparel, with a fata, a sort of veil, on hcr head and 
covering her face. When 8he is ready her friends 
form a procsesion, and bring her in state to the table 
at which the guests are S!l3ted. In front, together 
with the Bozhatka, or Godmother, go the Peredov
shchiki and Pered(fVshchitsui, the "Foremen" and 
" Forewomen" [pered or pred= before]. The bride 
follows, leaning on the arms of two girls called 
PristavliJnitl'Ui [Pristrivit = to set over, etc.] When 
the procession draws near to the table, the leaders 
open out on both sides, and the bride is led up to 
it, while the chorlis of girls, standing in one of the 
corners, sings what are called PripyellafnuiYIL songs 
[pripyiv = accompaniment of song, or refrain; prip
yevlit' = to accompany with singing]. 

The Tuisyatsky then asks the bride's relatives to 
unveil her, saying, "We have come to see not a 
veil, but a bride." They comply, and the unveiled 
bride bends low to the bridegroom's relatives in 
general, and to the Tuisyatsky and the " Young 
Prince" in particular. "Is the young Princess lyuM 
[pleasing] to yon?" ask the "Foremen." The 
bridegroom expresses his satisfaction by a silent 
inclination of the head, but his escorters cry loudly 
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. "!/guM, LguM " [She is, she is pleasing]. "But ask 
tlie young Princess," they continue, "if our young 
Prince is lyubto her." The bride replies by a low 
bow or salaam (Russian peasant women do not curt~ 
sey, but bow low as the men do, in oriental fashion), 
but her attendants exclaim "Lgub, Lgub " [He is, 
he is pleasing]. 

The bridegroom now rises from the table, and 
hands to the bride a tray with two glasses of vodka, 
the Russian whiskey. She takes them round-the 
bridegroom filling them as they are emptied-first 
to her own relatives, then to those of the bride-· 
groom. When all have been served, the young people 
help themselves, and, having signed !l- cross over their 
eyes, strike their glasses together, the bridegroom 
trying to lift his glass highest, so as to pour some of 
its contents into the bride's glass, his friends ex
claiming, if he is successful, Ai-da m61odets, "There's 
a fine fellow!" After this the· bride retires from 
the table, and the VoplCwitsa intones.8o song begin
ning, 

Grant Thy blessing, 0 Lord God, 
On the holy, and happy hour, 
On the prosperous time and season .... 

Meanwhile the bride sits on a bench, and the women 
of her family lament over her, bewailing her impend
ing departure to" the land of strangers." When they 
have finished, the bride herself begins to sing sadly, 

No leisure have I to be sitting here, 
To be talking and chattering. 
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The season for work has come, 
The mowing time and the haymaking ..•. 

Then she rises, takes the tray with glasses, and 
again makes the round of the guests, whose praises 
meanwhile the Vcplenits4 sings, ending with those of 
the bridegroom, who is helped !aRt, describing how-

He sits there bright as a burning taper; 
When he speaks it is like the giving of roubles. 

. . . . 
Hi.~ ruddiness is taken from the sun; 
His fairness from the white snow. . . 
His cheeks are like the crimson poppy, 
His bright eyes are the eyes of a hawk, 
His brows are black with the blackness of a sable .•.. 

Then comes the p()T'UCMnie, the act of betrothal. 
" Its essence," says Rnibnikof, "consists in this, that 
the bridegroom, having lifted a g!aS8 of vodka to his 
lips, should take the hand (rukal of the bride, and 
press it." After this the glasses are removed from 
the table, and the bridegroom offers to the bride a 
casket of presents. She takes it away from the 
table, but immediately brings it back, remarking that 
the key does not accompany it. The Vcpleniua ad
dresses the bridegroom, singing,-

Thou hast given a coffer of metal ,,!ork, 
Now give the golden key. 

The bridegroom unlocks the ClI!!ket, and the bride 
carries it off, inspects the gifts, and then usually re
turns her thanks in BOng:-
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Wherefore, 0 youilg son of thy father, 
Hast thou given me a coffer of metal-work? 
No Priest's child am I, 
No Deacon's child am I, 
But the child of a simple peasant. 
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After this she again offers spirits to the bridegroom's 
relatives, who soon afterwards, having been feasted 
and presented with various gifts by her family, retire 
to their homes.· When they have left, the bride 
goes the round of her own relations, serving them 
with drink, and receiving gift;s from them--from the 
men ribbons and kerchiefs, and from the women 
shifts and pieces of different stuffs, and the like. 

Aftcr the betrothal come two or three Vecherim7ci, 
or social gatherings, of which the last, on the eve of 
the wedding, is the most important. In the central, 
provinces of Russia this is known as the Dyevichnik, 
[dyeva, dyevitsa=a maiden J. Of this" girls' party" 
we will now give a description, following the account 
given by Tereshchenko [n.126-130J. The day before 
the wedding the bride's unmarried friends meet at 
her house, and spend the evening with her, bewailing 
her coming departure, consoling her in her grief, and 
inspecting her wedding-dress and presents. When 
it grows dark a number of candles are lighted, and 
Khlyeb-sol', bread'and salt, and Karavat"a particular 
kind of cake, are placed on the table, The girls then 
lead the bride to a raised seat, and group themselves 
around her in a ring. One of their number wraps tbe 
bride's head in the wedding-veil, and leads the songs, 

- in which, accompanied with many tears, they describe 
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her impending departure from among them, and the 
altered form of life which she will have to adopt. After 
. a time they take off the bride's veil, and begin comb. 
ing her" ruddy tresses." Unmarried RU8Hian girls 
wear their back hair hanging in a long, single plait, 
adorned with ribbons and sometimes, especially in 
Little-Russia, with :flowers. This plait, called MSa' 
is a maiden's chief ornament, the cherished object of 
her care, the principal source of her girlish pride. 
Its unplaiting is a sign of the change which is coming 
upon her, for married women do not wear the !awi. 
Their back hair, if it is not cut short, is worn in two 
plaits, which are generally wound round the head, 
and concealed under a kerchief. 

During the unplaiting of the kOHfi the girl who 
superintends the operation begins to sing,

o my plait, my plaitling, 
My dear plait, 
Ruddy and golden ! 

And the girl who is assisting her replies,
Early is it to unplait thee, 
And for the long journey, 
The long one to prepare thee ! 

'When the bride's tresses have been combed out, and 
her lcosa is about to be plaited anew, she sings,-

1\' ot for gold do I mourn, 
Nor mourn I for bright silver. 
For one thing only do I mourn. 
For the maiden beauty 
Of my ruddy KQaa.. 

• .Ko.oi = oIanting. beut. x-i .... OOTen! m .... ingw, lignifying, 
Cor inata...,." a Ie"the, a .,......00 "Pit of JancI, ric. 
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. To which one of her friends replies,-' 

Weep not, weep not, dear Prascovia, 
Make not unhappy the fair maidens, 
Stain not with tears their white faces, 
Nor break the strength of their hands! 
Not for ever shall we remain unmarried, 
Singing of our maiden freedom. 
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While the kosa is being replaited the cho~s sings,-

o thou my dear, my ruddy kosa! 
o thou my dear, my silken kosnil, • ! 
Do thou plait, 0 my bride, 
Plait thy braid, ever so finely, 
Tie the knots, ever so tightly! 

When the plait has been braided as tight as possible, 
and tied with blue laces, the bridegroom's brother, the 
Svaklta, or some other personage deputed for the pur
pose, arrives, and begins bidding for it. To the sale 

• of the kosa a great many songs are devoted, such as, 
It was not a horn that in the early morning sounded; 
It was a maiden her ruddy braid lamenting. 
Last night they twined my braid together, 
And interweaved my braid with pearls. 
LuU I vlmovich-Heaven requite him !-
Has. sent a pitiless Svakha hither. 
My braid has she begun to rend. 
Tearing out the gold from my braid, 
Shaking the pearls from my ruddy braid. 

The intending purchaser stand!! at the door, and 
bows to the company. Then he tries to get at the 
l({)su, but the girls keep him off, while the bride 
weeps and sobs. Turning to her brother, or to one 
of the girls who represent'!! him, she entreats him to 

• The !rom'1e i. the bunch of ribbons at the end of the Ie .. a. 
T 
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defend her, and not to sell her kosa, or at all events 
not to sell it cheaply. The girls sing,-

Stand to it, brother ! 
Brother, hold out 1 
Sell not thy sister 
For a rouble, for gold. 

The brother replies,-

Dear to a brotber is a sister, 
But dearer still is gold. 

Then in chorus the girls exclaim,-

Tartar of a brother , 

The purchaser now goes up to the bride, and Ifys 
hold of her kosu, throwing money on the table all a 
sign that it has been sold and bought. This sale, in 
the north-ea.st districts to which Ruibnikor s account 
refers, takes place the next day, just before the bride 
goes to the church. 

After the sale of the koso' has taken place, the 
girls sit down to table, and sing the Karallui [cake] 
song,-

The Kura:caf. 
FOD all the family is fit. 
Let the young Princess, 
Taste it to-morrow ; 
Then will the young Prince 
Love the young Princess. 

In some places it ts believed that it the bride tastes 
the cake on the eve of the wedding her hUliband will 
not love her. After the cake song, a number of others 
are sung, their tone being generally in accordance 
with the feelings displayed by the bride. 
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One of the most poetic of the ideas to which the 
ceremonies of this girls' party gives expression, is 
the division by the bride of her krasota among her 
maiden companions. The. word usually means 
"beauty," but, on this particular occasion, it is 
applied. to "a kind of c;rown made of ribbons and 
flowers," which is placed on the table before the 
bride. It is intended to represent the ornaments 
which she used to twine in her braided hair in her 
girlish days, and so to typify the maiden liberty which 
she is about to exchange for the subjection of married 
life. Of the songs devoted to this subject, the 
number of which is very great, the following is a fair . 
example:-

o my friend, beloved companion, 
Whither shall I send I!ly beauty P 
Shall I let it go into the woods P 

Soon will it lose its way. 
Shall I let it go into the meads P 

Long will it wander about. 
Shall I let It go down to the stream? 

There will its feet be set fast. 
I will give my beauty 

To my dear companion, 
To that sweet fair maiden, 

Dear Olinka. 
With her my beauty 

. Will find a shelter; 
The darling one will be lapped in ease. 
A mother of her own has She, 

A father of her own ; 
Brothers has she, bright falcons, 

Fair swans are their wives ' • 

• Teres.hch('nko, n. 893. 

T 2 
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After supper the girls retire for the night, to 

return the next morning and prepare the bride for 
the marriage ceremony. 

We will now proceed with Ruibnikof's account. 
Part of the day preceding the marriage, he says, is 
spent by the bride in paying farewell visits to her 
rt;latives. To her godfather she addresses the fol
lowing zaplal'hka, or lament:-

I have come to thee, 0 my bright Sun, 
Beloved parent-Godfather, 
I, the young one, have come to thee, 
To bend low my forehead, and bow down. 
Do thon forgive me, father dear! 
I have been a giddy girl; . . . . 
Bless me, father dear, 
With an enduring benediction! 

And before her godmother she sings,
Farewell, my own, 
Thou never-enough-to-be-looked-on Sun! 
Bless me, 0 my mother, 
Bless, and be not angry ; 
Remember not, my own, 
11[ y girlish follies, 
My careless words! 

Someof the bride's relatives spend thc night before 
the wedding in her father's honse. In the morning 
she awakes them with laments devoted to that pur
pose. Afterwards she addresses one of her married 
friends, asking her what parting with one's kith and 
kin (rod-plemya) is like. The reply is that-

Hard is it to part 
From one's kith and kin, 
From one's father and mother. 
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Hard is it to become accustomed 
To another family, 
To another father and· mother 
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Presently the Svakha begins to unplait her braided 
hair for the last time, amid much wailing song. 
When the operation has been performed, the bride is 
arrayed in wedding attire. Meantime, in some places, 
the bridegroom and his friends-or the friends only, 
the bridegroom having gone on to the church-have 
come to the house, and are waiting in the Syeni' at 
the open doors. They beg that the bride may be 
brought 'to them, and at last, after their request has 
been many times repeated, the" Princess" appears, 
attended by her relatives and attendants, but stops 
short at the door. Again the bridegroom's friends 
demand the bride, but are told first to " Cleanse the 
threshold; then will the young Princess cross the 
threshold." On this the bridegroom's frienus place 
Bome 'copper coins in a bowl, and offer them to the 
bride's relatives, who take a grosh or two apiece, and 
then open their ranks, and let the bride pass through 
into the Syeni. There they all "pray to God," and 
then-if the bridegroom is present-lead the young 
people up to each other. The bridegroom places one 
hand on the bride's head, and with the other turns 
her round three times" as the sun goes," while in 

• Thi. word ill a very difficult one to trans!&to. In the bous .. of 
the" gentry" it means the antechambe .... or room. througb which 
admiaaion is gained to the reception.rooms. In a peasant's house 
it repre.ents the .pace not devoted to the " keeping.rooms." l 
have IOmetim .. tranelated it by .. the passage .... 
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doing so, if he is adroit, he gives her a kiss. Then 
they enter the "living-room," and sit down to table, 
after the bridegroom has given a present to the 
children of the family, who have previously occupied 
all the places, in order to induce them to give up 
their seats. About this time, in the districts of which 
Ruibnikof speaks, takes place the sale of the bride, 
which, in the province referred to by Tereshchenko, 
occurs at the girls' party on the previous evening. 
The Tuisyatsky makes the purchase, handing money 
to the bride's female relatives till they pretend to be 
satisfied, on which the groomsmen cry, .. Ye have 
sold the bride: she is yours no more." After this 
they prepare to go to church, but not before the 
bride has received her mother's last blessing. This 
is conferred at various times in different districts, 
but always in the same manner. The mother takes 
the holy image from the corner of honour, and blesses 
her daughter with it. To this ceremony the last 
lines refer in the following song. The word SUALi
ruinya, which oceurs in it, is an abbreviation of GUIfU,

daruinya, lady or mistress :-
"Matushka! what is that dust on the plain? 
Sudaruinya! what is that dust on the plain ?" 
" My child, the horses !}ave galloped about: 
My darling, the horses have galloped about." 

" Matushka ! guests to our courtyard have come' 
Sudaruinya! guests to our courtyard have come !" 
•• My child, do not fear, we .-ill not gh'e thee up: 
My darling, fear not, we will not give thee up." 
.. Matushka! now they are mounting the steps ! 
Sudaruinya! now they are mounting the steps '" 
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"My child, do not fear, we will not give thee up; 
My darling, fear not, we will not give thee up." 

"Matushka I into the house" have they gone I 
SudRruinya I into the house have they gone I" 
" My child, do not fear, we will not give thee up; 
My darling, fear not, we will not give thee up." 

" Matushka I at the oak table they sit I 
Sudaruinya I at the oak table they sit." 
"My child, do not fear, we will not give thee up; 
My darling, fear not, we will not give thee up." 

"Matushkal down has the picture' been taken I 
Sudaruinya I down has the picture been taken I" 
"My child, do not fear, we will not give thee up; 
My darling, fear not, we will :not give thee up." 

" Matushka I see, they are blLssin~ me now I 
SudRruinya I see, they are bl~~Bing me now I" 
"My child! may the Lord be ever with thee I 
My darling I may God be ever with thee' I" 

.As soon as the young couple arrive in the church, 
says Tereshchenko, the priest begins the wedding 
service. Over the heads of the bride and bridegroom 
the groomsmen hold crowns [vyentsui, whence the 
rite is called vyooclianie, or crowning]. The crowns 
must be allowed to press to some extent on the 
head, for if, in order to .prevent the bride from being 
wearied, her crown is.kept actually above her head, 
the peassuts augur ill for the happiness of her 

• The _ytJ gCW'fliIN, literally, .. the new apartment," hut the 
epithet baa no rilal meaning. 

• The obraz, or ieona-the &&cred picture-taken down froID the 
wall, in order to he uaed in the maternal benediction. 

• Tenshchenko. II. I~ 
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married life. But if it is allowed to drop on her 
head, terrible misfortunes are expected. Omens are 
looked for also in the burning or the tapers which 
the young people hold in their hands. 

When the nuptial benediction is pronounced the 
priest puts the wedding rings on their fingers, and 
then, having joined their hands with a piece of white 
linen, he leads them round the reading-desk. After
wards he three times gives them red wine to drink, 
and tells them to kiss each other. The ceremony is 
over". 

The bridegroom now leads his bride, says Ruibni
kof, to his home. On the top of the steps lc-..wng 
into the house his father and mother meet the 
young couple, and bless them with bread and salt, 
while some of the other relatives pour over them 
barley and down, and give them fresh milk to drink; 
the first that they may live in harmony and happi
ness, and the second "that their ehildren may be 
not black, but white." The young people enter the 
house and sit down on a bench, the Princess [now 
no longer called Knyaz}ma but Knyagfn!Ja, as being 
a married woman] hiding her face from sight with a 
handkerchief. Then comes her mother-in-law, or an 
aunt, takes away the handkerchief, divides her loosely 
hanging tresses into two parts, and sets on her head 
the PQwfnik, or married woman's headdress. After 
that begins the KnyazhenelJJky Stol or .. Princely 
Table," the "wedding-breakfast" of Rnssian pt."3-

• T aeobebt:nko. II. J3&-131. 
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sant life, which is celebrated with great mirth and 
spirit. Towards the end of it the young couple 
rctir;e to their chamber, round which, in old times, one 

. of the party, called a Klyetnik, used to watch. 
The next day, after having taken a bath, the 

young wife makes presents to the relations of her 
"Prince," and t'? the Tuisyatsky, and a little later 
her husband goes to his mother-in-law's house, where 
she offers him an omelette. It is customary for him 
to make"a hole in the middle of the omelette, into 
which a groomsman' pours maslD-butter, or oil-and 
then breaks the pot from which the maslo was taken. 

Some days later a dinner is given by the bride's 
. mother to all the relatives on both sides, at the end 
of which a number of presents are made. And at 
the end of a week the bride's family are entertained 
by the bridegroom. Finally each of the persons who 
took part in the wedding invites the young couple 
either to a dinner or an evening entertainment. 

{&uibnikof asked how much the poorest peasant would have to 
pay when hiB daughter was married, without counting church fees, 
snd the following list of expenses was made out for him:-
For .",tertainmenh, ete. 8 to 10 ronbl.s 
For 1 or 2 vedro. of spirits • 8 .. 16 .. 

(The cedro being about 2l gallons). 
To bridegroom's father, 3 .hirts and 3 towels. 2.. 5 .. 
To bridegroom'. mother,6 shifts and 10 towel. 40.. 7' .. 
To bridegroom's parents, a countsrpane ea<:h t.. 1 .. 
J'or presents to Tuioyat.ky 1.. It .. 
To the lnytuJ:Ji, a .hift each 2.. 6 .. 
To others, towel. and shirts 2 n 6 .. 

27l .. 521 .. 
. Or from about 4'. 88. to 81. 61. of our money. 
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So much is this tax f.lt by the poorer p .... nts. that in BODlO ..... . 

saya Ruibnikof. they allow their d.ughters to make" run·a ... y 
marriage .... in order that the expen.e of a regular wedding may 
b. avoided. In aueh c .... the marriage is formally oolemniZl'A in 
a church. but the domestic rite •• re omitted.] 

This sketch of the nuptial customs of the present 
day will, I hope, assist in rendering more intelligible 
than they would otherwise have been, the specimens 
of marriage songs which will follow. Some of them 
are specially interesting and valuable, inasmuch as 
there may be discovered, in them traces of the habits 
and customs of the heathen Slavomans with respect 
to marriage, a subject on which no great amount of 
direct light has been thrown by history. 

The earliest of the chroniclers of Old-Russia, the 
monk Nestor, writing towards the close of the 
eleventh century-he died abont A.D. 1114-states that 
very different ideas, with respect to wedlock, pre
vailed in heathen times among the various Slavonic 
tribes in the neighbourhood of the Dniestcr. 

There were the Drevlyane, he says, who were un
acquainted with marriage, but who" carried ofT girls 
at the water," probably taking advantage of their 
coming out to the river for water 7. Among sever .. l 
other tribes, he remarks, such as the Syeveryane, for 
instance, a milder custom prevailed. Their young 
men were in the habit of carrying ofT their brides, it 
is true, seizing npon them during the religious festi-

• Soloviet' tbinb thai the .. onIa .. among them there .... DO 

marriage," merely mea thai the DreTIYaDe paid DO attention to 
the wiaboo or the '.rojlj .. from .. bU:h they took their wiYeL-Lt. 
Boa. L 7'- . 
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vals which they celebrated from time to time in the 
villages, but then the capture or abduction was per
formed with the consent of the girls themeel ves. The 
Polyane, on the other hand, had regular marriages, on 
the occasion of which a dowry was paid,namely, a sum 
of money given to the bride's parents in return for 
their consent. For if the bride was not captured, at 
all events she was purchased. This custom is sup
posed to be typified in the game and choral song 
called .. The Sowing of the Millet." The singers 
form two choirs, whicli face each other and exchange 
winged words. This song, it is as well to remark, 
belongs to the class of those devoted to vernal rites, 
a fact which may account for the invocation of Lado, 
the deity of the Spring and.of Love, which iS,repeated 
after every line of the original . 

. The first chorus begins, 

We have sown, we have sown millet; 
Oi Did-Lado, we have sown I 

To which the other relllies, 

But we will trample it, trample it, 
Oi Did-Lado, will trample it. . 

Then they sing alternately, 

1. But with what will ye trample it? 
2. Horses will we turn into it. . 
1. But we will catch the horses. 
2. What will ye catch them with P -
1. With a silken rein. 
2. But we will ransom the horses. 
1. What will ye ransom them with P 
2. We will give a hundred rmibles. 
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1. A thousand is not what we want. 
2. What is it then ye want? 
1. What we wantis a maiden. 

On this one of the girls in the second choir goes 
over to the first, the two sides singing respectively, 
" Our band has lost," and" Our band has gained." 
The game lasts until all the girls have gone over 

. from one side to the other ". In a corresponding 
Servian song the winning side says in plain terms, 
" If ye will not give us a maiden, we will take one 
by force." 

To the forcible carrying away of the bride seems 
to refer, says Orest :Miller, "a long series of 
nuptial songs from all parts, not only of Russia, but 
of the whole Slavonic world." In them the bride
groom is spoken of as a foreigner and a stranger, 
who has been wafted, Heaven knows whence, by a 
black cloud, and who is sUITounded by brave com
panions, hostile to the bride. Even among the 
Czekhs, whose ideas have been considerably modified· 
by foreign influences, the arrival of the bridegroom 
is still annonnced by the words, "The enemy is 
near at hand." " The bridegroom, that evil thief, has 
come," says a Vologda song. In Russia he is often 
called, also, after the invaders of the land, the Tartars 
or the Lithuanians. 

In order to get at the bride the bridegroom has "to 
batter down the walls of stone," to "let fly the arrow 
of pearl," to .. shatter the guarding locks." She 

• Sakbarof, L iii 'n. 
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looks upon him as her destroyer, for whom she must 
unplait her maiden braid, by whom her girlish beauty 
will be ruined. One of the many acts in the long 
drama, as it were, which is performed at every pea
sant wedding, consists in a representation of the 
attack and defence of the bride. Thus, in Little
Russia, when the bride's tresses have been un
plaited, and the cap is being put on her head, she is 
bound to resist. with all her might, and even to fling 
her cap angrily on the ground. Then the grooms
men, at the cry of "Boyars, to your swords I " pre
tend to seize their knives and make a dash at the 
bride, who is thereupon surrounded by her friends 
who come rushing to the rescue' . 

. In some parts of Russia, on the. eve of the mar
riage, all the doors of the house and the gates of the 
yard are closely shut, and when the bridegroom 
comes they are not opened until after long parleys, 
whicn evidontly refer to the purchase of the bride, 
Numbers of the songs refer to such bargains. One 
of them, for instance, tells how the" match-makers" 
arrived, and how, taking aside the bride's father,-

... The hurling of old .hoe. after the bridegroom among our
selves may b. a relic of a similar custom, It is a sham assault on 
the person carrying oft' the lady, and in default of any mOl'. 
plausible explanation, and we know of none such, it may fairly bo 
considered as probable that it is tbe form of capture in it. last, 
state of disintegration!' For an ~xhaustive account of cc the 
origin of the form of capture in marriage ceremonies," see the 
erudite book from which this somewhat doubtful suggestion il 
taken, Mr, J, F. McLennan's" Primitive Marriage." Edin~rgh, 
lSG5,·Svo. 
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They began to inquire about the white swan, 
Began to fur the price of her dear unfuttered free-

dom. 

Then thus does the father fur the terms,

"Let her freedom be set at a hundred roubles, 
And her ruddy tresses at a thousand, 
But the beauteous maiden is beyond all price." 

On hearing this the chief of the matuh-makers 
begins to brag, and promises the father shall recci ve 
"towns with their suburbs, and villages with their 
surroundings." Finding this of no avail, he tries 
the effect of flattery, praising the residence of the 
stubborn father, and the gait and speech of his 
yaung son. But, continues the fair cause of the 
barga~g,-

Not on that account would my father give way, 
Nor would he barter away my dear unfettered free

dom. 
But cunning was the evil one, the chief manager of 

the marriage. 
Close up to my father did he press, 
Low before him did he bow down, 
Promising him, once and again. 
Forty measures of green wine, 
Forty casks of mighty beer. 
On that my parents did give way, 
And bartered away my freedom and liberty 
For that Bweet green wine, 
For those small wine cops. 
Ruinously did they drink away their possessions, 
And squandered my freedom on debauchery" 

, Rwlmikor, HI. 36&-1-'>4. 
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In the olden days, to which these songs are sup
posed to refer, women were ilot thought worthy of 
any great respect, and if the bride's parents were 
unwilling to part with her it may have been because 
they did not like the idea of losing a useful servant, 
or of transferring to other people " a living broom 
or shovel"-to make use of a popular Slavonian de
finition of a woman. In those patriarchal times a 
daughter was -utterly at the mercy of her parents, 
and they might even sell her if it so pleased them. 
And in one sense it may be said that it did please 
them so to do, only the girl's purchaser was her 
future husband, and the purchase-money formed a 
species of dowry-for their benefit. 

But although her parents have treated her cruelly 
in thus bartering away her liberty for money, yet the 
bride mourns bitterly at having to part from them. 
They may have betrothed her during her infancy, 
swinging her away from them in her cradle-the 
Russian cradle being suspended instead of being 
placed on rockers--according to the expression used 
by a young wife in the following song:-

o my Fatherl 
o my Motherl 
When did ye ruin me? 
Then did ye ruin me, 
"When my mother bare me, 

And having borne me, laid me in the cradle, 
And three times swung me. 
The first time, alas l 

To an unknown land. 
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The next time, ala~ I 
To an unknown father. 

The third time, alas I 
To an unknown mother I. 

But it grieves her to have to leave her old home, 
to give up her maiden liberty for a wife's state of 
subjection, and to pass from among kindly and 
familiar faces into a circle of unfriendly strangers. 
Such are the expressions used in one of the numeroull 
songs of which some account has already been given, 
those sung during the unplaiting of the bride's kOHlI, 
or plait of hair;-

In the house of my own father, 
In the house of my own mother, 

I used to comb you, 0 ruddy treSHeIl 
Amidst the oaks afield. 

I used to wash you, 0 ruddy tresses, 
In fountain water cool. 

I used to dry you, 0 ruddy tresseR, 
On the steep red steps in front of the hOIlRC, 
J n the rosy light of the rising Bun. 
But now in that unknown, far off land, 

In the house of my husband's father, 
In the house of my hllilband's mother, 

I shall have to comb you, 0 ruddy tresRCs, 
Within a curtain'd recess. 

I shall have to wash you, 0 ruddy tresses, 
Iu the wave of my bitter tears. 

I shall have to dry you, 0 ruddy tresses 
In the longing of my grief' . 

• <>rest lliDer, (JIorutMtratAy, 1. ZO. Qnot..1 (rom a 1'.1<,,( c .. l. 
k<1ion. . 

• orest Miller, (JIorut. I.!l. Qnot..1 (rom a Penn ""lied ion. 
I han taken the ho.rtJ' of turning the .to.i iato u t-." 
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When she' thinks of j;he family into whioh she 
is about to marry, the bride (in what are supposed 
to be the older songs) shudders, looking upon its 
members as "bears," 'or as "pieroing thorns and 
stiitging nettles." Dnthe other hand, she is looked 
upon by them in an unfavourable light, being oon
sidered a" she-bear," !Po " oannibal,'" a" sloven," and 
so forth. In one song, for instanoe, a girl oomplains 
as follows :-

They are making me marry a lout 
With no small family. 

Dh I oh ! oh I oh dear me I 
With a father, and a mother, 

And four brothers 
And' sisters three. 

Dh I oh I oh! oh dear me I 
Says my father-in-law, 

" Here.oomes !Po bear I" 
Says my mother-in-law, 

"Here oomes a slut \" 
My sisters-in-law ory, 

"Here oomes a do-nothing I" 
My brothers-in-law exclaim, 

" Here oomes a misohief-maker I" 
Dh I oh I oh I oh dear me' I 

She complains bitterly of the conduct of her father 
and mother. In !Po Siberian song !Po daughter says 
that her'parents have" locked up their stony hearts 
in a ooffer, and ll.ung the keys into the blue sea; and 
in a Galician song a young wife says that her wishes 
have been utterly set at noughetby her relatives, for, 

.. Shein, t. 131. 

u 
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He whom I love truly 
_ Stands there outside. 

To one whom I have never seen 
Have they given my hand. 

Better would it have been for her, she says, if her 
father had taken his sharp sword and struck off " her 
ill-fated head," than that he should have condemned 
her to captivity in an unknown land; for whither 
she is going she knows no more than a leaf driven 
before the wind. In some of the Bohemian nuptial 
songs a very sombre future is held up before the 
eyes of the bride. " Wait a little, dark-eyed maiden," 
they say to her; "thou art destined to weep without 
ceasing. After the first week of married life not a 
day will pass without tears. And when a month has 
gone by, thou wilt weep even more." No wonder 
that the bride, finding all her appeals to her parents 
fruitless, turns to her brother, and, as we have already 
seen, entreats him to help her. 

In some places, as has been mentioned before, 
during the betrothal ceremonies a present of money 
is made to the bride's brother. In Galicia, when he 
accepts it the chorus sings,-

ThOll Tartar, brother, thon Tartar I 
To sell thy sister for a thaler, 
Her rud%!air for a piece of six, 
Her fair for nothing at all. 

Sometimes, however, the bride takes a more busi
ness-like view of the transaction, as, for instance, in 
the song which (in the Baratof Government) her 
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companions sing while the bargaining with the brother 
is going on:- . 

It is dark, dark out of doors, 
But darker still in the upper chamber. 
The Boyars have seized the gates, 
They bargain, bargain for Dunya. 

Bargain, bargain, brother, 
Do not sell me cheaply! 
Ask for me a hundred roubles, 
For my maiden tresses ask a thousand, 
But my beauty is beyond appraising. 

Enter Boyars I 
Enter Boyars ! 

Long have we expected you'. 

While the trading is going on, the bridegroom, in 
many districts, stands outside the door, even if it be 
in the depth of winter, and must not come into the 
house till the bargain is struck. . 

Finding her appeals to her lather and brother use·· 
less, the bride indulges in imprecations against the 
Svatui, aild Svakhi, the male and female arrangers and 
managers of the marriage. In one song she entreats 
her father to take the Svat out of doors, .. and comb 
his head with a harrow;'! in another she begs her 
attendant maidens to fasten a sharp knife in her hair, 
so that when the Svakhi come to unplait it they may 
cut their fingers. And in return for the service the 
chief Svat has done her she hopes there may be 

To him forty sons, 
And to him fifty daughters. 
That the sons may never get wives, 
And the daughters may find no husbands. 

• Tereshchenko. 11. 1144. 

U 2 
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Sometimes these imprecations are uttered, not by 
the bride, but by the friends of her girlhood, who, 
on the eve of her wedding, assemble at her houHe for 
the Dyevichnik, or girls' party, of which a description 
has been given. Among the numerous Bongs Bung 
on that occasion, bewailing the approaching 108s of 
the bride's" maiden freedom," and the "beauty" 
with which that freedom is associated, is one" in 
which a being called the "White Kika" threatens to 
destroy the bride's maiden beauty, the Kika being 
here most likely a type of married life, for that word 
means some sort of head-covering in many Slavonian 
dialects. 

The songs about maiden freedom convey a favour
able impression of the manner in ~hich the Old 
Slavonians used to treat their daughters. Not only 
her mother is constantly spoken of by the bride 
in terms of warm affection, but her father also • 
• ' Where hast thou grown up, Kalinushka," asks a 
Galician song [the Kalina being the gnelder-roseJ, 
"t.hat thou hast become so slim and tall, and that 
thy foliage has spread so widely?" "In the meadows 
beside the fountain, beside the cool waters, away from 
the wild winds, and from the scorching sun." 

.. Where hast thou grown up, 0 maiden, that thou 
hast become so beautiful?" .. In my father's honse, 
in the pleasant shade." 

"Whatever the father-in-law may be like," says 
one song, "-he never can be the same to you as your 

• A Vologda oong. 
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born father;" or as another more poetically expresses 
it, "However warm the winter may be, yet for all 
that it is not the summer." But the songs which 
most graphically depict the affection existing between 
parents and their daughters are those which have 
special reference to the case of an orphan bride. In 
them she grieves bitterly at the.thought that she has 
no parent to bid her God-speed on her new path in 
life, but she is not without some hop~ that her father 
or mother will stand beside her in ghostly shape 
on the day of ~er wedding, if not to give her away; 
at least to bestow a blessing upon her. 

o my brothers I ye bright falcons! 
Enter into the church of God! 

Strike three times on the bell ! 
Split open, damp mother earth! 
Fly asunder ye coffin-planks! 
Unroll, 0 brocade of gold! 
And do thou rise up. 0 father, batyushka! 
Say farewell, and give me thy ,blessing! . .. . 
I am borne away by my own, my brothers, 
Give me thy blessing, father, batyushka'. 

In one of the Little-Russian songs a dead mother 
transforms herself into a rain-cloud, and pours a 
fruitful shower over the village in which her daugh
ter is about to spend her married life. It seems 
from the songs, says Orest Miller [Opltit. I. 114], as 
if the severity with which parents treated their 
daughter!!' in the old" patriarchal" days, and th" 

, Ruibuikof. III. ~. 
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state of dependence in which they held them, had 
become greatly altered as time passed by. In what 
some commentators suppose to be the oldest relics of 
Slavonian nuptial poetry, the bride is purchased from 
her relatives by a stranger, whom she is compelled, 
much against her will, to follow to his home; and 
there she is treated by his family in a manner which 
makes her look back with fond regret to the rela
tives she has left behind. But in anothcr group of 
wedding songs, later in date than the first it is sup
posed, but still ancient, the bride is represented as 
being allowed to choose a husband for herself, and 
she looks forward to being treated by his rclativcsas 
kindly as by her own. 

In the songs which are now sung by the bride, or 
addressed to her, at the time of her wedding, the oM 
complaints are still kept up, but they are Cor the most 
part conventional, an~ have but little or no real 
meaning. The bride is still expected to weep and 
wail at the idea of leaving herfather's house, and the 
bridegroom still, by deputy, goes through a form oC 
bargaining for her, but these customs are but symbol ii, 
survivals from a period of sterner domestic relations. 

The following account of how her mother coun
selled Maryusbka EllIDovna [Mary, the daughter of 
Euthymus] may be taken as a specimen of the nup
tialsongs which refer to the brides's right of sel(!ction, 
and which are more in accordance with mo<km sen
timent than most of the marriage poems :-

Her mother has counselled :Marvushka. 
Has given counsel to her dear Efimovna. 
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.. Go not, my child, 
Go not, my darling, 

295 

Into thy father's garden for apples, 
Nor catch the mottled butterflies, 
Nor frighten the little birds, 

Nor interrupt the clear-voiced nightingale. 
For should'st thou pluck the apples 
The tree will wither away; 
Or seize the mottled butterfly, 
The butterfly will die. 

And should'st thou frighten a little bird, 
That bird will flyaway; . 

Or interrupt the clear-voiced nightingale, 
The nightingale will be mute : 
But catch, my child, . 
My dear one, catch 

The. faloon bright in the open field, 
The green, the open field'~" 

Maryushka dear has caught, 
Caught ;,as the dear Eflmovna, 

The falcon bright in the open field, 
The green, the open field; . . 
She has perched him on her hand, 
She has brought him to her mother . 
.. Mother mine, Gosud8.ruinya, 
I have caught the falcon bright'." 

In another song her mother leads Maryushka from 
thl terem, or women's ohamber, into the room in 
which the guests are sitting, "the young men in 
bright array," and there makes her sit down by her 
side, saying,-

" Choose, my child, 
My dear one, choose, 

• Sakharof, 1. iii 12 •. 
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Out of unknown guests a known one, 
Out of the youths a youth in bright aITay. 
For with that youth thou hast to lead thy liff', 

To lead thy life, and me, thy mother, to forget.." 

Then the maiden chooses, and tells her mother on 
whom her choice has fallen, ending with the words, 

With him, dear mother, will I lead m1.. life, 
But thee, my mother dear, I never will forget '. 

Sometimes a girl who is awaiting her lover's visit, 
sings thus:-

Go down, 0 ruddy sun ! 
But rise, thou gleaming moon! 
And shine through all the night, 
Through all the dark night shine, 
On all the road, on eve!] path! 

So may'st thou yield thy light to my betrothed, 
To my dear love Ivan; 

That so he may not miss his way, 
Nor have to turn again, 

Nor wander in the forest lost, 
Nor in the river drenched; 

So that no evil men ou him rna, fall, 
No sayage dogs may drive him far away. 

Away from him my Jife is weary, 
Away from him my life is sad'. 

When her lover leaves her for a time be gives her 
a golden ring (persten', a signet-ring, or one set 
with gems, from perst, a finger], .and receives 
from her a gold ring in exehange [Kortse, a plain 

• Sakharor, L ill. u .. ". I Sakbarof', I. iii. 1%3. 
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. circlet, like our own wedding-ring, from Kolo, a 
circle]. 

It is not a falcon flying across the sky, 
It is not a falcon scattering blue feathers, 
But a brave youth ganoping along the road, 
Forth from his bright eyes pouring bitter tears. 

He has parted from his home, 
The Lower-River track, through which . 
In all her beauty Mother Volga flows. 
He has parted from the maiden fair, 

_ And with her as a token left 
A costly diamond ring ; . 

And from her has he taken in exchange 
A plighting ring of gold. . 

And while exc4anging gifts thus has he spoken, 
Forget me not, my dear one, 
Forget me not, my loved compani;n. 
Often, often gaze upon my ring; 
Often, often wilt I kiss thy circlet, 
Pressing it to my beating heart, 

Remembering thee, my own. 
If ever I think of another love, 
The golden circlet will unclasp: 
Should'st thou to another suitor yield, 
From the ring the diamond will fall'. 

Sometimes she tells her companions that their 
turn will come, and lovers ev;n better than her own 
will be theirs, but that she shall not envy them, so 
contented will she be with her lot. She does not 
now look on her suitor as her enemy, or her pur
chaser. He is her loved one, who showers gifts on 
her relatives. And those relatives, instead of regard
ing her as a mere "living broom" to be sold into cap-

• Shain, I. 303. 
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tivity, prize her, and mourn at having to part with her. 
When she goes to her new home her father-in-law 
shows himself in the light, not of "an evil bear," 
but of a loving parent. So happy is she that she 
prefers drinking water with her husband to indulging 
in lllead with her mother. 

Beyond the hill Khveklunka is weaving wreaths; 
Her mother sends messengers after her. 
" Come, Khveklunka, to drink mead." 
" I will not come, mother, to drink mead. 
To me to drink mead, is drought, 
But to weave wreaths, is beauty." 
Beyond the hill Khveklunka is weaving wreaths; 
Samuska sends messengers after her. 
" Come, Khveklunka, to drink water." 
" To thee will I come, Samuska, to drink water. 
With thee to drink water, to me is beauty; 
Without thee to weave wreaths, to me is drought·." 

In a number of Little-Russian songs, indeed, she 
finds her lover far kinder than her parents, for they 
refuse to help her when she is drowning . 

.As the maiden sank, 
She called to her father, 
" 0 father dear I 
Do not let me drown ... " 
".My dear child, 
I cannot swim, 
I dare not go into thl! river." 

Then she appeals to her lover, who immediately re
plies in th~ most prompt as well as sensible manner, 

.. lly dear girl 1 

• A. White-X ....... lOng: Tere.beheoko. u. HI. 
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I dare go into the water, 
.And I know: how to swim," 

and then proceeds to save her • 
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.AB soft and romantic a sentiment; as breathes in 
some of the Great-Russian songs which have been 
quoted, makes itself felt also in the corresponding 
utterances of the other Slavonic nations. In one of 
the Moravian songs a mother, who is vexed at her 
daughter's readiness to get married, paints a very 
gloomy picture of the husband who is awaiting her, 
and of all his family, constantly remarking" It was 
you yourself who would have him." To which the 
girl replies, .. Yes, I chose the rose blossom for my
self. That betrothed of mine is dearer to me than 
all the world beside."· So much in Bohemian songs 
does many a girl love her betrothed, that for his sake 
she willingly parts with her green wreath-the type of 
maidenhood-being ready to place it in his hand "if 
only he will always love and cherish her till death 
itself." In one of the Servian songs a bride is asked 
if she does not grieve at leaving her mother. "Why 
should I grieve P" she replies. " In my loved one's 
house, I am told, I shall find a still better mother." 
In another a mother is represented as bitterly 
grieving over the daughter who is about to leave 
her, but the daughter herself feels little sorrow, she 
longs so to be with her bridegroom. 

'Ve have seen from some of the songs that among 
the Russian peasantry considerable liberty of action, 
with reference to the choice of a husband, has long 
been ('onceded to girls. In this respect the despotism 
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of fathers has greatly altered since the patriarchal 
times, to the severe tone of which 80 many of the 
wedding songs bear witnes!l. .And the ecclusion of 
women which was practised by the Boyars during 
the" Moscow period," a custom introduced by them 
from the East, and borrowed from them by the mer
chant class, seems scarcely to have been known to the 
peasantry. Among what may be called the Iligher 
and middle classes, it used to be customary for a 
bridegroom not to see the face of his bride until 
after the nuptial as well as the betrothal ceremonies 
had come to an end, but the young people of the 
lower classes seem never to have had to submit to 
any such restrictions on their elective privileges. 
For a long time, at all events, there has been full 
freedom of intercourse between the young men anll 
maidens of the Rnssian villages. The houses of the 
peasants are not, as a general rule, large enough to 
,allow their women much seclusion, and as it is cus
tomary for men and women to work together in the 
fields, the barriers between the sexes, which it would 
be difficult to maintain at home, cannot well be set 
up out of doors. But the occasions on which the 
young people in Russia most easily form acquaio~ 
ance with each other are the summer Khoroyods and 
the winter Posidyelkas which have been described 
in the introduct<>ry chapter. .At these, as has 
already been remarked. the youths aod maidens have 
every opportunity of falling in love, and of e<>m. 
mencing a court1!hip which, 88 a general rule, termi. 
nates in a'marriage. 
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Of the numerous songs referring to such love
matches one specimen has been given at p. 31. 
Here is anotlier of the same kind. It is supposed to 
be sung by a chorus of girls, in honour of a bride
groom who rejoices in the name of Andrei Polikar
povich, the bride's name being Avd6tya NikoIaevna. 

As from her nest, 
Her warm little nest, 
A young -bird has fluttered forth, 
And down from the apple-tree bough 
Has flown away to the open fields, 
The green fields, the grassy meadows; 
There has plucked up by the roots a blade of grass, 
Then flung the blade of grass aside; 
But afterwards has cropped, the little bird has 

cropped, . 
Has plucked a poppy blossom; 

And, having plucked, has fallen in love with it. 
So from the terem, the terem, 
From the fair, the lofty terem, 
The fair, the lofty ,the bright, 
From under her mother's care, 
Has come forth the fair maiden, 
Has come forth, has hastened out, 
The sweet fair maiden, Avd6tyushka. 
Out into the wide courtyard 
Has gone the sweet Avd6tyushka, 
Into the green garden and grove of cedars. 
'1'h6- dear Nikolaevna has sat down 
At the new, the oaken table, 
Has looked round at the guests, the new arrivals, 
All the new arrivals, strangers to her. 
And she has chosen herself a bridegroom. 
Not a single one of those there was to her liking. 
Avd6tyushka has chosen for herself, 
Nikohievna dear has chosen for herself, 
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Has chosen thee Andrei, our master, 
Thee Andrei PolikRrpovich. 
And now, having chosen, she has fallen in love, 
:Fallen in love with him, grown proud of him. 
" Oh 1 how fond I am of him 1 
Oh 1 how dear he is to my heart 1 
Oh 1 how I can never be tired oflooking at him 1 
Oh 1 how I can never gaze at him enough 1 
Oh 1 how I never want to part with him'I" 

• 

The right of choosing their husbands, which is at 
least partially enjoyed by Russian peasant girls, is 
claimed by their sisters in other Slavonic lands. 
Even among the Slovenes, who are said still, 
as of old, to call their young girls" shovels" and 
"brooms," and among whom a bride is obliged, the 
day after her marriage, to do all the menial work of 
the household herself-even among them a girl is 
seldom called upon to marry an utter stranger. 
As a general rule her hand is asked for by some 
young man who has made her acquaintance at 
the games in which both sexes take part. One of 
the marriage customs still kept up among the Slo
venes serves to prove that women were anciently 
looked upon by them as the servants of their 
husbands, but also shows that the wife's position 
became improved at some later period. After a 
marriage the bride is obliged to take her husband's 
boots ofl'-a custom which prevails in Russia a13o
but having done so she hits him over the head with 
one of his boots, by way of a protest against the idea 

• SakharoC, I~ ill. It!. 
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of inferiority implied in the function which she has 
just fulfilled. ¥ a Slovene bride, indeed, contrives 
to reach the church porch before her husband, after 
the marriage-service is over, she hopes that she will 
enjoy a life-long supremacy over him-an idea which 
is shared by brides in many lands. In Russia the 
struggle between young married people is as to which 
of the two shall be the first to tread on the cloth 
laid down for the bride and bridegroom t.o stand on. 
But the idea of a wife's possible supremacy over her 
husband would be impossible, one would suppose, 
among people who took so low a view of the social 
status of women as appears to haye prevailed among 
the heathen Slavonians. In every land a young wife 
is liable to the distaste for her new home, the long
ing after that of her girlish days, which is expressed 
in the following song. The first two lines are what 
is technically called a Pripyevka-something which 
accompanies the song. generally a refrain, here a 
prelude. Like the PriIlkazka, which often stands at 
the head of the Skazlca, or tale, it usually has 
neither meaning of its own, nor connexion with what 
follows. 

Through the currant bushes 
There flowed a stream, 
What time my mother 
Bare me, the unhappy one. 
Having chosen unwisely, 
She gave me in marriage, 
To go to a; distant, 
Unknown home. 
My father-in-law 
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Scolds me for nothing; 
My mother-in-law, 
For every trifle. 
I will flee, dart away; 
In a cuckoo's shape: 
I will fly to my home, 
To my father's home. 
In his garden green 
Will I take my place, 
On the apple-tree 
My mother loves. 
I will cuckoo cry, 
I will sadly wail, 
Till my wailings sad 
Make all eyes weep, 
Till the garden is drowned 
In bitter tears. 

Through the pasRages 
My mother speeds; 
Her daughters-in-law 
She rouses up. 

" Up, up I in ha.~te, 
My daughters dear! 
What bird is that 
In our garden there?" 
.. I will shoot it dead," 
Cries her eldest son. 
" I will drive it away," 
Cries her second SOD. 

Says the youngest son, 
" I will go and look 
If it IIl!ly not be 
Our sister sad, 
From among strange folk, 
From her far-off home, strange folk 

among_" 
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" Come, come, sister, 
Into our chamber come. 
Tell us about your sorrows, 
Ask us about ours·." 
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It must not be supposed that all the Russian mar
riage songs are of this mournful cast of thought. 
Here, for instance, is one of happier tone, intended 
to be sung in honour of the husband's father (Ivan 
Ivlmovich) and mother (Anna Ivanovna):-

Our young Boyaruinya has strolled through the 
room&. 

In her hands she held an embroidery frame. 
!)n the frame was stretched a piece of rose-coloured 

velvet. 
Three patterns has the Boyaruinya embroidered. 
The first pattern she embroidered-
The morning dawn with the white light. 
The second pattern she embroidered
The bright young moon with the stars. 
The third pattern she embroidered
The red sun with its ·rays. 
The morning dawn with the white light, 
That is love and agreement with one's wife, 
Great love from all one's heart. 
The bright young moon with the stars 
Is Ivan with his sons, . 
Doar I vanovich with his falcons. 
The red sun with its rays 
Is Anna with her daughters 
Dear Iv8.novna with her swans". 

• Shein, I. ~31J. In another version or the same lOng it is not 
her brothers who make such harsh observations, hut her silte!'!!
in-law, while her" bom sister" comea to ber aid . 

• Quoted rrom a Penn eollection by Orest ~iller. aMuf. t. 17. 
X 
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And here is another in which a very poetic view is 
taken of the relative positions of husband and wife :-

"Little did I, the young one, slumher at night, 
Little did I slumber, but much diCl I sec in sleep. 
Just as if in the middle of out courtyard 
There grew a cypress tree, 
And another sugar· sweet tree; 
And on the tree were golden boughR, 
Golden boughs, and boughs of silver." 
Then spake the head of the household, the master. 
" I, my soul, will explain to thee thy dream .•• 
The cypress tree-that is I who am thine, 
The sugar-sweet tree-that is thou who art mine: 

.And the boughs on the tree are the children who 
are ours, 

Our children, children dear '." 

In the olden time the celestial divinities were sup
posed to be favourers and protectors of marriage, and 
the first nuptial crown was attributed to that hea
venly framer of all manner of implements who forged 
the first plough for man. And so in some of the 
songB-ilne of which has been quoted [p.198]-a 
prayer is offered up to a mysterious smith, beseech
ing him to construct a golden nuptial crown, and out 
of the fragments of it to make a wedding-ring, and a 
pin with which to fasten the bridal veil 

In another song a divine being is asked to come 
to the wedding, and to forge such a marriage as may 
be firm. strong. long enduring, eterual-one on which 

. , O. Hiller, C'fwat. I. II, (rom tboo Perm ..,IIeetion. 
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the wind may blow without Rcattering it, and the rain 
may beat without washing it away, and which the 
sun may dry without turning it into dust. 

In one of the songs mention is made of a golden. 
horned stag-one of the forms, perhaps, of the solar 
deity-who promises to be present at a.marriage, and 
to light up the whole courtyard wit);t his antlers. But 
the mythic personages who are usually invited to a 
wedding, with a view towards reaping the benefit of 
their powers as metal-workers, are the saints Cosmas 
and Demian-. the Christian heroes who, as we have 
seen, have usurped the place occupied in heathen 
times by the Slavonic Vulcan .. Here is one of the 
songs in which their names occur:-

Kuzma flJld Demian, Oi Lado ! Oi Lado ! 
Give us to drink to the wedding, Oi Lado, Oi Lado ! 
F.rom Khalimon's to Peter's court . 
Lead three foot-paths. 
Along the first path 
Goes Kuzma with Demian . 
.And along the second path 
The most Holy Redeemer Himself. 
But along the third path 
Has gone Khvatei with Alinya. 

. He takes her by the right hand, . 
And leads her to the court of God, 
To the court of God; to the wedding·. 

Thus do Christian ¥1d heathen names still clash 
in the wedding songs of the Russian peasantry, just 
as, in the funeral songs to which we are now about 

• From the" Ethnographical Collection" published by the Rus
.ian Geographical Society. Pt. vi. Bihliog. l7l:1UI. II. • 

X 2 
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to direct our attention, ideas founded on the Chris
tianity of the present will be found strangely con
fused with those belonging to the heathenism of the 
past.· 

• KaYelin thinks that many olth, wedding IOngt now pl'l!8erVed 
among the common people were, in all probability, originally com· 
posed for and I111l8' at the weddingo of Prince. and Nobl... Many 
of the allWlions in the IODgt seem to him to point to lOch an 
origin; among othen the frequent mention of the tw..", the 
npper room eat apart for the women of the Camily, which ill g"'~ 
rally mppoaed to have derived in name from the Cheek word 
__ , a room. Some of the marriage """tom., he BDggeoto, 

are lIiliaI of ancient religiou.a ritea. Of lOCh • nature, for inltsn .. , 
is the progreas around a fire, outside the bonae, often peTfonned 
when the bridal proceaaion retorns &om church. Bnt those which 
are connected with ecclesiastical ceremonies, it .hould be otated, 
probal.ly come from Christian ilieece, the R1lIIian "!I~ltmill, or 
crowuing, for example, answering to the Cheek nepTum4m. 

As reganIs the complaint. of the modem bride about the" lar-o/F 
land" into which she ill about to be carried, "hen, perbapo, .he ill 
not going to leave her native .uJage, Kavelin remarb that in olden 
tim .. marriages seem not to have been contracted between IDt'Dlbera 
of the same community, who .... ere looked upon .. all forming one 
family; and therefore girIa really had to go Car from home"hen 
they married. And .. each community looked upon all othen .. 
poBBlole foes, so the bride who married into a different clan might 
fairly coWlider that Ihe .... going among not only atraogera bat 
enemies. 



CHAPTER V. 

FUNERAl. SONGS. 

FUOM the gaiety of the epitha1ami~ we now abo 
ruptly pass to the melancholy of the dirge. Mar. 
riage and death were often brought into strange 
fellowship by at least some of the Old Slavonians. 
Strongly impresRed with the idea that those whom 
the nuptial bond had united in this world were 
destined to live together also in the world to come, 
they 80 sincerely pitied the lot of the unmarried dead, 
that, before committing their bodies to the grave, 
they were in the habit of finding them partners for 
eternity. The fact that, among some Slavonian 
peoplcs, if a man died a bachelor a wife was allotted 
to him after his death, rests on the authority of 
scveral witnesses, and in a modified form the practice 
has been retained in_some places up to the present 
day. In Little.Russia, for instance, a dead maiden 
is dressed in nuptial attire, and friends come to her 
funeral as to a wedding, and a similar custom is 
observed on the death of a lad. In Podolia, also, a 
young girl's funeral is conducted after the fashion of 
a wedding, a youth being chosen as the bridegroom 
who attends her to the grave, with the nuptial 

• 
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kerchief twined around his arm. From that time 
her famjIy consider him their relative, and the rest of 
tbe community look upon him as a widower. In 
some parts of Servia when a lad dies, a girl dressed as 
a bride follows him to the tomb, can-ying two crowns; 
one of these is thrown to the corpse, and the other 
she keeps at least for a time'. And so the ideas of 
the Old Slavonians about the grave were not always 
of a sombre nature, nor are those of the Russians of 
the present day. A proof of this is afforded by the 
strange combination of grief and rejoicing which 
characterizes the festival of the Rarlunitsa. This is 
held soon after Easter, the tenth day after Easter 
Sunday being generally devoted to it in North-east 
Russia. At that time of year the dead .. Fathers " 
are supposed to feel some relief .from the cold of the 
long winter, and from the idea of their .. rejoicing" 
most etymologists derive the name of Rddunitsa 
[radost' joy, rQ,dq,ja/' 8!Ja = to rejoice]. 

This seems doubtful', but thus much id certain, that 
the festival has always been one of a partly mirthful 
nature. In olden days it seems to have commenced 
with heathen rites, after which the relatives of the 
dead wept and wailed for their lOss. Then a feast 

, Kotlyarevoky, SR, 131 • 

• Kotlyarevsky, in hi. escelJent:work H On the Funenal Rit.. of 
the heatben SIUODWu, "eomf"'l""l the name '!l :&iJJMit .. with a 
IOpposed Sanokrit word l'iJtloM = oacriJice, oJf,-ring, from tbe root 
raJ". to complete, oacriJice. de. But on thia )I. Lerch remarl .. 
that no euch word .. raJ.,.," esiate in S ..... krit. (Perbape rUM_ 
may have """n ink-ndt"!.) The author, be oay. (ao 'Juok-d "y 
A.fana.oier, P. V. S. IlL 7116), pruhably meant the Zeod "ord r4J0d 
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was celebrated over the graves, on which were scat
tered and poured some portions of the viands and the 
drinks, and revels commenced which lasted long. 
All these features are to be distinctly traced.in the 
festival celebrated by the modern Russians, only 
Christian have been substituted for heathen rites at 
its co=encement. On the second Tuesday. after 
Easter, crowds flock early in tile morning to the 
cemeteries, carrying with them small bundles, and 
there celebrate the commemoration of their dead. 
Hewho.does not have a Panikhida, or requrem, sung 
in honour of his departed " Fathers," is held to com
mit a grievous sin, for the omission is the cause of 
great pain and distress to their sad ghosts, who 
would have attended the service, and have received 
from it muoh solace. Moreover, it. is generally be
lieved that if the end of the world shall at any time 
happen to coincide with the performance of one of 
these requiems, the souls to whom the service refers 
will go straight to Paradise, along with those of the 
persons at whose requcst·it is being performed. 

After the service the mourners visit their ancestral 
graves, and wail there, uttering loud invocations to 
the dead.-Then they eat and drink to their repose, 
moistening the earth with beer; meal, or spirits, and 
strewing crumbs of their viands over it. Among 

to which a Sanskrit r8dh_ might correspond. But the guttural 
" before" in Zend has nothing in common with the sound" in the 
sy liable ". of ROJunitllil. He thinks, however, that both r&dunit8IJ 
and rtido.at''!Ia may spring from the same root as rdda~" and 
riJJh..... [Doctrinally, though not etymologically, the RM .. nilla 
may pombly have boon linked with the Indian Srtlddha.] 
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other things thus offered to the dead are coloured 
Easter Eggs, and on that account some of the pea
sants call the act of commemoration their Khris/'Jso
vanie with their departed relatives: for when people 
meet at Easter they kiss each other joyfully three 
times, one of each couple saying, " Christ is risen I" 
and the other replying, "He is risen indeed I" and to 
perform this rite, which is often attended with the 
presentation of Easter eggs, is called Khristusal' sya'. 
Newly-married couples frequently take such eggs 
with them at this time, and visit the tombs of their 
respective parents, in order to ask for the parental 
blessing upon their union . 

.After this, in Little-Russia,-where, as well as in 
White-Russia, says Tereshchenko, the joyous nature 
of the festival is most clearly seen,-singen of a 
semi-ecclesiastical nature, seminarists and the like, 
are invited to chant "spiritual songs" to funereal 
strains. Thereupon the mourners take to weeping, 
and wailing piteously. Then the senior of the party 
calls on the secular minstrels who are in attendance to 
perform. Theibegin with funeral songs, on hearing 
which the grief of the mourners bursts forth anew . 
.All of a sudden the musicians strike up a lively tune. 
In a moment all sorrow is forgotten, merriment takes 
its place, and the rest of the day is devoted to song!!, 
dances, and strong drinks. " Beer was drunk at tJw 
Carnival," says a proverb, "but it was after the 
Radunitsa that heads ached." The memorial cakes, 

a See" Ruuia in 1870," hI W. Barry, p. Iii; a Lot,k (.'OOtaining 
a gre-.. t de-al of uoeful infonnaLiou &Lout tbe .u .... iao ",.'a .• antry. 
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it should be remarked, must be supplied in odd num
bers, in threes, fives, and so forth, and must be eaten 
without sauce.-If anyone is too poor to provide 
them for himself, his richer neighbours are expected 
to furnish him with what is necessary'. 

Before speaking about the relics of old poetry re
lating to the dead which have been preserved in the 
memories of the Russian peasantry, it may not be 
amiss to say a few words with respect to the heathen 
rites celebrated at funerals by the Old Slavonians, 
and to point out such traces of the influence of those 
rites as are to be found in the customs still kept up 
at funerals among the· modern Sllivonians, especially I 

among the Russians. This subject has been so ex
haustivelytreated by Kotlyarevskyin the erudite work 
to which we have already referred, that little more is 
required than to give a summary of his ·conclusions. 
We will begin with the customs which are still ob
served on the occasion of a death in a Slavonic vil
lage.They vary, of course, to a certain extent, 
according to the nationality and the religion of the 
villagers, but still a marked similarity is to be found 
in the descriptions which have been written of them, 
whether the describer had in view the inhabitants of 
Great, Little, or White-Russia, the various Slavonic 
subjects of Austria or of Turkey, or such scattered 
fragments of the stock as the Kashoubes of the 
Baltic and the Wends of Lusatia. It need hardly 
be observed that, under the influence o~modern ideas, 

• Tercshcbcnko, v. 27-30. 
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old customs are fast dying out in all much-frequented 
neighbourhoods, and that, when it is said in the fol
lowing sketeh that such and such practices occur,.it 
is not .always meant that they are of notorious and 
constant occurrence. 

When the course of a Slavonic peasant is eviduntly 
all but run, those who are in attendance on the lIufferer 
do their best to mitigate his dying agony. For this 
purpose they often take the patient from his bcd, on 
which they think he would "die hard," and streteh 
him on the floor, sometimes on the bare earth, some
times on a couch of straw. This practice is common 
to nearly all the Slavonic peoples, among several of 
whom there prevails also the custom of clearing tho 
way for the departing spirit. Thus in Bome parts of 
Ruthcnia they make a hole in the roof over the suf-

. ferer's head, and in Bulgaria they sweep off the dust 
and cobwebs, and all else that is attached to or 
hanging from the ceiling. Some of the Slovaks alllO 
fumigate the dying person with burning grass, under 
the impression that his lIOul will flyaway together with 
the smoke, as with something of a kindred nature. 

When all is over, the window is immediately 
opened. and sometimes a cup oC water is set on the 
sill for the use of the departing soul. Some Slavo
nians place bread there aOO, and others set apart a 
chair all a resting-place Cor the spirit. .As a gcrwrdl 
rule a lighted candle is placed by the side oC the 
corpse, or in its hand. 

Within the house in which the dead man lies all 
labour ceases, so that bi.l! rest may not be disturlx,d. 
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Some. of the family prepare the body "for its long 
journey;" others go round with the tidings of death, 
or engage themselves in completing anything that 

'the defunct may have left unfinished. The W este~ 
Lusatians still keep 'up an old custom which used to 
be general among the Baltic Wends, of announcing 
a death by passing a black wand from hand to hand 
through the village. Among the Polish Mazovians, 
as soon as a peasant is dead, it is customary for his 
heir to make the round of his homestead, and an.
nounce the change of ownership to its buildings, its 
trees, and its live-stock, saying, " Your former 
master is dead. I am your new one now." The 
Lusatian Wends make a similar announcement to 
their bees also. 

The body is 'generally washed after death, but 
in Borne parts of Ruthenia and Carniola this must 
De done while the dying person is still alive. In 
some places a burial garment, a Stivan, or shroud, 
is put on at once, but in ()thers, among the South 
Slavonians for instance, this dressing is deferred 
till a later period. Great care is taken to provide' 
the dead man with what he requires on his long 
journey, especially with a handkerchief or towel; 
which is tied round the neck or waist, and with a 
coin, which is placed in the hand of the corpse, or 
wrapped in the handkerchief. The Russian pea
sants say that the dead man will require the hand
kerchief to wipe his face with after his long jour
ney, aiul the coin for the purpose of buying 
II. place in the other world; but the moneYI if 
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not the handkerchief, was unlloubtodly intonded for 
the ghostly ferryman, the Charon of the .slavonic 
spirit world. The custom of providing money fOI" 
the corpse has always been universal among the 
Slavonians, but practice varied with regard to the 
disposal of the coins, which were sometimes used for 
the purpose of closing the eyes of the dead, somo
times. thrown into the grave at the burial. Tho 
practice of furnishing the corpse with the parings of 
human and other nails, to be used by the climbing 
spirit, has already been mentioned. [See p.110.] 

In all Slavonic countries great stress has from 
time immemorial been hid on loud expressions of 
grief foro the dead. These was fornerly attended by. 
laceration of the faces of the mourners, a custom 
still preserved among some of the inhabitants of 
Dalmatia and Montenegro. The keening begins im
mediately after a death, continues until ~he body 
has been laid in the grave, and afterwards breaks out 
afresh at certain intervals. 

As a general rule a wife laments for her husband, 
a danghter for a parent, a mother for a son, and a 
sister for a brother. If there is no rclative to per
form the duty, it devolves upon a stranger. But in 
some places the lamenting is done by deputy, a pro
fessional mourner being ea11ed in for the purpose. This 
may be in accordance with the idea, prevalent among 
so many different nations, that a man's relatives 
must Dot mourn for him, that their tears woul'l 
cause him ~mfort or even pain. At the present 
day, however, the Russian 1'1a1.:afs1.chifsa, or Public 
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iVailer, is generally employed ata funeral merely 
)ecause she is better acquainted with the conven
ion81 expressions of grief than the relatives of the 
lead person can be expected to be. All Slavonic 
leoples are rich in stores of the wailings used on 
IUch occasions, but it is among the Little-Russians 
md the Servians that they flourish most luXuriantly. 
~r the dead man has been properly dressed, his 
lody is set in some appointed place, and all who are 
Jresent kiss him and say farewell to him, and drink 
:.0 his prosperous journey. Liquor is provided for 
~his purpose, and with it is brought lJread, for bread 
(or corn) plays a considerable part in the funeral 
rites. The Pinsk peasantry, for instance, when they 
take the corpse from the bench on which it is usually 
laid, strew corn on the place it has occupied, and 
set bread on the spot which its shoulders have 
pressed. 

Among most Slavonian peoples at the present day 
the corpse is put into a coffin, but the practice is 
not universal. Neither the Bulgarians nor the Mon
tenegrines use regular coffins, but they employ planks 
in their graves. The Russian word for coffin, grab, 
[Lithuaniangrabae, Gothio graban,] did not ori
ginally bear that meaning, but signified something 
dug out. 

The old heathen Slavonians commonly placed their 
dead in hollowed-out trunks of trees. Such a trunk 
is oalled kolMa, and by that name a coffin is known 
in many of the provincial dialects of Russia. The 
Slovenes used these trunk-ooffins up to the begjn-
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ning of the present century, and to this day the 
Raskolniks of the Chernigof Government still intcr 
their dead in them. 

The corpse was oftcn carried out of the house 
through a window, or through a hole made CO( the 
purpose, and the custom is still kept up in many 
parts. Among some of the Hungarian Slavonians it 
was customary to tap three times with the coffin at 
t,he corner of the izba, or at the threshold of the 
doors, and the Czekhs used to shake the bier above 
the threshold, or sign a cross with it. For under the 
threshold live the domestic deities, the guardians of 
the family, the souls of ancestors. In some places 
the old custom is still observed of placing on the 
threshold an axe, or some other implement, the axe 
corresponding to the hammer to which, in Scandina
vian mythology, a consecrating influence was so often 
attn'buted. When the corpse of a rustic proprietor 
is being carried out, it is customary in some parts of 
Poland to let loose all his cattle, that they may take 
leave of their old m38ter. 

In 'some places, after a man's body has left the 
house, his widow takes a new pitcher, and breaks it 
to pieces on the earth, and afterwards stl'ews oats 
over the ground traversed by the funeral procession. 

In former times the corpse is said to have been 
conveyed on 8llni, a sledge; whence comes an old 
Russian phrase, "to sit in a sledge," meaning "to 
be at the point of death." But by the term Bani 

was probably meant, not the modern sledge, which 
is used only in winter, but a light sort of vehicle 
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employed at all seasons of the year. A mare was 
seldom, used for the conveyance of the corpse, for 
fear she might prove barren for the future. 

The funeral rites have always been performed be
fore lunset. The sun had to show the disembodied 
spirit the way to its future abode. .After dark the 
ghost would have been obliged to wander about, 
painfully seeking its way. Among some of the 
Croatians it is customary to open the coffin before 
it descends into the tomb, in order that the sun
beams may warm it. 

As regards the ceremonies performed at the grave 
itself, we will pass over them for ~he moment, to J 
recur to them when we are dealing with the old burial
customs of heathen times, and will now proceed to 
those which follow the actual interment, and in the 
first place to the rites of purification. Of these no 
written evidence exists; their nature can be gathered 
only from the customs of the people, among which 
are the following :-The bed on which the dying per
son lay is carried out of the house, the straw of which 
use has been made is burnt, and the cottage itself,or 
its principal room, is strewed with corn .. Among the 
South Slayonians the mourners, on their return from 
the funeral, are met by an old woman, who carnes a 
vessel containing live coals. On these they pour 
water,-or else, having washed their hands, they take 
a live coal from the hearth, and fling it over their 
heads. In Ruthenia they look steadfastly at the 
stove, or place their hands on it. In olden times the 
Bohemi8.ns, when returning from a funeral, avoid~d 
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standing before the open door. Silently the living 
sat down to table, they ate without using knives, 
and they threw portions of the food under the table 
for their spirit-guests. What fell by accident was 
the share of orphan soulB who had no friends to 
nourish them. After & time the unseen banqueters 
were escorted out, and their hosts turned their atten
tion to drink and merriment. 

The customs of the present day are of an equally 
heathenish nature; some of them. indeed. seem to 
be eyen older than those just deBCrlbed. In the Go
vernment of Pinsk the peasants at their memorials 
cover a table with & white cloth, and in the middle 
aLit place a vessel in which 'Vodka, or whiskey, is set 
on fire. They also throw Balt on burning coals. and 
listen to its crackling. When the memoria.! cakes 
are ready the oldest of the party walks round the 
house, ga.res at the family graves, and invites the 
ancestors to the feast. On his ret,urn the rest of the 
party stand silent for a time, as if listening to spiri
tual aCcents, and then begin to eat, taking care to 
pour out for the dead the first three spoonfuls of each 

cfuh. 
But e\"en stranger than this custom is one kept np 

in some parts of the Go\"ernment of Olonets, in which 
the inhabitants of & village sometimes celebrate 
a joint festi'l"al in honour of their collective dead. 
Ha\"ing chosen a house for the purpose, they spread 
three tables, one outside the front door, one in the 
passage, and one in the i::ba itself. Then they go 
out of doors as if to me ... t t,heir un_n guests;anJ. 

y 
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return escorting them into the house with the words, 
" Ye are tired, our own ones; take something to eat." 
After sitting down to the first table they pass on to 
the second, and then enter the izba. There the mall
ter of the house says to the ghostly visitors, " Doubt. 
less ye have grown cold in the moist 'earth, and on 
the road, perhaps, it was not warm. Warm your
selves, our own ones, at the stove." Thereupon the 
living guests take their seats at table. Just before 
the end of the repast, when the kUiel (a sort of pud
ding) is served, the host "opens the window, and 
lets down into the street the linen in which the dead 
had been lowered into the grave," and then the whole 
party begins to escort the unseen visitors from the 
stove into the outer air, saying, "Now it is time for 
you to go home, and your feet must be tired: the 
way is not a little one to travel. Here it is softer 
for you [i. e. along the linen]. Now, in God's name, 
farewell '" And the dead are supposed to descend 
by means of the linen. just 38, on the day of their 
burial, they had been let down into the grave". 

From these interesting specimens of survival, we 
will now turn to the rites of which they are fragments, 
those with which the Old Slavonians, while yet 
heathens, celebrated the burial of their dead. 

Though the subject is one of great interest I 
do not purpose to enter at all deeply into it, for 
the evidence which its Russian investigators have 

• T...sbcbf'bko. 1Tl. 1!!3. Taken (rom D .. bkor. "D-nption 
or the Olonota Govemmeot," 
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brought together with regard to it is almost en
tirely derived from foreign and well-known sources,. 
and my main object in the present work is to render 
intelligible to the general public the speech of exclu
sively Slavonic witnesses. It will be sufficient, 
therefore, merely to allude to what has been said 
about Slavonic funerals by Greek, Arabian, Teutonic, 
and other writers-to mention how the Emperor 
Maurice [t A.D. 602] in his Strategica explained why 

. the wives of Slavonian warriors refused to survive 
their husbands; that Theophylactus, early in the 
seventh century, relates how the Roman General Pris
cus penetrated into the Slavonic territory, aI\d·cap
tured "the king of the Barbarians," one Mousokios, 
who had been celebrating a brother's funeral with 
too many wine cups-a piece of evidence which is 
valuable, and would have been still more so had 
it been clearly stated that Mousokios was really a. 
Slavonian; that the statement of Theophylactus was 
copied by Theophanes and by Anastasius the Libra
rian [about A.D. 886]; that Saint Boniface [A.D. 755] 
testified, that among the Slavonic Winedi, or Wends, 
the marriage tie was so strong that wives killed 
themselves when their husbands died, a passage 
which has given rise to much discussion; that 
during the first half of the tenth century the Arabian 
travellers, Ibn Dosta, Masudi, and Ibn Fozlan, gave 
full accounts of Sla.vonic burials, including some sen
sational descriptions of the sacrifices which a.ttended 
them, some of which accounts were afterwards incor
porated into his own work by Leo the Deacon; that 

y 2 
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Dithmar, Bishop of Merseburg [A.P. 1018J, wrote on 
the subject, and made one remark iu particular to 
which reference will presently be made; that Otto, 
Bishop of Bamberg [A.D. 1125J, has left behind him 
some valuable pieces of evidence in his letters forbid
ding burials in woods and fields, and other heathenish 
customs; that from the writings of Cos mas of 
Prague, who died in 1125, copious information is to 
be gained; and that the Latin poem by Klonowicz, 
called RO:J!olania, published at Cracow in 1584, con
tains a graphic sketch of a funeral among its picturcs 
of Ruth en ian life in the sixteenth century. The testi
monyborne by Menetius; or Meletius, in 1551, in his 
letter De sacrificiis et ydolatria vetcrum Borussorum, 
and repeated by Lasicius in his work, " De DiifJ Samo
git{lrum," is too well known to require more than 
a passing reference ". 

Having thus alluded to some of the chief autho
rities on the subject, we will pass to the consideration 
of a few of the most important facts which their 
evidence appears to substantiate, such as the follow
ing :-that the old Slavonians sometimes buried and 
sometimes burnt their dead; that, in some cases at 
least, human sacrifices were offered on the occasion 
of a burial, and that it was not an uncommon occur
rence for a man's widow to kill herself, or allow 
herself to be killed, at his funeral; and that the burial 
was followed always by a feast, and sometimcs by 
martial games, in honour of the dead . 

• Kotlya ....... ky. 1'1'. 4%-153. 
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The question as to whether the Old Slavonians 
disposed of their dead by interment or by crema
tion has given rise to much discussion, and a great 
amount of writing has been bestowed upon the ad
verse theories of Dobner and -Anton; the first of . 
whom asserted that the Slavonians buried, whereas 
the Teutons burnt, wbile the second maintained an 
exactly opposite opinion. Some writers, moreover, 
have explained that the Slavonians, while Nomads, 
used to burn their dead, but took to burying them 
when they accepted a settled form of life. Others 
have divided the heathen Slavonians into two reli
gious sects, each of which had its own ideas about 
burial. Others, again, have .held that the Slavonians 
used. to burn their dead ·so· long as they were 
heathens, but gave up the practice on becoming 
Christians; and a fourth set of scholars have sug
gested that rich Slavonians used to be burnt, while 

. poor ones could only get buried. After duly weigh
ing all these arguments, Kotlyarevsky arrives at the 
conclusion that there never was any general rule, but 
that some Slavonians buried without burning, while 
others first burnt their dead, and then' buried their 
ashes, acting in accordance with old family tradi
tions. In excavating, it is not uncommon to find 
traces of both customs in the same tom~: near the 
remains of a corpse interred without cremation lie 
the ashes of one which has been calcined or at least 
partially burnt. 

As regards the spots in which they deposited 
either the bodies or the ashes of their departed rela-
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tives, various customs seem to have prevailed. Some
times hills, and especially caves in hills, were chosen 
as burial-places. In very remote times it is possible 
that they may have buried the remains of thcir dead 
within their dwellings, under the threshold, the spot 
still selected by many of their descendants for the 
burial of unchristened babes. The Baltic Slavonians 
and the Czekhs are known to have choson fields 
and forests for this purpose. General cemeteries do 
not seem to have been known (except for strangers) 
among the heathen Slavonians, for no ancient word for 
such places occurs in any Slavonic dialect 7 

; and the 
excavations which have been made in Slavonic lands, 
bear out this idea, the tombs having almost always 
been found to stand either singly or in family groups. 

Whether the SIavonians ever sent their dead afloat 
on an actual sea it is impossible to say, but the geo
graphical position of most of them renders such an 
idea improbable, so far as the European period of 
their history is concerned. The term TtaV' for a dead 
person is supposed by some writers to imply ideas 
connected with navigation, and there seems to be 
reason for supposing that boats, or at least boat
shaped cases, were used for the reception of corpses 
at funerals, bUt these boats may merely have bee~ 
intended to allude to the (atmospheric) sea which 
the soul had to cross after death. 

From the IICCOllntJ! of the foreigners who have, 
written on the subject it may be gathered that it 
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was customary among the old Slavonians to place 
the boat, or other wooden case containing the corpse, 
on a pyre, which, after the family had taken a last 
farewell of the dead, was lighted by one of their 
number. It has been supposed, but it is not certain, 
that a particular kind of wood was always used on 
such occasions-that, namely, of the thorn, one of 
the trees connected .with the lightning. 

Together with the corpse various objects were 
burnt, or buried. The dead took with them to the 
other world, according to the popular belief, their 
favourite horses and other animals, their dress, their 
arms, and their ornaments, and many other things 
which were likely to conduce towards their comfort 
and happiness in the grave. Of certain material 
aids to the aspiring soul, such as leather thongs, 
ladders, and nail-parings, mention has already been 
made. But by far the most important among the 
companions of the dead were the human beings who 
either killed themselves, or were put to death, upon 
the occasion of 6 funeral. 
. The fact that, in Slavonic lands, a thousand years 

ago, widows used to destroy themselves in order 
to accompany their dead husbands to the world of 
spirits, seems to rest on incontestable evidence j and 
at an earlier period there can be no doubt that .. 6 

rite of suttee, like that of modern India," prevailed 
among the heathen Slavonians, the descendant, per
haps, as Mr. Tylor remarks of "widow-sacrifice" 
among many of the Europeannations, "of an ancient 
Aryan rite belonging originally to 6 period even 
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earlier than the Veda "." According to Ibn Dosta, in 
some places it was customary for the dead man's 
favourite wife to hang herself, in order that her body 
might be burnt with that of her lord; in others she 
was expected to allow herself to be buried alive with 
his corpse. To this practice there are many allu
sions in the songs' and the customs of the people. 
Among the latter may be reckoned the so-called 
" marriages" between the living and the dead, which 
have already been mentioned, and among the former 
those Moravian songs in which the dead are described 
as rising from their graves, and carrying off their 
wives or their betrothed, the Builina in which the 
dead Potok is buried together with his living wife, 
and some other poems of a similar nature. 

In addition to being accompaniell by his widow. 
the heathen Slavonian, if a man of means and dil!
tinction, was solaced by the sacrifice of some of his 
slaves. The fullest description of what occurred on 
such an occasion is that given by Ibn Fozlan, who 
declares that he was an eyewitness of .what took 
place. According to him, when one of the" RUJ!
sian" merchants, with whom he became acquainted 
in Bulgaria, died, •• they asked his girls which of them 
would die with him. One answered that she would," 
whereupon she was handed over to the care of the 
two daughters of an old woman who had tlIe appear
ance of a" yellow, wrinkled witch," and who bore the 

• E. B. Tylor'. " Primitin Culture," L 4!J ; .. here the IQlti(~ 
ia diocusoed at length. 
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name of " The Angel of Death." They kept watch 
over her till the final moment in which" the woman 
called Death's angel fixed about her neck-a twisted 
rope, which she gave two men to pull," and at the 
same time drove a knife in between her ribs, so that 
she died. Her dead body was then placed beside 
that of her lord, in a ship which had been taken 
from the river for the purpose, and which was 
propped up by four trees ,and surrounded by 
"wooden images 0.£ men and giants." With the 
human corpses were placed those of a dog, two 
horses, imd a pair of fowls, and finally the ship was 
set on fire. Just before the girl was killed, says 
Ibn Fozlan, she cried out three times, saying, 
" Look! there do I see my father and my mother!" 
and again, "Look! I see all my relations sitting 
together there I" and finally, "Look I There is my 
lord I He sits in Paradise. Paradise is so green, 
so beautiful I By his side are all his men and boys. 
He calls me: bring me to him I" And after all was 
over the" Russians" scoffed at their Arabian friend 
as belonging to a race ~ho buried their dead, and so 
gave them as a prey to worms a~d corruption; 
whereas they themselves burnt their dead at once, 
and so obtained admittance for them without delay 
into Paradise. The whole of the narrative is remark
ably interesting, but unfortunately it is not quite 
clear who these" Russians" were. Ibn Fozrnn de
scribes them as the filthiest people he had ever Men, 
and Rasmussen repudiates them as Scandinavians 
on account of the want of modesty attributed to their 
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king; but some Russian critics think they must have 
been'Varangian traders'. 

Above the spot on which thc funeral rites were 
celebrated, a mound was heaped. Ibn Dosta says 
that the ashes of the dead were collected the day 
after the cremation, and placed in a memorial urn, 
which was set up on the mound. Ibn Fozlan, on 
the other hand, states that the mound was piled 
above the funeral pyre. In some of the tombs 
which have been explored, vases have been found 
containing bones which showed traces of fire; in 
others, the remains have been discovered of bodies 
which seem to have been interred, and then to have 
had mounds piled above them. In' olden days evcry 
dne who was present at a funeral deemed it a 
religious duty to assist in the erection of the mound, 
just as now every bystander throws a handful of 
earth into the grave. 

Upon the mound, it is supposed, a memorial was 
set up in the shape of a tent, or small wooden house, 
in which not only the sonl might find rest and 
shelter when visiting the body in which it used to 
abide, but also the relatives of the dead when they 
came to mourn over his remain8. Traces of this 
custom are still to.be found in Russia. In the 

• Ibn Fozlan'. namWTe .... pub!i.hA!d in 1823 by the RUMiaa 
Academy of ~ with a Germaa tranolatioo by C. H. FribD. 
Raam ....... had preriou.oIy tnmolated it into DaWm, aud on Eugliab 
rendering of his ",eroioa appeared in the 4th "",I. at .. Bbck .. ood·. 
Magazine." Ibn Doeta' ... ork .. all pab!i.hA!d for the lim time in 
1869, at 8$. Petenburg, with DOt. aud a RUAiaD llaosIation by 
the editor, Prof. Chwolooa. 
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Government of Chernigof, for instance, ~he White
Russians still, in spite bf ecclesiastical prohibitions, 
erect over graves a kind of log-hnt. Such a con
struction is known in some other districts as a 
Golubets, a term sometimes applied to the roofed 
cross commonly set up over a grave. 

Among most of the Slavonic tribes, directly after 
the funeral rites were over came the Strava, the 
memorial feast, held above the grave, or close beside 
it. According to Jacob Grimm', the name Strava 
is one of Gothic origin, and means a funeral pyre 
[from 8traujan = 8ternere]. But Kotlyarevsky claims 
it as a Slavonic word. 

Among some of the Slavonians was celebrated 
the solemn,rite of parting with the dead, called the 
Trizna. Its name and its nature are both involved 
in some uncertainty, but the former is supposed. to 

. be akin to terzanie, laceration; and, as regards the 
latter, we know that it took the form of a meal of 
some kind, followed by games and contests, horse
races and personal combats. It was a form of 
honouring the dead which could only have prevailed 
among a warlike people-such as in a like manner 
honoured a dead Patroclus or Beowulf-and there
fore it does not seem to have been known to all 
)he Slavonians. Those of the south were partially 

1 E:Z..insr. 8c"rij'tMJ, n. 189. The words in which Jomandes 
describe. a part of the ceremoni .. performed at the burial of Attila 
are well known. .. Poatquam talibus ~eotis est de8ectus, Btra

vam super tumulum ejus, quam appellant ipsi, ingeoti commOBBa
tione concelobraot,"-D. GtItarUfft 0ri:/i1llJ, cap. iIII. 
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acquainted with it, and it is known with certainty to 
have existed among the Russians. With the courSfl 
of time it passed into the form of the StTfwa, and 
now lives in the memorial meal which follows a 
Russian funeral. 

After the tomb had closed over the body or tho 
ashes of the dead, it did not always remain intact. 
From time to time it was opened for the reception 
of new tenants, for the heathen Slavonians often 
buried in one such receptacle the .. emains of many 
generations, their respect for it increasing with the 
number of protecting "Fathers" whose abiding
place it became. This custom has been kept up in 
some Slavonic countries till the present day; and 
sometimes a corpse which has not lain long in the 
ground has to make way for a new comer. Csaplo
vies states that he was himself an eyewitness of the 
following occurrence :-A Slovene, whose mother 
had died, dug up the corpse of his father, collected 
his bones, washed them witb red wine, tied them up 
in a clean white towel, placed the bundle on his 
mother's coffin, and then buried the remains of hill 
two parenta together'. A similar practice prevails 
in Bulgaria, where, it is said, if no relative dies 
within the space of three years, the family tomb ill 
opened, and any stranger who happens to expire is 
buried in it-a custom due to the lingering influence 
of the old idea, that the grave required a victim. 

That of the rites celebrated every spring by the 
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Old Slavonians in memory of their dead, many traces 
are Iltill to be found: in the customs of their descen
dants, has been shown in the account given of the 
Rddunitsa, and of such entertainments as the Olonets 
villagers offer to their faniily ghosts. To these 
descriptions may be added one more, that of the old 
Russian practice of burying, at the commencement 
of every spring, the bodies of the unknown and un
cared-for dead which had accumulated during the 
winter in the -Uboyie domui---"poor-houses" set 
apart for the reception of the bodies of friendless 
strangers, or of persons who had been murdered or 

',who had died suddenly, and, in fact; for the remains 
of all the waifs and strays of humanity. During 
the winter these corpses lay in pits dug within the 
" poor-houses;" in the spring charitable people met 
together, took the dead bodies from their temporary 
resting-place, and buried them decently in con
secrated ground. There was a cemetery near 
Moscow called the "Potter's Field "-in allusion 
to that which was bought with the thirty pieces of 
silver "to bury strangers in "-to which the cha
ritable citizens were wont to resort on the seventh 
Thursday after Easter, there to dig graves for the 
bodies, and to have divine service performed for the 
souls, of the friendless dead. They did not know 
the names of those for whom they prayed, says 
Karamzin, but they trusted that God would know, 
and would let their prayers be of good effect. 

And now let us turn to the poetry itself-to the 
complaints, funeral wailings, or keens, uttered· at 
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the death or the burial of a relative, or, at a later 
period, over his grave--plachki, zap/4,;hld, ctc. [plakflt', 
= to cry], or Prichitan' ya [prichitdt' = to read beside, 
to complain 1- The songs with which a bride bewails 
the loss of her girlish freedom are called Prichi,.. 
tan'ya, and so were those in which mothers used to 
lament the departure of their sons to the anny. At 
times, 88 has already been shown, these z(]pldchki 
are improvised on the spot, but most' of them have 
been handed down by tradition from a very remote 
age. Such, for instance, are those in which the 
lightning is represented 88 rending graves open, and 
the spirits of the dead 88 manifesting themselves to 
mortal eyes in the form of birds. The following 
will serve 88 a specimen of this class :-

From the side of the East 
Have risen the wild winds, 
With the roaring thunders, 
And the fiery lightnings. 
All on my father's grave 
A star has fallen, has fallen from heaven .•.• 
Split open, 0 dart of the thunder, 
The moist mother Earth! 
Do thou fall to pieces, 0 mother Earth, 
On all four sides I 
Split open, 0 coffin planks, 
Unfold, 0 white shroud, 
Fall away, 0 white hands, 
From over the bold heart, 
And do ye become parted. 0 sweet lips! 
Torn thyself, 0 my own father, 
Into a bright, a swift-winged falcon; 
Flyaway to-the blue sea, 
To the blue sea, to the Caspian. 
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Wash off, my own father, 
From thy white face the mould. 
Come flying, 0 my father, 
To thy own home, to the lofty terem; 
Listen, 0 my father, 
To our songs of sadness!' 

335 

It was generally a friendly ghost that thus revisited 
the earth beneath the pale glimpses of the moon, 
being usually the spirit of a parent who sympathized 
with a child, and longed to do it 'good service. 
But there were cases, also, ~ which the Skazki, 

. or stories, bear frequent witness, in which the dead 
assumtld a baleful shape, and, 88 vampires, or were
wolves, ran riot through the world, thirsting for 
human blood. It was generally a wizard, or witch, or 
some other disreputable character who behaved in this 
manner after death, but even the spirits of persons 
who had led blameless lives might be induced, if, 
proper respect was not paid to them, to revenge 
ilhemselves on tlieir forgetful survivors. The spirit 
invoked in the zapldchki is usually that of a parent., 
who is entreated to be present at the wedding of an 
orptan bride, or at least at the time when the bride 
and bridegroom are betrothed by the joining of hands, 
and the parental blessing is bestowed on her: such 
is the case, for instance in the following lament :-

There are who will give me to eat and to drink, 
But to bless me, the young one, there is none; 
Neither the father dear who nourished me, 
Nor the mother dear who bare me. .' .. 

• Quoted by Orest MiUCJ', O/o,.ut. I. II, from a Perm coDectiOll. 
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See, 0 my sunlight, my own brother, 
If from the Nikolsk oak-wood 
Comes not the father dear who nourished me. 
For my father dear promised, 
.At the moment of swift death, 
In his very last honr, 
To be at the striking fast of hands, 
.At the last farewell, 
.At the life-long blessing '. 

The same complaint, the same longing for the 
parental blessing, is heard in the wailings of a hTirl 
who, in rude and untutored language, laments a 
mother's death;-

There stands a green oak on the hill, 
There is no wind, and yet it shakes, 
There is no rain, but it is wet. 
Many, many on the green oak, 
Many a branch and spray is there, 
Many a green branch; 
Only the green oak 
Has no golden top, 
No gilded vane, 
Such as now it ought to have 
.At this very time, 
Or in the summer fuir, 
Or in the ample spring. 

Mnch bas the fair maiden, 
Much wealth of kin, 
Many and many a relative, 
Many a close friend, 
Many a near neighbour. 
Only the fair maiden 
Has no mother dear, 
Such as she now needs, 

• Buibnikof, ru. 423. 
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At this very time, 
For the great marriage-blessing. 
There are who will give her to eat and drink, 
But to bless her there is none'. 

The next eapkichkar-also a; very unpolished one
gives utterance to the grief of a mother who bewails 
the death of a young child. 

I will sadly go 
To my own, my loved one, 
My own heart's love .... 

_ Now on this day. . • 
The sun burns not as in summertide, 
Warms not as in the spring. 
With what a fall have I let fall, 
With what a. loss have I lost! 
I will go this day, 
In sorrow and tears, 
To my loved beloved. 
" Tell me, my loved, . 
"Why hast thou deserted 
.. Thy mother forlorn? 
.. Not a word can I gain, 
.. Not a single secret word, 
.. To my careworn heart I 
" Oh listen, my loved one, 
" My own, my darling child I" 
Now am I indeed a mother ill·fated ! 
A cuckoo ill·starred in a green pine.wood, 
Such am I, ill.fated, unhappy·. 

But the most remarkable among the group of 
.. complaints" trom which we have been quoting, 
that collected by Ruibnikof.in the neighbourhood of 
Lake Onega, are the two which are intended to be 
sung a.t the funeral oC the father of a family. One of 

• Ruibnikof, 111. 423. • Ruibnikof. ill. 417, 418. 

Z 
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them, at least, seems worthy of being translated in 
full, although it runs to some lengtb. The language 
in which it is written proves, say Russian critics, 
that it is of great antiquity. I have rendercd it 
word for word, without attempting to trim it. 

After the body bas been washed and drcssed, it is 
placed upon a table, and the relatives gather around 
it. Then, turning to the widow, they address her 
in song. In the case of poor people the following 
form is nsed :-

Wert thou sitting by the painful bedside, 
Wert thou present at the parting of the spirit, 
When the soul was divided from the white body? 
And how did swift Death come to tbee? 
Came she as a beg~r·woman, a wandering cripple, 
Or as a brave youth, brisk and burly? 
Or as a stout burIak from Peu''I"Sburg' ? 

The widow replies :-
Had I been living in a rich and ample state, 
Tben I should have been sitting by the painful 

bedside, 
And I should have seen swift Death. 
Had she come as a wandering cripple 
I would have spread the hospitable table, 
J. would have fed the wandering cripple, 
And she would have left me my wedded spouse. 
And if she bad come as a brave youth, brisk and 

burly, 
I would have clothed her in coloured vestments, 
And would have sbod her witb goatskin boots, 
And would have given her a silken girdle. 
H she had come as a stout Petersburg burlilk, 

, The ""r/a~ is here a DWI .ho ~ up 10 the eitylo .ork Cor 
-age.. 
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I would have given her uncounted wealth of gold, . 
And she would have left; me my wedded spouse. 
But as I live in an accursed and unhappy condition, 
With little children dear, the cause of many cares, 
In our house there is no hospitable table, 
In our house are no sweet dainties, 
Neither are there clothes for youth, 
Nor goatskin boots for the feet, 
Nor uncounted wealth of gold. 
So I did not see my lawful spouse, 
When the soul was divided from the white body. 

Too great for the peasant-woman's strength is 
her toil, 

Too great for her mind are her accursed cares. 
Well nigh all the thoughts in my head are ill 

confusion, 
The untimely light fades from my eyes. 
How shall I bring up my dear little ones 
Without my wedded spouse? 
Shall I lose myself in the dark forest, 
Or fling myself into some round lake, 
Or drown in a swift; brook, 
So as to get rid of my great misery P 
If I become a wandering beggar, 
And rid myself of my great misery in the open field, 
Then from my great misery 
Would spring up thick forests: 
No room would there be there for my misery: 
The neighbours living around would forbid it, 
For their fertile corn-fields would be covered over. 
If I were to get rid of my great misery 
In a glorious wide lake, 
There would be never-moving rocks under the 

waters of the lake, 
And on the meadows stones that never gave way: 
So there would be no room for my misery ; 
It would become an obstacle to the fishermen. 
Were I to get rid of it in the whirling river Svir; 

z 2 
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Roaring cataracts would become fixed there ; 
There too would be no room for my misery, 
For stagnant would become the spring waters in 

the rivers. 

I will take my dear children [ and see], 
Whether moist Mother Earth will not split open. 
If moist Mother Earth splits open, 
Straightway will I and my children bury ourselves 

iu it, 
So hateful is it to me, the miserable one, 
To remain in this home life. 
Do thou forgive me, 0 my wedded spouse I 
Tholl and I have taken eounsel together, 
But never didst thou speak to me about this swift 

death. 
I would not have given thee up, 0 my wedded 

spouse, 
I would have given up.my dear children, 
And so have preserved my wedded spou!!C. 
Split open, moist Mother Earth, 
And be tholl open, 0 new coffin-planks, 
And come flying from heaven, Angels and Arch-

angels, 
And set the soul in the white brea.~t, 
And speech in the wise head, 
And white light in the clear eyes I 
And do thou arise, my wedded spouse; 
I have won-thee-by-asking from the Lord God. 
Make the sign of the cross, according to what is 

written, 
Bow low, according to the fuahion of the wise, 
Pay me greeting I 
Not alone have I invited thee, 
But with me I bring thy dear children: 
And let us return to our home life, 
For now has this life become weariness. 
It is plain that my wedded spouse remains angry 
"Tith me, on whose head are many miseries. 
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I have remained in my husband's house, 
Bread and salt have I not set eyes on, , 
And my misery have I not diminished but increased. 
Clearly this thing cannot be, 
That one dead shall return from the "grave : 
An orphan must I be without my husband 8. 

The companion song is of a similar nature, but is 
intended to be employed in well-to-do households. 
It is one which I would fain translate at equal length 
with its predecessor, but I fear to trespass on the 
patience of my readers, to whom I can convey but 
little idea of the merit of the origIDal, depending as 
that does to a great extent upon the charm of its 
simple, unaffected, but archaic language, in which so 
much expression is conveyed by daring diminutives 

. which would be utterly void of meaning to our minds 
were an attempt made to translate them, and upon the 
measured verse in which it moves, moulded in a form 
which holds together and sustains without cramping, 
and strengthens without impeding: 

The preservation of poems so lengthy as are these 
widows' wailings is, for the most part, due to the 
jealous care of the professional mourners. In some 
parts of Russia their profession is unknown,. !tnd 
there the songs are dying out most quickly, but;in 
the remote districts in which Ruibuikof made his 
collections, in the neighbourhood of Lake Onega, the 
Plaka/' 8hchit8a, or Vopwnits<.t [VOptt' = to sob or 
wail], the professional "Crieress" -is a personage 
of no small importance. She it is, says Ruibnikof, 
who" watches over the genuineness of social rites; 

• RuibnikoC. Ill. 410-418. 
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it is she who guides the course of marriages, funerals, 
and memorial feasts." On the day of betrothal, the 
Plakal'shchitsa attends the bride, and sings zal'UicMi 
expreRsive of the sorrow a young girl feels at leaving 
her family and going into "a strange and far-off 
land;" and during the whole course of the ceremonies 
preceding that which takes place in church, she 
settles every detail, and intones almost every song. 
At a funeral, also, she renders invaluable aid, by' 
seeing that all the traditional ceremonies are observed, 
and by supplying the sad songs in which the relations 
of the dead are expected to express the grief they 
feel at their loss. It was from the lips of an excellent 
specimen of her class, a Plakal'1I1tCltitsa, who wa~ 80 

celebrated for her zapUwltki, that sbe was frequently 
invited into outlying districts-and even into one, 
the natives of which were famous for their knowledge 
of such lore, and their faculty of improvisation-that 
Ruibnikof gathered some of the best of his nuptial 
and funereal laments. 

It is chiefly at the time of the Pomniki, or com
memorations of the dead, in the arrangement of which 
also the Plakal'sMltitsa in some districts takes a 
leading part, that the Prichitaniya, or lamentations 
for the dead, of which we have already spoken, are 
to be heard. On those occasions it is customary for 
women to go out to the graves of their relatives, and 
there to vail or keen, or, as the Russians express it, 
golosU (gola8 = voice]. Throwing themselves on the 
grave, says Tereshchenko, they first shake their heads 
over it for a few minutBs, and begin whimpering, then 
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they take to wailing a little, and at mst, throwing 
both armJl about the mound, they press their bosoms 
to it, raising their voices all the time, louder and 
louder still, until they may be heard over the whole 
of th8 cemetery. Here is a specimen of a Prichitanie, 
intended to Be recited· over a grave on the twentieth 
of April, early in the morning. These lamentations, 
it should be observed, though of a decidedly poetical 
nature, do not assume a. metrical form. 

" 0 ye, our own fathers and mothers I in what have 
we angered you, our own, that you have no welcome 
for us, no joy, no parental charm P 0 thou sun, 
bright sun I Rise, rise at midnight, make bright 
with joyous light all the graves, so that our de
parted ones may not sit in darkness, nor languish 
in woe, nor endure endless longing. . 

"0 thou moon, bright moon I Rise, rise at eventide, 
make bright with joyous light all the graves, so that 
the departed may not in darkness consume their 
bold hearts, nor in the darkness go sorrowing about 
the white world, nor in tbe darkness pour forth 
burning tears to their dear children. 

" And, 0 wind, wild wind I do thou arise, arise at 
midnight, bring to our dear departed the welcome 
tidings, that for them all their kinsmen are painfully 
longing, that on account of them all their kinswomen 
are steeped in sorrow •. " 

And here, by way of conclusion, is . a. specimen 
of an orphan's woilings above her mother's grave:-

" 0 mother dear that bare me, 0 with sadness 
longed-for one I To whom hast thou left us, on 
whom are we orphans to rest our hopes P From no 
quarter do warm breezes breathe on us, we hear no 
words of kindness. Good folks turn away from us, 

• Quoted by Ore&t !I[iIl.r from Su.kharor, II. vii. 23. • 



our kinsfolk renounce us; rust eats into our orphaned 
hearts. The red sun burns in the mid;;t of the hot 
8UJIlIIM>r, but Us it heats not; scarcely does it warm 
us, 0 green mother.grat"e! Have a care fur Ull, 

mother, dear, give us a word of kindness I So, thou 
bast hardened thv heart harder than stone, aDd h36t 
folded thy uncares.,-mg hands over thy hearl . 

.. 0 my white cygnet! for what journey ha.,t thou 
prepared and equipped thyself, from which side may 
we expect thee? 

.. Arise, 0 ye T11d wind:!, from an sides! Be ye 
borne, 0 winds, into the Church of God I Sweep 
open the moist esrth I Strike, 0 wild winds, on the 
great bell! Will not its sound:! and mine awaken 
.... ord:! vf kinJnt'S8 ; ? " 

• Qoot.d from Dwbloo( b1 Tmooh..-LeUo, IlL IfI2, I~'. All 
ial~ ~ ora B ... ,u. _...y0ll ODe oftLe" Parent..' 
Dap ~ io gin. 10, )(...laaw ROIII&D06 ia ..... W Hi"'" and Cere
-we or u.. G-...RlIIIIIiaa O' .... b,w p. SC'. 

n..n io a ~ ~ bot ...... lhe HONiaa zopl""Ui 
ad u..-~ or ,he JDO<I..na Gftdu, uI .hi<b Faurid ~ ... 
10 __ ~ .. ......,.,.. ia u.. inu..ludw. '" h.ia c.w.u P"1'1I
__ II. lto 6ft .. 3.Jerw. The ~~, b ... yo, M i" in 
Uw &lI ___ ortLe -. a pod>< improTioatiOll inopirt-d b,. grid'.~ 
AImo.4 all G ..... k __ ..- lhe facult,. or improruatWo '" 
__ ~, but e~_ io or ..,..,.. rare. and a good • m,....,10-

gio& -~ ia ""' ..... YiIlago a ~ pooiitWn. la Aoiatie 
G....,. ad ia lhe 1.w..Ja theft are pror...;."w Dl,.rol'~ ... bOIIo 
rw....\.iou ... Y...y oimil.w to u..- oru.. R....w. M.aiIrn. ~ The 
lly~ &1'0 ...,. oaDg "1 • .,....,. onI,., but ia oldeD tim.,. ....... 
aW Iaa!; u.... &Yenllf«i- ... gina in p...,.'. arr-..... 
,.,.-.. ~ -.-... s.-e aIoo T ..... ·•• ~hea in 
lhe Hi,,-bloada vi Tub,.," lL S~l. 



CHAPTER VI. 

SOBCEBT .LW WlTCBCJI.AFT. 

THE ideas which were prevalent among the heathen 
Slayonians with respect to the life ~yond the grave. 
and their belief in the close communion of mortals 
with the inhabitan~ of the spiritual world, are of 
themselves sufficient to IWCOtmt for the wide-spread 
and deeply rooted belief in the BUpernatnral powers 
of necromancers and other dealers in magic. the re
mains of which are to this day very plainly manifest 
~ Russia.. But when. in addition to these causes. 
we consider the great influence which the Finnish 
races haye had npon the Slavonic in the North
east of Europe-the Finns being. of all European 
peoples, the most addicted to conjuring-we ought 
not to wonder at the fact that the Russians used to 
be no less remarkable for a steadfast faith in the 
powers of sorcery and witchcraft than were our own 
forefathers. Nor iB it nnintelligible-the isolation of 
villages, and the dearth of education being taken into 
"Bccount-why their descendants, the peasanta who 
now till the soil of Russia, should be as prone to 
superstition. as responsive to the influence of the 
imagination. as obedient to the impulse of a morbid 
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fancy, as those benighted Orientals of whom Mr. 
Tylor tells us, who still believe in spirit-rappingR, and 
planchette-writings, and wizard~elongations'. Much 
time and space would be needed by anyone who 
should undertake to describe the relics of the magical 
arts of their ancestors which the Russian peasants 
still preserve . .At present I propose to give merely the 
briefest possible sketch of the history of witchcraft 
in Russia, as illustrative of some of the 80ngs sung 
by the people, and of a branch of Russian folk-lore 
which is closely connected with the popular poetry, 
the zag()Varui, or spells-prefacing it with a few 
remarks upon the zagadki, or riddles, in which the 
people delight so much, and to which in old days a 
high degree of importance was attached. 

Except at one period of the year, the propounding 
or guessing of riddles is looked upon merely as an 
amusement by the Russian peasantry, but !luring the 
&'yatki, the Christmas festivals, it resumes some
thing of its old dignity, and to some extent claims to 
be performed as a duty of an almost religious cha
racter. For in olden times the zagadka, the" sense 
riddle," as Mr. Tylor calls it [gadat' =to guess]. was, 
in the Slavonic, as in other lands, an enigma fraught 
with mythical meaning, an oracular utterance, clothed 
in dark language, but full of enlightenment to those 
who rightly understood it. And therefore the ZfJ.gridki 
which have come down to our time, corrupt and 
mutilated as their present forms in many cases are, 

• '" Primitiyt CnIture," J~ 131-"'1. 
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frequently serve to throw light upon the mythological 
ideas of the old Slavonians, often yield us fragments 
of their mytnologicallanguage. For to many of the 
zagtidki may be applied the expression used by Pro
fessor Max Miiller in speaking of certain proverbs, 
that they are" chips of mythology." Theyorigi
nally were condensed myths, as it were, or at least 
mythical formulas, and by their means a number of 
cosmical. myths have been preserved in. ,compact 
forms, unnoticed by the casual observer, but easily 
to be recognized by the experienced eye. In them 
an illiterate peasantry have unconsciously preserved 
the views about" God's world" current among their 
remote ancestors, the questions which daring specu
lators in far-off ages had asked and had, tried to 
answer with reference to the great forces of nature '. 
It was on account of this close connexion between 
the zagadka and the myth, that the propounding of 
riddles was attributed by the Slavonians to such 
mythical beings as the Russian Rusalkas or the Servian 
Vilas; all of whom were supposed to be thoroughly 
versed in enigmatical lore, and who treated the un
fortunate mortals who could not read their riddles 
aright with as' scant courtesy as was shown by the 
Sphinx to the travellers who preceded <Edipus. 

The oldest zagadki seem to have referred to the 
elements and the heavenly bodies, finding likenesses 
to them in various material shapes. In some of 
what appear to be the most ancient of their numbsr, 

• Afanasiof. p, V. S. I. IS. 
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the sun is compared to a dish of butter, which 
suflicesfor the whole world; or the crescent moon to 
"a crust of bread hanging in a larder, which tho 
dogs bark at but cannot reach;" or the stars to h peas 
scattered about a mat." In a Lithuanian zagridlca 
the sky is likened to .. a sieve full of nuts;" and the 
same idea is found in one of its Slovak cousins, in 
which there is also mentioned one very big nut which 
is the moon. Of a more poetic nature are those 
Russian zagridlci, in which the stars are likened to a 
fiery inscription on the surface of the sky, as, for 
instance,-

., There is inscribed a writing on blue velvet, and 
to read that writing is given neither to priests lIor 
to deacons, nor to wise moujiks'." 

. Equally poetic is that Slavonic version of"lIumpty 
Dumpty," in which a golden ship [the moon], sail
ing across the [heavenly] sea, crumbles into frag
ments [ the stars], which neither princes nor priest!! 
can put together again. A somewhat similar idea 
is conveyed by the tradition shared by the RussiaIlfi 
with many other nations, that God uses the old 
moons to make stars of. 

Among the animals which figure in the zagridki, 
the norse and the cow occupy prominent places. 
Sometimes [as the moon] the horse traverses the 
[celestial] sea without wetting its hoofs; sometimes 
[as the thunder] it tears along, making the earth 

• A r'D.&;'~ P. V. 8. i. 61. All iotereoting oceount of the riddle 
amcmg oavage. io given by Mr. E. B. Tylor," PrimiliYe Culture," 
L pp.81-S'. 
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tremble beneath it. A black cow frequently repre
sents the night, and a white one the day, as in the 
following instance :-

"A black cow has overthrown the whole world 
but a white cow has set it up again." 

• 
Birds also are frequently mentioned. Sometimes 

the night, as-

"A bird has waved her wing, and shut out all 
light with a single feather." 

Sometimes the stars move like " a be"y of swans," 
or the sun stands afar off in the heavens, as-' 

" Sits on an ancient oak a bird which neither king 
nor queen nor maiden fair can seize." 

And sometimes fire appears in the guise of "a red 
cock"-an idea expressed also in the popular'. saying, 
" to set the red cock free," i. e. to light the fire. 

But perhaps the most interesting of the mythical 
zagadki are those in which the sun and moon, the 
dawn, the thunder, and the storm, are likened to 
human beings. In some of them the dawn [ZaryaJ 
is represented as a fair maiden who has lost her 
keys. The moon takes no notice of them, but the 
sun picks them up. The keys are, of course, the 
dew, which the moonlight does not affect, but the 
sunbeams dry up. In one variant they are lost by 
the ZaryB when she shuts the [heavenly] gates. In 
this ~ase . she probably is the after-glow of sunset, 
which is called in Russian the t'ecMrnaya (or even
ing) zaryli. 
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Here is one of the many forms of this Zf1fJr£,Jka :

.. The fair maiden, the Dawn, went wandering 
through the forest, and dropped her keys. 'I'lte 
moon saw them, but said nothing. The sun saw 
them, and lifted them up." 

Sometimes the moon is ~ shepherd and the stars 
are his sheep, or they are goats which hide when they 
see the dawn :- • 

.. There were goats crossing a bridge. They saw 
the dawn, and plunged into the water." 

The following about fire, earth, and water, is 
a fair specimell of a large but common-place class :-

"There are three brothers. The first eats, and 
is never full. The second drinks, and is nev~ 
satisfied. The third plays, and is never tired Of 
playing." 

The next is a poetic, though not a novel per
sonification of day and night:-

"A sister goes to pay a brother a visit. But he 
hides himself from his sister." 

An idea closely akin with that of the dialogue in 
the Rig Veda, in which the Xight implores her 
brother [the Day] to make her his wife, but he 
refuses, saying, "They have called it sin that a 
brother should marry his sister'." 

Finally, we may quote an enigmatic description of 
death, which, in its allusions at least, is thoroughly 
Slavonic :-

• See Pro! Max Miller' ... Lectwa on the Sd"""" or Language," 
Seoond Serieo, p. 010 •• 
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In tbe ocean-sea, 
On tbe island Buyltn, 
Sits tbe bird Yustritsa. 
Sbe boasts and brags 

. Tbat sbe bas seen all, 
Has eaten mucb of all. 
Sbe bas seen tbe Tsar in Moscow, 
The king in Litbuania, 
The' elder in bis cell, 
Tbe babe in bis cradle. 
And sbe bas not eaten that . 
·Which is wanting in tbe s.ea'. 
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Of tbe zagadki wbich do not seem to have any 
claim to be considered mythological, many"may 
appear, at fu-st sight, nonsensical; but that is gene
rally either because their readers are unaware of the 
similarity between certain objects mentioned in them 
wbich was apparent to their framers, or because, in 
the course of time, some of their words have been 
unconsciously altered by their reciters. For in
stance, it would be difficult to find the meaning of 
this dark saying,-

II The ox in tbe cattle-shed bas a baycock on bis 
borns, but bis tail is out of doors in tbe woman's 
bands," 

did we. not know tbat the ukhvat, or oven-fork. 
is often spoken of as II the horned one." In 'tbis 
instance a woman is bolding it by tbe bandle, wbile 
its borns support a pot taken from the oven. 

The same difficulty would be met with in compre
benili.ng tbe fbllowing enigma:-

• S • .khorof. I. ii. UI. For Buy';", see ittfro. p. 374. 
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" The bay mare went about the field, came to us 
-is come into our hands," 

were we not aware that the sieve therein alluded to 
is made of horsAhair, and that a part has been taken 
by the enigmatist for the whole . 

.As specimens of verbal corruption may be quoted 
the following riddlcs about a besom, and a comb. 
The vyenik, a whisk or besom, is supposed to be 
described in the words,-

"Hither lIitya, thither Mitya, and went under 
the bench." 

There seems to be no sense in calling a bcsom 
Demetrius [Dimftry, dim. Mitka and so Mitya], but 
the saying is made reasonable by readirfg-

" Hither swept [mete or mety6], thither swept, and 
went under the bench." 

One of the uses of a comb-one to which the Rus
sian peasant, unfortunately, too often has good reason 
for turning that instrument-is alluded to in the 
saying "Tsar Kostyantin [Constantine] drives 
horses across a fence." The metaphor is, in other 
respects, only too intelligible, but why should a 
comb be named Constantine? The explanation is 
clear when the Little-Russian variants are con· 
sulted, as for instance the enigmatical statement 
that" The toothed Trostyal~ drove pigs over a hill"
lvistyan, or Trostya7W!/, meaning "made of bone" 
[Trost' = bone], and so being an epithet thoroughly ap. 
plicable to a comb. In the Great-Russian riddle for the 
rationall.:()sfyan has been substituted the like-sound. 
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ing but quite meaningless name of Kostyantin, (dim. 
Kostya) Constantine·. 

Among the Russian peasantry these riddles have 
always enjoyed great popularity. Khudyakof has 
printed a collection of them, 17G5 in number, in the 
sixth volume of the "Ethnographical Collection 
[sb6mik]" of the Russian Geographical Society, and 
has prefixed to it a valuable essay containing much 
information on the subject. Among other things,. 
he mentions that, in the Government of Pskof, on 
the occasion of a marriage, the bridegroom and his 
friends are not allowed to enter the bride's cottage 
until they have answered all the riddles her friends 
propound to them; and in one of the villages in the 
YaroslafGovernment, on 1!14nilar occasions, a bargain, 
of which the bride is the subject, is concluded be
tween the Druzhka, or groomsman, and the" seller of 
the bride "-riddles, answered by gestu.res instead 
of in words, taking the place of coin. 

The Oriental tales about riddles, which spread 
so widely during the middle ages, were fully appre
ciated in Slavonio lands; many of them, indeed, 
so impressed the popular mind, that to this day the 
Russian peasants retain among their own stories 
flome of those which they borrowed, centuries ago, 
about such foreign personages as Solomon and the 
Queen of Sheba, or the Sultan whom a Croatian ver
sion of a familiar tale represents as ordering a sup
posed Abbot to solve three problems-the last being 

• Afanaaief, P. V. S. I. 21. 
Aa 
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"What am I thinking," to which the answer is, 
.. You think I am the Abbot, but I am really the 
cook." Of more interest than such avowedly bor
rowed stories are those in which, not Oriental poten
tates, but Russian historical characters, such as Ivun 
the Terrible or Peter the Great, are introduced. In 
one of these, for instance, a number of tribute-bear
ing kings and princes propound certain riddles to 
Ivan the Terrible, offering to pay him twelve barrels 
of gold if he finds them out, on the condition that if 
he is unable to solve them he is to lose his throne. 
By the aid of an old man, to whom he promiscs one 
of the barrels, the Tsar is enabled to give the requi
site answers, but he afterwards cheats his benefactor 
by filling two thirds of the barrel with sand. IIis 
device is at once seen through by the sage, who says 
to the dishonest monarch, "Thou hast introduced 
treason into orthodox Russia, and thou wilt never 
be able to root it out '." 

Still more interesting are the riddle-stories be
longing to the class of old Slavonic skazkas, tales 
which have formed part of the heritage of the people 
from time immemorial. In a Russian version of a 
wide-spread story, a princess says to her futher, 
" Permit me, my father, to guess riddles: if I guess 
anyone's riddles, let his head be cut off." 

Her request being granted, various suitors set 
conundrums, and lose their heads. At last the in
evitable Ivlin-Dnr.ik, Ivan the Foolish, the Slavonic 
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"Boots," the youngest of the stereotyped " Three 
Brothers," enters the perilous lists. On his way to 
the palace he sees a horse in a cornfield, and drives 
it out With a whip, saying" Here's a riddle I" A 
little farther on ho kills a snake with a lance, and 
makes a similar observation. When he is confronted 
with the princess he says to her, " As I came to you 
I saw by the roadside what was good; and in the 
good was good, so I set to work and with what was 
good I drove the good from the good. The good 
fled from the good out of the good." The puzzled 
princess pleads a headache, and postpones the unrid~ 
dling till the next day. It arrives, and Ivim favours 
her with his second enigma. 

" As I came to you, I saw on the way what was 
bad, and I struck the bad with a bad thing, and of 
what was bad the bad died." 

Whereupon the Princess accepts Ivana. 
In a manifestly mythical story a Slavonic Pene

lope [the Earth?] who is constantly annoyed by 
suitors, is sitting at table with them one day, when 
she sees the glasses every now and then dashed 
from their lips by an unseen hand. She guesses 
in a moment that her mysses [the Sun, or the 
Thunder-god, whom winter has long kept away?] 
has returned, wearing the invisible-rendering cap 
which she had given him. Looking out of window, 
she sees that "in the garden all the tree-tops are 
budding," and so, feeling sure that her surmise is 

• Man .. ief, Sktnki, II. No. 20. 

Aa2 
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correct, she immediately propounds a riddlo to her 
suitors . 

.. I had a self-acting casket with a golden key. I 
lost the key and despaired of finding it, but now that 
key has come back of its own accord. Whosoever 

• guesses this xjddle, him will I marry." 
The" Tsars and Tsareviehes, Kings and Princes," 

long rack their .. wise heads" over the z(J,gadka, 
but. they cannot make it out. Then the Quecn cx
claims, .. Show thyself, my dear love I" and her hus
band doffs his cap, .. takes her by the white hands, 
and kisses her sweet lips." 

.. Here is my riddle," then cries the Queen: .. The 
casket am I, and the golden key is my true husband." 
.So the suitors had to drive away home', 

By way of conclusion I will give one of the 
numerous songs, the theme of which is the z(Jgadlta. 

A maiden faiT was strolling in a garden, 
Gathering rosy How'rets was the maiden. 
By that way a merchant's son came driving . 
.. Now may God be with thee, beauteous maiden, 
God be with thee, rosy How'rets gathering!,' 
" :Many thanks! 0 merchant's son I Thanks many' " 
" Shall I ask thee riddles, beauteous maiden? 
Six wise riddles shall I ask thee ?" 
.. Ask them, ask them, merchant's son, 
Prithee ask the six wise riddles." 
.. Well then, maiden, what is higher than the forest? 
Also, what is brighter than the light? 
Also, maiden, what is thicker than the forest? 
Also, maiden, what is there that's rootless? 

, A1anuie(, Biozlri, TilL l-li. 
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Also, maiden, what is never silent P 
Also, what is there past finding out? " 
.. I will answer, merchant's son, will answer, 
All the six wise riddles will I answer. 
Higher than the forest--is the moon, 
Brighter than the light--the ruddy sun. 
Thicker than the forest--are the stars. 
Rootless is, 0 merchant's son, a stone. 
Never silent, merchant's son, the sea, 
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And God's will is past all finding out." 
"Thou hast guessed, 0 maiden fair, guesse9. rightly, 
All the six wise riddles hast thou answered. 
Therefore now to 1I1e shalt thou be wedded, 
Therefore, maiden, shalt thou be themerchant'swife I." 

. -
The zagadka has now completely lost the venera

ble character it once possessed, being degraded from 
the, lofty realm of mythological philosophy to the 
humble field of popular amusement; but time has not 
dealt so hardly with the relic of heathenism to which 
we will next turn our attention, the Zagovo-r, the 
SlavQnic Spell, Rune, or Incantation .. The riddles 
belonged to the people in general, and no one had any 
special i.nterest in maintaining their accuracy, and 
handing them down to posterity intact. But the 
spells were the peculiar property of a small body of 
sorcerers, who watchod over them with jealous ~are, 
and delivered them to their successors as precious 
heirlooms from which nothing was to be taken 
away, for the whole virtue of the zagov6r depended 
upon its 'absolute correctness. If any change was 
made in its wording its pronouncer became as power-

• Quoted by Prof. lluslacf .. a BOng heard in Moscow.-I.tor .. 
Ocherki, I. Sa. 
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less to kill or to cure as was Groa when, in her joy at 
recovering her husband, she forgot the Runes which 
would have loosened the stone from Thor's bead', 
or as the Finnish deity in the Kalewala, Wiiinii. 
miiinen, when he was nnable to remember the magic 
words that would have stanched his flowing blood " 
and so was obliged to bleed on till an old wizard 
with a stronger memory came to his aid. In order 
not to be placed in so unpleasant a predicament the 
Russian sorcerers-of whom more will be said farther 
on-used frequently to commit tMir spells to writing. 
Some of these manuscripts still exist, but none of 
them, it is said, can be referred to an earlier period 
than the eighteenth century; for, until the time of 
Peter the Great, the Church and the State agreed in 
strongly objecting to sorcerers, and when they burnt 
them they unfortunately burnt their manU!;cripts 
also". 

Among the old Slavonians, as among all other 
peoples, spoken words were supposed to possess 
certain magical powers. In their figurative language 
the lips and the teeth are often spoken of as locks, of 
which the key is the tongue. When that has once 
unloosened them, out shoots the word, like an arrow 
from a bow, and it is capable of flying straight to, 
and acting directly upon., the object at which it is 
aimed by its utterer. "A word is not a sparrow," 
says a Russian proverb; "once let it fly out, you will 

• Dera.eT.e MytTwIogie, UI, 11117. 

• Cutren, Fi...."T.e MytTwIogie, p. U!I. 

• Afauao •• r, P. v. S. I. to. 
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never catch it again'." In olden times countless 
magical formulas, for good or for evil, seem to have 
been. known to those persons who were originally 
styled" Wise Men" and" Wise Women," and after
wards wizards and witches. Many of these spells have 
come down to our times-for the sorcerer's occupa
tion is not yet gone in Russia, though his class only 
exists now where it formerly flourished- and large 
collections of (them have been formed by various 
careful gleaners in the field oUolk-lore. 

The name under which these spells are generally 
known is that of zagQVOrui. .As" sprechen, singen, 
become· besp?'echen, besingen, Bchworen beschworen, 
jurare con jurare, cantare incantare, etc.·," so the 
Russian govO?-it', "to speak," becomes zagQVorU', one 
of the meanings of which is to conjure, to utter a spell 
or zagovor-a form of wards in which, though now 
written as prose, there is always rhythl1), and some
times rhyme. In primeval times the zagQVorui may 
have been mere prayers [m61vit' = to speak, molitva 
= a prayer]: which, as years went by, degenerated 
into spells. .At first sacred hymns bless and implore 
the gods; at a later period they demand from them 
(zaklinayut) what their utterers desire, and are 
known as spells, zaTdinamya or zagQVorui '. 

These spells were no doubt originally preceded by 

• Manwef, P. V. S. L 404.. • DBUt8CM M!Jt'",/og;" 1173. 
, Mana.ief, P. V. S. I. 414, who refers to Prof. Kuhn'. remarks, 

[H ... abkunft du .Elruer', p. 147], as to how the power of prayer 
.. a personification in the Braltmal)&8patis takes !ndra's place, and 
the personified worsbip destroys dragons, eto. 
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rites, but the rite long ago stifi'ened into a verbal 
formula. The zO{J()'VQr generally begins with a nar
rative, in which often occur highly poetic dcscriptions 
of nature. The utterer goes forth .. in the early 
morn" to .. the open field;" there he bows to all four 
quarters, but eventually turns his face .. to the 
eastern side i" he washes himself in tho morning 
dew, dries himself in the sunlight, and becomes 
.. clothed with the clouds." and" girdled with the 
countlessstars." Sometimes he strikes the stars, 
which are represented as silver nails, or covers him
self with the brazen heaven. Then ho addresses 
himself to the elements, asking the earth-Mother 
Earth, bright with flowers and full of vigorous life
to make his life bright and vigorous; asking tho 
strong blue sea to strengthen him, and the wild 
winds to brace his courage, and the stars-the eyes 
of heaven-to make his eyesight keen'. 

As regarda the world-wide custom of turning 
towards the east before praying, it will be enough to 
say that it still prevails in many parts of Russia 
among the peasantry, who are also of the opinion 
that it is from the East that sick people must look 
for alleviation of their complaints. In Bohemia it 
nsed to be required of persons who were about to 
take an oath, that they should do 80 looking east
ward, appealing, as it were, to the rising sun. And 
a similar idea lay at the root or the custom of pro
nouncing the zO{Jm:Or, in most cases, at the hour of 

• Oreat. Mill .... 0ptUJ. L 75. 
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sunrise. Sometimes, however, these spells were 
probably intended to be uttered at other hours, 
at moonrise, for instance. To this day the Russian 
peasant, when he sees the new moon, will say,-' • 

"Young moon L God give thee strong horns and 
me good health I " 

As the stars, also, are frequently addressed in the 
zagov6rui, it is very likely that some of the spells were 
spoken at night, and others may have been meant to 
accompany the sunset or the gloaming. 

The spells were originally uttered in a loud, clear 
voice. Now-a-days inanyof them are always whis
pered, a practice which may have been derived from 
the Finnish sorcerers, who have had so great. an 
influence on Russian superstition, or it may have 
gradually crept in as the subject of conjuring 
assumed more and more the character of something 
secret and forbidden. The addresses to the elements, 
the celestial luminaries, and the various forces of 
nature, which they contain, were of old the prayers 
with which the heathen Slavonian wor~ipped hi~' 

elementary gods, and were meant to be, as it were, 
"spoken on ·the house-top," not whispered in the . 
secrecy of the closet. And so still in the muttered 
speech of the rustic who desires to be freed from 
some trivial annoyance, or to be gratified by s~me 
small gain, may be heard the echo of the words 
with which his far-off pagan ancest.or greeted the 
return of day, or watched the sinking of the 
westcrn sun, or .. blessed the kindly light" or 
the "gleaming moon" and the .. many stars," or 
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acknowledged the past aid, and implored the future 
assistance of those heavenly beings whom he adored 
-beings to whom, perhaps, in immemorial times, 
when what are now the many Aryan nations formed 
but one people, his and our ancestors offered their 
simple worship somewhere far away in Central Asia. 

"Dost thou hear, 0 Sky? dost thou see, 0 
Sky?" cries the peasant of to-day, addressing the 
Svarog, the Ollranos, the Varuna of old relibTion. 
" 0 ye bright Stars I descend into the marriage-cup, 
and in my cup let there be water from a mountain 
spring. 0 thou fair Moon I bow down to my kl!/et', 
[kind of store-room]. 0 thou free Sun I dawn upon 
my homestead. 0 ye Stars I deliver me, the servant 
of God so and so, from drink I 0 Moon, turn me 
from drink I 0 Sun, draw me from drink I" 

.. 0 righteous Sun I do thou' in my foes, my rivals, 
my opposers, in the powers that be, and public 
officials, and in all people of godly mouth and heart, 
larch up evil thoughts and deeds, so that they may 
not rise up, may not utter words baleful for me I" 

Or, addressing the zarya, the dawn and gloaming, 
.. Ho, thou morning zarya, and thon evening zarya ! 

fall npon my rye, that it may grow up tall as a 
forbt, stout as an oak I" 

" Moth"r zary4 [apparently twilight here] of morn· 
ing and evening and midnight I as ye quietly fade 
away and disappear, so may both sicknesses and 
~orrows in me, the servant of God, quietly fade and 
disappear-those of the morning, and of the evening, 
and of the midnight! .. 
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Here is an address spoken by a lover to the winds. 
" In the ocean sea, on the island Buyan [i. e. in the 
cloud-island sailing over .the heavenly sea?] there 
live three brothers, three winds: the first northern, 
the second eastern, and the third western. Waft, 
o winds, bring on the servant of God (such and 
such a maiden) sorrow and dreariness [sulchota = 

dryness], so that without me she may not be able to 
spend a day nor pass an hOIlr I " 

The force of the zagovOr sometimes depends upon 
the assistance of the heayenly and other bodies ad
jured, as may be seen from the following spell to 
prevent swarming bees from wandering afar 9. 

" I take a bee, I place it in the hive. But it is not 
I who place thee there j the white stars place thee j 
the horned moon, the .red sun, they place thee and 
keep thee still." • 

When heathenism was dethroned by Christianity, 
these ancient adjurations were so far altered, that for 
the names of the elementary deities were substituted 
those of the Saviour, the Virgin Mary, the Apostles, 
and various saints and martyrs. . Sometimes the old 
and the new names occur together, as we have seen 
is often the case in the mythical songs j but there are 
also instances in which, while the archaic form of the 
zU!lovor is preserved, its tone has become to a.ll ap
pearance thoroughly Christian j so that it has even 
found its way, under the heading Molitvui, or prayers, 

• Zagov6rs about bees are very common. In the D ... ucAs 
N!ltlw~it!, 1190, J. Grimm oays that as he has met with no 
Gennan B~''9.n, he will quote a Latin one. 
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into the church books called trelmiki, both Russian 
and Servial!, of the 15th-17th centuries '. This is 
a different case from that of the well-known poem of 
the Merseburg MS., in whiClh a spell intended to curo 
a lame horse is preceded by an account of how, as 
Baldr rode through a wood in company with other 
Teutonic deities, his horse. met with a sprain; a 
poem which, in this instance, has preserved its 
heathen complexion intact, although it figures in a 
copy of "Hrabllni ezposuw super misswm," but is 
generally found in as Christian a tone as that of the 
Norse-

Jesus reed sig til hede, etc., 
or our OWD-

The lord rade, 
And the foal slade, etc.' 

The copyist' in the case of the Merscburg MS. 
may have wished to stand well with the old powers 
as well as with the new, but in many of the variants 
of the spell its heathen character had probably been 
forgotten. The mixed nature of these suporstitious 
formulas is best shown, perhaps, in some of those 
preserved by the wilder sects which discredit the 
Russian Raska, or general body of dissenters from 
the Established Church, and are too often carelessly 
identified with the respectable though bigoted body 
of Old Believers, the Russian Nonconformists. 
Here is a specimen of the strange adjurations in 

I Afanasief, P. V. S. L 420, from wh_ pagea the greater part or 
this acoount is condenoed • 

• DewtM:Ae Mytlwf<,gU, pp, 1~1lS3. 
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use among the Skopt8'Ui, the most fanatical, in all pro
bability, of the Raskolniks who now exist in Russia:-

" Forgive me, 0 Lord; forgive me, 0 holy Mother 
of God; forgive me, 0 ye Angels, .Archangels, Cheru
bim and Seraphim, and all ye heavenly host I For
give, 0 sky; forgive, 0 damp-mother-earth; forgive, 0 
SUD; forgive, 0 moon; f?rgive, ye stars; forgive, ye 
lakes, ye rivers and hills; forgive, all ye heavenly 
a!ld eart~ly elements 'I" 

In this case it is easy to see that the alteration 
which has taken place is one of heterogeneous CO!ll

bination, not of corrup.tion or decay. 
After the old prayers had passed into spells, their 

magical properties were often supposed t.o be auto· 
matic, no longer depending on the aid of the divinities 
they invoked, but acting, for good or for evil, by the 
force of their own inherent attributes. Zag()'IJorut of 
this nature generally end with the phrase, "My word 
is firm I" or " My word will not pass away for ever I" 
or,-

" May my words be sticky and tough, firmer than 
stone, stickier than glue or resin, salter than sa.lt, 
sharper than a self-cutting sword, tougher than steel. 
What is meant, that shall he fulfilled • I" 

It has already been mentioned that the mo.uth is 
defined in metaphorical language as & lock-the 

• Quok-d by Manasief from Nadezbdin'.lleporl <m the Sk<>pkui, 
Her.IY, one of the many valuable <locumcnts, it may be wortb 
remarking, reprinted in London by the late AJcl<8Jlder Hcrtsen at 
the U Free Russian Press.u 

•. Afanasi.r, P. V. S. 1. 4ll0. 
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Russians use padlocks to a great extent-of which 
the tongue is the key. That idea is expressed in the 
following termination of a zarJov6r:-

.. For these words of mine [ my] lips and teeth 
[are] a lock; my tongue, the key. And I will fling 
the key into the sea [but] remain thou lock in the 
mouth I" 

Here is one of a slightly clifferent nature :-
"I, the servant of God,' will make fast thrice 

nine locks. I take out from the thrice nine locks 
the thrice nine keys. I fling those keys into the 
clear ocean-sea; and from that sea will come 
out a golden-finned, copper-scaled pike, and will 
swallow my seven-and-twenty keys, and will sink into 
the depth of the sea. And no one shall catch that 
pike, or find out the seven-and-twenty keys, or open 
the locks, or do hurt to me the servant of God • 1 " 

The range attributed to the force of the zarJfJVQr is 
as wide as that with which the Lieder and Runen used 
to be credited, and the Russian spell was supposed 
to be fully capable of performing most of, if not all, the 
actions of which, in speaking of its Teutonic equiva
lents, Jacob Grimm has given 80 long a list', or which 

• In these open. tbe words " ....... ant of God .. are iDtended to 
he lollo"ed by the name of the utterer, or or IOIrul otber penon. 

• Zoe. cit. p. 42!. With these Zagoror-termioati.",. may he 
compared the ending of • Panee P_ &om the Khordah·A vOlta 
(IDeek'. tranaIatioo, p.l7l)-" nn. 1"' .... eoIy Patet (or eoo/'euioo
formulary) ahall he • f'aat braun wall lib sa the earth .. broad, 
the mountains high, the bea""os atroog, that it may k..." the gate 
of bell f'aat iD hooda, .. ek . 

• IJewe.elte Mytlwl~, p. 11,1. 
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used to be claimed as the effect of the songs of Odin. 
These were, apparently, mythical in their origin, but 
the figurative language of the spell has been inter
preted literally at a later period. In some of the 
Russian zagov6rs, however, remarks Manasief, their 
mythical character is still plainly visible, and he 
quotes, in illustration, two spells against toothache. 
The first is as follows :-

"0 thou young moon I test the dead and the 
living: the teeth of one who is dead, do they ache P 
Not at all ache the teeth of one dead, [whose] bones 
are tanned, [whose] teeth are mute . . . . Grant, 0 
Lord, that the teeth of me, the servant of God, 
may become mute, may never ache I" 

The other spell must be three times pronounced 
by its utterer while he bites at the portal of the 
church:-

".As this stone is firm, so may 'my teeth also be
come stony--harder than stone I" 

In the first spell, says Manasief, the sufferer, who 
wishes his teeth to be mute as in death, addresses 
the moon, remembering the ancient. character of a 
ruler in the land of the dead, which it, as the nightly 
luminary, used to bear. In the second, his appeal to 
the stone of the church portal is supposed to be a 
reference to that of which in older days the stone was 
a symbol, the hammer of Thor or Perun, which could 
turn all things into stone-the hard-hitting thunder
bolt'. But all this seems very doubtful. 

• P. V. S. L 428. 
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But in order to convey an idea of the peculiar 
nature of the zagov6rs, it will be necessary to give 
some specimens of those among their number which 
are of the greatest length, and which contain most 
mythical allusions-those for which the Russians 
proudly claim a greater fulness and a more poetic 
colouring than is generally to be found in the 
Teutonic Runes. Before doing so, however, I will 
quote the following short spell, in order to introduce, 
in connenon with each other, two names about 
which some remarks must present1y be made, the 
"island Buyan," and the "white stone Alatuir." 
Here is a specimen of the numerous zagovOrs used 
for the cure of cuts, stabs, ete :-

" In the sea, in the ocean, on the island, on Buyan, 
lies the white burning stone .Alatuir. On that stone 
.Alatuir there sits a fair maiden, a masterful sewur. 
She holds a steel needle, threads it with a silken 
thread, of reddish-yellow hue, and sews together 
bloody wounds. I charm the servant So-and-so 
from cuts. Stoel,-stand aloof, and thou, blood, cease 
to How' _\" 

I will not dwell at present on the mystic stone, 
.Alatuir, but it should be mentioned, in order that an 
allusion in the next zagOfJOr may be intelligible, 
that from the elysian isle of Buyan comea wsM, grief 
or longing. This may at firIIt sight appear to be a 
strange dweller in what is represented as a land of 
eternal light and life. But the longing here alludOO 

• Sakbarof, I. ii. u. 
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to is that which springs from love, and leads to 
marriage, and therefore it is that it derives its origin 
from the same source as beings associated with all 
that is bright and joyous. He~e is-

A ZAGov6R TO GIVE A GOOD YOUTH A r.DNGlNG POR A 
• 

FAIR MAlDEN. 

I, the servant of God -, stand still, uttering 
a blessing. 

I, crossing myself, go from the room to the door, • 
from the comyard to the gates. 

I go out into the open field, to the eastern side. 
On the eastern side stands an izbl£ [cottage or room], 
in the middle of the izbti lies a plank, under. the 
plank is the LONGING. 

The Longing weeps, the Longing sobs, waiting to 
get at the white light. The white light, the fair sun, 
waits, enjoys itself, and rejoices. 

So may He wait longing to get to me, and [having 
done so] may he enjoy himself and rejoice I And 
without me let it not be possible for him to live, nor to 
be, nor .to eat, nor to drink; neither by the morning 
dawn, nor by the evening glow. . 

As a fish without water, as a babe without its 
mother, without its mother's milk, cannot live, so 
may he, without me, not be able to .live, nor to be, 
nor to eat, nor to drink; neither by the morning 
dawn, nor by the evening glow; neither every day; 
not at mid-day, nor under the many stars, nor toge
ther with the stormy winds. Neither under the sun 
by day, nor under the moon by night. 

Plunge thyself, 0 longing I gnaw thy way, 0 
longing, into his breast, into his heart; grow and 
increase in all his veins, in all his bones, with pain 
and thirst for me I I 

, Sakharof, I. ii. p. 34, No. 62 .. 
_L 
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In some zagov6rs the longing is said to spring from 
underneath the stone Alatuir, whence it is borne on 
the wings of seventy-seven aerial beings called both 
birds and winds. In some cases its bearers are 
styled" The Three Brothers," in others" The Seven 
Brothers," who are implored "to gather together 
from all the white world the griefs of widows, of 
orphans, and of little children." In some of the 
charms a lover addresses to fire and storm the fol
lowing appeal: " Take from me my longing; carry it 
away, and do not drop it, but make it enter into such 
and such a female heart." In one of the zagov6rs 
three mystic smiths are mentioned, who assiHt in 
forging hooks, by which one person can be" attached" 
to another. 

In a Siberian zago,,;{J1' a " Fiery Snake" is invoked . 
for the kindling of amorous longing. With this idea 
may be compared the popular belief, that with the 
beginning of every January-that is, at tbe end of 
the festival in honour of the return of the sun to
wards summer-the Fiery Snake begins to fly, enters 
into the izba through the chimney, turns into .. a 
brave youth," and steals by magic the hearts of fair 
maidens. In one of the Servian songs, a girl who 
has been carried off by a fiery snake calls herself 
his "true love." 

All this, says a bold mythologist, is explained by 
the fact that in mythical language the Fiery Snake is 
one of the forms of the lightning. The blooming 
Earth, fructified by the rains poured forth during 
the first spring storms, is turned in the myth into 
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the bride of the Fiery Snake. But the wedder of 
nature became looked upon at a later period as the 
patron of weddings among the children of men; and 
so the inducing of love-pangs naturally became 
ascribed to the Fiery Snake. 

Sometimes the powers of darkness are represented 
as having to do with the creation of amorous desire. 
Some of the zagO'lJ6rs begin, .. I rise up without ut
tering a blessing," and they go on to invoke "the 
demon Sanchak," and sometimes the" longing" is 
borne on the wings of seventy-seven demons, instead 
of as many winds. But all this is said to be of a later 
date. Originally, however, there was opposed to the 
fiery snake and the vivifying winds a malignant 
" spirit of the whirlwind" [dukh-vikhor'], which con
gealed ~stead of melting, and. was invoked by 
evil conjurors in order to produce coldness between 
man and wife: . . 

Some of the charms ~re meant to preserve men 
from drunkenness, which the sun, the moon, and 
the stars are called upon to keep away; others to 
gain the good will of a superior, or to ensure safety 
during a campaign. Here is a specimen of the latter 
class :-

The red sun has come forth from beyond the Cas
pian Sea, the moon has gone tl.p into the blue sky, 
the clouds have drawn together from afar, the dark
blue birds have met in the stone-built city. 

Within that stone-built city did my mother bear 
me, and while bearing me thus did she speak :-

.. Be thou, my child, sound and unhurt, whether 
by guns, or by arquebuses, or by arrows, whether 

nb2 
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by wrestlers, or by boxers. 1I1ay the champions not 
challenge thee, nor smite thee with weapons of war; 
neither piercing thee with lance or spear, nor cleaving 
thee with halbert or hatchet, nor cruHhing thee with 
an axe, nor stabbing thee with a knife. 

"May the old delude thee not, may the young 
men do thee no harm; but mayst thou be b£'fore 
them as a hawk, and may they be as thrushes. And 
may thy body be firmer than stone, thy shirt than 
iron, thy breast than the stone Alatuir. 

"And mayst thou at home be a good fiither, 
abroad a brisk youth, in war a brave soldier; in the 
outer world a source of pleasure, in the upper 
chamber of the maidens an ornament, at the nuptial 
fcast [a lPlest] without a trace of guile; and [mayHt 
thou liveJ with thy father and mother in peace, with 
thy wife in concord, with thy children in harmony." 

But perhaps the most interesting, and certainly 
the most poetic of the spells, are those which are 
intended for the relief of sufferers from a longing 
that ia of a different nature from that produced 
by amorous impulse, for the solace of friends and 
relatives who have been torn asunder, and especially 
of parents who have been deprived of children. 
As a specimen of these may be taken the following 

ZAGOvoa AGAINST THE GRIEJ' OF A )(OTIIY.R ON PARTlS') 

WITH .A BEWVY.D CHILD. 

I have sobbed away the day-I his own mother, 
the servant of God-in the lofty parental krem. [upper 
chamber], from the red morning dawn, looking out 
into the open field towards the setting of my red 
sun, my never-enougb-to-be-gazed-on child. There 
I remained sitting till the late evening glow, till the 
damp dews, in longinq and in woe. Hut at length 
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I 'grew weary of grieving, so I considered by what 
spells I could charm away that evil, funereal grief. 

I went into the open field, I carried with me the 
marriage cup, I took out the betrothal taper; I 
fetched the wedding kerchief, I qrew water from 
the well beyond the mountains. I stood in the 
midst of the thick forest, I traced an unseen line, 
and I began to cry with a piercing voice,-

"I charm my never-enough-to-be-gazed-on child, 
over the marriage cup, over the fresh water, over the 
nuptial kerchief, over the betrothal taper. I bathe 
my child's pure face with the nuptial kerchief, I wipe 
his sweet lips, his bright eyes, his thoughtful brow, 
his rosy cheeks. With the betrothal taper I light 
up his long kaftan, his sable cap, his figured girdle, 
his stitched, shoes, his ruddy curls, his youthful face, 
his rapid gait . 

.. Be thou, 0 my never-enough-to-be-gazed-on 
child, brighter than the brilliant sun, softer than a 
spring day, clearer than fountain water, whiter than 
virgin wax, firmer than the fiery stone .Alatuir. ' 

" I avert from thee the terrible devil, I drive away 
the fierce whirlwind, I keep thee away from the one
eyed LIeshy [or wood-spirit], from the stranger Do
movoy [i. e. from the house-spirit of another family], 
from the evil Vodyany [or water-spirit], from the 
witch of Kief, and from her evil sister of Murom, 
from the beckoning Rusalka, from the thrice-accursed 
Baba Yaga, from t4e flying Fiery Snake. I wave 
away from thee the prophetic raven and the croaking 
crow, I screen thee from Koshchei-Yadun, from the 
wily enchanter, from the spell-weaving wizard, from 
the daring magician, from the blind soothsayer, from 
the hoary witch. 

"And thou, my child, by night and at midnight, 
through all hours and at the half-hours, on the high_ 
way and the byway, when sleeping and when waking; 
be thou concealed by my abiding words fi'om hostile 
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powers and from unclean spirits, preserved frOIl 
untimely death and from misfortune and from WOE 

saved from drowning when on the water, and kep 
from burning when amid the flames . 

.. And should thy hour of death arrive, do thou, m; 
child, remember our caressing love, our unsparin/ 
bread-and-salt, and turn towards thy well-love« 
birth-place, bend thy brow to the .ground before i 
with seven times seven salutations, take leave 0 

thy kith and kin, and fall into a sweet, unbrokm 
slumber. 

"And may my words be stronger than water, highe1 
than the meuntains, heavier than gold, firmer thaI 
the fiery stone Alatuir, more powerful than heroes . 

.. And he who tries to beguile or to cast a spell OVCl 

my child, may he be shut up beyond the mountaiDi 
of Ararat, in the lowest gulfs of hell, in boiling pitch 
in burning flame. And may his spells be for him n( 
spells, his deceit be no deceiving, and his guile lea( 
to no beguiling '." 

We will now return for a time to the If !ale 0 

Buyan." and the If "White Stone Alatuir." 
Far away amid the ocean waves, according tc: 

Slavonic tradition, lies the isle caijed Buyan, onl 
of the many forms of the Rai, or Paradise, of whid 
mention has already been made, the Slavonian coun· 
terpart of that happy land which figures in thE 
mythoIogy of all the Aryan nations. In that eastern 
isle is the home of the sun. which goes there every 
evening after it has set, to rise from it again with 
the return of morning. In Buyan are collected, says 

• Sakhuof, L ii It. Every one ... ho ia iD~ in the ... I,jed 
of spells ohouJd .....t Prof_ Kuhn'. excellent article on LuI;"'''' 
... d 9"n,,,,,,f.cTu &9~Ae in the 13th .. 01. of the ZeiUeIwiji 
r,.,. _gleic~ Bpt-aclifone"-$. 
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Manasief, all the mighty forms of the spring-tide 
storms, all the mythical personifications of thunder, 
wind, and tempest. There are to be found "the 
Snake older than all snakes, and the prophetic Raven, 
elder brother of all ravens," and' the Bi!d, the 
largest and oldest of 1l.ll birds, with iron beak and 
copper claws, and the Mother of Bees, eldest among 
bees. That is to say, continues Manasief, there lies 
the Lightning Snake, and broods the Tempest Bird, 
and swarm the Thunder Bee!! who bless the longing 
earth with the honey of rain •. ~ 

On Buyan, also, stands a dripping oak, under 
which lies the snake Garafena [perhaps a-corruption 
of Goruw,ich, Son of the Mountain, the name usually 
borne by the snake of the Russian fable], and there 
sits the divine maiden, Zarya. [the Dawn, or the 
Spring-tide Sun, or a Thunder-goddess ?]. Thither 
turned the Old Slavonian with prayers, entreating 
the gods to preserve him from wounds and from 
diseases, to inspire him with martial courage, to 

• The word Buy'" was originally, says Afanasief, an epith.t 
only oC the fabled isle, but aft.rw ... ·ds it became looked upon as its 
name. Even now, instead of B"ya....droj'is written butnioi-•• trof. 
The root bu; is synonymous with yary, which includes id .... oC 
what is burning, ard.nt, passionate, fruitful, vernal, ete. The verh 
buyat' means to grow luxuriantly. The adjective buiny, when 
applied to fields, is equivalent to fruitful, ete.; when to the wi~d, it 
means stormy, ete.; and when to a hero's head, it stands for bold, 
daring, eta. [Po V. S. U. 181]. Some connenon between Buy'" 
and the grave may be suspect.<! from the fact that bu. and b .... 
""heM' mean the fenced-in ground around .. ch"n;h, in which the 
d.adusedto behuried,and /mev. is. name Cor a cemetery. [Po V. S. 
II. 140.] 
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bless him with SUCceRS in ~ove, in hunting and fish
ing, and in household affairs. 

On Buyan is found the white stone .Alatuir, the 
name and the nature of which have been discuRsed 
at some length by various Slavonic scholars, who 
have not, however, entirely dispelled the mystery 
which hangs about them. The zatjovors generally 
describe it as lying on the Buyan isle, but sometimes 
they merely say, "On the sea, on the ocean, lies the 
fiery stone'." From under it flow rivers of healing. 
On it originally was wont to sit either a .. filiI' 
maiden who sewed up bleeding wounds "-supposed 
to be the Dawn, or the bird Stratim, the meaning 
of whose name has not yet been discovered-or some 
other mythical being. But under the influence of 
Christian ideas the loeality of the stone was altered, 
and with it the character of its occupants. Some
times, for instance, we find a spell in which the 
stone has been 'transferred to the neighbourhood of 
the river Jordan, and over it rises "a golden 
church," or a throne of gold occupied by "the 
Lord Himself," or by .. the Holy ~Iother of God," 
or by one of the Apostles, or by some member of the 
heavenly host. Or near it stands a sacred grove 
composed perhaps of cypresses-the cypress having 
been the tree of which the cross was made-or 
a golden staircase up which the Archangel :Michael 
is ascending to heaven. But whatever else has 
been changed, the idea of warm, blazing light is 
always connected with the stone. .. Look, wife, 

• The epithet !lDryuci IIlCaIbI inllammaLle, """il", oet on fire. 
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~1" On the blue sea," says a busband in a nat.~ 
song, when leaving his wife for ever; .. when the 
fiery white stone grows cold, then will I come 
home;" meaning that he will never return. Some
times, instead of the epithet "fiery white," the 
designation kip [kipyet' =to boil, foam, seethe, etc.) 
is .applied to ~he stone. 

Various suggestions have been made with regard 
to the etymology of the word Alatuir. One writer 
compares it with the Greek elektron, the Russian 
yantar [am):ler J, and another with alabastros, each 
supporting his argnment by the fact that the word'he 
suggests represents something specially bright. The 
alabaster theory seems to have fallen to the ground, 
but the identity of the words alatuir and yantar seems 
to be generally admitted, though it is difficult to see, 
as Afanasief remarks, why such magical properties 
should have been attributed by the Old Slavonians 
to amber'. It may be that, as Buy{m seems to have 
been turned from an epithet into a proper name; so 
Alatuir may, in the course of time, have changed its 
meaning, which possibly was ·at first" amber-like." 

And now it is time that we should turn from the 
spell to its wielder-that having gained some fami-

• P.V.S. II. 148, 149. In a note to this passage (Ill. 800, SOl) 

Afanasief, remarks, U The Russian alatuir and the Greek il.\.t:l(TpoY 
arc dl!l'ived from a'root which io Sanskrit is found under the form 

,ark (=uA.<), to flash, to emit ray. (ark-M=light, the sun,cry.
tal, etc.: ~Alx~TWP = the IUD, i. e. the shiDing one, l1AElCTpov = 
.hilling'metal (a milture of gold and silver) "-and 80 = Alatuir 
in it. form latuir or lok·luir. Dahl in hi. great dictionary looks 
011 !Jantar as • Tartar form of .lektron. . 
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liarity with the language of Sorcery, we should make 
the acquaintance of the Sorcerer him~elf. And 
having done so, it may be worth our while to trace 
his spiritual pedigree, to test his own claims, and 
those of his predecessors, to magic power, and to 
attempt to account for the readiness with which, 
century after century, those claims were admitted. 
Such an investigation wilIlead us back to the region 
whence we started, for if we perseveringly traee 
backwards up the stream of time the ancestral line 
of that poor creature, the Sorcerer of to-day, we shall 
find ourselves at last in the presence of those iII-de
fined but still majestic shapes of gods, under whieh 
the faneiful reverence of the heathen Slavonians 
seems to have personified the powers of nature. 

But a little time ago every Russian village had its 
wizard, almost as a matter of course, and to this day 
it is said there is not a hamlet in the Ukraine that 
is not reported to keep its witch. In the vicinity of 
the great cities the supernatural, as revealed by the 
professors of the black art, may have lost its attrac
tive hold upon the popular mind; but out in the open 
country the Koldun still holds his own, the Vybl'ma 
still retaiDll her power". To him and to her the 
rustics still have recourse in their troubles, still 

• DC the numerous names Cor the wizard and the witch, those oC 
VyU .... and VyiJ'_, springing .. they do Crom • root ",ed, 
answering to tbe San.krit mJ, mean people toM hunD, baTing es
actly tile same primary lignification .. two oth .. terms applied to 
them, z.aJcluw' and z.aJcluwJ:t. (mal' = to know). DC another 
like couple oC 'YDODyma, KDlJ ... and IiolJ';',.'y", the root baa not 
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trustfully turn for such advice and aid as may enable 
them to obtain blessings and ward off evils. They 
are supposed to be able to look into the future, and 
to decipher the hidden meaning of omens and augu
ries; to possess charms which will cure the diseases 
of the body and calm the troubles of the mind; and 
even to be capable of controlling the elements, of 
bestowing the gift of fertilizing rain, or of ruining 
by the curse of drought or storm. The faith, in 
short, which was once professed in every European 
land, and which was the cause in them of so many 
thousands of terrible deaths, is still held in Russia, 
where, however, it has seldom assumed the virulent 
aspect which it used to wear farther west: 

In Russia, as in many other lands, the common 
people look upon diseases as evil spirits, to be driven 
away by purification with fire and water, 8}ld so the 

yet been satisfactorily made out. Professor Srcznievsky thinks 
that the EoldUn was anciently the sacrifi ..... to the gods, for in 
Croatian KaldoNti means to offer a sacrifice, and a Kaldov""e. is a 
priest. 

Beside. these names there are those of the (Jhardv",7c or (Jharod
ykto (fem. Ohar&vnitBa. "c.). the dealer in c1l4rui. spells or magic; 
of the Kudlmilr: (fem. Kut/knitltJ). the worker of wonders. 
(ohutkBti = lcude8O); and finally of the Vollr:h~ (fem. Vlk"va, 
VoIUvitka). a term which was used by Nestor as a synonym of 
KuJemilr:, and which Professor Buslaef considers as having had 
the .ame meaning as ."",e.. a heathen priest. deriving VolUv from 
a root akin to the Sanskrit~aI9;;:: to shine, and ",.,..,. from 
drym. to burn, and comparing J'lkhva with· the like-meaning 
Scandinavian name of .. I .... "la. vala.-See Afanasief. P. V. S. L 

405-409. III. 4I!8-4Z6; and Buslaef, 0 JTlig"";; E.lwUtiamtva. 
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popular practice of physic is founded on a thcory of 
fumigations, washings, and sprinklings, attended by 
exorcisms of various kinds. Some of the strangest 
of the magical practices to which the peasants have 
recourse are those which they employ as a defence 
against the attacks of the malignant beings wbom 
they identify with the cholera, the small-pox, and the 
cattle-plague. Of some of these rites an account will 
presently be given. Against the evil influence of an 

. angry house-spint, or of nightmares and other bale
ful demons, the Wise Men and 'Women contend in 
various ways, all highly prized by the peasants: they 
keep away fevers from a house by wa.~IJing tlw 
lintels of its doorways, and by performing ct-Ttain 
magical rites in the fields they prevent insects and 
other vermin from hurting the crops. For the success 
of a wedding, the presence of the wizard is in many 
places considered indispensable', His duty is to 
preserve the young couple and their friends from the 
attacks of hostile magicians; and so, in the Govern
ment of Perm, the bride is always attended by a zrvik
harka, and the bridegroom by a zrviklv.tr', who gOt-"3 
in front of the bridal procession, and anxiou.~ly pries 
around, whispering to himself the while. The people 
imagine that he is contending with the evil spirit 
which pursues newly-married persons,and attempts to 

, By tbe peasantry, of eonne. Their SUperiOR in IOciaI rank 
are said to haY .. been wont in former dayt to lay equal .treII on 
the preaenoo of a g<meraI. SatirioU declared that the eonfeetionc"r 
wbo contracted for the wediling-breakWt alway. aoked bit ....... 
tom ... ,.b.th .. they ouppfu,d ~ their own generalo." 
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ensnare them. In some districts, when a wedding is 
being celebrated, all the doors arid windows are care
fully shut, and even the chimney is stopped up, to 
prevent malicious witches from flying in, and doing 
the bride or bridegroom an injury. 

As in other countries, so in Russia, according to 
the opinion of the peasants, wizards and witches are 
greatly addicted to stealing the dew and the rain~ 
These they either hoard or pour forth at their dis~ 
cretion. Thus, for instance, there is a story in South 
Russia of a wizard who could control the elements. 
Once, in harvest-time, a storm-cloud was seen moving 
towards the fields where he' and his fellow-villagers 
were at work. They hurried homewards, -but he 
stopped where he was, saying there would be no 
rain, though all the sky was black with clouds. Pre
sently there gallops up to him a black rider on a 
black horse. " Let go !" he cries imploringly to the 
wizard, who refuses to do so. The clouds take a 
lighter hue, and the peasants this time look for a hail 
storm. Up rides a second horseman, " all white and 
on a white steed," and cries, "Let go, please do!" 
"No, I won't," replies the wizard. "Do let go; 
there's no holding out!" exclaims the white rider. 
At last the wizard sends him on to the other side of 
tho corn-field, where in a little time a hail-storm 
comes pelting down·. 

With whirlwinds, also, the wizards have a great 

• A Bohemian version of this story is given by Grohmano, 
.dber9latdllm ••• au. BiinflllJfl, nc., p. 114. 
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deal to do. The Russian peasant generally attributes 
such winds to the wild dances in which the devil 
indulges when celebrating his marriage with a witch; 
but sometimes, he thinks, a wizard is being whirled 
about in the "dust-spouts" which may be seen in 
summer in the open plains. And 80 if a sharp knife 
be thrown with good aim at one of them, it will fall 
to the ground streaming with blood. There is a 
Little-Russian story of a peasant who Hung his 
hatchet at one of these revolving columns, in which 
it stuck, "just as if it were in a tree," and by which 
it was carried off into space. Some little time alkT
wards the peasant, while making a journey, happened 
to spend a night in a cottage, the owner of which 
lay ill in bed, having cut himself, said his family, 
with a hatchet. .As the guest lay down to sIcep, he 
caught sight of something gleaming under a bench, 
and recognized it as the hatchet he had lost. Im
mediately he knew that he had wounded a wizard, 
so in fear of his life he Hed from the cottage into the 
darkness t. When our sailors fire cannon at water
spouts they, of course, do so for purely philosophical 
reasons. 

In Little-Russia the witches are reported to steal 
from the sky its rain and dew, which they carry off 
iu pitchers and bags, and hide in their cottages. .A 
long time ago one of their number, it is said, did this 
to such an extent that not a single rain-drop fell in 
a whole summer. Having to go out one day, she 

• Manasief, P. V. S. In. 4-18. 
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gave strict orders to the girl whom she left in charge 
of the house not to meddle with the pitcher which 
stood in the corner. But no sooner had she dis
appeared, than the girl opened the pitcher and peeped 
in. Nothing was to be seen inside, only a voice was 
heard coming from it, "Now there will be rain I" 
The frightened girl ran to the door, and, sure enough, 
the rain was coming down "just as if it were rushing 
out of a tub." The witch came running home, and 
closed the pitcher, when the rain stopped in a 
moment. "If the pitcher had stood open a little 
longer," she said to the girl, "the whole of the 
village would have been drowned '." In some ver
sions of the same story the witch forbids certain tubs 
to be touched. When they are opened by an inqui
sitive visitor they are found to be full of frogs, 
toads, water-snakes, and other vermin, which set 
up a strange croaking and crawl away in different 
directions. Immediately the blue sky turns black, 
and a terrible storm arises; only to be quelled by 
the return of the witch, and the restoration of the 
toads and their companions to their prison-tubs. 

In some places, and especially in Little-Rusdia, 
the witches are supposed to steal and hide away, not 
only the rain and dew, but even the moon and stars. 
With particular eagerness they attempt to do so 
during the festivals of Kolyad,a, and of K1tpala, [i. e. 
at the times of the winter and the s~mer solstice], 
when the principal gatherings of unclean spirits and 

, Afanasief, P. V. S. III. 450. 
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their families take place. There was once a village, 
they say in the Chernigof Government, in which 
there lived as many as a thousand witches, and they 
went on clearing the sky of stars until thero wero 
none left" to light up our sinful world." . Then God 
sent St. Andrew [one o£ the Christian sueccssors 
of Perun] , who struck with his mace, and that wicked 
village sank into the earth, the place it had occupied 
becoming a swamp'. Akin to these witches mUHt 
have been the heroine of the following spell ;-

The maiden fair 
Through the forest went. 
Evil she muttered, 
Herbs she collected, 
Roots she extracted, 
The moon she stole, 
The sun she ate. 
Aroynt her, hag' 
Aroynt her, witch • , 

In Russia, as elsewhere, the objects by means of 
which a sorceress flies through the air arc thoso 
which are connected with the domestic hearth-the 
brooms and besoms used for sweeping up ashell, and 
the equivalents for our tongs, poker, and shovel. 
.A Russian witch always keeps by her a supply of 
waw which has been boiled together with the 
embeTs of a kup31a pyre, or Midsummer bonfire. 
When she wants to fly she sprinkles herself with 
this, or she rubs herself nnder the armpits and the 

• A!anaail,r, P. v. S. ID. _. • Afanuic/', P. V. B. UL ..... 
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knees with an ointment, the chief ingredient of which 
is the magical herb tvrlich, or gentian. Sometimes 
witches cleave the air in the cauldro~s wherein they 

'prepare their magic broths, or, like the Baba Yagas, 
they ski.ID. along in mortars, sweeping away their 
traces with a broom. 

The witches generally hold their meetings on 
"bald hills," though in Servia they haunt threshing. 
floors for this purpose. And their chief gatherings 
take place three times a year j at springtide, and at 
the periods of the summer and winter solstice. 
According to Sakharof the witches begin to seek 
their trysting.place on the 26th of December. On 
the 1st of January they wander about with un· 
clean spirits, and on the 3rd, returning from 
their wanderin~~s, they take to milking cows. In 
RuthenIa it is believed that on the Feast of the 
Annunciation [March 25, the day on which spring 
subdues winter], witches and vampires are born. 
On St. George's day [April 23], and on the" KupaIa 
night" [June 24-both days originally consecrated to ' 
Perun] wizards and witches collect on a bare hill, 
and there hold diabolical orgies. Sometimes they 
may be followed thither. In the Ukraine tpey tell 
how a certain soldier happened to see a witch, in 
whose house he lodged, preparing herself for flight. 
After she had gone he followed ,her example, and was 
immodiately caught up, through the chimney, into 
the sky and. on to the "bare hill." Thero he 
watched the revels for some time. At last hi~ land· 
lady caught sight of him, and immC'diately told him 

00 
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to be gone, if he valued his life, without a moment's 
delay. "Here is a good steed," she cried; .. mount 
and be off." A way he was borne home by the good 
steed, which he tethered at the end of his journey. 
The next morning he saw that the tether was attached 
to a log. 

It is unnecessary to go into the details of these 
meetings of witches and wizards, for they differ but 
little from those of such assemblies as the well· 
known Walpurgisnacht and other Teutonic gather. 
ings of demons and their earthly as80ciates~ In' 
Russia, &8 in other lands, the connexion between 
sorcerers and devils is very close, and when a wizard 
is about to die, evil spirits enter into him, and tear 
his life out with terrible agonies. With him all 
nature seems to suffer. The earth shudders, the 
winds howl, the wild beasts roar, and flocks of crows 
and ravens, or rather of evil spirits in their forms, 
throng the roof and chimney of the honse, seize 
the soul of the dying wizard or witch, and, with 
wild cries, bear it away to the other world. 

Among t!1e defensive weapons employed against 
witchran, some of the most important are the dif· 
ferent objects connected with the domestic hearth, 
or supposed to refer in some way to the lightning. 
Thus a kocherga, or stove-rake, if suspended at the 
door of a cottage, will prevent any wizard who may 
have gained admittance from getting out again. As 
in Germany, on the first nights in May, so in Russia, 
on the eve of the Epiphany, eays Afanasief, crosses 
may be seen chalked on every door and window. 
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These are to keep oft' witches, who fear every symbol 
of the Thunder-god's hammer, as, for instance, the 
sallow, the aspen-stake, and the fern. If anyone 
takes a willow or aspen-twig with him to matins 
on Easter day, say the peasants in the Poltava 
Government, and looks at the congregation through 
it, he will see all the wizards and witches among 
them turned upside down'. In the Chernigof Go
vernment it is believed that if, on the last day of 
the MUBlyanitsa anyone takes a piece of cheese, 
wraps it up, and carries it about with him during the 
whole of Lent, then on Easter eve the witches of 
his village will appear to hhn~nd ask for cheese. 

To a wizard who dealt '~II: ntiuzui, or amulets, 
[uzui = ties; uzel = a knot; uzit' = to tighten], was 
given in old times the names of Ntiuznik or Uzol'nik. 
These amulets generally consisted.of various mate
rials, such as herbs, roots, embers,salt, .bats' wings, 
heads and skins of snakes, etc., which were tied up 
in small packets, and hung round the neck. Some
times a spell was written on a piece of paper which 
was attached to the pectoral cross worn by Russians. 
After the introduction of Christianity, incense [ladon ] 
entered so largely into the composition of these 
amulets that they received from it the general desig
nation of lddonki. These amulets are still in great 

. request among the peasants, especially among those 
who have to undertake long and hazardous journeys. 
In olden days it seems to have been customary to 

f Afanasier. P. V. S. m. 491. 
cc2 
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take young children to a witch, who provided them 
with suitable amulets. 

The e~cacy of these tied or knotted amulets de
pended to a great extent upon the magical force of 
their knots. To these knots frequent reference is 
made in the spells. Here is one, for instance, in
tended to guarantee its employer against all risk of 
being shot:-

"I attach five knots to each hostile, infidel 
shooter, over arquebuses, bows, and all manner of 
warlike weapons. Do ye, 0 knots, bar the shooter 
from every road and way, Jock fast every arquebuse, 
entangle every bow, involve all warlike weapons, 80 

that the shootrrs may not reach me with their 
arquebuses, nor may their arrows attain to me, nor 
their warlike weapons do me hurt. In my knots 
lies hid the mighty strength of snakes-from the 
twelve-headed snake'." With such a spell as this it 
was supposed that the insurgent chief, Stenka Razin, 
had rendered himself proof against shot and stool. 

Sometimes the amulet is merely a knotted thread. A 
skein of Pad wool wound round the arms and legs is 
supposed to ward off agues and fevers; and nine skeins, 
fastened. round a child's neck are deemed a preserva
tive against scarlatina. In the Tver Government a 
bag called r:yazlc is fastened round the Deck of the 
cow which walks before the rest of a berd. in order to 
keep off wolves. Its force binds the maw of the w"ild 
beast [ryazat' = to bind]. In accordance with a simi-
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lar idea, a padlock is carried three times round a herd 
of horses, before they are allowed to go afield in the 
spring, he who carries it locking and unlocking it as 
he goes, while these magical words are being uttered, 
" I lock from my herd the mouths of the grey wolves 
with this steel lock." .After the third round the 
padlock is finally locked, and then, when the horses 
have gone off, it is hidden away somewhere till late 
in the autumn, when the time comes for the herd to 
return to winter quarters. In this case the" firm word" 
of the spell is supposed to lock up the mouths of 
the wolves. The Bulgarians have a similar method 
of protecting their· cattle against wild beasts. A 
woman takes a needle and thread after dark, and 
sews together the skirt of her dress. A child asks 
her what she is doin'g, and she tells him she is sewing 
up the ears, eyes, and jaws of the wolves, so that they 
may not hear, see, or bite the sheep, goats, pigs, and 
calves. In the Smolensk Government, when cattle 
are being driven afield on St. George's day, the fol
lowing spell is used:- . 

.. Deaf man, deaf man, dost thou hear us ? " 

.. I hear not." 

.. God grant that the wolf may not hear our 
cattle I" 

" Cripple, cripple, canst thou catch us?" 
"I cannot catch." 
"God grant that the wolf may not catch our 

cattle I" 
" Blind man, blind man, dQst thou see us ? " 
" I see not." 
" God grant that the wolf may not see our cattle" I" 

• Uanwef, P. V. s. lU. 437. 
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Sometimes the amulet locks away hurtful things 
from a man's body. A net, from its afHuence of 
knots, was always considered very efficacious against 
sorcerers; and therefore, in some places, when a 
bride is being dressed in her wedding attire, a fishing
net is flung over her, to keep her out of harm's 
way. With a similar intention the bridegroom and 
his companions are often girt with pieces of net, or 
at least with tight-drawn girdles, for before a 
wizard can begin to injure them he must undo all the 
knots in the net, or take off the girdles. The girdle, 
with which the idea of a snake is frequently con
nected, has some mystic 'Sympathy with its wearer, 
and therefore the peasants in some parts believe, that 
if a sick man's girdle be taken off, and thrown on the 
highway, whoever picks it up and puts it on will 
have its former wearer's diseases transferred to him
self'. The knotted surface of a harrow (made of 
interwoven branches) gives it great power against 
witchcraft. The best way to catch a witch is to hide 
under a harrow, and angle for her with a bridle. 

Russian cows have always been as liable as those of 
other countries to be drained of their milk by witches. 
During the Christmas 8-cyatki the peasants object to 
letting their cattle leave the cow-sheds, for fear of 
attacks from the powers of darkness. On the 3rd 
of January the witches return from their Sabbath in 
a state of ravenous hunger, and are to be debarred 
from the cow-sheds onfy by means 01 a church taper 

f A. oimiIar belief ill aid to be otiIl prenleut iD EngJa04. 
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attached to the- doors. Crosses chalked upon the 
eve of the Epiphany are also very useful. On St. 
Vlas's [Blasius' B] day [Feb. 11] it is necessary to 
sprinkle the flocks and herds with holy water, for at 
that time, in Little-Russia a.t least, werewolves, in 
the shape of dogs a.nd black cats, suck the cows, 
mares, and ewes, and slaughter their male com
panions. On St. George's day in April, and again 
during Whitsun and Trinity weeks, the danger is no 
less to be dreaded. At Midsummer bonfires are. 
made of net~les, etc., and the horned cattle are driven 
through the flame, in order to keep off wizards and 
witches, who are then ravenous after milk. On the 
30th of July witches frequently milk cows to death, 
dying themselves afterwards of a surfeit. 

A witch can milk a cow from a great distance. In 
order to do so she sticks a knife into a plough, a post, 
or a tree: the milk trickles along the edge of the 
knife, and continues to do so till the cow's udder is 
emptied. On the eves of St. George's day, Whit
Sunday, and Midsummer day, witches go out at night 
without clothing, and cut chips from the doors and 
gates of farmyards. These they boil in a milk-pail, 
and so charm away the milk from those farms. Care
ful housewives are in the habit of examining their 
doors, and of smearing any new gashes they find in 
them with mud, which frustrates the plans of the 
milk-stealers. In such cases the witches climb the 
wooden crosses by the wayside and cut chips from 
them, or lay their hands on stray wooden wedges. 
These they stick into a post in the cattle-sheds., and 
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press them with their fingers till milk flows from them 
freely, as from a cow's udder. As in Germany, 80 

in Russia, witches often bear milk-pails on their heads. 
In Lusatian Wendish a witch is called KTwd(Jjta 
[ dait' = to milk], from her nefarious dealings with her 
neighbours' cows. 

As a farmer's cows are exposed to the attacks of 
the witch, so are his crops to those of the wizard, 
who sometimes takes a handful of ears of corn, bends 
them doWn to the ground, and ties them together 
with a string; or he twists them round toward the west, 
the quarter with which is connected the idea of death, 
and fastens them in that position. This ceremony, 
which is done only with malicious intent, is of course 
entirely different from the somewhat similar rite styled 
.. the phiting of the beard of Volos." [See p. 251.] 
The wizard's proceeding is called making a zakrut. 
[ zakrutit' = to twist]. The old church books called 
treblliki contain prayers intended to be employed 
against the zakrUt. After they had been said, it was 
formerly the custom to pull it out with a church 
cross, and so to deprive it of its power to do harm: 
Now-a-days it is customary to hire the services of a 
friendly wizard, who cuts an aspen-stake, splits it 
asunder, and pulls out the enchanted ears with it •. 
Afterwards the zakrot is set on fire with a holy taper. 
and the aspen-stake is driven into the spot it had 0c

cupied. the latter p~g giving rise to terrible 
pains iuside the hostile wizard ' . 

• A r'nuj-t; P. V. S. ui 516. 
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" ~esides destroying crops and cattle, the dealers in 
magic were supposed to be able to bring disease and 
death upon mankind. The Kashoubes along the 
Baltic still attribute most illnesses to sorcery, and in 
former days such an explanation of plagues, and mur
rains, and other evils of a like nature, seems to have 
been generally accepted. The Russian peasants be
lieve that wizards and witches can bring destruction 
on men "as well as beasts, letting loose on their ene
mies evil spirits, which manifest themselves in 
hiccoughs. ravings, and fits, or wreaking their ven
geance upon them by means of poison. The victim 
who aCcepts a beverage from the hands of a witch, 
will perhaps swallow with it the" Fever-Sisters" or 
other demons of torment, who will become trans
formed within him into snakes, toads, or mice, and 
will suck dry his veins, and bring him, amid pro
longea agonies, to the grave.. Sometimes, instead of 
sending evil spirits to torment a man internally, a 
wit.ch is supposed to change him by night into a 
horse, and ride him over hill and dale until he is all 
but dead with fatigu&-an idea of which Gogol has 
made excellent use in his story of the Vll. At other 
times she is believed to ride on his spirit, while his 
body sleeps. In that case he finds himself utterly 
exhausted the next day, though he knows nothing 
about what has been done to him. 

As a general rule, however, wizards and witches are 
supposed to destroy their TIctims by means of poison 
distilled from herbs and roots. The girl who poisoned 
her brother by mistake, when she merely intended to 
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kill the lover who had offended her-1I8 described in a 
song already quoted-probably belonged to the same 
cl1l88 118 the wilfully murderous sister of the following 
weird story:-

.A brave youth splintered chips . 

.A fair maiden gathered the chips, 
Gathered and set them on the fire, 

. Baked snakes and distilled poison. 
The sister thought her brother to kill. 
Into the midst of the court she went, 
Filled a cup betimes, 
Offered it to her brother dear . 
.. Sister, be thou the first to drink." 
.. Brother, I drank when pouring forth, 
Wishing good health to thce." 
.A drop fell on the horse's mane, 
The horse's mane began to burn. 
Down from his good steed leaped the youth, 
Drew from its sheath his sabre keen, 
Struck off his sister's head . 
.. No sister true of mine art thou, 
But a snake from under a log." 
Faggots he piled in the midst of the court, 
And her body white he burnt, 
Till nought but I18hes remained. 
Her dust he scattered across the plain ; 
No voice would he suffer to mourn t. 

Sometimes the poisoning is supposed to be effected 
on a large scale, 118 when an epidemic is introduced 
by means of unholy science. In that case recourse is 
had to magic, to counteract the designs of the mali. 
cious sorcerer. The rites which are performed by 
the RW!sian peasants in order to ward off an attack 
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of the cattle-plagUe are ·very striking, whether the1 
are intended. to prove efficacious against an evil 
spirit invoked by a human will, or one that acts of 
its own accord. In olden days, it is said, when such 
a disease broke out in Ruthenia, it was customary to 
seize some old woman who was suspected of dealing 
in magic, and to bury her alive, or to fling her into a 
river, having previo~sly fastened her up in a sack 
along with a cock, a dog, and a black cat. After 
that it was expected that the epidemic would dis
appear. Not long ago, an opinion was expressed by 
the peasants, that if the first cholera patient were to 
be buried alive, the disease would lose its power. In 
some villages a hole is dug in the earth at the precise 
spot on which the first victim to cattle-plagUe has 
fallen, and in it they bury its remains, with a live 
dog, cat, and oock fastened to its tail. The Com
mune recompenses the owner of the dead beast for 
the loss of its hide. In the Nijegorod Government 
the Siberian PlagUe is supposed to be kept at a 
distance by ashen stakes being driven into the ground 
at crossways, and the remains of a dog, oaloined for 
the purpose, being scattered about the village. Some
times, when a murrain is dreaded, the assembled 
peasa.nts drive their herds overnight into some farm
yard, and keep watch over them till morn. Then 
the oattle are oounted, and if a beast whioh no 
one claims- is found among them, it is looked upon 
as the Cow Death in person, and is immediately 
burnt alive. Sometimes the popular fancy personifies 
the Cow Death under the form of a haggard Qld 
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woman, against whose attacks various precautions of 
a heathenish kind are taken. When.a village is 
alarmed lest such a murrain should fall upon its 
herds, the men are all ordered to ~hut themselves up 
in their cottages. Then the women meet together, 
clad only in white shifts, having their hair hanging 
loose about their shoulders-in striking resemblance 
to the Prophetesses of heathen times-and provided 
with the various utensils connected with the hearth, 
such as brooms, shovels, and the equivalents for 
pokers and tongs. In some places, also, they carry 
scythes and sickles, and other instruments used in 
their daily avocations, but this seems to be an inno
vation of later date. The oldest woman among them 
is then yoked to a plough, and she must draw it 
three times round the whole of the village, the rest 
of the party following· after her, and singing the 
Bongs set apart for such occasions. It is supposed 
that the malignant spirit whom they recognize in the 
cattle-plagne will be unable to cross the lines thus 
traced by the plough, or to get at the cattle, which, 
during the ceremony, have been kept shnt up within 
the village. Here is one of their songs, many of 
which are quite unpresentable :-

From the ocean-from the deep sea • . • 
There have come out twelve maidens. 
They have gone on their way, by no short road, 
{! p to the steep, the high mountains, 
To the three old Elders ••• 
"Get ready the white oak tables 
Sharpen the knives of steel, 
Make hot the boiling cauldrons. 
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Cleave, cut unto death, _ 
Every life under the heavens I " 
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The Elders comply with the request of the Twelve 
Maidens, and all, living things are put to death. 
Then,-

In those boiling cauldrons, 
-Burns with an inextinguishablE! fire 
Every life beneath the heavens. 
Around the boiling cauldrons 
Stand the old Elders; 
The old Elders sing 
About life, about death, 
About the whole human race. 
The old Elders give 
To the whole world long lives. 
But on the other, on evil Death, 
The old Elders fix 
A great curse. 
The old Elders promise 
Eternal life 
To all the human race '. 

The Three Elders, says Orest Miller, are evidently 
beneficent divinities, but it is not clear who -the 
Twelve Sisters are. They are often mentioned in 
exorcisms, many of which are intended to be used 
as a protection against the attacks of these .. Evil 
Shakers,''' as they are called; shakers of mankind, 
that is to say. Sometimes each one has -her own 
name, that of some special disease. In the exorcisms 
preserved in writillg, most of which show evident 
signs of having been subtnitted to Christian influences, 
these weir~ sisters are called the Daughters !>f 
Herod. ~ 

I Orest Miller, 0p"it, I. 10. 
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Tereschimko, in his description of the OpakMvanie, 
the ploughing rite [palcluit' = to plough] used as a 
preservative against the cattle-plague, gives a few 
additional detailS'. In the villages of which he speaks, 
the procession is headed by a young girl who car
ries the image of St. Blasius-VIas, the Christian 
rep.resentative of tbe old Slavonic deity Volos, 
the patron-god of cattle'. Behind her walk the 
rest of the female villagers, those in the front row 
carrying besoms and handfuls of hay and straw. 
Next comes an old woman, riding on a broomstick, 
her locks dishevelled, a single shift her only cover
ing; around her are several women and girls with 
stove-irons. The third row is composed of women 
who shout, dance, gesticulate, and beat frying
pans. A number of old women, bearing lighted fir
splinters, form a circle around a widow, who wears 
a horse-col1ar round her neck and nothing else, and 
the old woman yoked to the plough. In front of 
each farmyard the procession halts, while its mem
bers knock at the gates, and, amid the din of beaten 
pots and pans, exclaim" Ai, Ai! cut, hew the Cow 
Death! Ai, Ai! cut, hew! There she goes! Ai, 
Ai ! " H a dog or 8 cat happens to rush out it is 
killed on the spot, being taken for the cattle-plague 
m person. 

Another rite, of an equally heathenish" nature, is 
considered efficacious against various epidemics. The 
female inhabitants of a village heap up two pik-s of 
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refuse at midday, one at each end of the street, 
and set them on fire at midnight. To one of these 
bonfires the girls, in white shifts, with loosely flow
ing hair, drag a plough, one of their number follow
ing the rest and carrying a holy picture. To the 
other bonfire a black cock is taken by the older 
women-who wear black petticoats and dirty shifts
and carried three times round the flames. Then one of 
the women seizes it, and runs away with' it to the other 
end of the village, the rest following and screeching 
" Ah! .Ai! Atu! disappear, perish, black disease!" 
When she reaches the glowing heap at the other end, 
she flings the bird into it. While it is burning, the 
girls, after heaping dry leaves on the fire, take hands 
and dance round it, repeating" Perish, disappear, 
black disease I " The women then drag the plough 
three times round the village'. 

Near Mtsensk, in the Government of Orel, the 
Cow Death procession is headed by three girls who 
carry a picture of St. VIas, with a taper burning in 
a lanthorn before him, or a censer containing live 
coals and incense. .After them walk three widows, 
and in some places three soldiers' wives. As they 
go round the village they sing,-

Death, 0 thou Cow Death! 
Depart from our village, 
From the stable, from the court I 
Through our village 
Goes holy Vlasy, 
With incense, with taper, 
With burning embers. 

• T.re.hchenko, VL n. 
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We will consume thee with fire, 
We will rake thee with the stove-rake, 
We will sweep thee up with the broom, 
And we will stuff thee with ashes. 
Come not to our village I 
Meddle not' with our cows, 
Nut-brown, chestnut, star-browed, 
White-teated, white uodered, 
Crumpled-horned, one-horned! 

After them follow the other women~ one dragging 
a plough which anot~er directs, and a third riding 
on a broomstick, while the others carry, anli striko 
together, various utensils, chiefly of iron. The rest 
of their proceedings resemble those which have al. 
ready been described, but their narrator adds that 
.. if a man falls in their way, they set upon him 
furiously. It has often occurred that the man thus 
met has not at a cheap rate made good his escape 
from them "." 

One of the stories abont the Cow Death relates 
that-

A peasant was driving from a mill, at a late hour. 
Towards him comes crawling an old woman and 
says,-

" Give me a lift, grandfather! " 
.. Where to? " 

... There, my own, to the village you're going to 
yourself." 

" And who are you, grandmother?" 
" A doctoress, my own; I doctor cows." 

• CAw-here tranalated N meddle not" -- iJ; now aD excla-
mation, or a word meaning a border or boundary, but .... once 
the name or a friendly deity reaembling the 'Roman Termis" .. . 

• EIttograj'. 81itwwil:, TL lIezboC'. artreie, pp. _. 
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CC And where have you been doctoring?" 
cc Why I've been doctoring at Istomina's, but 

they're all dead there. What was to be done? They 
didn't call me in till a little time ago, and I couldn't 
manage to stop the thing." 

The peasant gave the woman a seat on his cart, 
and drove off. Coming to a cross road he could not 
remember the way, and by this time it had begun 
to grow dark. Uttering a prayer, the peasant took 
off his hat and crossed himself. In a moment there 
was no old woman to be seen! 

Turning into a black dog, she ran into the village. 
Next day three cows died in the outside farm; the 
peasant had brought the Cow Death there '. 

Under such circumstances, according to Teresh
chenko, insta~ces of voluntary immolation have been' 
known. In a village attacked by an epidemic, ." the 
men and women have been known to cast lots, and 
the person on whom the lot fell has been buried alive 
in a pit, along with a cock and a black cat." 

In the month of February, according to the 
Russian peasants, the Cow Death wanders through 
the villages in the guise of a hideous old woman, 
withered and starved in aspect, bearing a rake in her 
hauds. Sometimes, however, as we have seen, she 
takes the form of a black dog or cow, and, among 
the Siovenes, of a mottled calf; In the Tomsk 
Government the Siberian murrain is represented as 
a tall, shaggy man, with hoofs instead of feet, who 
usually lives among the hills. The Bulgarians have 
a tradition that when the cattle-plague, or the small
pox, wishes to depart from a village, she appears to 

• Tereshcht'nko, VI. 42. 

Dd 
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some one in his sleep, and orders him to convey her 
to such and such a place. ,The person thus dCHig
nated takes bread smeared with honey, salt, and a 
fi3.'!k of wine, and leaves them, before sunrise, at 
the appointed spot. After this the epidemic diflap
pears, having accompanied the bearer of the food 
out of the village. 

The rites which serve to keep away the cattle. 
plague are supposed to be efficacious against tlie Cho
lera also. In Ruthenia that disease is personified 3.'! an 
old woman, with a hideous face disfigured by suffering. 
In the Vladimir Government she bears the name of 
the Dog Death. In Little-Russia it is affirmed that 
" she wears red boots," that she can walk on water, 
that she is perpetually sighing, and that at night she 
haunts villages, exclaiming, " Woe was; Evil wiJ] be." 
In whatever house she passes the night, there she 
leaves not one 80ul alive. In some villages they 
think that the Cholera comes "from beyond the 
sea," and that she is one of three sisters, all clad 
in white shrouds. Once a peasant. going into a 
town, gave a lift to two of the sisters in his cart, 
on which they sat," holding on their knees bundk-s 
of bones. One of them was going to slay in Kharkof, 
and the other in Kief'." 

One of the strangest superstitions about disease is 
that which is connected with small-pox. In some 
places the Russian peasants hold that it is sinful to 

, ManasieC. P. V. 8 DL 11_116. A Dumber or IimiIar 1UpOI'

otitio ... are given iu the De.he"" Mytlwloflie, art. Put, pp. I w
U<I. 
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vaccinate children, such a deed being equivalent to 
impressing upon them "the seal of Antichrist.". 
Moreover it is believed that whoever !lies of small
pox" will walk in the other world in golden robes." 
For this belief even the professional wizards can give 
no reason, grounding their faith entirely on tradition. 
Professor Buslaef accounts for it in the following 
manner :-The modern Greeks, he says, personify 
small-pox in the guise of a supernatural female being, . 
and the Servians call her bogine, or goddess. And 
the ancient Greeks knew of a spectral creature called 
AlphiM (a.>"cfMc:" " a spectre, or bugbear with which 
nurses frightened children "-Liddell wnd Scott), a 
name supposed to be akin to that of the German 
Elbe, or the English Elves. The kindred word 
Alphos (a.>..cf>os) also meant a skin disease, apparently 
a form of leprosy. Professor Buslaef thinks that 
the small-pox was originally represented as a female 
being with whom was connected the idel!o of white
ness or light, and that from that idea arose the 
notion of her victims being clad, after death, in 
bright or golden robes. 

The power of dealers in magic to transform them- . 
selves or their victims into various shapes is widely 
spread in Russia, and plays an important part in the 
popular mythology of the country. A person thus 
changed bears the name of 6boroten [oborotlt' = to 
turn], or, when changed into a wolf, of vollwdlcik 
[volT. = wolf, dlaka = a tuft of hair, and so a hide']. 

• This is Afanasiera explanation (p. V. B. UI. 527). Dahl sug
gest. tlDlk and TruJIIl. the latter word signifying something shaggy. 

Dd2 
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Werewolf stories are so well known among all 
nations', that it is unnecessary to give a dotailed 
account of the proceedings of the Russian rolkodloki. 
But it may be as well to mention that the collection 
of laws, etc. called the Kormclw!Ja KniYf1 staws that 
in these transformed beings the pcople used to see 
no mere mortals, but "chasers of the clouds." 
Afanasief connects them with the okrutn;ki,or maskors 
disguised as various animals, who used to parti
cipate in the religious games of the Old Slavonians, 
and who still, though their original sil,rnification is 
forgotten, play a part in the I'Ustic festivals at 
springtide and Christmas. So strong an odour of 
heathenism still hangs about them, that the peasantl\ 
think the wearing of a mask at the Christmas 81'!Jat1ci 
is a sin, one which can be expiated only by bathing 
in an icehole, after the benediction of the wate!'!!. 

Connected with the idea of t1'3nsformation is the 
belief. common among the Russian peasantry, that 
all witches have tails, and all wizards have horns, 
and that a werewolf may be known by the bristles 
which grow under his tongue. Such deale!'!! in 
sorcery take various shapes, but generany, eays 
Afanasief, those of the animals known as symbols 
of the cloud and the storm. In the L"kraine witches 

• hide, etc. The Gn!at-BlUllian '«111eoJl4k becom.eo, oayo Manuiel', 
in Little-RtuOian """.hlal, in Bobemian ttllWlal, in 8enian 
"..lcqJlal in Dalmatian Nhu/lul, in Bulgarian rrWlak, in Lt« 
.nJTtou . 

• A IoDg llit of .... ft.re ... "'" ;. given byllr. Tylor in hill U Primi· 
tive Cultu.re," I. r,t-J84. 
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assume a canine form; their long' teats trail on the 
ground, abet on which Manasieflays stress, remark
ing that the bosom, udder, or teat, was a well-known 
mythological synonym for a rain-cloud. Cats are 
generally thought uncanny in Slavonic countnes, the 
Russian peasants believing that evil spirits enter into 
them during storms, and the Bohemians holding 
that a blac1!: cat at the end of seven years becomes 
either a witch or a devil'. The .owl is considered 
to be of a demoniacal nature, whil~.the dove is so 
pure and holy that no witch is able to assume its 
form. 

Of all living creatures, magpies are those whose 
shapes witches like best to take. The wife of the 
false Demetrius, according to popular poetry, escaped 
from Moscow in the guise of a magpie. As a general 
rule, no such bird is to be seen in that city, its race 
having been solemnly cursed by the Metropolitan 
A.lexis, on account of the bad behaviour of the 
witches who often assumed its plumage. A.t' the 
present day the peasants often gibbet a dead mag
pie, just as our gamekeepers do, but it is in order 
to scare away witches from stables and cow-sheds. 
Besides changing into the birds and beasts, of which 
mention has been made, Russian witches often assume 
the forms of stones, hay-cocks, or balls of thread
that is to say, observes Manasief, of various objects 
mythologically connected with clouds. 

I Thore is a Bohemian tradition, however, that the devU invent.< d 
mice in order to dt"stroy U God's com," whereul)()D GOt! creatt,.-d 
the cat. 
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Here is a specimen of a zfUJovOr to be employed 
by a wizard who desires to turn into a werewolf :-

"In the ocean sea, on the island Buyan, in tho 
open plain, shines the moon upon an aspen stump, 
into the green wood, into the spreading vale. 
Around the stump goes a shaggy wolf; under his 
teeth are all the horned cattle; but into the wood 
the wolf goes not, in the vale the wolf docs not 
roam. Moon, moon I golden horns! Meltthe bullet, 
blunt the knife, rot the cudgel, strike fear' into man, 
beast, and reptile, so that they may not seize tho 
grey wolf, nor tear from him his warm hide. My 
word is firm, firmer than sleep or the strength of 
heroes· ... 

In this spell, says Buslaef', the aspen stump is 
mentioned because a buried werewolf or vampire 
has to be pierced with an aspen stake. The expres
sion that the wolf has all the horned cattle in or under 
his teeth resembles the proverb now applied to St. 
George, "What the wolf has in his teeth, that 
Yegory gave "-St. George, or Y egory the Brave, 
having taken the place which was once filled by the 
heathen god of Hocks, the Old Slavonic Volos. 
And the warm hide of the werewolf is in keeping 
with his designation Vollrodlalr, from dlaka, a shaggy 
fell. 

There is, of course, a great difference k-tween the 
voluntary and the involuntary undergoers of trans
formation. DeakTS in the black art who have 

• .saklsaror, L ii. !-9~ • Imw. Oc1terlci, I. IIIJ. 
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turned themselves into wolves are, for the most part, 
ravenous destroyers of all that falls in their way, 
but people who have been made wolves against their 
will seldom disgrace their human nature. Such 
gentle werewolves as these attach themselves to 

. men, and by tears and deprecatory pawings attempt 
to apologize for .their brutal appearance. Unless 
driven beyond endurance by hunger, they never slay 
and eat, and when they must kill a B~eep, they seek 
one belonging to Borne other village than that in 
which they used to live. There once was a youth, 
says a Polish tradition, who was loved by a witch, 
but he Bcorned her affection. One day he drove 
into the forest to cut firewood, but no sooner had 
he Bwung his axe in the air than his hands turned 
into wolf's paws, and in a short time his whole body 
bristled with shaggy hair. He ran to his cattle, but 
they fied in terror; he tried to call them back, but 
his voice had beeome a mere howl. In another 
instance a witch turned one of her neighbours into 
a wolf, and he stated, after he had regained his 
former shape, that during the period of his trans
formation he made friends with a real wolf, and 
often went out hWlting with him, but that he never 
forgot that he was really a man, though he had lost 
the faculty of artieulate speech. The White-Russians 
have a tradition that once, when a wedding party 
were thoroughly enjoying themselves, they were all 

. transformed by some hostile magician-the bride
groom and the other men into wolves, the bride into 
a cuckoo, and tho rest of the women into magpies.. . 
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Ever since', that time the metamorphosed bridc has 
Hown about seeking for and lamenting her 10Ht 
bridegroom, and moistening the hedges with the 
.. Cuckoo's tears," which we less poetically style 
.. Cuckoo',s spittle." ' 

In order to produce such an effect as this on a 
wedding party, the hostile wizard, it is genernlly 
believed, must girdle each member of it with a 
leather strap or piece of bast, over which unholy 
spells have been whispered. According til a :Uu
thenian story, however, a witch once gained her end 
by simply rolling up her girdle, and hiding it beneath 
the threshold of the cottage in which the wedding 
festivities were being held. Every one who stepped 
across it immediately became a wolf. In order to , 
effect the cure of an involuntary werewolf, it is' 
necessary either to strip off his hide, or to remove" 
the magic girdle or other amulet which has reduced 
him into his brute state. In one of the RUSK ian 
stories a black dog behaves in so reasonable a' 
manner, that the people to whom it has attached 
itself take it to a wizard for relief. .Acting upon 
his advice, they heat a bath as hot as po88ible, and 
scald the dog's skin off. No sooner is this done 
than the dog turns into a young man belonging to a 
neighbouring village, whom an old sorceress had 
bewitched'. 

Witches and wizards constantly metamorphose 
people by the touch of a magic wand, stick. or whip • 

• AfalWlicC, 1'. v. S. ilL ~..63. 
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Sometimes, however, even this is not e 
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Ruthenia, at least, it is believed that a wizatNl~W~ 
only knows a man's baptismal name, can transform 
him by a mere effort, of will, and therefore a man 
should conceal his real uame, and answer to a 
fictitious one. Such a power as this is supposed by 
the Russian peasantry to have been employed upon 
one occasion by the Apostles Peter and Paul. As 
they were passing over a bridge one day, "a bad 
woman and her husband," who bad agreed to frighten 
the holy travellers, and had dressed themselves up 
in sheepskins turned inside out, ran at them, 
roaring like bears. "Then the :Apostles said, 'Go on 
roaring from this time forward and for ever I' and 
at that very instant the mockers were turned into 
bears' ." 

More terrible even than the werewolf, but closely 
connected with him, as well as with the wizard and 
the witch, is the dreaded Vampire. It is in the 
Ukraine and in White-Russia-so far as the Russian 
Empire is concerned-that traditions are most rife 
about this ghastly creation of morbid fancy. There 
vampires are supposed to be such dead persons as in 
their lifetime were wizards, witches, and werewolves; 
or people who became outoasts from the Church and 
its rites, by committing suicide, fop instance, or by 
drinking themselves to death; or heretics and apos
tates, or victims of a parental curse. The Little
Russians, on the other hand, attribute the birth of a 

• Af,,"aoi.f, P. V. S. HI. 559. 
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vampire to an unholy union between a witch ano 
a werewolf or a devil. 

The name'itself has never been satisfactorily CJ[

plained. In ita form of vampfr [South-Ru.~8ian 

upuir, anciently ttpir], it haabeen compared with 
the Lithuanian wempti = to drink, and wernpti, wumpiti 
=to growl, to mvtter, and it has been derived from 
a root pi [to drink] with the prefix u = av, va. If 
this deriyation is cOlTect, the characteristic of tho 
vampire is a kind of blood-drunkenness. In accoro
ance with this idea the Croatians call the vampire 
l'ijuwica; the Semans. say of a man whose face is 
coloured by constant drinking, that he is "blooo
red as a vampire;" and both the Servians ano the 
Slovaks term a hard drinker a dkodlak. The 
Slovenes and Kashubes call the vampire vieszcy, a 
name akin to that borne by the wikh in our own 
language as well as. in Russian. The Poles namo 
him upior or upir, the latter being his designation 
among the Czekhs also, 

" There is a whole literature of hideous vampire 
stories, which the student will find elaborately dis
cussed in Calmet," says 1tlr. Tylor [" Primitive Cul
ture n.,175], who thinks that "vampires are not mere 
creations of groundless fancy, but causes conceived 
in spiritual form to account for the specific facts of 
wasting disease." Some writers, however, of whom 
Afanasiefis one, explain the vampire stories mytho
logically. Of their explanations some account will 
presently be given. 

In the opinion of the RUSiSian peasant vampires, 
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as well as witches, exert s very baneful influence on 
the weather. To them, and to werewolves, are 
attributed the presence of storms, droughts, famines, 
cattle-plagues. and similar evils. Where such Un
holy beings wander, one woe succeeds another. But 
worse than their evil effect upon the weather-one 
which they produce in common . with the spirits of 
all pel'!lons who have died'by violence--worse than 
their attacks upon cattle; are their terriblll dealings 
with mankind. As a specimen of the Russian vam
pire stories, the following, heard in the Tambof 
Government, may be taken:-

\..' . 
A peasant was driving paHt a grave-yard, after 

it had grown dark. After him came running a 
, stranger;, dressed in a red shirt and a new jacket, 

who cried,-
.. Stop 1 take me as your companion." 
.. Pray take a seat." 

They enter a village, drive up to this and that house. 
'I'hough the gates are wide open, yet the stranger 
says, " Shut tight 1" for on those gates crosses have 
boen branded. They drive on to the very last house: 
the gates are barred, and from them hangs s pad
lock weighing a score of pounds; but there is no 
cross there, and the gates open of their own accord. 

They go into the ,house; there on the bench lie 
two sleepers-an old man and a lad. The stranger 
takes a pail, places it near the youth, and strikes 
'him on the back; immediately the back opens, and 
forth flows rosy blood. The stranger fills the pail 
full, and drinks it dry. Then he fills another pail 
with blood from the old man, slakes his brutal thirst, 
and says to the peasant,-

" It bcifns to grow light 1 let us go back to my 
dwelling.' 
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In a twinkling they found themRelves at the grave
yard. The vampire would have clasped the p"IIHallt 
in its arms, but luckily for him the COCkH I"'gall to 
crow, and the corpse disappeared. Tho nf·xt morn
ing, when folks came and looked, the old man and 
the lad were both dead'. 

According to the Servians and BulgarianR, unclean 
spirits enter into the corpses of malefactors and other 
evilly-disposed persons, who then become vampires. 
Anyone, moreover, may become a vampire. if a Cllt 
jumps across his dead body while it lies in tloe 
cottage before the funeral, for which reason a cfJrJ,ije 
is always carefully watched at that time. In 80me 
places the jumping of a boy over the corpHo is con
sidered as fatal as that of a cat. The flight of a bird 
above the body may also be attended by the same 
terrible result; and so may-in the {;kraine-the 
mere breath of the wind from the Steppe'. 

The bodies of vampires, of wizards, and of witdws, 
as well as those of outcasts from the Chureh, and of 
people cursed by their parents, are supposed not to 
decay in the grave, for" moist mother-earth" will 
not take them to herself. There iB a story in the 
Saratof Government of a mother who CUI"8<-'(} her 
SOn, and after his death hiB body remained free from 
corruption for the space of a hundred yearl!. "At 
last he was dug up, and hiB old mother, ,,·ho was 
still alive, pronounced his pardon; and at that very 
moment the corpse crumbled into dust "." 

• A.f.uw.i.,f, P. v. S. Ill.6ii8. 

, Afana.i.r, p. v. S. Ul. 50___ . .Mana.iJ, P. V. 8. Uf. v,;;. 
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Every on.e knows that 'when a vampire's grave is 
opened no trace of death is found upon its body, its 
cheek being rosy and its skin soft; and that the best 
way to destroy the monster is to drive a stake through 
it, when the blood it has been sucking will pour forth 
from the wound. The Servian method of discovering 
its grave may not be so well known. According to 
Vuk Karadjic' it is customary to take an imma
culately black colt, and drive it through the church. 
yard. Over the vampire's grave it will refuse to 
pass. The whole village then turns out, the vampire 
is dug up, pierced with a white-thorn stake, and 
committed to the flames .. 

It is worthy of remark that the stake with which 
the vampire's corpse is pierced must be driven into 
it by a single stroke. A second blow would reani
mate it. This idea is frequently referr~d to in the 
Russian skazki and other Slavonic stories, in which 

. it is cu~tomary. for the hero to be warned that he 
must strike his enemy the snake, or other monster, 
once only. A repetition of the blow would be cer
tain to prove fatal to himself. 

Sometimes, instead of blood-sucking vampires, 
heart.devouring witches trouble the peasant's repose. 
A Mazovmn story relates· how a certain .hero was 
long renowned for courage. But at last one night a 
witch struck him on the breast with an aspen twig 
as he lay asleep; his breast opened, and out of it 
she took his heart, and inserted a hare's heart in its 

• Quoted by Afanasicf, P. V. S. m. 6;6. 
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place. _The hero awoke a trembling coward, and 
remained one till the day of his death. Another 
Polish story of a similar nature tells how a witch 
substituted a cock's heart for that of a peasant. 
From that time forward the unfortunate man was 
always crowing '. Sometimes the witches did not 
eat the hearts they stole, but merely exposed them 
to a magic fire so as to create love.longings in the 
breasts from which they had been taken. The idea 
still survives, as Jacob Grimm remarks, in our ex
pressions of " giving" or "stealing one's heart t." 

A fondness for human flesh is attributed to ogre
like beings all over the world, so there is nothing 
remarkable in the depraved appetites of the super
natural man-eaters of the Slavonic tales. Somewhat 
singular, however, is one group of stories in which 
a dead wizard or witch is described as coming to 
life at midnight, and desiring to eat the person who 
is watching beside the bier. The body has generally 
been enclosed in a coffin, secured with iron bands, 
and conveyed to the church in which the watcher 
has to read aloud from Holy Writ above it all night 
long. .As the clock strikes twelve a mighty wind 
suddenly arises, the iron bands give way with a 
terrible crash; the coffin-lid falls otT, and the corpse 
leaps forth, and with a sereooh rushes at the doomed 
watcher, of whom, as a general rule, nothing remains 
next morning but bare bones. His only chance oC 

. escape is to trace a magic circle around him on the 

, A&nuie£, P. V. 8. m. 571. 
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floor, and to remain within it, holding in his hand a 
hammer, the an<!ient weapon of the thunder-god. 
Here is one of the stories of this class from the 
Kharkof Govei'nment. "Once, in the days of old, 
there died a terrible sinner. His body was taken 
into the church, and the sacristan was told to read 
psalms over him. The sacristan took the precaution. 
to catch a cock, and carry it with him. .At midnight, 
when the dead man leaped from his coffin, opened 
his jaws wide, and rushed at his victim, the sacristan 
gave the bird a pinch. The cock uttered his usual 
crow, and that very moment the dead man fell back
wards to the ground a numb, motionless corpse '." 

It would be easy to quote many stories of this kind, 
for Slavonic folk-lore abounds in them, but I will not 
do so now, preferring to devote such space as re
mains to me to a brief sketch of the history of 
Russian witchcraft. What has been said will pro
bably give some idea of the wizards and witches of 
modern times; the following remarks may serve to 
convey a similar idea of those of a. remoter period. 

In very distant times, it is s1!pposed, the Slavo
nians, like many other peoples, placed great faith in 
the power of certain spells to rule the elements, to 
turn away storms, and to provide sunlight or rain 
according as either might be requisite; they even 
deemed such utterances necessary in ordeF that the 
day might succeed to the night,and the summer follow 
the winter. These cha.rms were then known only to 

• Afanasief, P. V. S. m. 584. 
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professed seers. At first the persons who were 
acquainted with them were looked upon merely Ill! 

exceptionally wise people. A koltbin-afterwards a 
wizard in the bad sense of the word-was originally, 
as we have seen, a kind of priest. For even if tho 
Old Slavonians recognized no separate caste of prieHts, 
at all events, as time passed by, there arose a special 
class of men and women who preserved the secret 
of composing such charms and incantations as were 
held to sway the seen and the unseen world. The 
hoarders of this mystical lore 'were generally old 
men, but the gift of divination was usually ascrihed 
to women, and especially to young maidens, the 
volition of whose fresh, pure minrIs was supposed to 
exercise a magic influence over the forces of nature. 

But when Christianity drove out the Slavonic 
deities, all the old dealings with the Rpirit-world were 
declared illicit, and those who were versed in them 
fell into dishonour. The Koldun beeame a mere 
conjuror or wizard, who by his spells realized unboly 
gains, and the Vyeshchaya Zltnui, the Divining 
Woman or Prophetess, turned into the feared and 
hated Vye1rma, or witch. Their nature and their 
occupation became equally degraded: the witche;., 
for instance, for primte gain milking their nejgb
hours' ccws; whereas, in old timeil, they milked tl.o 
heavenly cows-i. e. they drew down rain from the 
clouds-for the general good. As in pagan day~ 
many sacrificeil were offered up on bigh plaet,>" 
especially at three fixed times in the Yf'Br, so in 
after-days it WII8 supposed that oftf"n on mountain 
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tops, and especially at those very times, the wizards 
and witches held unholy revels, characterized by just 
such music, dancing, and feasting as used to accom
pany the heathen festivals' j as the smoke of other 
sacrifices formerly rose to heaven from the domestio 
he!lJ1ih, so witches came to be associated with the 
various implements connected with the hearth, and 
were supposed to ride on the broom or the oven
fork, and to soar into the air through the stove
pipe or the chimney' •.. 

It has been mentioned already, that although the 
wizard and the wise woman were generally respected 
in heathen times, yet there were occasions when 
they sank in the estimation of the people, who some
times even carried their disrespect so far as to bury 
them alive in sacks, each attended by a dog, a cat, and 
a cock. But if they were liable to such treatment, 
it seems to have been only at times when the popular 
judgment was unhinged by some great calamity, 
such as a drought or a pestilence. As a general rule 
they stood high in the opinion of the masses, and 
their exaltation was attended by material advantages, 
so that it is scarcely to be wondered at that they 
watched the progress of the new religion with par
ticularly unfavourable eyes, and did all that they could 
to impede it. On the other hand, the Christian 
hierarchy set them down as .. devilish vessels," by 
the aid of which Satan was enabled to prolong his 
unwelcome resistance. 

• Afan .. i.r, P. V. S. 4083 . 
• O ... st Miller, Opuil, .te. I. 67-69. 
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The introduction of Christianity by St. Vladimir 
was not allowed to take place without B struggle. 
The inhabitants of Novgorod, for instance, broke 
into revolt, and those of Rostof, about the year 
1070, put St. Leontiue to death, and forced the 
Bishops Theodore and IIilarion to fly for their lives. 
Still more closely connected with the subject of the 
present chapter is the fact that; during the eleventh 
century, several risings against Christianity were 
instigated by dealers in magic. Thus in 1071 a 
wizard appeared in Kief, and prophesied that at the 

. end of five years the Dnieper would flow backwards, 
and that the Russian and the Grecian lands would 
change places. Certain" ignorant persons," says 
the chronicler, gave heed to his words, but .. the 
faithful" laughed at him, saying, .. the devil plays 
with thee for thy ruin;" and in truth the wizard 
disappeared one night and left. no trace behind. 
Another wizard, also, who appeared at Rostof in 
1091, BOon perished, and at Byeloozero two warlocks 
were seized by an armed force, and put to death, 
their corpses being left. a prey to the beasts of the 
forest. At Novgorod, during the rule of Prince 
Glyeb, an insurrection was stirred up by a wizard, 
who ,,",VI' 01lt that. he would publicly walk across 
the river Volkhof. lflUlY of the townspeople took 
his side, and wanted to kill their bishop; but that 
courageous prelate put on his robes, seized a cross, 
and called upon the faithful to foDow him. So 
the people were divided into two bodies, the Prince 
and his dnljina, or military comp"dIIioDs, following 
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the bishop, while the oommon herd sided with the 
wizard. Then the Prince hid an axe under his dress, 
and drew near to the wizard, and asked him-

" Knowest thou what will happen in the morning, 
and in the evening P " 

.. I know all things," answered the wizard.· . 

.. Knowest thou what is going to take place now?" 

.. I shall perform great· wonders." 
At this point of the argument the Priilce drew ~ut 

his axe, and struck the wizard with such force that he 
immediately fell dead. Wherellpon the people gave 
up all faith in him, and.went quietly home '. 

Even after the adherents of heathenism had given 
up what they saw was a hopeless struggle, and 
Christianity had become the recognized religion of the 
Russian people, the old gods retained a hold, if not 
upon the affections, at least upon the fears of those 
.. ignorant persons" who formed the great mass of 
the rural population. What· had occurred at an 
earlier period in many other 'European lands was' 
now repeated in Russia. Many a peasant who went 
publicly to church, privately worshipped the ancient 
objects of his allegiance, the old pagan rites being 
long kept up in sequestered nooks within dense 
forests, or by the side of lonely streams. At the same 
time, in Russia, as in other countries, even the 
.. faithful .. proselytes of the new religion could not at 
~nce forget the teaching of the old, so they retained 
a mass of familiar traditions, chiefly of a mythical 
nstw'e, but they substituted in them for the names of 

• Afanasief. P. V, S. nr. 696-599. 
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their elementary gods and demigods, others which 
they took from the calendar of the Church. The 
consequence was a confusion of ideas which justified 
the epithet" two-faithed " which an old ecclesiastical 
writer bestowed upon the Russian people. 

The superior clergy did all they could to remedy 
what they naturally considered a serious evil, levelling 
from time to time severe denunciations against the 
believers in "conjurors, witches, and wizards," and 
the performers of" demoniacal rites." In the twelfth 
century,· the Metropolitan Ioann ordered that no 
practiser of magic should be allowed to participate in 
the sacraments of the church. The book oflaws called 
the Kcmnchaya Kniga, according to a copy dated 1282, 
inflicted a six years' exile from church on persons 
addicted to " pagan practices," such as dealings in 
witchcraft and the like, and similar restrictions were 
laid on the indulgence of a leaning towards spiri
tualism by a series of ecclesiastical ordinances. But it 
was in vain that St. Cyril rebuked hiB flock for 
having recourse in illness to "accursed women," and 
that the Metropolitan Photius, in 1410, besought his 
clergy to" induce their congregations to abstain from 
"listening to fables, and frequenting wicked women." 
The wizards and witches held their own, just 38 

the peoplo, in spite of the remonstrances of their 
'pastors, continued the" satanic games," attended by 
dance and song, which had come down to them froni 
their heathen ancestors. 

The clergy were more successful in their attacks 
on the books of a superstitions nature, moMly of 
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Byzantine origin, which they placed upon their Index. 
Many of these, of which Afanasief gives a full account, 
extending over six pages, were destroyed by orthodox 
fire, and with them not a few of the persons whose pro
perty they were. In 1227, for instance, a chronicler 
relates how four wizards were burnt to death at Nov
gorod. In 1411 the people of Pskofl' burnt" twelve 
divining women," probably because a deadly epid!,mic 
was then ravaging the country. Sometimes, however, 
witches were only beh~aded, or, as we have already 
seen, buried alive in a sack with various animal.s. Ivan 
the Terrible greatly harassed the deal.ers in magic, 
but, if tradition is to be believed, they had theirre
venge. In the winter of 1584 a comet appeared 
which the Tsar, whose health was fast failing, took 
to be a sign of his approaching death. In order to 
obtain more certain information on this point, he ap
pealed to the sorcery which he had tried to extermi
nate, sixty wizards from the north of Russia being 
brought together for his convenience in Moscow.
There every attention was paid them, but in spite 
of this they prophesied that he would die on the 
18th of March. On the morning of that day he felt 
himself stronger than usual, so he sent to tell the 

. , ~' 

wizards that he intended to put them to 4eath as false 
prophets. But they, probably remembering the oele
brated Ides of March, received his message with con
tempt; and their behaviour was justified by the fact 
that the Tsar was soon afterwards seized by a fit in 
the middle of a game of chess, and died before he 
had time to oarry out his intention. • 
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This story is an evident fable, but the sufferings 
of persons accused of witchcraft in Russia are proved 
by incontestable evidence. The number of such 
victims to the superstitious terror of the civil and • religious authorities seems to have been small, com-
pared with that of the multitudes who perished in 
other lands, but the story of their martyrdom is 
sufficiently sad. At one time we find I van the 
Terrible slowly roasting one of his generals, Prince 
Mikhail Vorotuinsky, in order to extort from him 
a confession of having attacked the royal health 
through the agency of .. whispering women." In 
vain did the unfortunate sufferer protest his inno
cence. The Tsar listened to his agonized expres
sions, and then raked the coals nearer to his victim 
with his curved staff. At another time we read of 
cruel sufferings undergone by persons charged with· 
having bewitched members of the royal family by 
meaus of magic practices bronght to bear npon the 
traces of their footsteps. At varions times we meet 
with accounts of the executions of men and women 
from whom confessions of dealing in magic had been 
wrung by torture. One of these, a woman named 
Fedosia who was pnt to death in 1674, declared her 
innocence on the scaffold, saying that she had accused 
herself only because she oonld not endure her 
torments. The annals of the law courts contain 
numerous cases of penions accused of having thrown 
others into convulsions, or at least of having 
a1Ricted them with hicooughs. These convulsions 
were IIOmetimes fictitious, being lISIIumed for the 
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purpose of ruining an enemy by a charge of witch
craft. Even at -the present day in the north of 
Russia, says Afanasief, the hiccough is supposed to 
be a demon inflicted on the sufferer by means of 
sorcery, and persons afflicted with epilepsy and St. 
Vitus's dance are regarded as the victims of hostile 
enchantments, and are called klikushi. .As late as 
the year 1815 a charge of this kind was brought 
before a legal tribunal in the Pinejsk district. A 
peasant named Mikhail Chukharef was accused of 
afflicting his cousin, Ofimiya. Lobanova, with "an 
evil spirit" in the shape of a hiccough. The accused 
pleaded guilty, stating that he had, after removing 
the cross he wore round his neck, whispered a certain 
spell over salt. The formula he used was as follows:
"Lodge in such and such a person, ye hiccough-pains! 
tear and torture him to the end of time! .As this salt 
shall dry up, so may that man also dry up!" and 
the salt thus e~chanted was to be scattered on the 
road along which the intended victim had to pass. 
The court sentenced Chukharef to undergo thirty
five blows of the knout, as well as " a public church 
penance'." 

In 1715 Peter the Great gave orders that in 
future klikushi, or "possessed people," should be 
subjected to an examination, so as to find out whether 
they were really "possessed," or were only foign
ing "possession" (klikushestvo )-as did a certain 
Varvara Loginova, a carpenter's wife in St. Peters-

, Quoted from MaksimoC'1 It Year in Siberi.a." hr Afanasief, 
P. V. S. Ill. 66. 
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burg, who, after accusing a number of persons of 
having bewitched her, ultimately confessed, in 1714, 
to having been an impostor throughout. In 1770, 
in the Yarensk district of the Government of Vo. 
logda, several persons were accused of having be
witched certain girls and women, and were flogged till 
they confessed their guilt. One of the women of their 
number stated in her confession how she had acted 
on her victims-namely, by means of worms which 
the devil had given her. Some of these worms she 

. produced, and her judges forwarded them to the 
Senate. On examination these diabolical worms turned 
out to be simple mag~ots, whereupon the Senate 
ordered the "possessed woman" to be flogged. 
turned the provincial judges out of their seats, and 
gave orders that in future similar complaints were 
not to be listened to·. 

But though the law has long ceased to examine 
such charges, they still command attention among 
the peasantry. The belief in vampires, also, re
tains its hold npq;n the popular mind, and the old 
custom of digging up those among the dead who are 
suspected of unfavourably affecting the weather is 
to this day observed. it is said, in remote localities. 
While the Slavonians :!Vera heathens they all seem to 
have been in the habit of resorting to this practice, 
aud even after they had accepted Christianity they 
retained their original theories with respect to the 
influence of the dead upon the elements. 

• AC'D'~ P. V. S. DL 137. 
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In the thirteenth century Serapion, Bishop of 
Vladimir, was obliged to utter sharp reproofs of 
those superstitious men who would not allow the 
bodies of drowned or suffocated persons to rest in 
their graves, but exhumed them on the ground that 
they causfld drought .and scarcity; and in the six~ 
teenth century a similar repriman.d was considered 
necessary by MBxim the Greek. The false De. 
metrius was suspected by the people of dealing in 
witchcraft, and when, after his burial in the early 
part of May, 1606, a tltrong frost set in, hurtful to. 
cornfields, gardens and orchards, they attributed it 
to his demoniacal in1luence. His dead body had 
been exposed for three days to public view, stretched: 
on a table along with a reed-pipe, a mask, and. a 
bagpipe, object~ generally associated with jugglers 
and "transformers;" and it had afterwards been 
buried in one of the" poor-houses," the winter reo 
cepiacles of the bodies of the unknown and friend. 
less dead. Thence the populace tore his remains, 
and having consumed them with fire, mingled his 
ashes with gunpowder, and shot them from guns 
into the air. It is but a little time ago, if' co=on 
report may be believed, that the peasants of any dis. 
trict in which a drought had long prevailed were 
in the habit of digging up the corpse of some person 
who had died from excess of drink, and of sinking 
it in the nearest swamp or lake, with the full belief 
that this proceeding would ensure the fall of rain. 
About three years ago the prospect of a bad harvest, 
caused by. continual drought, induced the peasants 
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of a village in the Tarashchansk district to have 
recourse to the following means of procuring better 
weather. They dug np the body of a Raskolnik, or 
Dissenter" who had died in the previous December, 
and had been buried in the village graveyard. Some 
of the party then beat it about the head, exclaiming, 
"Give us rain!" while others poured water upon 
it through a sieve. Then they put it back into the 
coffin and restored it to its resting-place'. All that 
can be said in excuse of such a practice as this is, 
that it is not as bad as that which so long prevailed 
in England, as well as in 'other lands, of testing a 
woman suspected of witchcraft by flinging her into 
a pond or river. The Serviaus are said still to keep 
up the practice, and it is asserted that among the 
Ruthenians. bordering on Hungary a witch was 
drowned in this manner as late as 1827. But, all 
has already been remarked, sad as are the records 
of the sufferings inflicted among Slavonic nations 
upon the victims of a fear of witchcraft, they are 
far less tragic than those which tell of the thousands 
upon thousande of innocent persous whom a similar 
fear, in lands tenanted by Teutonic and Latin races, 
condemned to torture and to death. The Russian 
peasant I!OlIlOtimes murdered in his blind wrath; the 
legal tribunals of his country too often behaved 
with dull cruelty; but neither among the populace 
nor on the bench does there ever seem to have been 
found 80 penristent a murderer as our own Hopkins 
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the Witchfinder, nor can any Russian laws on the 
subject of witchcraft be fairly charged with the 
cold-blooded malignity which characterizes the pages· 
of the" Malleus Maleficarum." 

From the dreary picture of fanaticism and super
stition offered by the records of trials for witchcraft
always so monstrously terrible, whether they took 
place in Russia or in any other land-it is a relief 
to turn to the speculations in which some comparative 
mythologists have indulged,' while endeavouring to 
account for the belief which gave rise to those trials; 
a belief of world-wide extent and of the most 
venerable antiquity. Disinclined to accept such 
theories as that supported' by Mr. Tylor, who 
considers that "witchcraft is' part and parcel of 
savage life'," and apparently looks upon the belief 
in it rather as the rank growth of an untilled soil 
than as the decayed form of one" of the results of 
ancient mythological culture-preferring to trace 
back such stories as those of witches who felo
niously milk their neighbours' cows to the poetic 
ideas of the primeval Aryans about storms and 
clouds, rather than to explain them by a partnership 
in the superstitions of the most degraded of African 
and American savages-these writers have applied to 
witchcraft traditions another system of explanation, 
a similar one to that which has restored to order and 
meaning so many of the apparently wild and irrational 
myths of old religion. 

1 U Primitive Culture," L U5. 
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A considerable part of the twenty-sixth cbapter 
of that work of Afanasiefs which has been so fre. 
quently quoted in these pages, is devoted to an" 
attempt to prove that the wizards and witches of 
modern days are, as a general rule, the represen
tatives of the priests and the priestesses, or the .. wise 
men" and" wise women," of pagan times; and al80 
that the greater part of the superstitious ideas now 
connected with them are remnants or survivals of a 
mythical system, in which were expressed, in figura
tive language, the views of the ancient Slavonians 
about the forces of nature, the strife of the elements. 
Whether his arguments are or are not conclusive, I 
leave to more competent critics to decide. It will 
be sufficient here to mention a few of their most 
striking points. 

The KoMun and Vybrma he considers-whether in 
their modern forms of.wizard and witch, or in their 
old capacities of priest and prophetess-as types of 
certain atmospheric forces or phenomena, and as the 
human inheritors of a reverence originally paid to 
the demons of cloud-land. Therefore it is, in his 
opinion, that they are supposed t~ direct the storm. 
cloud, to guide the whirlwind, to dispense the rain 
and bail, to be aqIe to steal the dew or to hide the 
lights of heaven, to love to glide above the surface 
of the earth, to gather on the bare hill-side, to whirl 
to and fro in a wild dance, and to change at will 
from one form to another; therefore it is that 
dealers in magic are mentioned in old Slavonic 
documents as "clond-compeDers" - oUaltoprogcm-
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niki [6blako· cloud, gonyat' = to chase], a word 
closely associated with the epithet of Zeus, nepM
Ugeretes '. 

The steeds on which wizards and witches make 
their aerial journeys are of a nature to suggest some 
connexion with the element of fire, either as burn
iI).g ·on the domestic hearth or as flashing across the 
vault of heaven. Such are, according to Russian tra
ditiQ.lls-closely akin in this respect to those of Teu
tonic or Lettie extraction-the broom (in its different 
forms of metla,pome16, and vybnik), the poker (ko
chergaj, the tongs (ukhvat = oven-fork), the shovel 
(lopata), and the rake (grabli). On these the wizard 
or witch flies fast, resembling in rapid course the 
swift. winds which sweep the clouds from the sky, 
or rake them together in masses which at times are 
rent by the fiery dart of the lightning. So closely 
are some of these implements still associated in 
parts of Russia with the storm, that the peasants 
ofien try to fiighten away an ominous cloud by 
flingin,g a frying-pan out of doors, together wit~ a 
broom, a shovel, or a poker. 

Sometimes Russian traditions represent witches 
as riding to the Midsummer festival, not only on 
wooden or metal instruments, but also on actual 
horses. These, as well as all the other animals with 
which the popular fancy associated dealers in magic, 
are supposed to have been meant, in mythical lan
guage, for types of the cloud and the storm. The 

• The word OCClUl'll in the KDf'fllcA,,!/a Eniga-in a copy dated 
oLD. 1282-and in tho Dom .. troi. 
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wolf, the cat, and the snake constantly figure in 
Russian stories as the associates of the witch or the 
Ya.ga Baba, and the cock, the well-known symbol of 
fire, plays in them an important part. 

The wizards of Russian storyland are usually re
presented as old men with long beards and flashing 
eyes, and the witches-like the GermanHeo:en--either 
as hideous old hags,· or as young and fair damsels; 
just as in ancient times the clouds were depicted, 
in the language of poetry, as bearded demons, or as 
female forms, whether nymph-like or haggard. Ac
cording to Russian tradition, a witch, when she 
gathers dew, or milks cows, or performs any other 
unholy deed, is· always clothed in a long white shift, 
and has her hair loosely flowing over her shoulders. 
In· this array she strongly resembles the Vilas, 
Rusalkas, and other fairy beings of aqueous nature, 
whose occupation it so often is to spin and weave, pro
ducing filmy textures which seem not unlike the clonds 
which now veil, and now melt away before the sun
light. .As not only by spinning and by weaving, 
but also by other womanly employments, such as 
washing, milking, and the like, were the actions of 
the elementary forces of nature represented in ancient 
mythical language; so at last it became usual to 
associate women rather than men with the idea 
of commanding the elements; and thus it was more 
usnally a witch than a wizard who was supposed to 
be on terms of familiarity with the inhabitants of 
the invisible world' . 

• AfanaoieC, P. v. s. ilL 46&-4IlO. 
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Of all these womanly employments that of milking 
is the most prominent, and, according to some com
mentators, the most evidently mythical. The vulgar 
witch of to-day steals the milk from the earthly 
cows of her neighbour; her prototype was wont to 
milk the heavenly cows, that is to say, to draw the rain 
from the clouds. In the Government of Kief, it is 
affirmed that witches by night, when good folks 
sleep, "go out of doors, wearing long shifts and 
with dishevelled hair, trace a line with their hands 
round the starry sky, and eclipse the moon with 
clouds (or steal it); then, on the approach of a storm, 
they betake themselves to milking the cloud-cows 
themselves, and milk them so violently that from 
their teats, together with milk, there begins to flow 
blood (another metaphor for rain)'." In some vil
lages, also, the witches are said to chase the moon 
into a cow-shed, and there to milk cows by her light; 
and the Bulgarians have a tradition to the effect 
that sorceresses can take the moon (luna') out of the 
sky, which accounts for lunar eclipses, and that she 
is then turned into a cow, which they milk, thus 
eventually obtaining such butter as heals otherwise 
incurable wounds. 

In a similar manner, according to Afanasiof, the 
stories about werewolveR and other transformed 
creatures, and also about vampires, may be accounted 
for. .As the clouds shift their plastic shapes, now 
.. backed like a weasel," and now resembling a 

• P. V. S. m. -. 
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whale, so the mythical beings, under whose forms 
the philosophy of our ancestors personified the forcea 
of nature, were priginally supposed to undergo rapid 
metamorphoses, and the power of similar transfor
mation was eventually attributed to the human beinga 
who, in many respects, replaced them in popular 
belief. Thus, in the Ukraine, there lingers a tradition 
that a werewolf who is touched with a pitchfork or 
a flail immediately resumes his human form: this 
is explained as meaning that the thunder-god strikes 
a blow with his mace [the.lightning], which tears 
the wolf's hide from·hi.s opponent [or disperscs the 
cloud]'. 

In the case of vampires, their sucking of blood is 
explained by Afanasief in the Bame manner as the 
draining of milk by witches. When winter con
demns all nature to a temporary death, the thunder
god and the spirits of the storm sleep a sleep like 
that of death in their c1oud-coffins. But with the 
return of spring they assume renewed life, and draw 
rain from the clouds, or, in mythical language, suck 
blood Crem sleepers'_ According to thia sytem or 
interpretation, some glimmering may be obtained, 
he thinks, of the original meaning of what, if taken 
literally, seems a needlessly improbable story-that of 
the vampire father who eats all his daughters but onej 
her escape being effected by her throwing off, as she 
mns, various portions of her drees, each of which her 
too fond parent has to tear up and then restore to its 

• 'f.nui_C, P. v. s. III. 566. • ACanasieC, P. v. s. Ill. 164. 
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original form, before he can recommence his furious 
pursuit. 

Whether these explanations are sound or not, they 
have at least the merit of ingenuity. Moreover, it 
would be a relief to our feelings if we could suc
ceedin resolving the werewolves, vampires, and 
other demoniacal Qreatures, who have so long made 
night hideous, into not only harmless, but even 
beneficent elements-recognizing in their laidly 
lineaments the shapely features of the mythical 
beings under whose forms our Aryan ancestors 
personified the powers of nature. But before in
dulging in the pleasure of a belief in such desirable· 
transformations, it may be· as well at least to re
member the existence of very different hypotheses on 
the subject. Even if we do not altogether agree 
with Mr. Fergusson'. that none of the serpents and 
dragons, none of the dwarfs and magicians and such 
like creatures, are of Aryan extraction,-that "all 
the fairy mythology, in fact, of the East and West, 
belongs to the Turanian races,n-yet we may find, in 
his and in similar arguments, reason enough to 
make us pause before considering the opposite theory 
conclusively made out. 

And if it would be hazardous to form rapid con
clusions with respect to our own familiar fairies, still 
more dangerous would it be to. decide hastily in the 
case of foreign demigods and demons. Great caution 
is requisite on the part of every ODe who undertakfls 
to evolve a mythological system from a mass of 

• Tree and Sorpent Worship. p 78. 
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popular traditions. In no case is such caution more 
urgently demanded than in that of a student who has 
to deal with materials of so mixed a nature, and of so 
doubtful an extraction, as are the songs and stories 
of the Russian people. 

Of that people I trust I have not conveyed an un· 
favourable idea. The nature of my work has led me 
to speak frequently of their foibles, to dwell at length 
upon their. superstitions. But it is not by such weak. 
nesses as these, which are to some extent common 
to all mankind, that we ought to judge of a pea
santry who have always been signally remarkable 
for family affection, for reverence towards age, for 
sympathy with misfortune-who have retained for 
centuries, even under the pressure of that system of 
slavery which has but recently been overthrown, so 
keen a sense of loyalty, so warm a love for their 
native land. 

In one of the most popular of the Russian stories 
_ Slavonic variant of a world-wide tale-the hero 
sits for thirty years beside his father's hearth, a 
helpless cripple, incapable of active life. But, at the 
end of that tim~, he is not only cured by two mystic 
personages, disguised as beggars, to whom he has 
given a draught of water, but he is endowed by them 
with gigantic strength. So, when he has risen from 
his lowly couch, he goes forth into the world, a noble 
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conqueror, overcoming infidels, and slaying monsters .. 
and freeing Christian prisoners, and in all ways suo· 
couring the needy and the oppressed. In the career 
of Ivan Muromets-this Slavonio counterpart of the 
Norse .A8kepot-the Russian people are said to have 
long recognized, in accordance with It vague tradi. 
tion, a symbol of their own national life. For cen· 
turies, the story ran, they were doomed to remain 
inactive and despised. But the time would come, 
it proceeded to· say (if reliance can be placed . 
upon a somewhat improbable report), when thei 
would shake off their lethargy, and put on irresist
ible might, and enter upon a warlike. progress 
through the world, conquering and to conquer. 

It may be that the prophecy is destined to receive 
a fulfilment, but one of a peaceful nature. The 
co=on people of Russia may figuratively be said 
to have lain long among the ashes. For nearly ten 
times the thirty years of the tale the great mass or' 
the population was" fastened to the soil," debarred 
by law from anything like continuous progress. 
Now,at last,thanks to the unwearied efforts of what 
was once but a small body of statesmen, thanks, 
above all, to the forethought and the courage of the 
present ~eror, fhe land has been freed from the 
plague of slavery, and the millions whom its dead· 
ening influence had benumbed have the prospect 
opened out before them of a wider and a higher 
existence. They may be destined, like the long 
crippled Ivan Muromets, to mighty struggles termi. 
nating in decisive victories. But the struggles may 

Ff2 
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perhaps be of the nature of those by whieh the 
labourer and the artisan work out their honest liveli. 
hood; the victories may prove of that priceless order 
by which men, having overcome their own besetting 
sins, emancipate themselves from a moral thraldom 
which is by no means less degrading than a physical 
servitude. 
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The following are the Russian books to which I 
am principally indebted. In alluding to them. in 
the foot-notes to the present volume I have fre
quently given only the initials of their titles, just 
as I have often represented the words Deutsche 
Mythologie by the letters D. M. 

A.FABA8I11P. Poetich .. kiy" JT01lll1'!feniya 8la"YtMJ "" Prirodu. 
[Poetic Views of the Siavonians about Nature.] 3 vols. 
Moscow, 1865·69. 8vo. 

---N<woihouiya RUBBlei!!" 8leazki. [Popular Rusaian Tales.] 
Third edition. 8 Pt.. Moscow, 1863. Bvo. 

BEZ80NOP. EDI!!eki Perelehozhie. [Wandering Psalm.singers. 
A collection of their songs.] 6 pts. Moscow. 1860-62. !Iva. 

BU8LAEl'. IBlorichesleie Ocherki, 610. [Historical Sketches of 
National Literature and Art.] 2 vola. St. Petersburg, 1861. 
fol. . • 

o Vliyanii KhriBtiaflBlv" na 8la"Ya"Ble!! Yallllile. [On 
the Influence of Christianity on Slavonic Language.] MoBCOw, 
1848. Svo. 

DAlIL. POBlo.if",; RUBBle,,!!O Naroda. [Proverbs of the Russian 
People.] Moscow, 1862. fol. 

ERLKlfDEIlI'. Na.-odnuiya 8kaz1ci. [Popular Tales collected by 
village Schoolmasters.] Moscow, 1863. 8vo. 

KA8TORS .. -r. Nachertanie 8lot·anBleoi Aratholog;i. [Outline of 
Slavonic Mythology.] St. Petersburg, 1BU. 8vo. 

K ... VELn<. Socl.intmiya. [Collected works.] 4 vole. Moscow, 
1859. 

KnuDv ... KoP. Velik0MH8ki!!a 8kazki. [Great-Uussian Popular 
Tal.s.] 3 pt.. Moscow, 1860·62. 
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KIRYll:EV8n. Py, ... iIOTw_iy" P. Yo Kity_.kim. m. [Songo 
collected by P. V. Kiry ..... k,.. Edited b,. P. A. Bcozoonol' 
and othen.] Second edition. Parto 1-8. MOICOw. 11!68. 
eta. 8vo. 

KOTLuuv.n. 0 Pogr6bar .... ik" ObuicbayaH Yaouic"ukik" 
BlM!y_ (On the Fnneral Cuotoml of the heath ... Slavoniano.] 
Moscow. 1868. 8vo. 

M.uxoP. 0 B"ilinaH J'laJimirrnHJ »;klo. (On the BuiliWII 01' 
the Vladimir C,.cle.] St. Petenburg. 1863. 81'0. 

-- V.li1eoruukiya Zaklinaniya. [Great-RDIIian Spello.) 
Sf;. Petenburg. 1869. 81'0. 

OREllT MILLER. OpuU LtorieM,TtogD OIxmyl'lfliytl R ... Twi 
Bkn._i. (Attempt .t an Hiotori.a! SO"''101' Runn 
Literature Part 1. Section L Second edition.) St. Peten
burg. 1866. 8vo. 

--- KJwiIWmatilt1. de. [Cb....tomath,.. appendod to the 
"Attempt. eta.") Part 1. Section 1. I!econd edition. St. 
Petenburg. 1866. 8'1'0. 

--- R,a M~. [n,..oI' Murom and the Heroeo 01 
Kief.] St. Petenbnrg. 1t169. Boya! 8'1'0. 

RUIJIlI"II[OP. PI-- MJlw_iya P. N. Bflilmihnnmn. [Songo 
oullected b,. P. N. Ruibaikol. EditOO by P. A. Bezaonof. 
eta.] • volo. Moscow. 1861-67. 81'0. 

!!AltBA.lWl'. BTuwmiya B""kllgf} NtwDJa. [Utten- 01 the 
RuoBian People. Third edition.] 2 1'ola.' St. Petenborg, 
1Ml. Ro,.aI 8'1'0. 

--- P,,,,,; B_kagD NM'fN14.. [Sougt of the RuaiaD 
People). 5 yolo. St. Petenburg. 1&38-39. 12mo. 

ScuOEPPIlt"9 (or Shopping). ErtA" ~TtogD Y_ieA_. 
[Myths of Sla1'onic Reatbendom.) Moscow.1Si9. ,",0. 

--- Brud.'9" N~. de. [RuoBian Nationality iD ita 
Supemitiona, Rite.. and PopularStoriea.] lloocow,I!!62. 81'0. 

SIICIIEPID. 06 Ltod .. ikak4 i /""",,"4 B_l:ago B_z.m,,,. 
[On th. Sou"",," and Forma ofRuoBian Mythology.] 2 pta. 
Moscow. 1859-61. 

, I ~, unfarianateIy, 001,. the lint '1'01_: on. -.ad I 
han DeY_ enD eo IIl1IclI ae ...... eo nre ..... the book become. 
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Smull'. RUBilciya NtWOdnuiya Py_'- [Russi&n Popular Songs, 
collected and arranged by P. V. Shein.] VoL L Moscow, 
1870. Royal 8vo. 

SlflIGIRE!'. RUIJ.kis Pro8l0Mf'otlnuie Praztlniki, eta. lRussian 
Popular Festivals and Superstitious Rites.] 4 vols. Mos
cow, 1837-39. Bvo. 

. . . 

SlflIGIlIBP. RUBSkis" •• oikh Poik"'ilBakh. [The Russians in their 
Proverbs.] 4 vols. Moscow, 1832. 12mo. • 

SOLOVlEP. Iattwiya RoBm. [History o~ Russia.,] Fourth edition. 
Moscow, 1856, eto. 8vo. . .. 

TEnESRCBElI'KO. Bun RUBS'kagoNMotla. 
of the Russi&n People.J7 vols. 
Bvo.' ,. ,', 

[MannorSlLnd Customs 
St. Petersburg, 1848. 

• In progress l only about twenty-one volumes have as yet 
been published. 

• Students who wish to compare the folk-songs of the RusBians 
with those 'of the other Slavonio peopleB will find the following 
books of greet service. To avoid typographical difficulti .. I have 
trenolated their titles:-
KOLB1I1IG. " Songi. of the Polish People." Warsaw, 18G7. 8vo. 
WOJOICKI. "Songs of the Wbite-Croatiane, Maoures, etc." 

2 vols. Warsaw; 1836. Bvo. 
KA1I.Ano. "Servian Popular Songs." 6 vols. Vienna, 1841-65. 

8vo. 
SUBIL. .. Moravian Popular Songs." Brunn, 1860. Bvo. 
lIAllPT Al<D SCIDULRR. "Folk-Songs of the Wends in Upper 

and Lower Lusatia" [in W endish and German.] Grimm&, 
1841-43. 4to. ' 

ZEGOTA P AtrLI. " Songs of the RuthenianB in Galicia." 2 vols. 
Lwow, 1839-40. 12mo. 
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A few words about the measures of the 1Ongt! may be collJlidered 
uaeful. The following specimeus are giVL'" by Sakharof in hi. 
Pyesni lJ. .... lcafJo Narotla '. 

The Khorovod Songs are 88 follow. :-

(1) X' ... 

A mui 

But we 

(2) 8~;'B 

iapieti 
Become woven 

(3) Ai 8 ...... 

Ai .. 110.1. 

Ay vo I~iie 

Ay vo p;lye 
Ah, afield, 
Ab. afield, 

upoeo 

p.oso 

millet 

oya pl;;te,,· 

fenoo 

e"IIAB. 

8iey~r. 

have IOWD. 

~aDA8T1Ie8. 

~pkt~y;' 
become woven. 

Ai 80 Do .. 1I. 

Ay VO ~ly;;. 

Llpi;;'ki 

Ah, afield. 
Lindenling. 

The "Dance Songs" .... uma11y in one of the following 
metreBj-

(1) B. B .... 6; ,-
reu ok> 

birch-tree 

'n. Jl-Q. 
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(2) noli ... ; lLIlaAa "'-DO p, ........ 
Poyd~ mJid& po DUna~ 

I will go, the young one by the Danu£e. 

(3) 

(4) 

e: .... 
Ax ... :rrymKa 

Akh, iit~shka 
Ab, duckie 

K""", Y. D""'" 
xAk u nas 

How witJ> us 

.Il)TOBaB. 

iiigoviiya; 

meadow:\;. 

DO . CllAO'lfKY.. . 

vo . sidocbk~. 
-i,n the gardenliug. 

or the Svyatki songs, suug at Christmas,. Sakbarof gives the 
following specimens in his Slctntiniyo- Bus.lcago Harada', the 
work to which such frequent rererence has already been made :-

(1) ~;K-; - B-; .. -H~Da mol. ropOAa . . 

'. 08-; - B";'" B;'Jlwa";;p;' moc,... 80JlOUa 

- - - --Ku .. aa ~ K" '1emri E; ~epe6p-auu_ 

Shch~;; sb1& iz Nova gorodi. 

On; khvost voiokl'ii fz Bjei;O';";. 

U na sbchii kye ch.8h';-y k; .erehr;niy;;-' 

A Pike came out of Novogorod. 

She (her] tail trailed from Byeloozero. 

How on tho Pike [are] scales silvery. 

1 L iii. 10. 
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(2) 

(3) 

P';.,TB';;p;o - .. -B BBamoa 87 sa ~OBhllD.iI. 

R";;.tv(;,.yu - kv;'hoD k";; na dOu;;u.hkye. ya 

I knead the dough On the tIofw,iI""". 
Ai-., - - -- 1 - - - I o,;;por.; .... eiai ·.aTB, ~ 10', De •• 

K.. T;6; b--iTn rG I n. ;e.. I ;8.;;: 

K .. T~ 67 I ,;.... ... DDTu.. I .O' .;'11 ... e';'o;ru'lo, 

~ tii cyey 1 .Dati, m.i'chl 1 ~, P;ki 1 p:r;.;;gr: 
/ 

K t;;bi. bU--diit go 1 .tr n;.,hA I y~;;: 

K t;;bie bU 1 d;t v kptylkb 1 k(; =;. v .&p;;g&kh. 

Ah [do] thou sif'f; L mother, flour, 1 bake 'I piee: 

. To thee will be gueote I not I expected : 

To thee will be I in Iapti 1 to me in boot... 

(4) H -; 8-0 .. -;;"-0 
q;.;. i;p."p; 
i ia m~ 
Ch~ .;reb':;; 

sopo .. , 

khO'rO'uyu, 

~nJU: 

sepo .... , 
~y;.. 

~iu-
And I 
Pure 

(5) E";...;;.w; 

gold 
silver' 

AO ~;; .,;,,; 
Zh~bijzhr,,; 

~ ehegO id.ie 
OPead 
Whither to thee 

bwy, 
bwy, 

bwy, 
bwy. 

.. anu, 

~~";';1 

'Obt,,;y8: 
~ifuia? 

round [and able to roU.) 
to ron tb yoel! 
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Alatuir, the White Stone, 87. 
Amulete, 387. 
Ancestral Worship, 260. 

Christenmg of Cuckoos, 215-
217. 

Christenmg of Rusalkas, 144. 
Christmas songs, 186. 

Baba Yaga, ogress or 
161-164. 

witch, Coffins,817. 

Bab'e Lyeto, or women's sum· 
mer,254. 

Bea.r King, story of the, 182. 
Beauty song, 275. 
BesyMa, or social gathering, 

Corn, superstitions concerning, 
247 : \ea.ding ea.rs of, 248. 

Cosso.ck songs, 42--44. 
Cuckoos, traditions about, 214 ; 

christening of, 215-217. 

description of, 36. Da.nilof, Kirsha., 55. 
Betrotha.l cuetoms, 267-271; Dawn, 188, 190, 849. 

rings,297. Da.zhbog, the Day.god, 85. 
Bmtchins., or brotherly feast, Dea.d, commemomtion of. the, 

258. 260, 81().-$13; fun""" rites, 
Brea.d, superstitions oonocrning, 313-820; banquet to the, 

247. ·821. 
Bride, purcha.se of, 290, 291.. Dmitry Sa.turda.y, oommemo_ 
Builina.s, or metrica.l romances, tion of souls on, 260. 

cycles of, 57; story of Svyato- Dodola., 227-229. 
gor, 58-63; collections of, Domovoy, or House-spirit, 120 
63: RuibIlikof'8 journey in ~139 . 

• quest of, ~76. Dyevichnik, or Girls' party, 271. 
Buria.! of the Gold, game and . . 

song of, 200. Easter, 219. 
Burning of Corpse., 825-330. Elija.h's Day, 247. 
Buyan, the Happy Isle of, 87. Epiphany, Eve of the, 207. 
Byelbog, the White God, 108. Expulsion of Ta.rsk&ns, 255. 

Capture of Bride, 283-286. 
Cattle-plague, spellsa.gainst, ete., 

395--402. 

Fern, traditions about the, 98. 
Fire-worsbip, 257. • 
Founda.tiens, aacrifiCIIII at, 127. 
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Funera.la:-ofKootroma., 244; of KooA, or maiden braid of hair, 
Ya.rlIo, 245; wedding.funeral., 272-275,288. 
809; modem funeral customs, Kootroma, funeral of, 244 . 

. 318-320; funeral banquet., Kostrubonlro, 222. 
320; feast to ghosts, 321; Krasnaya Gorka., or Red Hill, 
ancient funeral ritss, 328- 222, 223. 
327; huma.n sacrifices at; 328, KupILlo, Midsummer fcaMt of, 
329; the Strav .. and Trizna, 2:$9-246. 
331, 332; burial of strangers, Kulikovo, battie of, 259. 
333 ; song. about the dead, 
334-344. 

Ga.dA!,iya, or gues.ings, 195. 
Glory song, 198. 
Guessings, 195. 

Harvest, opening of the, 249; 
harvest-home feast, 250, 251. 

Hell, Slavonic ideas about, 113. 
HistoricaJ songs, M. 
Houee, ceremonies attendant on 

a change of, 137. 
H01IJ!e..spirit, Bee Domovoy. 

Ibn Fozlan, account of II burial 
by, 328. _ 

Dr"'., or Elijah'. Day, 247. 
Dya Muromets, 59-63. 
Insect buria.!, 255. 

1..wes, Richard; his collection 
. of RIIIIBian historical poem., 
55. 

Kaaha, or Jt.ewed grain, 205_ 
Khorovods, or circling dances to 

songs, 2, 6-13; 228-2'26. 
Kikimora, or Nightmare, 133. 
Kirsha Danilof, 55. 
KoIy8da Bongs, 186--201. 
K08hchei the Immortal, 165--

167. 

Laume, story of a, 101. 
!.ado and INla, the deitie" of 

the Spring and or Love, 105, 
241. 

Leading ea.ra of com, rits of, 
248. 

Love-spells, 369. 
Lyeshy, or Wood-demon, 153 

-160. 

Ma.Ichik -. - Palchilr, or Tom 
Thumb, 181, 183. 

Magpies, 40.5. 
Marriage :-list of the dra1Mlill 

perIQ114 at a, 263; the pro
pooaJ and striking of hauth, 
265; the betrothal, 267-271; 
the girlA' party, 271-275; 
the wedding day, 276--200; 
expeneeo of a peaoant wedding, 
281; ancient Slavonic ideas 
about marriage, 282; capture 
or purchaoe of bride, 288-
286 ; her IOROW at !eaTing 
her home, 287-29'2; her 
fllelings towards her pe.rent.o, 
292-295; freedom of choWe, 
295-301; wife', family posi
tion, 302; " bride', lament, 
303,304; songs about a happy 
maniage, 305; mythical woo
ding gueoto, 006-308. 
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Ma..lyanitsa, or "Butter-week," 
208,209. 

lIa.vkas, or Little-Russian fairies 
or water-nymphe, 142, 143. 

Midanmmer Customs, 239-246. 
Mythology: - Old Sla.vonic 

Deities, 80-84, 102; Svarog, 
85; Dazhbog and Ogon', 85, 
86; Peron, 86-102: Byelbog, 
103; wao' &nQ Lads., 105; 
spirit-world, 106; ideas .. bout 
the soul, 107-118; Paradise, 
111; the Ra.khma.ne, 112 ; the 
Domovoy, or House-spirit, 
120-139; the RusaJka, or 
Na.ia.d,139-146; the Vila and 
Poludnitsa, 147; the Vod

com, 248, 249; the harvest, 
250, 251; pJa.iting Volos's 
beard, 251; Volos's, name, 
252; St. Vlas, 253; the W 0-

men's Snmmer, 254; expulsion 
of TaraHns, 255; the Ovin, or 
com.kiln, 257; Dmitry S ... 
turday and ancestral wor
ship, 259, 260; mythologi~ 
riddles, 348-350; the Isle of 
Buyan, 37; the White Stone 
AJa.tuir, 37; witchcraft, 87; 
personification of cattle-plague, 
cholera., small-pox, etc., 395· 
-403; werewolves and vam
pires, 403--415, 428-483. 

yany, or Water. sprite, 143; the New Year sougs and customs, 
Lyeshy, or Wood-damon, 153 203-207. 
-160; the Bilba Yaga, or Nightmare, 133. 
Ogresa, 161-164; Koshchei 
the Immorta.!, 165-167; the Ogon', or Fire, 85. 
Vyed'ma., or Witch, 168- Orphans, songs about, 293, 334. 
172; the Snake, 173-177; Ovin, or corn-kiln, respect paid 
the Wa.ter-king, 178: Swan to,257. 
Maidens, 179; Tom Thumb, Ovstln songe, 202-204. 
183; Kolyada rites, 186-201 ; 
Ovaen, 202-204; New Year, P'a.radise, Slavonic ideas about, 
205-207; the " ButterWeek," . 111-113. 
209; the death of Winter, Parjanya and Perun, 86. 
210; reception of Spring, 211 Perun the Thunder-god, com
-213; Cuckoo christe~g, pared with Parjanya, 86 ; 
214-218; Tree-worship, 219; Lettie songs .. bout, 88-91; 
E ... ter and the Kra.sn .. ya his statues, 93; myths about, 
Gork .. , 220-227; Dodola, 74-102. . 
228; St. George songs, 229 Perkunas, 88-91, 101. 
-233; Semik and Whitsun· Pigeons, traditions a.bout, 181. 
tide, 233-239; KupaJo and PJakal'shchitsa., or Wailer, 342. 
Midsummer, 239-243; fune- Poludnitsa., 147. . 
raJ of Kostroma, or Y mlo, Pooidyelka, or social gathering, 
244-246: traditions about 32. 
corn, 247; leading ears of Potters' Field, near Moscow;333. 
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Prichitaniya, or lament., 343, 
3440. 

Pripyevka, prelude orrefrain,303. 
Purchase of a bride, 273, 274, 

283-286, 290. 291. 
Purification. rite of, after a fune

ral, 319. 

Radunitoa, or commemoration 
~ the dead. 222, 310-313. 

Ra.in, effect of witchcraft on, 383. 
Rakbma.ne, or Brahman., legend 

of the. 113. 
Riddles, 84.6-356. 
Robber lOngo, 4.5-47. 
Rukobitie, or striking of hands 

before marriage, 265. 
RnsaIk .... or Water.nympbe,139 

-146,216. 

vodo,223--226; song. about 
St. George, 230; 8cmik and 
Whit.nntide songo,236-
238 ; Miwl1lmmer lOngo, 
239-246; Harvelt songo, 
249-251; Autumn song., 
256,259. 

Ma.rria.ge lOng', 262; Betro
thal song., 266-271 ; KOO8, 
or Maiden·tr....... oong., 
272-276, 288; Bridal.l .... 
nediotion lOngo, 278; the 
"Sowing oCthe Millet," 283; 
bargaining for a bride 
lOngo, 286, 287, 220, 291; 
love lOngo, 295-302; a 
bride's lament, 303; hap!'y. 
ma.rria.ge lOngo, 305, "'mg. 
about eo.ma. and Damian, 
307. 

8emik, feast of, 233. Funeral Bongo; Lament of 
September CUBtoms, 253-256. orphano, 334.-337; of wi-
SmaIl.pox, RU88ian ideas about, dows, 338-340; .... ilingo 

403. ..bove graTe_, ~'J, 344; a 
Snakee, storiee about, 173-176. riddle-oong, 356; a witch· 
Soul, Slavonic ideas about the, craftoong, 394; catt1e-plague 

107-118. lOng&, 396, 399. 
Sol<lier oongo, 51-04. Sowing of the Millet, song CJI 
Bongo:-genera.! sketch of Ruo- the, 213. 

sia.n lOngs, 1; their influence Spell., "'" ZagovOn. 
on the people, 4: their age, Spring songs, 212. 
5; their tbemee, 14; classee Stan, oong to the, 207. 
of, 39; CosaacIr lOng&, 42; Stenh Razin, songo aOOut, 4-S. 
Robber oongo, 45; Soldien' at. George, traditiono about, 229 
oongo, 51; hiBtorical lOngo, -233. 
04; metn!8 of, 77-79. at. lohn'. Day, 240-242-

Mythic and Ritoaloongo, 186; at. Peter'. Day, 246. 
KDlyadlri, or. Chrietmao at. Philip'. FaA, 255. 
lOngo, 187-201; Ov.eu Strava, or fuDera.l feast, 331. 
and New Y ..... songa, 202 at. Simeon, 253, 
-207; Spring songs, 212; at. VIas, 253. -
Krasnaya. Gorka Khoro. Snn, storiee about the, 242. 
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Sun's Sister, story of the, 169. 
Svarog, or Ouranos, 85. 
Svarozhich, or t!>e Sun, 85, 86. 
Swan-maidens, 1.48, 179. 

Ta.rak8.ns, expulsion of insects 
called, 255. 

Threshold, tra.Qitions about, 136. 
Tom Thumb, Sla.vonic counter-

part of, 177, 183. 
Toothache, spe1ls against, 867. 
Tree-Worship, 219, 238. . 
Trizna, or funeral feast, 831. 
Tsar Morskoi, or Sea-king, 178 

-180. 
Tnr,238-238. 

Whirlwinds, connexion of witch. 
craft with, 882. 

Whiteuntide customs, 238-235. 
Widow's lament, 338. 
Widow-sacrifice, 827-330. 
Winfier, death of, 211. 
Witchcraft : - stories about 

witches, 168-170; Russian 
names for wizards and witches, 
878; their power and functions, 
880 j dealers in amulete, etc., 
387 ; milking of cows. by 
witches, 890; destruction of 
crops by wizards, 892; poi
soning, 393 ; werewolves, 
403-408; vampires, 409-
415; history of witchcraft in 

Vampires, 409-415, 482. Russia, 417-427; mytholo-
Vasily's, or New-Year's Day, 203 gicsJ explanation, 428-483. 

-207. Wood.demon, Bee Lyeshy: 
Vodyany, or Water-sprite, 148 

-153. Yarilo, funeral of, 245. 
Vii, .. Servian mythicsJ being, Yegory, or St. George songs, 

100. 229. 
Vilas, Servian mythicsJ beinge, 

147-181. 
Volos, the Ca.tt1e-god, 251,252. 
Voplenite&, or Wa.iler, 842. 
Vyed'ma, or ~itch, 168-170. 

Wa.tor of Life and Desth, 97. 
Water-sprite, see Vodyany. 
Water-nymph, Bee RUBalk ... 
Werewolves, 408-409, 482. 

Z"S'adkas, or Riddles, 846-856. 
Za.kr6.t, or twisting of esrs of corn 

by a wizard, 892. 
Zagov6rs, or spells, 857; against 

tooiha.che, 867; against cuts, 
868; to produce love, 369; 
against a mother's grief, 872 i 
against wild beasts, 888. 
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